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Abstract

Reduction of nuclear arms in a verifiable manner that is trusted by two or more parties is
a hard but important problem. Nations and organisations that wish to engage in such arms
control verification activities need to be able to design procedures and control mechanisms
that let them compute pertinent degrees of belief. Crucially, they also will need methods for
reliably assessing their confidence in such beliefs, in situations with little or no contextual data
to apply data-driven learning techniques on. This motivates the investigation of alternative
methods of modelling beliefs.

This thesis will cover three key models: a probabilistic Bayesian Network (BN) model
for an arms control inspection scenario; a dynamical system that models an arms race with
dynamics reflecting verification activities; and mathematical games, which are used for
understanding the design space of treaties that constrain inspection schedules.

We extend our models beyond their conventional computational abilities, and encode
uncertainty over variables and probabilities within the models. This thesis explores the
techniques required to enable such computations and to use these to answer questions of
interest to decision making. In doing so, we also show that these abstractions can mitigate
against the risk that lack of prior data represents for modelling and analysis. A main
contribution of the thesis is to not only develop such methods for dealing with uncertainty,
but to also extend these models with external constraints that reflect beliefs, knowledge or
assumptions.

We extend BNs to constrained Bayesian Networks, and relax the requirement of declaring
Real valued probabilities of events. This then enables us to analyse marginal probabilities
of interest symbolically, or develop metrics that check for agreement in outputs between
multiple different models, and even optimise such metrics over the uncertainty. Whereas
Stochastical Optimisation and other utility based techniques would enable an analysis of
likelihoods, this work employs Robust Optimisation. This means that we are assessing ‘best
case’, ‘worst case’ or ‘is this ever possible’ events, which are important to our arms control
verification domain.

For dynamical systems, we are able to leave initial parameters of the model as unknown,
and then compute an optimum inspection routine (based on any arbitrarily set metric) that
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holds true despite the uncertainty. This allows us to provide decision-support regarding the
best timings for rationing out a limited number of inspections, and how such an inspection
regime should be the optimal one to meet the desired metric.

In game theory, we develop constrained symbolic games that include symbolic pay-offs,
and for which we can find Nash Equilibria that vary as the symbolic terms change. This
allows us to advise players on the best mix of strategies to consider as the uncertain pay-offs
vary, to either optimise pay-offs, or the use of particular strategies.

Eventually, we are able to combine our approaches into an all-encompassing, yet fine-
grained, model. Such integration accomplishes modelling all aspects of an inspection process
and the regime that may call such a process. Integration also accounts for the shortcomings
individual mathematical techniques have that other techniques can overcome.

Our tools encode models in a Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) solver: SMT are
powerful decision procedures for quantifier-free, first-order logic. Solving our problems
using SMT enables us to assess the sensitivity and relative confidence we have in particular
models, as well as optimise for variables of interest and test hypotheses even without full data.
The practical difficulties lie in leveraging the SMT to work for our large mathematical models,
when, normally, they can only be relied on for simple or small numbers of mathematical
computations.

Although the theory, formalisations and methodologies engineered here are not specific
to this domain, we utilise a case study in nuclear arms control to evaluate our approach and
to demonstrate the real world insights gained. We conclude that the increased analytical
capabilities from combining mathematical modelling and SMT allows us to - in principle -
support the design or assessment of future bilateral arms control instruments by applying
them to models of interest.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation: problem space and its context

Early nuclear arms treaties, such as the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons Treaty (NPT)
[82] in 1968, and the U.S.-Soviet Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (known as START I) in
1991, were - perhaps at one time - some of the most important agreements in the world. The
destructive power from a nuclear weapon, compared to conventional arms, meant that the
stakes for nuclear arms control agreements that followed were higher than for any previous
arms control treaties. Whilst the treaties’ goals were many and varied, and each party had
different goals for the same treaty, some objectives included delivering transparency of
declarations between states, and overall reducing nuclear weapons.

Arms control treaties were an important part of the dynamics that reduced the risks of the
Cold War overheating, though uncertainty around effective implementation (i.e. sub-optimal
verification) has always been a challenge to achieving their goals. This leads naturally into a
potential motivation for nations to investigate robust analytical methods for underpinning
verification regime design. Working out a verifiable arms reduction regime that is trusted by
multiple parties is a seemingly difficult task, especially when coupled with other national
security and vested interests of all parties concerned. Verification activities of nations and
organisations need to follow protocols that allow all parties to capture their assumptions
and observations, and let them compute beliefs about other parameters (e.g. the number
of weapons another nation may hold) or metrics of interest (e.g. the calculated rate of
disarmament).

As the number of nuclear weapons possessor states have grown, so have the intricacies of
international relationships. Although around nine nations now hold nuclear weapons, the
postures of each nation are distinctly different to those of the U.S.-Soviet postures at the time
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of START I [84]. One analyst’s view is that China and India mostly pursue a policy of assured
retaliation with second-strike nuclear capabilities that could withstand an initial foreign
attack [104]. Israel purports a catalytic strategy with only a small arsenal, but threatens its use
possibly just to bring other third parties in on their behalf (rather than see nuclear weapons
being used). Arguably more dangerously, asymmetric escalation policies of Pakistan threaten
to use nuclear weapons in response to a conventional attack [104]. Complicating matters,
postures may change over time, (e.g. with the deployment of new technologies) leading us
to work towards a process that supports decision making where many metrics and positions
have to be considered simultaneously.

Drawing on advice and expertise from colleagues at the Atomic Weapons Establishment
(AWE) we seek to support decision making around arms control in the modern era by
developing new mathematical modelling tools that enhance existing modelling methods with
recent advances in automated verification and reasoning.

1.2 Requirements of Decision Support for Arms Control

AWE supports and advises UK Government, through the UK Ministry of Defence (MOD),
on verification measures that might be put into operation in the context of future nuclear
arms control agreements. Arms control agreements in general are important tools which
help nations to manage their security relationships with each other, particularly by reducing
the risk of arms races, and which in some cases seek to eliminate particularly destructive
classes of weaponry entirely. Specifically, the UK may one day be involved in a bilateral
or multilateral agreement regarding the monitoring or reduction of arms [100, 121]. Any
such agreement would very likely contain provisions for verifying that parties are indeed
compliant with said agreement. It is possible for these agreements to operate without a
verification mechanism, but such absence of a deterrent to cheaters clearly limits the potential
effectiveness of agreements.

The provisions for verification may be in the form of inspections (e.g. to visit nuclear
facilities in which a weapon is claimed to be being stored or decommissioned), deployment
of monitoring equipment, use of satellite imagery, agreement of formal notice periods for
certain activities and so forth. Research into the effectiveness of different technologies
and procedures to support nuclear arms control inspections is being pursued increasingly
widely - the UK-Norway Initiative [100], ongoing UK/US collaboration [150], and the
International Partnership for Nuclear Disarmament Verification (IPNDV) [151] are a few
examples of contemporary efforts. Reciprocity is often a key principle of these processes; in
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this circumstance a nation must balance the potential added value from a particular technique
against any potential detriment to its national security interests from a reciprocal inspection.

The design and implementation of verification provisions are complicated, intrusive and
expensive – which imposes further limits on the scale of that deterrent. An understanding of
the reliability of such provisions and their interaction will be paramount, as an agreement is
more likely to be signed, and honoured, if all parties can be confident that the agreement’s
provisions allow them to verify compliance of other parties with the agreement. These
provisions will be informed by strategic and conflicting interests of the parties.

We propose to further such understanding by using mathematical analysis in this problem
space, based on mathematical representations of arms control verification scenarios. In such
scenarios, we are primarily interested in three types of quantities:

• Trust: a bias in the processing of imperfect information about another party

• Degree of Belief: the amount we believe a proposition is true

• Confidence: a measure of the uncertainty we should have in our degree of belief in a
proposition.

The ability to assess decision makers’ confidence in computed degrees of belief will be
paramount - all despite their being little or no contextual data on which to base their trust.

Unfortunately it is impossible to prove with total certainty that a declaration made by
another nation state is accurate, regardless of the level of verification activities applied:
the problem domain requires enforcement of multiple information barriers. As we will
discuss in Section 1.3.1, information barriers are a necessity to stop the flow of sensitive state
secrets between treaty partners. This uncertainty inherent in verification activities is further
amplified by the possibility of declarations being incomplete (e.g. where most, but not all,
nuclear weapon storage sites were declared as required). This means that each party to an
arms-control agreement regularly makes decisions under uncertainty about the true status of
other parties, as well as about which actions it should take in response to the developments it
perceives. One decision is whether other parties are in compliance with their obligations, but
other decisions might concern the timing and rationing out of a limited number of agreed
arms inspections in order to maximise their effectiveness, or how best to negotiate the rules of
the verification process in the first place. The high stakes for these decisions further motivate
us to examine ways in which those decisions can be supported by robust and algorithmic
analytical tools. If the output of these tools can be in some sense provably correct – which
might be difficult to check analytically by humans for all but the most trivial cases – then
that would be an additional valuable benefit.
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Assuming that arms verification measures have been deployed, a mathematical repre-
sentation of an arms control verification scenario should then allow a party to have high
confidence in its degrees of belief (even if these degrees of belief are low), regardless of
what trust it places in other parties. Such trust may, for example, be based on past dealings
between the parties or may be affected by the conduct exhibited within the arms verification
activities themselves.

Mathematical representations should therefore give us measures of trust, degree of belief,
and confidence so that we can investigate the trade-offs between these measures, assess their
relative merits, or perform optimisation – e.g. to determine extremal cases of interest. Other
requirements, R1-R6, of such mathematical representations are:

R1 the ability of non-technical users (e.g. diplomats) to understand these mathematical
representations and their results

R2 the ability to represent both subjective data (e.g. expert opinion) and objective data

R3 the ability to determine which representational aspects or results are due to different
subjective modelling decisions

R4 the ability to represent and analyse dynamic, time-dependent scenarios

R5 the ability to perform optimisation for measures of interest and their trade-offs

R6 the ability to certify or formally prove that analysis outputs are correct.

We aim to address all of these requirements in this thesis, and plan to do so by making our
own mathematical models, or by extending the capabilities of more traditional ones such as
those that were motivated by U.S.-Soviet relations (e.g. [125]).

1.3 A Deeper Understanding of the Problem

Key to the domain of nuclear arms control is the UN Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons
Treaty (NPT) [82]. Article VI of the NPT contains the commitment to pursue nuclear disar-
mament and which arms control measures might be employed to support such disarmament.
Articles I and II of the NPT relate to the obligations on Non-Nuclear Weapon States (NNWS)
not to receive, and Nuclear Weapon States (NWS) not to provide to NNWS any assistance
in the production of nuclear weapons. This means that the NPT imposes some challenges
on technical verification of NWS by NNWS, as there are some technical matters that NWS
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are permitted to discuss between them and which must be kept from NNWS. This might
be one reason for using procedural and/or technical information barriers in NWS/NNWS
inspection regimes - though it should be noted that no such nuclear arms control regimes
have yet existed.

An information barrier should allow nations to inspect each other without breaching the
NPT - so an inspector may not actually see information provided by weapon, explicit energy
or nuclear material diagnostics emanating from a weapon or such. Protocols are designed
and tested, to run inspections with information barriers (IBs) in place, which may be machine
based - such as a calibrated machine that outputs only limited information. Conceptually,
these barriers are anything that prevents arms information proliferation, whilst still giving
someone, say, an inspector, enough information to verify claims made by a nation. Such a
scenario is a tradeoff, and optimisation or game theory, as we have explored in Chapter 5, are
methods that may help with exploring such tradeoffs.

The main issue, which is separate to the above but can overlap with it, are the national
security concerns of the participating nations. These apply regardless of the status of the
respective nations under the NPT. This re-emphasises how procedural or technical information
barriers might be used to allow a verifying party to gather a limited set of data to support
verification while preventing release of security-sensitive data.

A deeper understanding of the problem domain of nuclear verification is gained by
considering and analysing explicit scenarios of interest. In this work we have looked at
two key situations. Firstly, inspection assurance, concentrating on how to run a specific
inspection in an effective manner, and how to interpret the results of such an inspection, and
secondly inspection scheduling, building up an optimum regime of such inspections. One
benefit of our approach is that we can employ various metrics by which we could determine
an ‘optimum’. Depending on the situation, we could be interested in ‘minimising one nations
arsenal by the end of the treaty’, or similar. The assurance scenario (and running inspections
in general) is a small, but important part of the inspection scheduling model.

1.3.1 Inspection Assurance

The scenario explained next is taken from [11, 13, 121] and modelled and analysed in detail
in Chapter 3 of this thesis.

Consider the situation of two fictitious nation states. The inspecting nation is tasked with
identifying whether an item belonging to the host nation, available to inspect in a controlled
inspection facility, and declared by the host nation to be a nuclear weapon is indeed a nuclear
weapon. This situation is similar to a scenario that has been explored in the UK/Norway
initiative since 2007 [100, 137].
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Fig. 1.1 Prototype of an information barrier (IB), photo taken from [137] , that the inspecting
nation might use. The IB would output either a green or red light to inspectors based on
physical measurements made by the IB that test for the presence of certain characteristics
of nuclear weapon, which in this case relate to the presence or absence of weapons-grade
plutonium. Photo reproduced under the Open Government Licence v3.0.

The nations’ non-proliferation obligations and national security concerns dictate that the
design details of the inspected item must be protected, and therefore the inspecting nation
will have no visual access to the item. Instead the nations agree that the items that the host
nation declares to be weapons contain Plutonium with the isotopic ratio 240Pu:239Pu below
a certain threshold value, which they set at 0.1.

In order to draw conclusions about whether an item presented for inspection is a weapon,
the inspecting nation uses an information barrier (IB) system comprising a High-purity
Germanium (HPGe) detector and bespoke electronics with well-understood performance
characteristics (see Figure 1.1, [137]) to conduct measurements on the item while the item is
shrouded from view. The IB system displays a green light if it detects a gamma spectrum
indicative of the presence of Plutonium with the appropriate isotopic ratio; if it does not detect
this spectrum for whatever reason, it shows a red light. No other information is provided,
and weapon-design information is thus protected [100].

The inspecting nation believes that it may be possible for the host nation to spoof a
radioactive signal – or in some way provide a surrogate – to fool the detector, or that the
host nation may have just placed Plutonium with the appropriate isotopic ratio shrouded
from view, rather than a weapon. These subjective assessments should be reflected in the
mathematical model alongside the error rates of the IB system that reflect the reliability of
that device.

In order to deter cheating, the inspecting nation is allowed to choose the IBs used in the
verification from a pool of such devices provided by the host nation. From that same pool of
devices, the inspecting nation is also able to take some unused IBs away for authentication –
activities designed to check whether or not the IBs have been tampered with. But the
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inspecting nation must not inspect any used IBs, to prevent it from exploiting any residual
information still present in such used IBs to its advantage.

This selection process of IBs is therefore designed to ensure that a nefarious host nation
is held at risk of detection should it decide to tamper with the IBs used in verification: it
would run the risk of one or more tampered IBs being selected for authentication by the
inspecting nation. Although such authentication cannot be assumed to be perfect – and this
fact, too, should be modelled – the prospect of detection may still give pause to such a host.

Questions of interest to this scenario are then those surrounding what degree of belief
should be afforded to the host by the inspecting nation regarding their weapon declarations.
That is to say, is an item shrouded from view believably a weapon and with what confidence
should that belief be placed?

1.3.2 Inspection Scheduling

The scenario explained next is taken from [121] and modelled and analysed in detail in
Chapter 4 of this thesis.

Consider two fictitious nation states who have agreed to increase transparency in their
nuclear arsenals by exchanging information on the size of those arsenals on a regular basis.
In our model, the two nations each hold a certain number of weapons, declare (not necessarily
truthfully) to the other party that they have no more than a certain number of weapons, and
hold beliefs about the size of the other nation’s arsenal.

Two types of inspection are carried out by each nation to determine the consistency
of the others’ nuclear arsenals with their declarations: scheduled inspections, which occur
at pre-agreed intervals; and surprise, unscheduled inspections which are carried out at the
discretion of the inspecting nation. We assert the following:

• Neither type of inspection is perfect, given the existence and use of information
barriers, the qualitative nature of some of the information collected, and the error rate
of detectors used in the inspections.

• Unscheduled inspections are more effective at detecting cheating. This comes in-
tuitively down to the likelihood of the host being less prepared for an unscheduled
inspection than for a scheduled inspection.

The inspections are assumed to follow a protocol similar to that described in Section
1.3.1. Let us here be more concerned with the dynamics of the system operating temporally
than with how the outcomes for an inspection are obtained.
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Each nation may build or dismantle nuclear weapons in this model. Their decisions in this
respect are partly influenced by the ongoing arms control processes, and by a combination
of their assessment of the difference between the two arsenals, their tendency to fear the
other nation (or not), and – indirectly – by their overall strategy in relation to the verification
process.

If one nation is found by the other to have made a false declaration, then this will incur a
cost of some kind. This might be financial (economic sanctions for example), reputational,
diplomatic, or any mix of these or other factors. As with the inspection process, we do not
model the details of the cost here because they are not particularly relevant to the analysis we
are trying to carry out. Instead we are more interested in understanding “hidden" factors -
such as the actual number of weapons held by the other nation - and their dependencies, and
in modelling the consequences of decisions - such as the frequency of scheduled inspections
or the timing of the unscheduled inspections available to each nation.

Queries of interest to this second scenario are those of the type “what we could expect
each nation to do over the length of a treaty”. By understanding the dynamics of such actions
over time, a decision maker could, for instance, predict critical measures of interest, e.g. the
believed number of weapons, how this number of weapons evolves within a bounded time
horizon and with what confidence could one nation believe the other’s declarations.

1.3.3 Addressing these challenges

We shall address both scenarios in some form throughout this thesis. Representation and
analysis of these scenarios is not easily handled by conventional techniques. Our symbolic
approach allows a modeller to parameterise a scenario and to explore how the scenario fares
for different parameter values. In general, such models can then lead to non-linear terms
occurring, e.g. in the computation of probabilistic evidence. Thus, in order to address the
scenarios, we must be able to overcome certain challenges, C1-C5:

C1 represent and analyse dynamic, symbolic scenarios
C2 model a system potentially temporally
C3 deal with potential probabilistic sampling
C4 perform non-linear optimisation for measures of interest and their trade-offs
C5 certify or formally prove that analysis outputs are correct.

A reader will notice how some of these challenges come about as a direct result of the
requirements R1-R6. By symbolic scenarios in C1, we refer to any potential uncertainty in a
mathematical model (where, instead of using Real numbers, we express values algebraically
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- say, x). C2, C4 and C5 follow from R3-R6 directly, and C3 refers to sampling randomly
when a distribution of probabilities for events is followed.

1.4 Aims and Objectives

Game-theoretic frameworks are a traditional approach to arms modelling, and have been
employed in the past to analyse aspects of that problem space (for example, see [125, 129]).
In this thesis, we explore the suitability of such game-theoretic models, as well as Bayesian
Networks (BNs) [65] and dynamical systems [130] in situations that are faced with a distinct
lack of data and in which the validity of given data may often be uncertain. We assess these
situations against the aforementioned desired capabilities in understanding the measures of
confidence, degrees of belief, and trust. The sensitivity of the problem domain means that
we have to work on approximate data (where available): the true intricacies of situations are
unclear due to the sensitivity of the domain and a lack of statistically significant data. We are
thus by no means in a position to propose definitive instances of mathematical models for
use in this domain.

This is a thesis that develops and proves the formalisations behind any analysis done on
the aforementioned BN, dynamical systems and game-theoretic models, as well as providing
the methodologies of how to engineer approaches to solving such models despite a lack of
data. We achieve and demonstrate this on instances of such models which mimic the actual
situation, whilst assessing against confidence, degrees of belief, and trust metrics that would
be of use to AWE. This approach has benefitted from a regular interaction and consultation
with domain experts from AWE, notably with members of their Arms Control Verification
Research Group.

Assuming that little or no prior data is available for modelling arms control verification
situations, this prevents us from effectively using methods for estimating probabilities and
data to use in models, such as machine learning. Moreover, control mechanisms, such as
pre-determined scheduled inspections, may be subject to non-probabilistic, logical rules so
we want to enrich mathematical models with logical constraints. Thus we propose to use
symbolic representations of both the uncertainty of variables within models and of logical
constraints of such a symbolic model. Our central offering in this thesis is a methodology
(theory and implementation) through which this can be achieved and analysed effectively
using constraint solving software that animates and uses techniques from the research area of
formal methods.

These constrained models generalise their stricter mathematical constructs. BNs inher-
ently require probabilistic uncertainty, but we add non-deterministic uncertainty and logical
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constraints. The analysis we will do will therefore relate to what is known as robust optimi-
sation. By creating such models we show how to compute optimal witnesses for measures of
interest.

We believe that the work developed and reported in this thesis is transferrable to other
domains and extends the scope of the tools and methods offered in this thesis beyond nuclear
arms control. The methodologies applied to these mathematical models can potentially be
replicated to create tool support for other systems by using instances of models that reflect
knowledge and beliefs of a particular problem domain.

The underlying approaches taken in this thesis are prevalent in modelling many different
scenarios, including in the computer security sector - for example - in the modelling of
information security risks where little prior data is available, i.e. zero day attacks. The
methods and tools we offer in this thesis are packaged up as Python modules that can
be downloaded and installed at a reader’s convenience, which we hope enables further
application of these approaches in arms verification and other suitable problem domains:

https : //bitbucket.org/pjbeaumont/thesis/

There are seven broad aims, A1-A7, that this thesis means to realise and that it seeks to
be measured against:

A1 Faithfully encode mathematical models relating to arms control in formal methods
languages.

A2 Learn new insights from such models that could normally not be gained by other
methodologies.

A3 Build a tool to automate the creation of model instances, with a standardised nomen-
clature and built-in analysis queries for ease of use.

A4 Validate code generators we create for modelling and analysis.

A5 Enable modelling and analysis at different levels of abstraction, and invent new analysis
support e.g. to compare models from different abstraction levels.

A6 Get ability to represent and compute sensitivities of models and decisions based on
them, e.g. to optimise metrics informed by Confidence, Degrees of Belief, or Trust.

A7 Capture the realisation of the above aims in an overarching tool for model construction
that supports decision making in the arms control domain.

Outline of this thesis: In Chapter 2 of this thesis, we assess the current literature and
motivate our solution approach further. In Chapter 3 we commence modelling an explicit
part of the problem domain - the inspection process itself, adding constraints to BNs and
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making probabilities symbolic. In Chapter 4 we move on to the modelling and analysis
of scheduling inspection routines, adding symbols and constraints to dynamical systems
with a bounded horizon. Chapter 5 enhances existing techniques in game theory, by making
pay-offs symbolic and allowing us to reflect on external constraints whilst still retaining a
common solution concept known as the ‘Nash Equilibrium’. We then use these games to
explore different inspection routine possibilities for treaty negotiation. Chapter 6 engineers a
finer-grained, all-encompassing model of inspection routine negotiation featuring embedded
models from the previous Chapters. Our evaluations in Chapter 7 assess by how much we
achieve our aims A1-A7.

1.5 Publications

Parts of this thesis are based on peer reviewed publications.

Work for Chapter 3 has been presented at the European Symposium on Research in
Computer Security (ESORICS) 2015 and published in the proceedings [11]. Presentations
and publication in the proceedings of the Institute of Nuclear Materials Management’s Annual
Meeting 2016 have covered work in Chapter 3 [13], Chapter 4 [12], and Chapter 5 [14].

In total the publications from this work have been:

• Beaumont, P; Evans, N; Huth, M and Plant, T: Confidence analysis for nuclear arms
control: SMT abstractions of Bayesian Belief Networks
Computer Security – ESORICS 2015, Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Springer,
2015

• Beaumont, P; Evans, N; Huth, M and Plant, T: Confidence analysis for nuclear arms
control: SMT abstractions of Game Theoretic Models
Proceedings of the 57th Annual Meeting of the Institute of Nuclear Materials Manage-
ment, 2016

• Beaumont, P; Evans, N; Huth, M and Plant, T: Bounded Analysis of Constrained
Dynamical Systems: A Case Study in Nuclear Arms Control
Proceedings of the 57th Annual Meeting of the Institute of Nuclear Materials Manage-
ment, 2016

• Beaumont, P; Day, E; Evans, N; Haworth, S; Huth, M; Plant, T and Roberts, C: An
in-depth case study: modelling an information barrier in Bayesian Belief Networks
Proceedings of the 57th Annual Meeting of the Institute of Nuclear Materials Manage-
ment, 2016
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• Beaumont, P; Evans, N; Huth, M and Plant, T: Nuclear Arms control: Optimising
verification processes through Formal Modelling
Proceedings of Defence and Security Doctoral Symposium, Defence Academy of the
United Kingdom, 2016

• Beaumont, P; Evans, N; Huth, M andPlant, T: Nuclear Arms control: Optimising
verification processes through Formal Modelling
Papers from the Annual Conference of the UK Project on Nuclear Issues, 2016

• Beaumont, P and Huth, M: Constrained Bayesian Networks: Theory, Optimisation,
and Applications
Technical Report, cs.AI, arXiv ID 1705.05326 http://arxiv.org/abs/1705.05326, 2017

http://arxiv.org/abs/1705.05326


Chapter 2

Background

The purpose of this Chapter is to assess the starting point for this thesis. We first survey the
available literature regarding the mathematical modelling techniques we are exploring; and
introduce the key underlying concepts that we will build on in this work. The techniques
and concepts presented below were chosen based on the aforementioned aims A1-A7 of
Section 1.4. In this thesis we will demonstrate that the representation challenges C1-C5 of
Section 1.3.3 and required capabilities R1-R6 of Section 1.2 are satisfied by a judicious use,
composition and re-engineering of such techniques.

We explored the relevant literature mainly from the mathematical and computing commu-
nities; occasionally drawing on domain specific references to give context and background to
our work. Much of the literature has been researched online, with additional hardcopy texts
available from Imperial College London Libraries. The literature review has been split into
multiple sections - covering related material and foundational research.

Our unique contribution and proposed solution to the problems identified in challenges
C1-C5 focus around the field of constraint solving [61, 148] with first order logics over the
reals and using techniques most often referred to as robust optimisation [16].

We view constraint solving as a particular formal method, and as the one that we demon-
strate to be capable of capturing symbolic representations of models, where such symbolic
treatment allows us to express non-deterministic uncertainty in model parameters. We are
then able to analyse models that exhibit such uncertainty without having to remove such
uncertainty from models prior to analysis. This allows us to reason about a whole set of
models, with one model for each manner in which uncertainty could be resolved.

Outline of this Chapter: We start in Section 2.1 by providing an overview on Robust
Optimisation, which will be a theme throughout this thesis. In Section 2.2 we discuss first-
order logic, before considering model checking broadly in Section 2.3 and assessing why
formal methods and other related areas are (explicitly) a good choice for our needs. The next
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Sections detail background information on the mathematical modelling techniques of choice.
We will be considering Bayesian Networks and their extensions (Section 2.4), dynamical
systems (Section 2.5), and game theoretic models (Section 2.6). Working with these forms
part of challenge C1. Aspects of our work will require specialist knowledge and sometime
deferring to specialist tools and software will be necessary. We discuss necessary examples
of this (and how or why we avoid it in other cases) in Section 2.7.

2.1 Robust Optimisation

The computations and methodologies throughout this thesis will be akin to those of Robust
Optimisation (RO) [16]. The Robust Optimisation viewpoint is important, because the types
of analyses that are pertinent in the nuclear-arms domain are about ‘best case’, ‘worst case’
scenarios; and questions around ‘is it ever possible...’, not ‘is it likely’. Whether a result is
likely is more in-keeping with traditional stochastic optimisation approaches [138]: these are
models that follow distributions and provide results based on an ‘expectation’ argument. RO
does not follow distributions. As a result of being distribution based, stochastic optimisation
tends to be less conservative than worst-case RO modelling, which is not necessarily a
desirable feature in our domain. RO can be thought of as a more abstracted concept: it
considers a whole set of objects, of which those objects could be linear programming
problems, stochastic processes and so forth. RO will then optimise over the whole set.

As we will come to see, a RO viewpoint will be particularly natural: in some of our
calculations, small uncertainty in some variables can lead to large violations of conditions
(if coefficients multiplying variables are large, for instance, as can sometimes be the case
in our dynamical systems model of Section 4.2). The RO approach was invented because it
wanted to get a mathematical handle on understanding such issues, for example in solving
linear programming problems whose coefficient values may be estimates [16].

Due to our use of constraint solvers, and our custom algorithms for them, we will, however,
not adopt conventional RO notation. A reader of this thesis will hopefully appreciate the RO
nature of the work, but will also understand that this thesis has a different emphasis, the use
of constraint solvers for the first-order theory of the reals and the leveraging of such tools to
attain the abilities formulated in Section 1.2 as R1-R6.

2.2 First-order logics over the reals

Consider a first-order logic over the reals, following grammar for expressions of a logic
similar to the one seen in Figure 2.1. Variables denote real numbers, predicates express
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t ::= c | x | t + t | t ∗ t
ϕ ::= true | t ≤ t | t < t | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ϕ

φ ::= ϕ | ∃x : φ | ¬φ | φ ∧φ

Fig. 2.1 A sample grammar for real-valued terms t, constraints ϕ , and queries φ where x are
variables from a set X , c are constant reals, and true denotes logical truth

inequalities of such real numbers, and algebraic operators include constant reals, addition
and multiplication. The decidability of this first-order logic, which may mix existential and
universal quantifiers, is a result due to the Tarski-Seidenberg Theorem [133]. This proof also
applies to the logic that contains the division operator. The non-elementary complexity of
this result was reduced to exponential time in [15]. The fragment of a first-order logic that
only uses existential quantifiers has decidability known to be NP-hard and shown by Canny
to be in PSPACE [36]; the true sentences of that logic are known as the Existential Theory of
the Reals.

Extensions of the full first-order logic of the reals may also be decidable (an open
problem when adding an exponentiation operator to that logic [90]), or approximative or
semi-algorithms may exist. Semi-algorithms are like algorithms, but are not guaranteed to
halt on all inputs.

Although the approach developed in this thesis confines case studies and some theorems
to the existential fragment and so to a problem in PSPACE, the approach seems to be
applicable also for the full first-order logic of the reals, and may be adaptable to approximate
decision procedures for logics with more expressive operators such as exponentiation. Our
focus on the existential theory of the reals is motivated by the needs of our case studies and
also simplifies what is already a fairly technical implementation of complex mathematical
equations in constraint solvers.

The implementation of our approach also benefits from support for symbolic computation
in main-stream programming languages and automated reasoning techniques for simplifying
symbolic expressions [97], and powerful decision procedures based on Satisfiability Modulo
Theory [8, 60].

2.3 Constraint Solving

Formal Methods received wide acclaim and have a large but not absolute array of uses - as
informally yet insightfully remarked by Hall, [73]. They are a collection of mathematically
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based techniques that can be used for the specification, development and verification of
systems [101]. One form of formal method is concerned with deciding whether a formula
or a set of formulas from some logic is satisfiable: whether there is a semantic model M in
which all formulas of that set of formulas are true. This problem is undecidable for formulas
of first-order logic, where operators on terms may have arbitrary arity and meaning - in
contrast to the first-order logic of the reals. Even for logics whose satisfiability is undecidable
however, there exist heuristics that can often successfully make such decisions, but that will
fail to reach a conclusive answer on some inputs.

In this thesis, we are mostly concerned with checking the satisfiability (hence the name
SAT-solving) of proposed models of interest - where the complexity of the statement being
checked could be quite intricate, for example it may contain non-linear arithmetic. Addi-
tionally, we may not only be interested in satisfiability but also in the concept of validity: a
formula of a logic is (semantically) valid if it is true in all models in which it is interpretable.

A subset of SAT techniques described by Sheini et al. in [127] as ‘scalable and efficient
decision procedures for quantifier-free first-order logic formulas in one or more decidable
theories’ are combined into what is known as Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) [8, 61].
SMT is an approach to automated deduction supported with rigorous and powerful tools
that combine the state-of-the-art of deductive theorem proving with that of SAT solving for
propositional logic [66, 101].

After many years of building up a research-community and becoming increasingly
popular [8], SMT has now been standardised as SMT-LIB (see [10] ), which many solvers
adhere to. There are many SMT solvers to choose from, including Z3 [61] and its extension,
Z3opt [22, 23]; though other popular tools include CVC3 [9]. The features of Z3 itself are
covered extensively in tool-specific papers, see for example [62] .

SMT solvers have a declarative input language for defining constants, functions, and
assertions about them. Figure 2.2 shows Z3 input code to illustrate that language and its key
analysis directives. On the left, constants q, x and y of Z3 type Bool and Real are declared.
Then an assertion defines that the Boolean constant q means that x is greater than y+1, and
the next assertion insists that q be true. The directives check-sat and get-model instruct
Z3 to find a witness of the satisfiability of the conjunction of all visible assertions, and to
report such a witness (called a “model” in SMT speak, but we will refer to Z3 models as
“witnesses” to avoid any ambiguous use of the word “model” in this thesis). On the right
of Figure 2.2, we see what Z3 reports for the input on the left. The output sat states that
there is a witness; other possible replies are unsat (there cannot be a witness), and unknown

(Z3 does not know whether or not a witness exists). The latter reply can in general not be
avoided when the underlying theories have an undecidable satisfiability problem.
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(declare-const q Bool) sat
(declare-const x Real) (model
(declare-const y Real) (define-fun q () Bool true )
(assert (= q (> x (+ y 1)))) (define-fun y () Real (-2.0) )
(assert q) (define-fun x () Real 0.0)
(check-sat) )
(get-model)

Fig. 2.2 Left: sample Z3 input code with a directive to find and to generate a witness. Right:
raw Z3 output for the left input code (edited to save space), saying that the conjunction of
all assertions is satisfiable, and supporting this claim with a witness. Note that the witness
indeed demonstrates that all constraints are true: the values of q (true), y (-2) and x (0) respect
their declared types, and both assertions are true: q is true, as well as x is greater than y+1.

Z3opt [22, 23] is a later version of the solver that has now been merged into the main Z3
software, and includes additional functionality, such as in-built optimisation functions. Other
authors have also worked on optimisation within Z3 (see [23]), and we will have to address
differences between user-coded and in-built optimisations later in our work when addressing
challenge C4 of optimising non-linear functions (also, R5).

The concept of ‘certification’ is to independently verify that the results computed by
a formal method are indeed correct, and independently certifying output (C5, R6) from
Z3 helps with gaining the assurance required by AWE when assessing arms verification
processes. Some researchers have considered proof reconstruction between different formal
method tools as a way of certifying their work. Examples of this include interfaces between
Z3 and software such as the interactive theorem prover ‘Isabelle’ [25, 26], or using other
deductive proof methods [103]. PEALT is a tool or aggregating trust evidence and it can
certify the correctness of its SMT analyses by transforming an SMT witness into evidence
explainable within the PEAL policy language [79]. This certification led to the rediscovery
of a little known Z3 bug, which reinforces the need for C5 and R6 [80]. PEALT (as a code
generator) has also been useful for ideas on how to create a similar tool for our work: it is a
graphical user interface that we seek to emulate, and frees the user from any involvement in
code generation or in interpreting results produced by the SMT solver directly.

Similar to the policy language PEAL, Crampton has worked on workflow schemas and
building policy scoring aggregators [54, 55], but this approach unfortunately does not work
well in situations with little data like our problem domain, nor does it certify output as we
require. In 2014, Besson proposed a use for automated theorem provers to reconstruct proofs
from static program analysis [20].
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Whilst Z3 will run independently through its SMT-LIB compliant interface [61], it
is sometimes important for it to interact with other programs. This may be because it
needs to defer to other applications but it also allows programmers to interact with Z3
in a programmatic context, as we will do later in this thesis when performing non-linear
mathematical optimisations. To enable this, Z3 has a Python API (Z3Py) that offers a link
into the SMT solver. We will discuss Z3Py in Section 2.7.

2.4 Bayesian Networks

Bayesian Networks (also known as probabilistic networks) allow a compact description of
complex probabilistic relationships among several random variables [21, 43], and can - in
particular - be used to marry subjective and objective data (recall our requirement R2). The
networks are built on the underlying theory of Bayesian Statistics.

Bayesian Statistics is one of the statistical schools of thought. Bayesian’s argue that on
observing new information related to events of interest, a ‘posterior result’ can be achieved
through updating a prior belief for an event. Consider a set of events E (technically a
sigma-algebra) and P, a measure that maps elements of E to elements of [0,1] such that
P(A) is the probability of event A, for A ∈ E. Bayesian statistics follows from the laws of
conditional probability, which we describe first: for events A and B, such that P(B)> 0, the
probability of event A given event B occurred is the probability of events A and B, divided by
the probability of event B:

P(A|B) = P(A∩B)
P(B)

This is easily transformed into a second formula, with B conditioned on A, and thus the
Bayes’ rule seen in Equation 2.1:

P(A|B) = P(B|A)P(A)
P(B)

(2.1)

Or, in words:

P(Posterior) = P(Likelihood)
P(Evidence)

Bayes’ formula has two uses of interest to us. Firstly, should we wish to find out
information on a variable conditional on a second variable, but only have information of the
second conditioned on the first, we may use Equation 2.1 to compute the missing values and
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find the former from the given information. As alluded to above, Bayes’ rule is also useful
when we wish to update our information, due to new evidence. Given a prior belief θ and
expert data X , we may update our belief given this extra expert data as

P(θ |X) = P(X |θ)P(θ)
P(X)

When we do not know P(X) directly, we can compute it by the Theorem of Total Probability,
P(X) = P(X |θ)P(θ)+P

(
X |θ̄

)
P
(
θ̄
)
, or, more generally, for all θi, where there are many

possible outcomes:

P(X) = ∑i P(X |θi)P(θ)

The ability to update information is a cornerstone of Bayesian inference: a prior is defined
as the probability expectation, or belief that a person holds initially. This is then updated,
upon collection of more information - perhaps through observation or expert advice - to give
a posterior. The posterior distribution is computable through Bayes’ rule; the probability of
θ given observations X .

Bayesian Networks (BNs) [106, 107, 119, 120] are a prominent, well established, and
widely used formalism for expressing discrete probability distributions in terms of directed,
acyclic graphs (DAG) that encode conditional independence assumptions of distributions.
Bayesian Networks have a wide range of applications – to name troubleshooting [29], design
of experiments [74, 114], expert systems and their reasoning [144], and digital forensics
to support legal reasoning [136] for the sake of illustration. Their graph-based formalism
and automated support for probabilistic inference seem to lower adaption hurdles for a
diverse set of users with different technical backgrounds. Bayesian Networks are also
appealing since we may combine, within the same Bayesian Network, different aspects such
as subjective beliefs expressed in probabilities, implicit trust assumptions reflected in a bias
of information processing or the combinatorial logic of a process. And we may conduct
probabilistic inference – including belief updates based on observed evidence – based on
such combinations.

Pearl, [120], with his work on ‘Probabilistic Reasoning in Intelligent Systems’, is un-
doubtedly the most cited of all when it comes to BNs. Whilst most of the premises of that
approach are now taken for granted and accepted, his work is the important bedrock on which
all other literature is published. As a longer document, the book [120] is able to explain
the concepts from first mathematical principles, and is all encompassing with regards to it’s
scope; including data propagation, albeit these concepts are later extended in other work
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Holmes’
Sprinkler

Holmes’
Grass Wet

It Rains

Watson’s
Grass Wet

Sprinkler
On Off

0.1 0.9

Watson’s
It Rains T F

F 0.05 0.95
T 0.7 0.3

It Rains
T F

0.2 0.8

Holmes’s
Sprinkler/It Rains T F

Off F 0.05 0.95
Off T 0.7 0.3
On F 0.95 0.05
On T 0.99 0.01

Fig. 2.3 A BN with a 4-node DAG in the centre and probability tables next to the respective
nodes. This BN models beliefs about possible causes of wet grass on two neighbours’ lawns.
This BN allows us to reason about, for example, whether Holmes’ lawn being wet is due to
rain or Holmes’ sprinkler – using observed evidence about a neighbour’s lawn.

by Pearl and others [50, 65, 111]. Pearl’s work formalised the field and coined the term
‘Bayesian Network’.

2.4.1 Theory

A Bayesian Network (BN) is a graph-based statistical model for expressing and reasoning
about probabilistic uncertainty [106, 119, 120]. The underlying graph is directed and acyclic
(DAG). Nodes in this DAG represent random variables defined by discrete probability
distributions that are also a function of the random variables represented by the parent nodes
in the DAG. In other words, a random variable is conditioned on the random variables of its
parent nodes.

We can use a BN to compute probabilities for events of interest over these random
variables. Bayesian inference also allows us to revise such probabilities when additional
observations of “evidence” have been made.

Figure 2.3 shows a simple BN, which is part of the folklore of example Bayesian
Networks. It depicts the possible causes of wet grass on two neighbours’ lawns. For example,
the probabilities of node Holmes’ Grass Wet are conditioned on the node’s parents’ output –
whether It Rains and Holmes’ Sprinkler is turned On or Off. The probability of Holmes’ Grass
Wet = T being true, given that Holmes’ Sprinkler = Off and Rain = F are true, for instance,
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is computed to be 0.05, formally stated as:

p(Holmes’ Grass Wet = T | Sprinkler = Off, Rain = F) = 0.05

This approach naturally gives cause to computations of the “overall” probability of
an event happening, referred to as the marginal probability. In the Bayesian approach, a
marginal of a BN may be revised because of “hard”, respectively “soft”, evidence – the
definite, respectively probabilistic, observation of an additional or new event [34].

Pearl’s Message Passing algorithm proposes a system for ‘message passing, or updating
probabilities, upon the observation of events throughout a BN’ [65]. Dealing with evidence in
this manner was limited to simple BNs however, due to the complexity and interplay between
different observations “passing” information simultaneously. The Junction Tree Algorithm
(JTA) [65] is a development on message passing that is one well accepted methodology of
dealing with evidence for more complicated DAGs. The JTA (see Appendix C in [65] or
Chapter 6 in [7] for further details) is used within our tool to compute such revised marginals.

We now formalise BNs and use this below to enrich BNs with modelling and reasoning
capabilities driven by needs of some application domains.

Definition 1 1. A Bayesian network (BN) is a pair (G,π) where G is a finite, directed,
acyclic graph G = (N,E) of nodes N and edge relation E ⊂ N ×N, and where π is a
tuple (πn)n∈N of formal probability tables.

2. The formal probability table πn is defined as follows. Let pnt(n)= {n′ ∈N | (n′,n)∈E}
be the (possibly empty) set of parents of n in DAG G and On the set of outcomes of the
random variable at node n. Then πn is a discrete probability distribution, a function of
type

πn :
(

∏
n′∈pnt(n)

On′
)
×On → [0,1] (2.2)

such that

∑
e∈
(

∏n′∈pnt(n) On′
)
×On

πn(e) = 1 (2.3)

Above, when a node has no parent nodes, it is understood that ∏n′∈ /0 On′ equals {∗}, and
in that case πn has type isomorphic to On → [0,1]. We present these distributions formally
here, as we will have to generalise them to symbolic settings in Chapter 3.
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∑i ∑ j P(HGW = T | HS = i, IR = j) ·P(HS = i) ·P(IR = j)
∑i ∑ j P(HGW = T ∩HS = i∩ IR = j)

Fig. 2.4 Two ways of computing a node marginal for the Holmes’ Grass Wet (HGW) node
of Figure 2.3: via summing (first line) over all possible combinations of the conditional
probability, multiplied by the parent marginals Holmes’ Sprinkler (HS) and It Rains (IR); or
via the joint probability distributions (second line)

2.4.2 Extensions and Discussion

There is a lot of current work on using BNs and in discussing their possible uses (e.g. [87]),
benefits, and in designing extensions - such as Credal networks (e.g. [53, 78, 85]), or temporal
aspects such as Dynamic Networks ([63, 98] to name a few). This work, cumulatively gives
plenty of ideas and scope for assessing the suitability of BNs to the modelling and analysis
of arms control measures.

There is currently no work on general BNs in a formal methods context. No concern
is shown in the literature over an independent ‘certification’ of BN model results. We use
the term certification broadly: incorporating checks that the computations were performed
correctly in the probabilistic inference, though we will sometimes have to assume arbitrary
precision of reals. Depending on the complexity of the calculation, exact computations that
can be certified may be possible as well. We contrast this to certifying that a BN correctly
captures some modelling intent, the latter being hard to formalise and to a certain extent this
depends on the modeller or person providing decision support.

Many papers that require Bayesian processes in computer science literature assume
absolutely no knowledge of Bayesian statistics, suggesting it is still seen as a novel field
to many. Many computer science authors describe Bayesian statistics in basic principles,
adopting a description to their own needs and not fully covering the intricacies of propagation,
which is arguably the hardest to fully understand mathematically. One notable exception to
this is Barber’s work [7], which devotes a whole Chapter to the topic.

Trucco [135] discusses well the pros and cons of using Bayesian networks, giving insights
on how to incorporate pertinent human and organisational factors in BNs, and to incorporate
potentially qualitative information into BNs. These existing methodologies also justify our
proposal that this can be fruitfully used for capturing qualitative information in this new
problem domain. Fenton focusses heavily on the mathematics required and explains the
‘Junction Tree Algorithm’, which propagates beliefs on the observation of events throughout
the network, in very clear detail [65]. Other pieces of work (see [89, 98]) also offer longer
and more mathematically extensive discussions around the use and implementation of BNs.
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Some work explores the wider question of how to perform sensitivity analysis of Bayesian
Belief Networks. This is a difficult problem when there is more than one free parameter to
optimise over [40, 41]. There are numerous different proposals, including that one should use
either analytical or numerical sensitivity analysis [93], specific multiple-parameter methods
[40] and explicit BN accuracy frameworks [116]. No agreement is seemingly reached on a
‘best’ approach for sensitivity analysis, but many have been reviewed [91].

Challenging the initially held view in the research community that singly-connected BNs
would be simpler to solve than any others, work has been carried out on the complexity of
computing with BNs [147]. Researchers argue that due to belief propagation in BNs being
NP-hard, a general all-encompassing algorithm is unlikely to be found [46]. Approximating
inference in BNs has also been shown to be NP-hard [57, 99], so we see little point in
pursuing approximations as a possible approach. We expect that for the size of the models
we are concerned with in our problem space these will still be non-issues. Also, we are
interested in the empirical complexity on case studies and at times will try variant techniques
to improve actual performance of analyses. Indeed, we will be able to confirm this through
the successful analysis of a very detailed BN in Chapter 3.

In addition to the Junction Tree Algorithm, [65] and Pearl’s Message Passing Algorithm
previously mentioned, there are additional methodologies for updating beliefs throughout a
Bayesian Belief Network such as compositional formulae (see [141], [111]). As a seemingly
well tested and broad-ranging algorithm, we intend on focussing on the Junction Tree
Algorithm, and we modify slightly an existing open-source Python implementation of this by
Neville Newey and Anzar Afaq from the eBay Software Foundation [108] for our purposes.

Credal Networks are an extension to BNs that mean to deal with imprecise probabilities
[53, 85]. A Credal Network forms a ‘family’ of BNs following the same structure, by
abstracting probability measures to (convex) sets of probability measures. Modellers then
seek to still do probabilistic inference over such sets. We may obtain such a Credal network
by replacing one of the probabilities, say, the probability of Holmes’ Grass Wet = T given
Holmes’ Sprinkler = On and of Rain = F in Figure 2.3 with a ‘symbolic’ x (instead of
0.05) and asserting that x ∈ [0.01,0.15]. Credal networks are very good when the amount
of information available to model the network on is scarce, and Karlsson (in [85]) shows
through examples that they can perform better than BNs in these situations too (for BNs rely
‘on strong assumptions about the underlying probabilities’). Dynamic Bayesian Networks
are a temporal extension that seek to express BNs as objects that repeat or transform over
a temporal parameter [63]. In a similar manner, Dynamic Credal Networks allow for a
structure that is temporally sound over an imprecise (Credal) probability structure [78].
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Our approach has many similarities to Credal Networks that capitalise on their advantages
over Bayesian Belief Networks (including symbolic variables). We consider the relationship
between our work an Credal and Constraint Networks carefully in Section 3.5. Things that
our approach adds to the capabilities of Credal networks are our ability to optimise measures
of interest over such symbolic values and our ability to reflect mathematical constraints that
capture domain logic, mathematical relationships and so forth.

There are other - albeit less common - extensions to Bayesian Belief Networks. These
tend to be useful for specific purposes, and problem domains. Taking a Computer Science
approach, Koller proposes the notion of an ‘object orientated BN’ [86] to get encapsulation
and reuse, as familiar from object orientated programming. Modifiable Temporal Belief
Networks, [3], cover many of the features of Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs), but go
further than DBNs in their expressiveness. In a similar way, our problem space may need
to express more logical control than normally allowed in a Credal Network. The authors
of [85] also highlight how in many situations the quantity of data is irrelevant to decision
making, and in others, it his highly important. Their work on epistemic uncertainty covers
this, and their suggestion is that methods used to model must be adjusted accordingly. We
will consider this in the sensitivity of the models we build.

There are further extensions of BNs that cover continuous time approaches (rather than
those that can discretise time), [110], or alternatively represent networks using polynomials
and their differentials [58]. Binder proposed methods that could learn probabilistic networks
with known structure and hidden variables [21], although ‘learning networks’ is a whole field
of its own that is out of scope (machine learning, neural networks, and AI, etc) [45, 76]: to
achieve results by these methods, data is required, which is something that is hard to come
by or won’t exist in the domain of nuclear arms control.

2.5 Dynamical Systems

Dynamical systems are generally deterministic models that relate variables together through
a generally non-linear system of equations. They may sometimes incorporate elements of
probabilistic sampling, which would lead to somewhat stochastic models - and would be a
challenge, C3. Discretised over time steps, these dynamical systems, also known as ‘iterative
systems’ in the literature, offer a simulation for predicting values at a particular time point
and resolving requirement R4 and C2. They are a system of equations that use previous and
current values of a combination of variables to generate a new values at a particular time
point. As such, they are clear to read and understand, and allow a modeller to check the
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mt+1 = m2
t +nt

nt+1 = nt +3

pt+1 =

{
mt +nt if inspection
mt + pt if no inspection

Fig. 2.5 A simple iterative, dynamical system, given values initial m0,n0 and p0 where t is a
discrete Natural number, t ≥ 0 and all other variables are Reals.

update process and determine which representational results are due to which modelling
conditions (R3).

An example of a dynamical system is seen in Figure 2.5. The system supports the
computation of maxima or minima for measures of interest within a finite time horizon and
can be computed numerically or symbolically (by hand, or otherwise as we will explore
later), and its deterministic dynamics are all controlled by it equations and the initial values
chosen for time step zero by the modeller.

Dynamical systems are a well-established concept in mathematics (e.g. [130]). Related
areas include the numerical solutions of Ordinary Differential Equations, for which there are
many methodologies (variants of Runge-Kutta, etc). Often, analysis of dynamical systems is
concerned with understanding their longterm behaviour: will a system diverge or settle in an
attractor; and if the latter, what can we say about such an attractor, e.g. will it be chaotic?

In using dynamical systems for arms control modelling, we are more interested in finite
horizon scanning of our systems, and thus less interested in such conventional analysis. We
will want to run the system and explore how it grows, given different initial conditions,
and perform this for symbolic descriptions of such initial conditions. As the complexity
of a system grows, however, the resources required to solve it will too - and we will be
concerned with ways to mitigate against this. Useful techniques for simplifying systems
involve decoupling the equations (if possible) and solving the problem in parts. This is not
always possible though (like in our small example Figure 2.5) and so cannot be relied upon.

Dynamical systems often describe physical properties (movement, etc), and have been
used frequently in biological, meteorological and population modelling [83]. For this project
we need nothing more from the theory of dynamical systems than the basic understanding of
how variables interact and update as time progresses.

2.6 Game Theory

Game theory is a large field with many facets. Games can describe situations in which
several rational agents, called players, can choose from a set of particular actions and then
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get a reward or penalty as a function of other player’s action choices. Players can work
cooperatively, in that they share information and come to joint ‘strategy’ decisions, or non-
cooperatively and seek to better themselves against an opponent. Often games are categorised
by whether they are zero-sum (what one player gains, the other(s) loses), or non-zero-sum
[5, 6, 102].

Two-player games can be written in a pay-off matrix form known as normal form, with
the strategies of each player A and player B, denoted along the rows (player A) and columns
(player B) of a matrix. Table 2.1 from Example 1 details such a pay-off matrix. In cases
of more than 2 players, other N dimensions of the matrix are used. Extensive form games,
however, are a graphical game specification that shows the decisions available to players
based on other players’ moves, or moves drawn at random, and their associated pay-offs. A
normal form either models a game in which both players have just one ‘move’ or in which
exchanges of such moves are abstracted into a sole move of each player; extensive games -
in contrast - allow us to consider such moves and their interaction.

Pure strategies are the basic, atomic actions that players have at their disposal, and are a
complete description of one possible way a player can act in the game. Pure strategies allow
for no deviation and are distinct from all other pure strategies (i.e., ‘Cooperate’ or ‘Defect’
in able 2.1 from Example 1). It is colloquially ‘one option’ you could take when playing a
game. Many games, are however played with an element of randomness, and incorporate
a mixture between multiple pure strategies. These are known as mixed strategies, and are
specified by the probability in which the pure strategies are randomly pursued.

The expected average pay-off to the player, should infinitely many copies of the game
be played, is known as the game’s value. Note that there is a subtle difference between
independent runs of a game, and repeated games, through which players may learn more
information. The definition of the expected average pay-off is rooted in the former. Often,
the Nash Equilibrium is regarded as a rational ‘solution’ of a game. These occur where
the pay-offs to all players are larger than any other values that the player could achieve for
any other (mixed) strategy, whilst opponents play their (mixed) strategies. Nash equilibria
formalise a notion of rationality which is strictly internal: each player cares about their
own payoff but does not in the least care (cooperatively or adversarially) about the other
player’s payoff [105]. The players are assumed to understand the ‘stability’ aspect of the
Nash equilibrium and so have no rational incentive of abandoning their mixed strategy that is
part of that Nash equilibrium.

Example 1 In a famous 2-person game the Prisoner’s Dilemma - seen in Table 2.1 - there is
only one Nash equilibrium expressing that the (unintuitive) best strategy for a pair of arrested
criminals would be betraying each other, rather than than staying silent to the police. This is
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Table 2.1 Prisoners Dilemma with Nash Equilibrium in bold. The brackets in the table can be
read as (payoff to A, payoff to B), where the strategies correspond to the respective columns
and rows for each player. The payoffs denote years spent in prison (negative scoring, as the
aim is to reduce prison sentence)

A \B Cooperate (stay silent) Defect (betray other)
Cooperate (stay silent) (-1,-1) (-3,0)
Defect (betray other) (0,-3) (-2,-2)

because player A prefers the second row of payoffs overall to the first row (where payoffs
represent years spent in prison); player B prefers the second column of payoffs to the first (-2
is the highest value for A in the row, and the highest value for B in the column).

This can also be thought out through argument: B will either stay silent (cooperate) or
betray A (defect). If B stays silent, A should betray him, because going free is better than
serving 1 year in prison. If B betrays A, A should also betray B, because serving 2 years is
better than serving 3 in prison. So either way, A should defect. Parallel reasoning will show
that B should defect. More complicated examples require mixed strategies to form equilibria.

In reality, the players will more often than not have to choose ‘mixed strategies’ -
combinations of their pure strategies - to achieve optimum results. It is a known fact that a
Nash equilibrium will exist for finite-strategy, a two-player game, but it is not guaranteed to
exist for pure strategies only.

We acknowledge however that mixed strategies may be a limited solution concept, for
example when a game simply cannot be repeated in the real world. This applies to the
Prisoner’s Dilemma as it does to much of the decision making in nuclear arms control and
verification. Mixed strategies are a point of contention amongst some researchers, but with
no better alternative, and as still widely accepted, we will still use mixed strategies in this
thesis. The ratio in which the players choose pure strategies becomes one of our results
of interest, as we seek the equilibrium solutions to games (though there are often multiple
equilibriums to consider). Other variables of interest, for example the expected pay-off, may
be of interest, and can be derived from the equilibrium.

Given we know that a Nash equilibrium will exist for finite-strategy, two-player games, it
is also interesting to consider ‘what is the complexity of finding such a solution’? Papadim-
itriou argues in [115] that irrespective of how the Nash equilibrium is an inefficient solution
to find, it should not be classified as NP-Complete (as we already know of its existence),
but as ‘PPAD’ - Polynomial Parity Arguments on Directed graphs - (a subset of NP). In the
context of this thesis, we are less concerned with the computational complexity than we are
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the computation time, which as will be discussed in Section 6.3, is relatively fast compared
with the computation of a symbolic BN.

There is a need to have software tools for modelling and solving such games that will
automate these processes. The software tool Gambit [96] offers an array of methods to find a
Nash equilibrium: Newton method, iterated polymatrix approximations, linear programming.
Papadimitriou’s proof for worst-case complexity comes from the Lemke-Howson Algorithm
and its application to symmetric games, which can be shown to have a polynomial reduction
from regular games [115] and so is still relevant to the complexity classification of the
computations Gambit is undertaking.

Described as the ‘study of mathematical models of conflict and cooperation between
intelligent, rational decision-makers’ [102], game theory has an established history of ap-
plications in defence and military planning. Cold war manoeuvres in game theoretic form
stick in the public’s conscience; famously, with the prospect of ‘mutually assured destruction’
(MAD), [125], which follows a similar line of argument to the Prisoner’s Dilemma, and thus
an equilibrium solution of betraying each other. Many more logistically useful models for
defence were however formed, and helped develop weapon inspection regimes to provide
decision support to military leaders and politicians, as well as to extend the ideas to other
areas of ‘security’ modelling [124, 146].

In an arms control context, an ‘inspecting’ organisation (a foreign nation, international
group, etc.) seeks data through which a nation’s compliance to an agreement (or other set
of rules) can be assessed. Irrespective of MAD rationality, there are often ulterior national
interests leading to misaligned objectives between the inspecting authority and the nation
required to comply. Based on this assessment, it is natural that mathematical models of
inspections seem to have aspects that are somewhat similar to non-cooperative games with
two players. One such game proposed for the weapons inspection problem domain is the
‘Dresher game’ [5, 6], which is an extensive game in which two nations or inspecting parties
interact in alternating fashion, seen in Figure 2.6. This seeks to assess the expected utility of
having m inspections over a n step period.

Despite some unintuitive situations (as seen in Example 1), the Nash equilibrium is
normally logical and viewed as the chief solution concept in game theory. Problems start
when we consider situations in which it may be difficult to determine payoff values that
realistically capture a real-world situation that a game means to model. It is this uncertainty
in payoffs that makes us question whether a computed Nash equilibrium is a genuine aspect
of that game or an artefact of the uncertainty in payoffs - and what would be the result of
small changes to our payoff values. This links back to our discussion in Section 2.1 on why
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I(n,m) Inspect?

Legal?
-1

No
I(n−1,m)YesNo

Legal?
1

No
I(n−1,m−1)Yes

Yes

Fig. 2.6 Extensive form game of how to best schedule inspections. This is based on the
model of Dresher and assigns payoffs based on whether an inspection was used wisely to
detect cheating, or not. The modeller decides whether to inspect or not based on the maximal
utility of the system, and the legality of the actions by the inspected nation state is left to
chance (the probability of which can be the same throughout the model, set explicitly for
different values of n and m, or can be assigned different probabilities randomly).

we consider Robust Optimisation: we will be interested to consider games with uncertainty
in their pay-offs, and robustly consider the effect this has on the solution concept.

Understanding the sensitivity of a game, by which we mean how changes to pay-offs
will change solutions, will thus be of paramount importance. In particular, we will consider
the sensitivity of a game when we are uncertain about some of the pay-offs, represented by
encoding pay-offs using symbolic terms. Work specific to non-cooperative games [132] has
been done, as well as computations using something known as ‘Sobol indices’ [112]. Neither
approach covers pay-offs using symbolic terms that we seek to introduce and so we need to
develop other techniques to address sensitivity in our work.

We have focussed our background reading on game theory on literature that has mainly
considered Nash Equilibria as the ‘solution concept’. Other solution concepts exist though,
including ‘Pandora’s Rule’ [142] and ‘Secure Equilibria’ [44]. For example, secure equilibria
are such that neither player has any incentive to choose a different equilibrium and this fact
could therefore add trust between two parties in this domain.

The most closely related approaches in the literature to our work are Bayesian games
(also known as ‘incomplete information games’) [17, 94] and robust game theory, [2]. These
approaches also consider games under incomplete information. We compare the approaches
we take in game theory in this thesis with those previously used, (as seen in Section 5.6) and
show how our methodologies allow us to access new information, in-line with aim A2.
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2.7 Tools and Software

Although in the following Chapters we use the work and functions of Z3 and SMT as we
apply our approach, we acknowledge that constraint solvers such as Z3 are not perfectly
suited to the tasks we set out to solve. These shortcomings are not due to choosing Z3 (over
another SMT solver) or due to choosing SMT (over constraint satisfaction programming say)
but more that we must rely on a decision procedure (over an approach that computes real
values) due to a lack of available data. Therefore, an important contribution of this thesis is
to understand how best to leverage the capabilities of the SMT approach and its tool and how
to best integrate it with other tools and software so that tasks it cannot do well are performed
by external services.

We next discuss which tools and software above and beyond SMT and its solver Z3 we
ended up using and integrating with constraint solving in the work reported in this thesis.
Python can be used for mathematical calculations on its own. Z3 can therefore delegate
difficult computations to Python (such as division of long equations), which can improve
overall efficiency of our model analyses. Python is also a popular programming language in
R&D and has a reliable and well developed API for interfacing with Z3. Therefore, we can
use Python as a gateway between Z3 and other programs, to build an overarching framework
and tool for model building - A3 & A7. For clarity, we should mention that Python can not
manage symbolic decision making on its own: its sympy package has only limited support
for symbolic computations, it can compute expressions but it cannot decide whether two
such expressions have the same meaning, and so we would need to defer back to Z3 for any
symbolic decisions needed for the symbolic computations we will do in Python.

Python does not however feature formal semantics: there is no formal mathematical
specification of behaviour of programs written in Python, which is exacerbated by its use
of dynamic typing. Any correctness arguments we use in this project therefore implicitly
rely on that the compiler and run-time system preserve the informal semantics of Python
syntax, which for the sake of argument, we assume. All models - BNs, dynamical systems,
game-theoretic or a combination thereof - when run are run on various operating systems,
though normally UNIX based (see the systems we use in Table 2.3). By using a variety of
systems, we hope in someway to attest further the validity of the results by being able to
reproduce them on different systems.

‘R’ [123], and Gambit [96] are two well supported and developed packages, each well
regarded in their fields. R is an all round statistical package that supports the automation
of statistical tests and can be used to generate statistical distributions and samples. Gambit
is a strictly game theory application, focussed on the solution of N-player non-cooperative
games. R and Gambit are built into and relied upon by many other tools. Using these
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well developed packages reduces the risk of introducing errors from trying to reproduce
complicated functionality from scratch, which is why we use them for work in this thesis.
Both of these systems interact with Z3 through the aforementioned Python API, and we will
discuss them in more detail later. We have produced Table 2.2 as a summary of tools and
software used.

The Python APIs allow for relatively easy integration between these software packages.
Z3 also has a C and C++ API. If we required a larger degree of control over the precision
and speed, C++ may have been a better choice. Advantages of Python though include its
presentation and results printing, which can more easily be formatted than in C for example,
in-keeping with requirement R1. Not all software we used has a C/C++ API either, so for
consistency we utilised Python throughout. This enables us to combine the models together
more easily.

The resources available to us to run these processes are detailed in Table 2.3; we have
been able to make use of different machines with different capabilities for different purposes.
For instance, we run small tests on regular desktop and laptop machines, to show proof of
concept, before scaling to models of sizes encountered in real applications in our problem
domain. For more computationally demanding models, we used either a High Performance
Computing cluster or a Batch machine with a large number of inbuilt cores and high RAM;
for example when running our dynamical systems work that scales particularly badly at 2k,
for k time steps. We occasionally needed a large amount of RAM (e.g. for larger BN models),
and so relied on a powerful VM or Batch server.

As can be seen in Table 2.2, SMT and Z3 play a central role in our tool, and we now
want to discuss whether other approaches could serve such a role.

Alternatives to SMT include symbolic model checkers [39], the Coq proof assistant
[47], and sometimes simpler techniques such as ‘bounding a problem’ and abstracting it.
Cousot [48] introduced the concept of abstraction interpretation, and others have worked
on other approaches to abstractions (see, such as [1]). We are interested in abstractions for
two reasons. Firstly, abstract interpretations are often giving rise to static program analyses
that under-approximate, respectively over-approximate, program behaviour and to bound
computation results (but not necessarily ascertaining concrete results for certain questions of
interest to us). Secondly, abstract interpretations may be an appropriate methodology to use
if we cannot compute well with models in SMT and wish to compute a simpler model which
has equations within ε (for small 0 < ε) of the original model’s equations, and is then proved
to be correct up to ε . For example, probabilistic symbolic execution [67] and probabilistic
model checkers (PMCs - see e.g. [92, 117]) are used to reason about the probabilities of
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Table 2.2 Tools and Software used in this thesis, and to what effect

Software Packages Use Precision

Python Calculations and processing work; ties to-
gether the different software through API
interfaces and converts their respective ob-
jects between them.

Pythonic objects are of
double precision

Sympy For using formal parameters (symbolic
variables) and their calculations in Python
equations

Z3Py API for interacting with Z3 Solver

Rpy2 API for interacting with R engine

Numpy Extra numerical support for Python; no-
tably the ability to create certain arrays we
needed to run computations

Multiprocessing Package for multiprocessing parts of the
script for running model analyses on mul-
tiple cores

Gambit API for interacting with Gambit engine

Bayesian.BBN Open-source implementation of the Junc-
tion Tree Algorithm for updating of BN
under hard evidence. Required minor ex-
tension (included in our packages where
necessary) to handle symbolic variables
that are passed to it by Sympy.

Z3 Our SMT constraint solver of choice Supports full arithmetic
precision; this can be
dropped or amended to
certain decimal places
though to improve
speed or termination of
search.

Gambit Tool for game theory calculations (such
as the calculation of a, or enumeration of
all Nash equilibria, and the strategies that
lead to such equilibria)

R Tool for statistical results and random sam-
pling without having to write own random
sampler.
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Table 2.3 Resources used when analysing models reported in this thesis

System Specifications Use
MacBook Intel Core i5, 4 cores, 4 GB RAM Initial testing of models

Ubuntu
Server

Intel Core i5, 4 cores, 8 GB RAM Initial testing of models and
multiprocessing

HPC System with up to 1395 nodes and
13558 cores

Dynamical system models
(multiprocessing)

Virtual Ma-
chine

Variable specs, (normally Intel Core
i5, with 1-4 cores, 2-16 GB RAM
though normally used for single core
processes

game theory / BN models (no
multiprocessing)

DoC Batch
Server

Intel Core i7, 32 cores, 512 GB
RAM

Dynamical system models (multi-
processing) and BN models (large
RAM requirement)

pathsets, but these approaches do not seem to be able to handle the non-trivial constraints
and non-linear optimisation we need to support in the analyses developed in this thesis.

We conclude this investigation of existing approaches and tool support. There seems
to be no "one-stop shop" approach or tool that we could use to fully realise the aims set
out in this thesis in Section 1.4. There appears to be a good case for the use of an SMT
solver such as Z3 for doing the core of the logical and arithmetic reasoning in our analysis of
models, where such reasoning can also capture non-linear semantics of models such as the
computation of marginals in BNs. Moreover, Z3 is a product of Microsoft Research that now
comes with a licensing model that allows for its use in commercial settings. This will make
is easier for transferring our software and its capabilities into the commercial sector of this
problem domain.

2.8 Summary

We have introduced and reviewed the key technical concepts of Robust Optimisation,
Bayesian Networks, dynamical systems and game theory - as well as started to explain
the tools and software that will be utilised in this thesis. As discussed and summarised in
the previous section, there is no readily available tool that can support the sort of modelling
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and analysis that our problem domain seems to require. We have outlined an engineering
approach in combining and leveraging approaches from formal methods and software engi-
neering that we claim can realise the aims set out above. This thesis develops this engineering
approach to demonstrate the validity of that hypothesis.



Chapter 3

An arms inspection: model and analysis

We start our formal analyses by considering the application of Bayesian Networks to our arms
verification problem, explicitly the modelling of a single inspection scenario. As already
discussed in Section 2.4, Bayesian Networks (BN) [106, 119, 120] are a prominent, well
established, and widely used formalism for expressing discrete probability distributions in
terms of directed, acyclic graphs (DAG) that encode conditional independence assumptions
of distributions.

Bayesian Networks also come with methodological support for learning an appropriate
graph structure as well as appropriate prior probability values at nodes in such graphs from
pre-existing data (see for example [56, 75]). The appropriateness of chosen prior probability
values may depend on a variety of factors: the quality and quantity of data used for learning
these values or the trust we place in experts who determine such values subjectively – to give
two examples. We would therefore like reassurance that the prior distributions represented
by such values are robust enough in that small changes to such values only result in small
changes of posterior distributions of interest. This naturally leads to the consideration
of robust Bayesian statistics [18, 19], a technique usually reserved for investigating the
sensitivity of answers computed through Bayesian focussed methods.

A popular idea here is to approximate prior probabilities with intervals and to then calcu-
late – somehow – the intervals that correspond to posterior probabilities. A good conceptual
explanation of this is Good’s black box model [70, 71], in which interval information of
priors is submitted into a black box that contains all the usual methods associated with precise
computations in Bayesian Networks, and where the box then outputs intervals of posteriors
without limiting any interpretations or judgments on those output intervals.

Our engagement with a problem owner in arms control made us realise the benefits of
Good’s black box model and made us identify opportunities for extending it to increase the
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confidence that users from such problem domains can place in models and their robustness.
Next, we describe what contributions this Chapter makes.

We develop a formal syntax and semantics of constrained Bayesian Networks which
denote a, possibly empty, set of Bayesian Networks over the same directed acyclic graph (R2,
C1). We support this concept with a composition operator in which two or more constrained
Bayesian Networks with different or “overlapping” graphs may be combined for cross-model
analysis, subject to constraints that are an additional parameter of that composition (A5).
This development is informed by advances made in areas of Symbolic Computation [97]
and Automated Theorem Proving [61] (with its applications to Non-Linear, Non-Convex
Optimisation [11]), Three-Valued Model Checking [31], and Abstract Interpretation [48].
Concretely, we allow prior probabilities to be arithmetic expression terms that may contain
variables, and we enrich this model with logical constraints expressed in the theory of the reals.
Such constraints may refer to variables in arithmetic expressions that define probabilities, but
constraints may also capture external assumptions, domain knowledge or modelling aspects.

We develop a semantics for these constraints and show how to reduce the computation of
its judgments to satisfiability checks in the first-order logic over the reals. We then apply that
reduction to design optimisation algorithms that can compute, for any term definable in that
logic, infima and suprema up to a specified accuracy – for example for terms that specify the
meaning of marginal probabilities symbolically (R5,C4). These optimisation algorithms and
their term parameter allow us to explore or verify the robustness of a constrained Bayesian
Network including but not limited to the robustness of posterior distributions (A6).

We demonstrate the use of such extended robustness analyses on a non-trivial model
of the arms control scenario detailed in Section 1.3.1 and report a tool prototype that we
implemented and used to conduct these analyses. The tool’s optimisation algorithms use an
SMT solver as an arithmetic expression feasibility checker; and it adapts an open-source
package for Bayesian inference to symbolic computations (A3).

We draw comparisons to related work, including Credal Networks [35, 53, 95] and
Constraint Networks [59], and highlight the limitations of previous work, similarities with our
approach, and differences. Our largest theoretical contribution is a language and semantics
that finds common ground behind many of these approaches, provides a simple framework
and easily gives complexity results. By practically synthesising these foundations, methods
and software, we have managed to produce a prototype tool in which modelling and analysis
of Bayesian Networks, under uncertainty, may be easily accomplished.

Outline of Chapter Constrained Bayesian Networks, their mathematical foundations, and
supporting computational methods are the subject of Section 3.1. These foundations are
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evaluated on our arms verification problem of interest in Section 3.2. An account of our
open-source code that realises these computational methods for constrained BNs, including
experimental data, is given in Section 3.3. We discuss some methodological points of the
developed approach in Section 3.4 and summarise related work in Section 3.5. A summary
of the Chapter is presented in Section 3.6.

3.1 Constrained Bayesian Networks: Foundations

We build on the introductory definitions and examples of Bayesian Networks given in Section
2.4 and introduce our concept of a constrained Bayesian Network.

Informally, a constrained BN, which we refer to as BC
X , is obtained from a BN by replacing

one or more probabilities in its probability tables with symbolic expressions, and by adding
constraints for variables used in these expressions or in quantitative terms of interest, and
for variables that refer to marginal probabilities of interest. To illustrate, in Figure 3.1 the
probability tables for two nodes Sprinkler and Rain of the BN in Figure 2.3 are made symbolic
with a variable x to obtain a constrained BN. This allows us to model uncertainty in the actual
value of such probabilities. Our approach allows variables to be shared across such tables, as
x is shared across the tables for Sprinkler and Rain. This is certainly useful, for example to
express that a certain subjective probability is twice as likely as another one.

We use variables mpH and mpW to refer to marginal probabilities

p(Holmes’ Grass Wet = True) (3.1)

p(Holmes’ Grass Wet = True | Watson’s Grass Wet = True) (3.2)

respectively. The constraints we then consider are 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, to ensure that symbolic
expressions still specify probability distributions, as well as the symbolic meaning of the
marginal probabilities mpH and mpW . Using the values seen in Figure 3.1, marginals mpH

and mpW can be expressed as two non-linear equations in x as

mpH = 0.495∗x∗x+0.5∗x∗(−0.95∗x+0.95)+

0.7∗x∗(−0.5∗x+1)+1.0∗(−0.5∗x+1)∗(−0.05∗x+0.05) (3.3)
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Sprinkler
On Off

0.5∗x 1−0.5∗x

Rain
T F

x 1− x

Fig. 3.1 Probability tables required to make a constrained BN BC0
X0

obtained from BN B in
Figure 2.3 by entering non-constant terms into the probability tables Sprinkler and Rain.
Marginal probabilities of interest are those given in (3.1) and (3.2) and their meaning is
defined as constraints in (3.3) and (3.4)

mpW ∗(0.35∗x∗x+0.025∗x∗(−0.95∗x+0.95)+0.7∗x∗(−x∗0.5+1)+

0.025∗x∗(−0.05∗x+0.05)+0.05∗(−0.95∗x+0.95)∗(−x∗0.5+1)+

0.05∗(−x∗0.5+1)∗(−0.05∗x+0.05)) =

(0.3465∗x∗x+0.025∗x∗(−0.95∗x+0.95)+0.49∗x∗(−x∗0.5+1)+

0.05∗(−x∗0.5+1)∗(−0.05∗x+0.05)) (3.4)

The above equations are constructed through symbolic interpretations of computations
of marginals, for example of the Junction Tree Algorithm, and subsequent elimination of
division operators. The latter computes a normal form of rational terms from which these
equations are easily derived.

A constrained BN BC
X represents a BN B in which there is strict uncertainty (also known

as Knightian uncertainty) in its probabilities, where this non-determinism may further be
constrained, and where marginal probabilities of interest may be symbolic expressions with
additional constraints of interest.

3.1.1 Syntactic and Semantic Foundations

We begin the formal development by defining grammars for symbolic expressions that occur
in probability tables and for properties that contain such expressions as arguments. Figure 3.2
shows definitions for real-valued terms t, where c ranges over real constants, and x and
mp are real variables ranging over variable sets Xx and Xmp, respectively. The distinction
between mp and x is one of modelling intent. Variables mp refer to marginal probabilities of
a constrained BN BC

X . The meaning of these symbolic marginals is defined via constraints
in C. Variables in Xx may occur in symbolic expressions in probability tables of nodes or
denote any quantitative measures of interest. We write

X = Xx ∪Xmp (3.5)
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t ::= c | mp | x | t + t | t ∗ t
ϕ ::= true | t ≤ t | t < t | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ϕ

φ ::= ϕ | ∃x : φ | ¬φ | φ ∧φ

Fig. 3.2 Grammars for real-valued terms t, constraints ϕ , and queries φ where x are variables
from set Xx, c are constant reals, mp are variables from set Xmp denoting marginal probabili-
ties, and true denotes logical truth. Negations and conjunction are required for both ϕ and φ

to enable our definition of concretisations.

for the disjoint union of such variable sets.
Constraints ϕ are quantifier-free formulas built from inequalities over terms t, logical

truth constant true, and propositional operators. Queries φ are built out of constraints and
first-order quantifiers.

Definition 2 We write T [X ] for the set of all terms t, C [X ] for the set of all constraints ϕ

generated in this manner, and we write Q[X ] for the set of all queries φ generated in this
manner from variable set X.

We write T , C , and Q whenever X is clear from context. We write ∨, −, =, > and so forth
for derived logical, arithmetic, and relational operators.

We may think of a constrained BN BC
X as a BN B in which entries in probability tables of

nodes may not only be concrete probabilities but terms t of the grammar in Figure 3.2 over
variable set Xx, and where the BN is enriched with a finite set of constraints C = {ϕi | 1 ≤
i ≤ n}. The intuition is that BC

X denotes a set of BNs that all have the same graph and the
same structure of probability tables but where probability values may be uncertain, modelled
as arithmetic terms, and subject to application-specific or analysis-specific constraints. The
only difference in two BNs from that set may be in the real number entries in those probability
tables, and those real numbers are instantiations of the specified arithmetic terms such that
all constraints are met. We formalise this:

Definition 3 A constrained BN of type (Xx,Xmp) – denoted as X = Xx ∪Xmp by abuse of
notation – is a triple (G,C,π) where G = (N,E) is a finite DAG, C a finite set of constraints
from C [X ], and π a tuple (πn)n∈N of symbolic probability tables with On as the set of
outcomes of random variable at node n:

πn :
(

∏
n′∈pnt(n)

On′
)
×On → T [Xx] (3.6)
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Note that a symbolic probability table has the same input type as a formal probability
table, but its output type is a set of terms and not the unit interval. Let us first define syntactic
restrictions for constrained BNs.

Definition 4 1. A constrained BN (G,C,π) of type X is well-formed if

(a) X = Xx ∪Xmp equals the set of variables that occur in C

(b) all variables mp from Xmp have exactly one defining equation in C, of form
mp = t or mp∗ t ′ = t ′′, with variables only from Xx ∪{mp}.

2. When G and π are determined by context, we refer to a well-formed, constrained BN
(G,C,π) of type X as BC

X .

The notation BC
X reflects that the information inherent in G and π is already captured in

constraint set C, since all marginals of interest have defined symbolic meaning in C. Item 1(a)
above says that all variables in X occur in some constraint from C. Item 1(b) makes sure that
all variables mp that model marginal probabilities have a defined meaning in C. Our tool will
compute such meanings symbolically. Note that item 1(b) is consistent with having other
constraints on such variables in C, for example a constraint saying that 0.1 ≤ mp ≤ x ∗ y.
These items create a two-level term language, with variables in Xx informing meaning of
variables in Xmp.

A sound, constrained BN has a semantic requirement about its concretisations, which we
now formalise using assignments for quantifier-free formulas.

Definition 5 1. An assignment α is a function α : X → R. For c in R and x in X,
assignment α[x 7→ c] equals α except at x, where it outputs c.

2. The meaning α(t) of term t in T under α and the judgment α |= φ for all φ in Q is
defined in Figure 3.3.

Note that α(t) extends α : X → R to type T [X ]→ R. The judgment α |= φ is satisfaction
of first-order logic over the reals. We use these judgments to define the set of concretisations
of a well-formed, constrained BN:

Definition 6 Let BC
X = (G,C,π) be a well-formed, constrained BN where G = (N,E). Let

α : X → R be an assignment.

1. We write BC
X [α] for the BN (G,π[α]) obtained from BC

X by forgetting C and where for
each node n its formal probability table π[α]n is defined by

π[α]n = λe : α(πn(e)) (3.7)
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α(c) = c constants denote themselves
α(x) = α(x) for all x in X , overloading of notation

α(t1 + t2) = α(t1)+α(t2)
α(t1 ∗ t2) = α(t1)∗α(t2)

α |= true holds
α |= t1 ≤ t2 iff α(t1)≤ α(t2)
α |= t1 < t2 iff α(t1)< α(t2)

α |= ¬ϕ iff (not α |= ϕ)

α |= ϕ1 ∧ϕ2 iff (α |= ϕ1 and α |= ϕ2)

α |= ∃x : φ iff α[x 7→ c] |= φ for some real number c
α |= ¬φ iff (not α |= φ)

α |= φ1 ∧φ2 iff (α |= φ1 and α |= φ2)

Fig. 3.3 Above: meaning of terms for an assignment α , where we identify constants with
their meaning, and use the same symbol + for syntax and semantics, and similarly for ∗.
Below: Semantics of judgment α |= φ for an assignment α : X → R and φ from Q. This
uses the meaning α(t) from Figure 3.3 and uses ≤ both as syntax and semantics, similarly
for <

2. The set [| BC
X |] of BNs that BC

X denotes, its set of concretisations, is defined as

[| BC
X |] = {BC

X [α] | α : X → R and α |=
∧

ϕ ′∈C

ϕ
′ holds} (3.8)

Note that the formal probability table π[α]n computes π[α]n(e) as α(t) where t is the
term πn(e) in T [Xx]. We can now define sound constrained BNs.

Definition 7 Let BC
X = (G,C,π) be a well-formed, constrained BN. Then BC

X is sound if for
all BC

X [α] that are concretisations of BC
X we have, for all nodes n and inputs e of π[α]n, that

π[α]n(e) is in [0,1] and ∑e π[α]n(e) = 1.

Soundness is saying that all concretisations of a well-formed, constrained BN are actually
BNs: for each such BC

X [α] and node n in it, π[α]n is a discrete probability distribution.

Assumption 1 All constrained BNs used in this Chapter are sound.

It is important to know whether [| BC
X |] is non-empty.

Definition 8 A constrained BC
X is consistent iff [| BC

X |] ̸= /0.

The techniques developed in the next section will also allow us to decide whether a
constrained BN is consistent.
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3.1.2 Semantic Judgments

How should we best reason about a set of BNs [| BC
X |]? We propose two semantic judgments

that allow us to explore worst-case and best-case properties of BC
X . A judicious combi-

nation of these judgments also enables us to express optimisations over the imprecision
and probabilistic uncertainty inherent in BC

X , whilst reflecting any application-specific or
analysis-specific constraints. Both semantic judgments rest on a satisfaction relation between
concretisation BNs and queries. We define this formally.

Definition 9 Let BC
X be a constrained BN. For all φ in Q, the two semantic judgments |=must

and |=may are defined as

BC
X |=must

φ iff for all BC
X [α] in BC

X we have α |= φ (3.9)

BC
X |=may

φ iff for some BC
X [α] in BC

X we have α |= φ (3.10)

The definition in (3.9) allows us to discover invariants: truth of BC
X |=mustφ implies that φ

holds no matter what concrete instance in [| BC
X |] the modeller may face, a form of worst-case

reasoning. Dually, the truth of BC
X |=mayφ in (3.10) implies it is possible that the modeller

faces a BN in [| BC
X |] that satisfies φ , a form of best-case reasoning. We may formalise this

duality.

Theorem 1 For all constrained BNs BC
X and φ in Q we have

1. BC
X |=mustφ iff not BC

X |=may¬φ

2. BC
X |=mayφ iff not BC

X |=must¬φ

3. BC
X |=mustφ1 ∧φ2 iff (BC

X |=mustφ1 and BC
X |=mustφ2)

4. BC
X |=mayφ1 ∨φ2 iff (BC

X |=mayφ1 or BC
X |=mayφ2)

Proof of Theorem 1:

1. We have that BC
X |=mustφ holds iff α |= φ holds for all concretisations BC

X [α] of BC
X iff

α |= ¬φ does not hold, for all these concretisations iff BC
X |=may¬φ does not hold.

2. We have that BC
X |=mayφ holds iff α |= φ holds for some concretisation BC

X [α] of BC
X iff

α |= ¬φ does not hold, for all concretisations iff BC
X |=must¬φ does not hold.

3. (a) Let BC
X |=mustφ1 ∧φ2 hold. Let BC

X [α] be a concretisation of BC
X . Then we know

that α |= φ1 ∧φ2 holds. This implies that α |= φi holds for i = 1,2. But then both
BC

X |=mustφ1 and BC
X |=mustφ2 hold since BC

X [α] was an arbitrary concretisation of
BC

X .
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(b) Let both BC
X |=mustφ1 and BC

X |=mustφ2 hold. Let BC
X [α] be a concretisation of BC

X .
Then BC

X |=mustφi implies that α |= φi holds for i = 1,2. Therefore, we get that
α |= φ1 ∧φ2 holds as well. Since BC

X [α] was an arbitrary concretisation of BC
X ,

this gives us that BC
X |=mustφ1 ∧φ2 holds.

4. (a) Let BC
X |=mayφ1 ∨φ2 hold. Then there is some concretisation BC

X [α] of BC
X such

that α |= φ1 ∨φ2 holds. This implies that α |= φi holds for some i = 1,2. But
then BC

X |=mayφi holds as claimed.

(b) Let one of BC
X |=mayφ1 and BC

X |=mayφ2 hold, say BC
X |=mayφi. Then there is some

concretisation BC
X [α] of BC

X such that α |= φi holds. This implies that α |= φ1∨φ2

holds as well. Since BC
X [α] is a concretisation of BC

X , we get that BC
X |=mayφ1 ∨φ2

holds.

QED
We illustrate this formalisation of constrained BNs with an example.

Example 2 The constrained BN from Figures 2.3 and 3.1 is sound and consistent. Con-
sider the query ϕH being mpH < 0.3 where we use variable mpH to denote the marginal
probability p(Holmes’ Grass Wet = True). We mean to compute whether BC

X |=mustϕH and
BC

X |=mayϕH hold for this constrained BN. We conclude that BC
X |=mustϕH does not hold:

p(Holmes’ Grass Wet = True) equals 0.35255 for α(x) = 0.3 and so α(mpH) = 0.35255 as
well, and we have α |=

∧
ϕ ′∈C ϕ ′ and 0.35255 ̸≤ 0.3. On the other hand, BC

X |=mayϕH holds
since for α ′(x) = 0.1 we then have α ′ |=

∧
ϕ ′∈C ϕ ′ and α ′(mpH) = 0.15695 ≤ 0.3.

Observing additional hard evidence that Watson’s grass is wet, we similarly evalu-
ate judgments BC

X |=mayϕ and BC
X |=mustϕ when ϕ contains mpW which refers to marginal

p(Holmes’ Grass Wet = True | Watson’s Grass Wet = True).

3.1.3 Consistent constrained BNs

It is important to understand how the semantic judgments |=may and |=must relate to consistent
or inconsistent constrained BNs. We can characterise consistency through properties of these
semantic judgments:

Theorem 2 Let BC
X be a constrained and consistent BN. Then the following are all equiva-

lent:

1. BC
X |=maytrue holds.

2. For all φ in Q, we have that BC
X |=mustφ implies BC

X |=mayφ .
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3. For all φ in Q, we have that BC
X |=mayφ ∨¬φ holds.

4. For all φ in Q, we have that BC
X |=mustφ ∧¬φ does not hold.

Proof of Theorem 2:

• Item 1 implies item 2: Let BC
X |=maytrue hold. By definition of |=may, there then is

some concretisation BC
X [α] of BC

X such that α |= true holds. Therefore the set of
concretisations of BC

X is non-empty verifying that BC
X is consistent. Suppose that φ is

in Q such that BC
X |=mustφ holds. Since BC

X is consistent, there is some concretisation
BC

X [α] of BC
X . Since BC

X |=mustφ holds, we get that α |= φ holds. But then we have
BC

X |=mayφ by definition of |=may.

• Item 2 implies item 3: Let BC
X |=mustφ imply BC

X |=mayφ for all φ in Q. Let ψ be in
Q. We claim that BC

X |=mayψ ∨¬ψ holds. By Theorem 1.4, it suffices to show that
BC

X |=mayψ or BC
X |=may¬ψ holds. If the former holds, we are done. Otherwise, we have

that BC
X |=mayψ does not hold. By Theorem 1.2, this implies that BC

X |=must¬ψ holds.

– Next, we show that BC
X has to be consistent: note that BC

X |=musttrue holds by
the definitions of |=must and |=. Therefore, we get that BC

X |=maytrue holds by
item 3 – and we already showed that this implies that BC

X is consistent.

Let BC
X [α] be a concretisation of BC

X , which exists as BC
X is consistent. Since we showed

BC
X |=must¬φ , the latter implies that α |= ¬φ . But then BC

X |=may¬φ follows given the
definition of |=may.

• Item 3 implies item 4: Let BC
X |=mayφ ∨¬φ hold for all φ in Q. Let ψ be in Q.

Then we have that BC
X |=mayψ ∨¬ψ holds, and we need to show that BC

X |=mustψ ∧¬ψ

does not hold. Proof by contradiction: assume that BC
X |=mustψ ∧¬ψ holds. Since

BC
X |=mayψ ∨¬ψ holds, we know that there is some concretisation BC

X [α] of BC
X such

that α |= ψ ∨¬ψ holds. Since BC
X |=mustψ ∧¬ψ holds, we know that BC

X |=mustψ and
BC

X |=must¬ψ hold by Theorem 1.3. We do a case analysis on the truth of judgment
α |= ψ ∨¬ψ:

– Let α |= ψ hold . Since BC
X |=must¬ψ holds, this implies that α |=¬ψ holds. This

contradicts that α |= ψ holds.

– Let α |= ¬ψ hold. Since BC
X |=mustψ holds, this implies that α |= ψ holds. This

contradicts that α |= ¬ψ holds.
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• Item 4 implies item 1: Let BC
X |=mustφ ∧¬φ not hold, for all φ in Q. Since true is in Q,

we know that BC
X |=musttrue∧¬true does not hold. By definition of |=must and |=, we

have that BC
X |=musttrue holds. By Theorem 1.3 and since BC

X |=musttrue∧¬true does
not hold, we infer that BC

X |=must¬true does not hold. By Theorem 1.2, this implies
that BC

X |=maytrue holds as claimed.

QED

We stress that it is vital to check the consistency of BC
X prior to relying on any findings

of its further analysis. If BC
X is inconsistent, then [| BC

X |] is empty and so BC
X |=mustφ holds

trivially for all φ in Q since the universal quantification of its defining semantics in (3.9)
ranges over the empty set. This would clearly lead to inconsistent reasoning with such a
constrained BN. In our tool, this is a non-issue as it uses these judgments within optimisation
algorithms that either report a concretisation as witness or report a discovered inconsistency.

Consistency checking is NP-hard: checking the satisfiability of constraints in logic C is
NP-hard. And so this hardness is inherited for any notion of size of a constrained BN that
includes the sum of the sizes of all its constraints.

3.1.4 Reducing |=may and |=must to satisfiability checking

Our case studies involving constrained BNs suggest that it suffices to consider elements
of C , i.e. to consider formulas of Q that are quantifier-free. The benefit of having the
more expressive logic Q, however, is that its quantifiers allow us to reduce the decision for
judgements BC

X |=mayϕ and BC
X |=mustϕ for quantifier-free formulas ϕ of Q to satisfiability

checking, respectively validity checking in the logic Q – which we now demonstrate. For
sound, constrained BNs BC

X , the judgment BC
X |=mayϕ asks whether there is an assignment

α : X → R such that α |=
∧

ϕ ′∈C ϕ ′ and α |= ϕ both hold. Since C is contained in Q, we
may capture this meaning within the logic Q itself as a satisfiability check. Let set X equal
{x1, . . . ,xn}. Then, asking whether α |=

∧
ϕ ′∈C ϕ ′ and α |= ϕ hold, asks whether the formula

in (3.11) of logic Q is satisfiable:

∃x1 : . . . : ∃xn : ϕ ∧
∧

ϕ ′∈C

ϕ
′ (3.11)

Definition 10 For a constrained BN BC
X and ϕ in C , we write Ex(BC

X ,ϕ) to denote the
formula defined in (3.11).
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Note that Ex(BC
X ,ϕ) depends on BC

X : namely on its set of variables X and constraint set C,
the latter reflecting symbolic meanings of marginal probabilities. Let us illustrate this by
revisiting Example 2.

Example 3 For ϕH as in Example 2 with type X = {x}∪{mpH}, the formula we derive for
BC

X |=mayϕH is

∃mpH : ∃x : (mpH < 0.3)∧ (0.1 ≤ x)∧ (x ≤ 0.3)∧ (3.12)

(0.5∗ x+(1−0.5∗ x) = 1)∧ (x+(1− x) = 1)∧ (mpH = t)

where t is the term on the righthand side of the equation in (3.3).

We can summarise this discussion, where we also appeal to the first item of Theorem 1 to
get a similar characterisation for |=must.

Theorem 3 Let BC
X be a constrained BN and ϕ in C . Then we have:

1. Formula Ex(BC
X ,ϕ) in (3.11) is in Q and in the existential fragment of Q.

2. Truth of BC
X |=mayϕ is equivalent to the satisfiability of Ex(BC

X ,ϕ) in Q.

3. BC
X |=mayϕ can be decided in PSPACE in the size of formula Ex(BC

X ,ϕ).

4. BC
X |=mustϕ can be decided in PSPACE in the size of formula Ex(BC

X ,¬ϕ).

Proof of Theorem 3:

1. Constraints ϕ ′ in C and ϕ are quantifier-free formulas of Q with variables contained in
X , which equals {x1,x2, . . . ,xn}. Therefore, the formula in (3.11) is in Q, and contains
only existential quantifiers and all in front of the formula.

2. We prove this claim by structural induction over ϕ:

• Let ϕ be true. Then Ex(BC
X , true) equals ∃x1 : . . . : ∃xn : true∧

∧
ϕ ′∈C ϕ ′ and this

is satisfiable iff there is an assignment α such that α |=
∧

ϕ ′∈C ϕ ′ and α |= true

both hold (the latter holding by definition) iff there is a concretisation BC
X [α] of

BC
X iff BC

X is consistent iff (by Theorem 2) BC
X |=maytrue holds.

• Let ϕ be t1 ≤ t2. Then Ex(BC
X , t1 ≤ t2) equals ∃x1 : . . . : ∃xn : (t1 ≤ t2)∧

∧
ϕ ′∈C ϕ ′

and this is satisfiable iff there is an assignment α such that α |=
∧

ϕ ′∈C ϕ ′ and
α |= t1 ≤ t2 both hold iff there is a concretisation BC

X [α] of BC
X such that α |= t1 ≤

t2 holds iff BC
X |=mayt1 ≤ t2 holds.
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• Let ϕ be t1 < t2. Then Ex(BC
X , t1 < t2) equals ∃x1 : . . . : ∃xn : (t1 < t2)∧

∧
ϕ ′∈C ϕ ′

and this is satisfiable iff there is an assignment α such that α |=
∧

ϕ ′∈C ϕ ′ and
α |= t1 < t2 both hold iff there is a concretisation BC

X [α] of BC
X such that α |= t1 <

t2 holds iff BC
X |=mayt1 < t2 holds.

• Let ϕ be ¬ψ . Then Ex(BC
X ,¬ψ) equals ∃x1 : . . . : ∃xn : ¬ψ ∧

∧
ϕ ′∈C ϕ ′ and this

is satisfiable iff there is an assignment α such that α |=
∧

ϕ ′∈C ϕ ′ and α |= ¬ψ

both hold iff there is a concretisation BC
X [α] of BC

X such that α |= ¬ψ holds iff
BC

X |=may¬ψ holds.

• Let ϕ be ϕ1∧ϕ2. Then Ex(BC
X ,ϕ1 ∧ϕ2) equals ∃x1 : . . . : ∃xn : ϕ1∧ϕ2∧

∧
ϕ ′∈C ϕ ′

and this is satisfiable iff there is an assignment α such that α |=
∧

ϕ ′∈C ϕ ′ and
α |= ϕ1 ∧ϕ2 both hold iff there is a concretisation BC

X [α] of BC
X such that α |=

ϕ1 ∧ϕ2 holds iff BC
X |=mayϕ1 ∧ϕ2 holds.

3. By the previous item, we may decide BC
X |=mayϕ by deciding whether formula Ex(BC

X ,ϕ)

is satisfiable. By item 1 above, that formula is in the existential fragment of Q. By
[37], deciding the satisfiability (truth) of such formulas is in PSPACE in the size of
such formulas.

4. By Theorem 1.1, we have that BC
X |=mustϕ holds iff BC

X |=may¬ϕ does not hold. By
item 2 above, the latter is equivalent to Ex(BC

X ,¬ϕ) not being satisfiable. By [37], this
can be decided in PSPACE in the size of formula Ex(BC

X ,¬ϕ).

QED
Note that the above PSPACE result pertains to the size of formulas Ex(BC

X ,ϕ) and
Ex(BC

X ,¬ϕ), and these formulas contain equations that define the meaning of marginals
symbolically. There is therefore an incentive to simplify such symbolic expressions prior
to their incorporation into C and these formulas, and we do such simplifications in our
implementation.

3.1.5 Constrained Union Operator

We also want the ability to compare two or more constrained BNs or to discover relationships
between them. This requires a notion of composition of constrained BNs, which we now
develop. Consider two constrained BNs BC1

X1
and BC2

X2
. Our intuition for composition is to

juxtapose the graphs of each of these constrained BNs such that each node in this unioned
DAG still has its symbolic probability table as before. Where necessary (for nodes that
appear in both graphs) we rename nodes by appending the graph number to the node name to
retain uniqueness of node names, i.e. CommonNode would become CommonNode_model1
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and CommonNode_model2 in each graph respectively. As set of constraints for the resulting
constrained BN, we then consider C1 ∪C2. Note that this composed, constrained BN still
defines a set of BNs as the juxtaposition of BNs is still a BN.

There is benefit in generalising this composition by making it parametric on another set
of constraints C. The idea is that C can specify how two constrained BNs are related. The

resulting composition operator
C
∪ defines the composition

BC1
X1

C
∪BC2

X2
(3.13)

as the constrained BN with graph and probability tables obtained by juxtaposition of the
graphs and symbolic probability tables of BC1

X1
and BC2

X2
, where the set of constraints for this

resulting constrained BN is now C1 ∪C2 ∪C.

This composition operator has an implicit assumption for being well defined, namely
that C does not contain any equations that (re)define the (symbolic) meaning of marginal
probabilities given in C1 ∪C2.

We give an example of such a union of constrained BNs that already illustrates some
reasoning capabilities to be developed in this Chapter:

Example 4 Figure 3.4 specifies a constrained BN BC′
0

X ′
0

that is similar to constrained BN

BC0
X0

defined in Figure 3.1 but that models rain with more specificity. Variables y and z are
used in symbolic probabilities, and variables mp′H and mp′W refer to the marginals in (3.1)
and (3.2) respectively. The constraint 0.1 ≤ 5∗ y ≤ 0.3 in C′

0 corresponds to the constraint
0.1 ≤ x ≤ 0.3 in C0 and so term 5∗ y in some way reflects x, that it rains according to BC0

X0
.

The constraint set C that binds the two models together is {2∗ z = x}, which ensures that
the probability for the sprinkler to be on is the same in both models. In the constrained BN

BC0
X0

C
∪BC′

0
X ′

0
, we want to understand the difference in the marginal probabilities mpW and mp′W ,

expressed by term

diff = mpW −mp′W (3.14)

Subtraction − and equality = are derived operations in Q. The methods we will develop
in this Chapter allow us to conclude that the maximal value of diff is in the closed interval
[0.134079500198,0.134079508781], with diff being 0.134079500198 when

x = 0.299999999930 z = 0.149999999965 y = 0.020000000003
mpW = 0.663714285678 mp′W = 0.529634782614
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Sprinkler
On Off

z 1− z

Sprinkler
On Off

0.1 0.9

Holmes’
Sprinkler

Holmes’
Grass
Wet

It Rains

Watson’s
Grass
Wet

Holmes’
Sprinkler/Rain T F

Off N 0.05 0.95
Off L 0.65 0.35
Off H 0.9 0.1
On N 0.95 0.05
On L 0.95 0.05
On H 0.99 0.01

Watson’s
Rain T F

N 0.05 0.95
L 0.65 0.35
H 0.9 0.1

Rain
Heavy Light None

y 4y 1−5y

Rain
Heavy Light None

0.05 0.2 0.75

Fig. 3.4 A constrained BN BC′
0

X ′
0
, more complex than BC0

X0
of Figure 3.1: rain is modelled to a

greater degree of specificity. Probability tables for nodes Sprinkler and Rain are shown twice:
a non-symbolic version from BN modelling, and its generalization as symbolic probability
table used to define BC′

0
X ′

0
. Variable set X ′

0 is {y,z}∪ {mp′H ,mp′W}. The constraint set C′
0

includes 0.1 ≤ 5∗ y ≤ 0.3, equations that define the meaning of marginals mp′W and mp′W
in terms of y and z (not shown), and equations that ensure that all tables specify probability
tables.
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Similarly, we may infer that the minimum of diff is in the interval

[−0.164272228181,−0.164272221575]

with diff being −0.164272221575 when

x = 0.100000000093 z = 0.050000000046 y = 0.059999999855
mpW = 0.472086956699 mp′W = 0.636359183424

(3.15)

In particular, the absolute value of the difference of the marginal probability (3.2) in those
constrained BNs is less than 0.1643, and attained for the values in (3.15).

These union operators are symmetric in that BC1
X1

C
∪BC2

X2
and BC2

X2

C
∪BC1

X1
satisfy the same

judgments |=must and |=may for all φ in Q. Idempotency won’t hold in general as unions
may introduce a new set of constraints C. Associativity holds, assuming all compositions
in (3.16) give rise to sound constrained BNs:

(BC1
X1

C
∪BC2

X2
)

C′

∪BC3
X3

is equivalent to BC1
X1

C
∪(BC2

X2

C′

∪BC3
X3
) (3.16)

To summarise, we have a composition operator
C
∪ for constrained BNs that is parametric

in a set of constraints C, where composition is not always defined, but where well defined
compositions are symmetric and associative.

Assumption 2 All composed, constrained BNs BC1
X1

C
∪BC2

X2
used in this Chapter are sound.

3.1.6 Non-Linear Optimisation

We next relate the judgments |=may and |=must to optimisation problems that seek to minimise
or maximise values of terms t of interest in a constrained BN BC

X , and where BC
X itself may

well be the result of a composition of constrained BNs as just described. We define the set of
“concretisations” {| t |} of term t in BC

X :

Definition 11 Let t be a term whose variables are all in X for a constrained BN BC
X . Then

{| t |} ⊆ R is defined as set {α(t) | BC
X [α] ∈ [| BC

X |]}.

Note that {| t |} does depend on C and X as well, but this dependency will be clear from
context. We can compute approximations of sup{| t |} and inf{| t |}, assuming that these
values are finite. To learn that sup{| t |} is bounded above by a real high, we can check
whether BC

X |=mustt ≤ high holds. To learn whether sup{| t |} is bounded below by a real
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Sup(t,δ ,BC
X) {

let α : X → R make Ex(BC
X , t > 0) true;

cache = α(t);
while (Ex(BC

X , t ≥ 2∗ cache) satisfiable) {
let α ′ : X → R make Ex(BC

X , t ≥ 2∗ cache) true;
cache = α ′(t);
}
low = cache; high = 2∗ cache;
assert ((Ex(BC

X , t ≥ low) satisfiable)&&(Ex(BC
X , t ≥ high) unsatisfiable));

while (| high− low | > δ ) {
if (Ex(BC

X , t ≥ low+ | high− low | /2)) satisfiable) {
low = low+ | high− low | /2;
assert ((Ex(BC

X , t ≥ low) satisfiable)&&(Ex(BC
X , t ≥ high) unsatisfiable));

} else {
high = low+ | high− low | /2;
assert ((Ex(BC

X , t ≥ low) satisfiable)&&Ex(BC
X , t ≥ high) unsatisfiable));

}
}
return [low,high];

}

Fig. 3.5 Method for approximating sup{| t |} up to δ > 0 for a consistent, constrained BN
BC

X and term t with variables in X when 0 < sup{| t |} < ∞. The returned closed interval
[low,high] has length ≤ δ and contains sup{| t |}. Key invariants are given as asserts

low, we can check whether BC
X |=maylow ≤ t holds. As gaining such knowledge involves both

judgments |=must and |=may, we cannot compute approximations of sup{| t |} directly in the
existential fragment of Q. Rather, we search for approximations by repeatedly checking
such judgments.

We want to do this without making any assumptions about the implementation of a deci-
sion procedure for logic Q or its existential fragment. This assumption can be accommodated
through the use of extended binary search, as seen in Figure 3.5, to derive an algorithm Sup

for computing a closed interval [low,high] of length at most δ > 0 such that sup{| t |} is
guaranteed to be in [low,high]. This algorithm has as input a constrained BN BC

X with X as
set of variables for constraint set C, a term t in T [X ], and a desired accuracy δ > 0. This
algorithm assumes that BX

C is consistent and that 0 < sup{| t |}< ∞. We explain below how
we can weaken that assumption to sup{| t |}< ∞.

Algorithm Sup first uses a satisfiability witness α to compute a real value α(t) that t can
attain for some BC

X [α] in [| BC
X |] such that α(t)> 0. It then stores this real value in a cache

and increases the value of cache each time it can find a satisfiability witness that makes the
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value of t at least twice that of the current cache value. Since sup{| t |}< ∞, this while loop
terminates. The subsequent assignments to low and high establish an invariant that there is a
value in {| t |} that is greater or equal to low, but that there is no value in {| t |} that is greater
or equal to high.

The second while statement maintains this invariant but makes progress using bisection
of the interval [low,high]. This is achieved by deciding whether there is a value in {| t |}
that is greater or equal to the arithmetic mean of low and high. If so, that mean becomes the
new value of low, otherwise that mean becomes the new value of high. By virtue of these
invariants, the returned closed interval [low,high] contains sup{| t |} as desired. We capture
this formally:

Theorem 4 Let BC
X be a consistent constrained BN and δ > 0. Let 0 < sup{| t |}< ∞. Then

algorithm Sup(t,δ ,BC
X) terminates, sup{| t |} is in the returned closed interval [l,h] of length

≤ δ , and BC
X |=mayt ≥ l is true.

Proof of Theorem 4: The arguments below make use of Theorems 1 and 3 without explicit
reference to them. Note that consistency of BC

X and 0 < sup{| t |} guarantee that the first let
statement in Sup can find such a α . In particular, we see that 0 < cache becomes an invariant
and so cache < 2∗ cache is another invariant.

First, we show that the asserts hold prior to the execution of the second while loop.
Note that cache is always assigned reals of form η(t) for some concretisation BC

X [η ] of
BC

X . So when low is initialised with the last updated value of cache, then BC
X |=mayt ≤ low

clearly holds after the first assignment to low and prior to its reassignment (witnessed by
the assignment that gave rise to the last value of cache). By definition of the initial value of
high, we have that BC

X |=mayt ≥ high does not hold after that initial assignment and prior to
the reassignment of high. Therefore, both asserts in front of the second while loop hold, and
we get that low ≤ high is an invariant.

Second, we show that each iteration of the second while loop preserves the asserts. This
is clear as the Boolean guard of the if statement tests for preservation of these asserts, and
makes the correct, invariant-preserving assignment accordingly.

Third, let [l,h] be the returned closed interval. It is clear that h− l ≤ δ holds as required.
We argue that sup{| t |} is in [l,h]. Since the asserts hold for l and h, we know that
BC

X |=mayt ≥ l holds, but BC
X |=mayt ≥ h does not hold. Let c be in {| t |}. Then there is some α

with c = α(t). Since BC
X |=mayt ≥ h does not hold, we get that α(t)< α(h) = h. Therefore, h

is an upper bound of {| t |} which implies sup{| t |} ≤ h. Since BC
X |=mayt ≥ l holds, we have

some concretisation BC
X [α

′] with α ′ |= t ≥ l. This means α ′(t)≥ l. But sup{| t |} ≥ α ′(t) as
the latter is an element of {| t |}. Thus, l ≤ sup{| t |} follows. QED
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We now give an example of using Sup. Our specifications of optimisation functions such
as that of Sup in Figure 3.5 do not return witness information, we omitted such details for
sake of simplicity.

Example 5 For constrained BN BC0
X0

of Figure 3.1, Sup(mpW ,δ ,BC0
X0
) terminates for δ =

0.000000001 with output [0.663714282364,0.663714291751]. The value 0.663714282364
is attained when x equals 0.299999999188.

A function Inf(t,δ ,BC
X) is defined in Figure 3.6. It assumes that BC

X is consistent and that
inf{| t |} is a subset of R+

0 and contains a positive real – a condition we will weaken below.
In that case, it terminates and returns a closed interval [l,h] such that inf{| t |} is in [l,h]. We
prove this formally:

Inf(t,δ ,BC
X) {

let α : X → R make Ex(BC
X , t > 0) true;

cache = α(t);
while (Ex(BC

X , t ≤ 0.5∗ cache) satisfiable and 0.5∗ cache > δ ) {
let α ′ : X → R make Ex(BC

X , t ≤ 0.5∗ cache) true;
cache = α ′(t);

}
if (Ex(BC

X , t ≤ 0.5∗ cache) satisfiable) { return [0,0.5∗ cache]; }
low = 0.5∗ cache; high = cache;
assert (Ex(BC

X , t ≤ low) unsatisfiable)&&(Ex(BC
X , t ≤ high) satisfiable));

while (| high− low | > δ ) {
if (Ex(BC

X , t ≤ low+ | high− low | /2)) satisfiable) {
high = low+ | high− low | /2;
assert ((Ex(BC

X , t ≤ low) unsatisfiable)&&(Ex(BC
X , t ≤ high) satisfiable));

} else {
low = low+ | high− low | /2;
assert ((Ex(BC

X , t ≤ low) unsatisfiable)&&(Ex(BC
X , t ≤ high) satisfiable));

}
}
return [low,high];

}

Fig. 3.6 Method for approximating inf{| t |} up to δ > 0 for a consistent, constrained BN BC
X

and term t in T [X ] when {| t |} ⊆ R+
0 contains a positive real.

Theorem 5 Let BC
X be a consistent constrained BN and δ > 0. Let {| t |} ⊆ R+

0 contain a
positive real. Then Inf(t,δ ,BC

X) terminates and inf{| t |} is in the returned interval [l,h] such
that h− l ≤ δ and BC

X |=mayt ≤ h are true.
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Proof of Theorem 5: The argument is similar to the one for Theorem 4 but there are
important differences. Note that cache > 0 is also here an invariant, guaranteed by the fact
that {| t |} contains a positive real. We know that (0.5n ∗ cache)n∈N converges to 0 for any
positive constant cache. Since 0 < δ , there is some n0 such that 0.5n0 ∗ cache ≤ δ – since
α ′(t)≤ 0.5∗ cache for the α ′(t) assigned to cache. This proves that the first while statement
terminates.

1. Suppose that the return statement in the line after the first while loop is executed.
Then Ex(BC

X , t ≤ 0.5∗ cache) is satisfiable and so there is some α such that α(t) ≤
0.5 ∗ cache. But then inf{| t |} ≤ 0.5 ∗ cache as well. From {| t |} ⊆ R+

0 , we get
0 ≤ inf{| t |}. Therefore, inf{| t |} is in the returned interval [0,0.5 ∗ cache] and
BC

X |=mayt ≤ 0.5 ∗ cache is true. Moreover, the length of the interval is 0.5 ∗ cache,
which must be less than or equal to δ as the first while loop just terminated and the
first conjunct of its Boolean guard is true – forcing 0.5∗ cache > δ to be false.

2. Otherwise, Ex(BC
X , t ≤ 0.5∗ cache) is not satisfiable but Ex(BC

X , t ≤ cache) is satisfi-
able. From that, it should then be clear that the asserts in front of the second while
statement hold when they are reached. That each iteration of the second while statement
maintains these two asserts is reasoned similarly as for Sup.

So we have that BC
X |=mayt ≤ h and BC

X |=mustt > l. This means that l is a lower bound of
{| t |} and α(t)≤ h for some α(t) in {| t |}. But then l ≤ inf{| t |} ≤ α(t)≤ h shows
that inf{| t |} is in [l,h].

QED
We now show how we can relax the conditions of BC

X being consistent and of 0 <

sup{| t |} < ∞ to sup{| t |} < ∞. In Figure 3.7, we see this modified function Sup∗ which
relies on both Sup and Inf. It returns a closed interval with the same properties as that
returned by Sup but where sup{| t |} only need be finite. We state the correctness of this
algorithm formally:

Theorem 6 Let BC
X be a constrained BN, δ > 0, and sup{| t |} < ∞. Then Sup⋆(t,δ ,BC

X)

terminates and its calls to Sup and Inf meet their preconditions. Moreover, if Sup⋆(t,δ ,BC
X)

returns 0 as maximum, then this is true; and if Sup⋆(t,δ ,BC
X) returns that BC

X is inconsistent,
then this is true. Otherwise, if Sup⋆(t,δ ,BC

X) returns a closed interval [l,h], then sup{| t |} is
in that interval, h− l ≤ δ , and BC

X |=mayt ≥ l holds.

Proof of Theorem 6:
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Sup⋆(t,δ ,BC
X) {

if (Ex(BC
X , t > 0) satisfiable) {

return Sup(t,δ ,BC
X); }

elseif (Ex(BC
X , t = 0) satisfiable) {

return 0 as maximum for t; }
elseif (Ex(BC

X , t < 0) satisfiable) {
let [l,h] = Inf(−t,δ ,BC

X);
return [−h,−l];
}
return BC

X is inconsistent;
}

Fig. 3.7 Algorithm Sup⋆ uses Sup and Inf and terminates whenever sup{| t |}< ∞. It either
recognising that 0 is the maximum of {| t |}, returns a closed interval [l,h] with h− l ≤ δ

such that sup{| t |} is in [l,h], or it detects that BC
X is inconsistent

1. We do a case analysis:

(a) If algorithm Sup is called, then consistency of BC
X and 0 < sup{| t |} follow from

the Boolean guard that triggered the call. Since sup{| t |}< ∞ is assumed, we
get 0 < sup{| t |}< ∞ and so Sup terminates by Theorem 4.

(b) If 0 is returned as a maximum, the algorithm clearly terminates and no pre-
conditions are needed.

(c) If Inf is called, we have to show that {| −t |} is a subset of R+
0 that contains a

positive real. Since the first two return statements were not reached, we know
that BC

X is consistent and {| t |} is a subset of R−. But then {| −t |} is a subset of
R+.

2. If the algorithm reports that 0 is the maximum for t, then we know that {| t |} cannot
contain a positive real (first if-statement), and that it contains 0 (second if-statement).
Clearly, this means that 0 is the supremum of {| t |} and so also its maximum as 0 is in
{| t |}.

3. Let Sup⋆(t,δ ,BC
X) return an interval [−h,−l]. Then [l,h] is the interval returned by a

call to Inf(−t,δ ,BC
X). By the first item and Theorem 5, we get that BC

X |=may− t ≤ h
holds, inf{| −t |} is in [l,h], and h− l ≤ δ . Therefore, we conclude that BC

X |=mayt ≥
−h holds as claimed. Moreover, since inf{| −t |} equals −sup{| t |}, this implies that
sup{| t |} is in the closed interval [−h,−l], whose length is that of [l,h] and so ≤ δ .

4. If the algorithm returns saying that BC
X is inconsistent, then all three formulas Ex(BC

X , t > 0),
Ex(BC

X , t = 0), and Ex(BC
X , t < 0) are unsatisfiable. But then we know that the three
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Inf⋆(t,δ ,BC
X) {

let x = Sup⋆(−t,δ ,BC
X);

if (x reports that BC
X is inconsistent) { return BC

X is inconsistent; }
elseif (x reports 0 as maximum for −t) { return 0 as minimum for t; }
elseif (x reports interval [l,h]) { return [−h,−l]; }
}

Fig. 3.8 Algorithm Inf⋆ uses Sup⋆ and terminates whenever −∞ < inf{| t |}. It either recog-
nises that 0 is the minimum of {| t |}, returns a closed interval [l,h] with h− l ≤ δ such that
inf{| t |} is in [l,h], or it detects that BC

X is inconsistent

judgments BC
X |=mayt > 0, BC

X |=mayt = 0, and BC
X |=mayt < 0 do not hold, by Theo-

rem 3. This means that BC
X is inconsistent: for all concretisation BC

X [α] we have that
α |= (t > 0)∨ (t = 0)∨ (t < 0) holds as that query is a tautology over the theory of
reals; and then Theorem 3.4 yields a contradiction to BC

X being consistent.

QED
We conclude this section by leveraging Sup⋆ to a function Inf⋆, seen in Figure 3.8.

Function Inf⋆ relaxes that {| t |} contains a positive real and is a subset of R+
0 to a more

general pre-condition −∞ < inf{| t |} and has correct output for constrained BNs. We
formalise this:

Theorem 7 Let BC
X be a constrained BN, δ > 0, and t a term with −∞ < inf{| t |}. Then

Inf⋆(t,δ ,BC
X) terminates and either correctly identifies that BC

X is inconsistent, that 0 is the
minimum of {| t |} or it returns a closed interval [l,h] of length ≤ δ such that inf{| t |} is in
[l,h] and BC

X |=mayt ≤ h holds.

Proof of Theorem 7: The correctness of the first two claims in that theorem – inconsistency
and minimum – for −∞ < inf{| t |} follows from the corresponding items of Theorem 6.
The general identity inf{xi | i ∈ I}=−sup{−xi | i ∈ I} shows that −∞ < inf{xi | i ∈ I} iff
−sup{−xi | i ∈ I}< ∞ and so preconditions are also met. Finally, to see the correctness of
Inf⋆ when interval [l,h] is returned, note that this means that interval [−h,−l] is returned for
the call Sup⋆(−t,δ ,BC

X) and so BC
X |=may− t ≥−h holds by Theorem 6. But this implies that

BC
X |=mayt ≤ h holds as claimed. QED

Let us revisit Example 4 to illustrate use of Sup⋆.

Example 6 Let C̃0 be C0 plus constraint 0.1 ≤ x ≤ 0.2. For constrained BN BC̃0
X0

C
∪BC′

0
X ′

0
,

we maximise diff defined in Equation 3.14 using Sup⋆(diff,0.000000001,BC̃0
X0

C
∪BC′

0
X ′

0
), which

returns
[−0.055219501217,−0.0552194960809]
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arising from the third case of Sup⋆ as both Ex(BC
X , t > 0) and Ex(BC

X , t = 0) are unsatisfiable,
but formula Ex(BC

X , t < 0) is satisfiable. It shows that marginal mpW is always smaller than
marginal mp′W in this constrained BN, in contrast to the situation of Example 4.

3.2 An Inspection Assurance Model

We now apply and evaluate the foundations for constrained BNs on a model based on the
Inspection Assurance problem detailed in Section 1.3.1.

We model this inspection process as a variety of constrained BNs that are abstracted from
a sole BN whose DAG is shown in Figure 3.9 and based on a design that was developed
by the Arms Control Verification Group at AWE. This DAG depicts different aspects of the
verification procedure in four key areas: it considers

• the selection of the Information Barriers (IBs) for inspection or authentication purposes,

• the workings of the IB in the inspection itself,

• authentication of (other) IBs, and

• the combination of these aspects to assess whether there is any possibility of cheating
overall, be it through tampering with the IB, surrogate nuclear sources, and so forth.

The selection of the IB starts with the IB pool size; a selection of IBs built by the host
nation, from which there will be a Number of IBs picked for authentication and Number
of IBs picked for use in a verification by the inspecting nation. We digress to highlight
that ‘authentication’ is here meant to refer to the structural and functional integrity of the
device, that is has not been manipulated or is flawed in some other way. Should a Number of
tampered IBs exist, then the selection process (blind to such a tamper) of sampling without
replacement follows a Hypergeometric distribution and will probabilistically determine
whether such tampered IBs make it into use in the verification process, authentication process
or neither. The choice of distribution reflects that IBs – once chosen for either verification or
authentication – cannot be used for any other purpose.

The IBs picked for use – be it for authentication or verification – help the inspecting
nation to judge whether the item under inspection Is a weapon. A weapon or a Surrogate Pu
source determine physical nuclear properties about the Isotopic ratio of Plutonium elements.
Our mathematical model captures a possible inspector judgement that a surrogate source
would only be used if the host felt that it was extremely likely to pass the IBs tests. Therefore,
any surrogate source would have isotopic properties at least as good as those of a real weapon.
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Fig. 3.9 A BN [13] which details aspects of an arms control inspection process. Aspects
of the first and second IB devices are modelled in blue and green nodes, respectively. The
assessment of cheating and the operation of the inspection in other ways are shown in red
nodes, and authentication procedures are modelled in purple nodes. Mathematical or logical
computations are represented in grey nodes.
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We stress that the probabilities chosen for each isotopic ratio, conditioned on whether the
test item is or is not a weapon, are not derived from real-world weapons data, but instead
reflect in broad terms that Plutonium with a higher isotopic ratio than the chosen threshold is
less likely to be found in a nuclear weapon. A bespoke algorithm is used by the IB system on
the collected gamma spectrum to test whether both the Peaks are in the expected locations
and the Peak aspect ratio is as expected. If all 5 peaks are present and the Ratio of 240/239
isotopes is acceptable, then one or both of the First IB result or Second IB result are reported,
conditional on any tampering and depending on whether or not two IBs are used to test the
same item.

A mathematical model cannot hope to reflect each potential tamper. Therefore, we
model authentication as an assessment of the Inspector’s authentication capabilities; for
which the better these are, the more likely the Tamper will be found. Tampers can only be
found however, if the selection of IBs for authentication included one tampered IB. This is
controlled by the parent nodes: the Inspector authentication capabilities, and a node Chance
of picking a tampered IB for authentication.

The mathematical model is drawn together by the overarching question of “Is the Host
cheating?”. If so, we then determine a Cheating method, which reflects the understanding
of the inspecting nation about the possible ways that the host nation could try to cheat, as
outlined above, and the prior beliefs of the inspecting nation about the relative likelihood of
each method if the host nation were to be cheating.

Finally, we check whether a Portal monitor is used to stop transportation of radioactive
material – which could be used as a surrogate source – in and out of the facility, although we
do not model this aspect in greater detail.

The probabilities used in this BN stem from a variety of sources. Some are somewhat
arbitrarily selected, as described above, and therefore need means of building confidence
in their choice. Probabilities relating to the performance of the IB system are derived from
experimental analysis of the IB used in the UKNI exercise [100, 137]. Table 3.1 shows for
each node of the BN in Figure 3.9 information about the size of its probability table, showing
size ranges from small (a few or tens of entries), to medium (hundreds of entries) and larger
ones (thousands of entries). Given that complexity, we refrain from specifying more details
on these probabilities within the Chapter itself.

Our evaluation of the methods developed in Section 3.1 will abstract the BN described
above (see Figures 3.9 and 3.1) into constrained BNs, and demonstrate that these abstractions
can inform decision support in face of the sparsity or lack of prior data that informed its
choices of probabilities.
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Node name # Parents # Rows # Columns Table Size
(Rows x Columns)

Number of IBs picked for use in treaty 0 1 2 2
Is a portal monitor used? 0 1 2 2
Is the host cheating? 0 1 2 2
Inspector authentication capabilities 0 1 3 3
Is item under test a weapon? 1 2 2 4
Number of IBs picked for authentication 0 1 5 5
Cheating method 1 2 4 8
Initial IB pool size 0 1 11 11
Are 5 peaks present? 2 6 2 12
Are the peaks in the expected locations? 2 6 2 12
Are the peak aspect ratios as expected? 2 6 2 12
Will tamper be found? 2 6 2 12
Surrogate Pu source deployment successful? 2 8 3 24
Which IB has been tampered with? 2 6 4 24
Isotopic ratio judged acceptable by IB 1? 1 14 2 28
Isotopic ratio judged acceptable by IB 2? 1 14 2 28
Chance of picking a tampered IB for authentication 1 21 2 42
Number of tampered IBs picked for use 1 20 3 60
Isotopic ratio of the item under test 2 6 14 84
First IB result 5 64 2 128
Second IB result 6 128 3 384
IB Pool after authentication 2 55 15 825
Number of IBs host has tampered 2 44 21 924
Number of tampered IBs after authentication 2 441 21 9261
Hypergeometric distribution 3 630 20 12600
Hypergeometric distribution 3 1155 21 24255

Table 3.1 The probability tables for the BN in Figure 3.9 are too large to be specified
explicitly in the text. Here we want to convey the structural and resulting computational
complexity of this BN in tabular form. For each node shown in the leftmost column we list
its number of parents (# Parents) in the BN graph, its number of input combinations (#
Rows) which is max(1,∏k

i=1 ni) where ni is the number of outputs any of the 0 ≤ k parents i
can have, whereas in # Columns we list the number of output values that node itself can have.
Rightmost column Table Size depicts the size of the support of the probability distribution of
that node.
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Cheating Method

Is cheating Is not cheating
None 0 1
IB tamper only x 0
Surrogate source only y 0
IB tamper & surrogate source u 0

Fig. 3.10 Probability table for constrained BN BC1
X1

where C1 contains {0 < x,y,u < 1.0,x+
y+u = 1.0}, Xx = {x,y,u}, Xmp = {mpt f }, X1 = Xx ∪Xmp, and where the BN graph is that
of the BN from Figure 3.9. All probability tables for BC1

X1
are as in Figure 3.9, except for node

Cheating Method, whose symbolic probability table is depicted here

3.2.1 Impact of Cheating Method on Tamper Detection

We want to understand how the choice of cheating method can impact the probability of
detecting a tamper. The strict uncertainty about what cheating method the host nation will
adopt is modelled in a constrained BN BC1

X1
that takes the BN from Figure 3.9 and replaces

the probability table for its node Cheating Method as specified in Figure 3.10. We use
variables x, y, and u to denote, respectively, the probability of IB tamper only, Surrogate
source tamper only, and both IB tamper and surrogate source tamper. The variable mpt f

refers to the marginal probability p(Will tamper be found? = Yes).

We compute Sup⋆(mpt f ,0.00000001,BC1
X1
) to be the interval

[l,h] = [0.197137598548,0.197137608314]

The witness information for the existentially quantified variables x, y, u, and mpt f pertains to
the value l = 0.197137598548 of mpt f for mpt f :

x = 0.000000010001153 y = 0.000000010001153 u = 0.999999979997693

Computing Inf⋆(mpt f ,0.00000001,BC1
X1
) we get the interval

[l̃, h̃] = [5.875158e−09,1.1750316e−08]

The witness information is now for the value h̃ = 1.1750316e−08 of mpt f and we get

x = 0.000000030265893 y = 0.999999939468212 u = 0.000000030265893
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We may now combine this information, for example to bound the range of values that mpt f

can possibly attain as the interval

[l̃,h] = [0.000000000587,0.197137608314] (3.17)

We therefore conclude that this marginal probability can only vary by less than 0.19714 in
the given strict uncertainty of the model.

Let us now ask for what values of x can mpt f be within 0.01 of the lower bound l =

0.197137598548 returned for Sup⋆ above. To that end, we consider the constrained BN BC′
1

X1

where
C′

1 =C1 ∪{| mpt f −0.197137598548 | ≤ 0.01}

and compute lower and upper bounds for x in this constrained BN:

[lx,hx] = Sup⋆(x,0.00000001,BC′
1

X1
) = [0.999999994824,1.00000000196]

[l̃x, h̃x] = Inf⋆(x,0.00000001,BC′
1

X1
) = [7.4505805e−09,1.4901161e−08]

From this we can learn that

∀x :
[
(1.4901161e−08 ≤ x ≤ 0.999999994824)∧

∧
C1
]
→

| mpt f −0.197137598548 | ≤ 0.01 (3.18)

is logically valid: whenever x is in that value range and all constraints in C1 are satisfied
(which is true for all concretisations of BC1

X1
), then the marginal mpt f is within 0.01 of the

lower bound for its maximal value.

Repeating these optimisations above for variables y and u, we determine similar formulas
that are logically valid:

∀y :
[
(1.209402e−08 ≤ y ≤ 0.0507259986533)∧

∧
C1
]
→

| mpt f −0.197137598548 | ≤ 0.01 (3.19)

∀u :
[
(1.4901161e−08 ≤ u ≤ 0.999999998164)∧

∧
C1
]
→

| mpt f −0.197137598548 | ≤ 0.01 (3.20)

These results say that the marginal mpt f is pretty insensitive to changes to x. x is able to
vary across the whole range (0.0,1.0) without moving mpt f far from approximately 0.19714;
with a very similar situation for variable u. For variable y, the range at which mpt f is not too
sensitive on changes of y is much smaller – just over 0.05. Overall, we conclude that the
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Portal Monitor Used and Functioning

Yes No
x 1− x

Fig. 3.11 Probability table for constrained BN BC2
X2

with C2 containing {0 ≤ x ≤ 1.0,x+(1−
x) = 1.0}, Xx = {x}, Xmp = {mp fg}, and X2 = Xx∪Xmp. Its BN graph is that of the BN from
Figure 3.9. All probability tables for BC2

X2
are as in Figure 3.9, except for node Portal Monitor

Used and Functioning, whose symbolic probability table is depicted here

model remains in the area of highest probability for detecting tampering as long as x or u are
large.

Our analysis shows that the “tamper” cheating method is the one for which there is the
highest chance of detecting cheating. However, our results also highlight that unless both
tamper and surrogate source, or tamper on its own are used, there are limited ways in which
to detect cheating through these nodes. From this we learn that use of a portal monitor is
advisable, as any increase in y moves the marginal out of the region of highest probability of
detecting cheating, and decreases the chance of cheating being detected otherwise. Related to
this is that the range of y gives potential insight into future work required on tamper detection
for the inspecting nation. Despite not contributing to an IB tamper or detection, y can vary by
over 0.05 – over five times that of the movement away from the marginal mpt f ’s maximum
point by only 0.01. This suggests there are other limiting factors to tamper detection, such as
the capabilities of the inspectors, that could be better reflected in a mathematical model.

3.2.2 Role of Portal Monitor

The portal monitor is modelled in node Is Portal Monitor Used and Functioning? such that the
portal monitor is either used and functioning (“Yes” state), or it is either not used or used and
does not function (“No” state). When the portal monitor is used and malfunction occurs, this
may be due to a reliability issue or may involve active and possibly malicious manipulation,
distinct from the nominal experimental error in successfully detecting surrogate source
deployment. Figure 3.11 shows a symbolic probability table for node Is Portal Monitor Used
and Functioning?, giving rise to a constrained BN BC2

X2
.

If no tamper abnormalities are found on the authenticated IBs – modelled by node Will
tamper be found?, then we may update the network with hard evidence to that effect. Con-
strained BC2

X2
includes variable mp fg which denotes the marginal p(First IB result = Green |

Will tamper be found? = No).
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Similar to our study of the impact of cheating method, we compute the possible range for
this marginal mp fg by first computing, for δ = 0.00000001,

[lx,hx] = Sup⋆(mp fg,δ ,B
C2
X2
) = [0.78926069294,0.789260693675]

[l̃x, h̃x] = Inf⋆(mp fg,δ ,B
C2
X2
) = [0.561960692307,0.561960693042]

From this, we learn that the marginal mp fg is in the interval 0.561960692307 ≤ mp fg ≤
0.789260693675, formally, we have the truth of

∀BC2
X2
[α] ∈ [| BC2

X2
|] : α |= 0.561960692307 ≤ mp fg ≤ 0.789260693675 (3.21)

The uncertainty in whether the portal monitor functioned correctly is seen to have a consid-
erable effect on whether a positive or negative result is expected on the IB. The maximum
chance we would have of seeing a positive IB result is computed as about 0.789, and occurred
when most likely the portal monitor wasn’t working (i.e., for x = 1). The rate of positive
IB results we would expect to see when the portal monitor is definitely working, for x = 0,
gives rise to a concretisation of BC2

X2
at which the minimum rate of seeing a positive IB result

is attained, at about 0.562. This is presumably because deployment of a surrogate source
to spoof the IB, which is most likely to be successful if any deployed portal monitor isn’t
working, would increase the chance of a positive IB result.

We are able to also determine concretisations of BC2
X2

for which the marginal has a specific
value. For example, we can ask whether the marginal mp fg can take on the value 0.6

by adding constraint mp fg = 0.6 to C2 and then evaluating BC′
2

X2
|=maytrue on the resulting

constrained BN BC′
2

X2
. The decision procedure confirms the existence of such a concretisation

for a witness with x = 189260693/227300000 = 0.832647131544214.

Given the uncertainty in the data and model, we should treat these numerical results with
some caution. The importance of the portal monitor working to this model – indicated by
its power over the expected positive result rate on the monitor as x varies, and indicative of
how it is intended to catch the actions of a nefarious host or a fault of some kind – suggests
that it deserves more careful modelling. This should give rise to further investigation of the
portal monitor system. The implementation of any such investigation or additional check
could lower the expected rate positive IB results in this scenario. Such additions could be
incorporated in our tool and analysed in a similar fashion to the IB authentication process.
And external considerations such as cost of additional measures can be expressed in the
constraint set.
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3.2.3 Influence of Isotopic Ratio of Item on IB result

The node Isotopic ratio of item under test models the inspectors’ assessment of the probabil-
ities of various possible isotopic ratios being present in a weapon and in a surrogate source;
here these ratios are presented as a discretised range from 0.06 to 0.13, with extremal values
represented as ≤ 0.06 and 0.13 ≤ respectively. This range and distribution of probabilities
would in reality be based on expert judgement, including some assessment of how likely
the inspecting nation felt it would be that a nuclear weapon with a particular isotopic ratio
could be manufactured. The probabilities encoded in our model originally (see Figures 3.9
and 3.12) are purely nominal however, and do not draw on any such assessment. Given the
subjective nature of these probabilities, we would like to analyse the uncertainty for decision
making inherent in such subjectivity.

For presence of a surrogate source, we replace the probability 0.15 of the BN in Figure 3.9
with a symbolic probability y at the lower end of the isotopic ratio range. For presence of
a weapon, we similarly replace the original probability 0.2 with a symbolic probability x
at such lower ratio ranges. Higher values of x and y indicate higher beliefs that a weapon,
respectively surrogate source, is present. We do not modify the probabilities at higher ratio
ranges, but capture probabilities of medium term ranges symbolically as seen in Figure 3.12.
A tolerance for the allowed ranges of x and y is set by adding constraints 0.15 ≤ x ≤ 0.25
and 0.1 ≤ y ≤ 0.2 to the constrained BN BC3

X3
.

Here we are interested in how change in the subjective probabilities x and y can have an
effect on the First IB result. Concretely, how much does the expectation of the First IB result
change? We can answer this in the constrained BN BC3

X3
by computing, for δ = 0.000000001

[l̃x,y, h̃x,y] = Inf⋆(mp fg3,δ ,B
C3
X3
) = [0.658240999387,0.658241]

[lx,y,hx,y] = Sup⋆(mp fg3 ,δ ,B
C3
X3
) = [0.710302499489,0.710302500102]

The possible range for the marginal mp fg3 for all concretisations is thus the interval

[0.658240999387,0.710302500102]

Value h̃x,y is attained when x = 0.15,y = 0.1, and hx,y is attained for x = 0.25,y = 0.2.
Changes of x within specified ranges do not overly impact this marginal. For example, when
x = 0.25 and y = 0.1, then mp fg3 equals 1325093/2000000 = 0.6625465, which is very
close to the minimum value of that marginal. This reflects that any sensible use of a surrogate
source would seek to ensure a positive IB result – and therefore avoid any potential further
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Isotopic ratio of item under test

Weapon Surrogate
≤ 0.06 x y
0.065 x y
0.07 x y
0.08 x y
0.09 0.5−2x 0.2− y
0.095 0.5−2x 0.2− y
0.1 0 0.2− y
0.105 0 0.2− y
0.11 0 0.05
0.115 0 0.05
0.12 0 0.05
0.13 ≤ 0 0.05

Fig. 3.12 Probability table for constrained BN BC3
X3

is the BN of Figure 3.9 but where the
probability table for node Isotopic ratio of item under test is the symbolic one above,
Xx = {x,y}, Xmp = {mp fg3}, and C3 containing {0.0 ≤ x,y ≤ 1.0,0.15 ≤ x ≤ 0.25,0.1 ≤
y ≤ 0.2}. We elide the constraints for probability mass 1. Variable mp fg3 denotes marginal
p(First IB result = Green)

investigation that might result in detection of the source. Varying y, in contrast, has a greater
effect.

3.2.4 Comparing two constrained BNs

We now illustrate the benefits of our foundations for composing two constrained BNs (see
Section 3.1.5). Two constrained BNs, BC4

X4
and BC′

4
X ′

4
are defined in Figure 3.13. Both have

symbolic and equivalent probability tables for node Authentication Capabilities but consider
the probability of a tamper to be found for different hard evidence. In BC4

X4
, there is 1 IB

machine picked for authentication. In BC′
4

X ′
4

on the other hand, there are 5 IB machines picked
for authentication, resulting in the respective marginals

p(Will tamper be found = Yes | Host cheating = Yes, (3.22)

Number of IBs picked for authentication = 1)

p(Will tamper be found = Yes | Host cheating = Yes, (3.23)

Number of IBs picked for authentication = 5)
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Authentication Capabilities

Good Medium Poor
x 0.3333 0.6667− x

Fig. 3.13 Constrained BN BC4
X4

is like that BN in Figure 3.9 except that the symbolic proba-
bility table for node Authentication Capabilities is as above, Xx = {x}, Xmp = {mpt f4}, and
C4 contains {0 ≤ x ≤ 0.6667,x+ 0.3333+(0.6667− x) = 1}. Variable mpt f4 denotes the

marginal in (3.23). Constrained BN BC′
4

X ′
4

is a “copy” of BC4
X4

that replaces all occurrences of x
with y that has Xmp = {mpt f ′4

} where mpt f ′4
denotes the marginal in (3.24)

mpt f4 is the variable denoting the marginal in Equation 3.23 and mpt f ′4
the variable denoting

the marginal in Equation 3.24. In both models, the probability for state “Good” is bounded
by 0.6667 so that there is a “gradient” pivoting around Medium capabilities fixed at 0.3333.

We seek decision support on how much to prioritise research into IB authentication
capabilities, each of BC4

X4
and BC′

4
X ′

4
representing a different capability scenario. Of interest here

is the change in the likelihood that a tamper will be found. We can simply model this by
defining a new term

diff = mpt f4 −mpt f ′4
(3.24)

Term diff is a term for the constrained BN BC4
X4

C
∪BC′

4
X ′

4
where the constraint set C for this

combination is {diff = mpt f4 −mpt f ′4
}. We compute the value of diff for each combination

of values (x,y) from set

S = {(0.0+0.01 ·a,0.0+0.01 ·b) | 0 ≤ a,b ≤ 67} (3.25)

and linearly interpolate the result as a surface seen in Figure 3.14. The result is a flat surface,
reflecting the linear relationship between the symbolic uncertainties in the probability table
of node Authentication Capability to that of its child node Will the tamper be found.

We can now use the method familiar from our earlier analyses to assess the value range

of term diff in this composed, constrained BN. Calling Sup⋆(diff,0.00000001,BC4
X4

C
∪BC′

4
X ′

4
)

returns the interval

[l,h] = [0.0711404333363,0.0711404338663] (3.26)

Next, Inf⋆(diff,0.00000001,BC4
X4

C
∪BC′

4
X ′

4
) is computed as the interval

[l̃, h̃] = [−0.307085548061,−0.307085547533]
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Fig. 3.14 The surface in blue shows the values of diff in (3.24) where (x,y) is from the sample
points defined in (3.25). The plane diff = 0 is shown in red. Its intersection with the blue
surface marks the boundary of where decision support would favour running 1 IB test (above
the red plane) and 5 IB tests (below the red plane). The linear equation defining this boundary
line is 0 =−0.212884507399337∗x+0.354426098468987∗y−0.16515544651.

In particular, the values of diff for all concretisations of BC4
X4

C
∪BC′

4
X ′

4
lie in the interval

[−0.307085548061,0.0711404338663] (3.27)

The blue surface of diff in Figure 3.14 is mostly negative (below the red plane). This shows
that the case of testing 5 information barriers for tampers is nearly always better, irrespective
of the confidence one may have in one’s ability to find a tamper. This is true, other than for
the most extreme cases when there is the least confidence in authentication capabilities when
testing five IBs (for y = 0) and most confidence when testing one IB (for x = 0.667).

Let us next explore a situation in which the inspector believes to have high authentication
capabilities, regardless of whether 1 or 5 IBs are picked for authentication. We can easily
model this by setting

C′ =C∪{0.467 ≤ x,y ≤ 0.667}

and refining the composed model using C′. We compute Sup⋆(diff,0.00000001,BC4
X4

C
∪

′
BC′

4
X ′

4
)

to be the interval

[l,h] = [−0.0282766319763,−0.0282766314489] (3.28)
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and Inf⋆(diff,0.00000001,BC4
X4

C
∪

′
BC′

4
X ′

4
) to be the interval

[l̃, h̃] = [−0.141568560141,−0.141568559299] (3.29)

So now diff is in the interval [−0.141568560141,−0.0282766314489] and the largest abso-
lute difference between picking 1 and 5 IBs for authentication is greater than 0.14, witnessed
when the inspector has a particularly high capability in inspecting 5 IBs, when y = 0.667
and mpt f ′4

= 0.24932, compared with only inspecting one IB with more moderate capability,
when x = 0.467,mpt f 4 = 0.10696.

Finally, let us understand how diff behaves when the constraint set for composition is

C′′ = {x = y}

The difference between the two models is then felt most when authentication capability is
lowest. We omit the details for this, which we can also confirm by inspecting the blue surface
in Figure 3.14 where diff equals −0.16515545 for x = y = 0 but equals only −0.07079 for
x = y = 0.667.

A decision maker could vary the use of the above approach in order to weigh the cost of
IB production against the cost of developing and employing more advanced authentication
capabilities. He or she could also query in detail how the results of such cost-benefit analyses
might change as new information is learned or new techniques are being deployed. This
capability might help decision makers to balance their priorities and to gain the best assurance
possible within a cost budget that the verification regime they implement is effective.

3.2.5 Determining equivalent decision support

We assess the consistency of two different constrained BNs of same model intent. Constrained
BNs BC5

X5
and B

C′
5

X ′
5

are identical to BC1
X1

and its symbolic probability table for node Cheating
Method as in Figure 3.10, except that th is an additional variable in X that is used to model
decision support. Variable set Xmp also changes. For BC5

X5
we have Xmp = {mpt f5} and for

B
C′

5
X ′

5
we set Xmp = {mpt f ′5

} instead. Variable mpt f5 denotes marginal probabilities for hard
evidence that Initial Pool Size = 10 IBs in (3.30), whereas variable mpt f ′5

denotes a marginal
for hard evidence Initial Pool Size = 20 IBs in (3.31):

p(Will tamper be found = Yes | Initial Pool Size = 10) (3.30)

p(Will tamper be found = Yes | Initial Pool Size = 20) (3.31)
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These are marginal probabilities of the nation which is authenticating IBs finding a tamper.
A decision – for example that an IB has been tampered with – may then be supported if
such a marginal is above a certain threshold th. We now want to understand whether the two
constrained BNs would support decisions in the same manner, and for what values or value
ranges of th.

For any value th, consider the constraint ϕth in Q given by

¬
[(
(th < mpt f5)∧ (mpt f ′5

≤ th)
)
∨
(
(th < mpt f ′5

)∧ (mpt f5 ≤ th)
)]

(3.32)

We can now analyse whether both constrained BNs will always support decisions through
threshold th by evaluating

BC5
X5

C
∪B

C′
5

X ′
5
|=must

ϕth (3.33)

where C equals {0 < th < 1}. By Theorem 1, judgment (3.33) is equivalent to

not BC5
X5

C
∪B

C′
5

X ′
5
|=may

(
(th < mpt f5)∧ (mpt f ′5

≤ th)
)
∨
(
(th < mpt f ′5

)∧ (mpt f5 ≤ th)
)

(3.34)

Setting ϕ1 ≡ (th < mpt f5)∧ (mpt f ′5
≤ th) and ϕ2 ≡ (th < mpt f ′5

)∧ (mpt f5 ≤ th), the same
theorem tells us that (3.34) is equivalent to

[
not BC5

X5

C
∪B

C′
5

X ′
5
|=may

ϕ1
]

and
[
not BC5

X5

C
∪B

C′
5

X ′
5
|=may

ϕ2
)

(3.35)

Using our tool, we determine that Ex(BC5
X5

C
∪B

C′
5

X ′
5
,ϕ1) is unsatisfiable and so – by appeal to

Theorem 3 – the first proof obligation of (3.35) holds. Similarly, we evaluate the satisfiability

of Ex(BC5
X5

C
∪B

C′
5

X ′
5
,ϕ2). Our tool reports this is satisfiable and so the two constrained BNs do

not always support the same decision. We now want to utilise our non-linear optimisation
method to compute ranges of the th itself for which both models render the same decision.
Understanding such a range will be useful to a modeller as both models are then discovered
to be in agreement for all such values of th in the range.

Since Ex(BC5
X5

C
∪B

C′
5

X ′
5
,ϕ1) is unsatisfiable, we consider the constraint set

C′ = {0 < th < 1,ϕ2}

and compute Sup⋆(th,0.00000001,BC5
X5

C′

∪B
C′

5
X ′

5
) where C′ enforces truth of ϕ2 as well and we

want to maximise expression th. This obtains the interval

[l,h] = [0.259147588164,0.259147588909] (3.36)
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Computing Inf⋆(th,0.00000001,BC5
X5

C′

∪B
C′

5
X ′

5
) outputs the interval

[l̃, h̃] = [−9.31322e−10,−4.65661e−10] (3.37)

Within the chosen accuracy δ = 0.00000001, the interval in Equation 3.37 can be interpreted
as [0,0]. Therefore, we can say that for th ∈ [0,0.259147588909] the use of either BC5

X5
or B

C′
5

X5

model could support different decisions. More helpfully however, we now know that both
models always support the same decision as described above when the value of the threshold
th for decision making is greater or equal to 0.2591, say.

The range of th for which both models can support different decisions may seem rather
large and it may be surprising that it goes down to zero. But this is a function of the chance
and capability of finding a tamper in an IB. Intuitively, the models tend to disagree most
in situations where the chance of cheating by tampering is highest, when x = 1, and thus
when authenticating the IB has benefit. Our approach gave a decision maker safe knowledge
that any threshold for decision making outside the range [−9.31322e−10,0.259147588909]
would statistically agree and lead to the same decision regarding finding tampers, irrespective
of the initial number of IBs – either 10 or 20 – in the pool. Dependent on the nations involved,
and the tolerances for decision making they are willing to set, it could be decided – for
instance – that building only 10 IBs per inspection would be enshrined in the treaty to avoid
unnecessary expense and so forth. This would undoubtedly be an important data-driven
decision for diplomats and negotiators to make.

3.2.6 Symbolic sensitivity analysis

It is well recognised that BNs may be sensitive to small changes in concrete probability
values in the tables of some nodes. Sensitivity analyses have therefore been devised as a
means for assessing the degree of such sensitivities and the impact this may have on decision
support. For example, [91] discusses three such analyses – sensitivity bound, sensitivity
value, and vertex proximity – in the context of applications for digital forensics.

We now demonstrate that we can leverage such analyses to our approach by computing
such sensitivity measures symbolically as terms of the logic Q. Then we may analyse such
terms using the methods Sup⋆ and Inf⋆ as before to understand how such sensitivity measures
may vary across concretisations of a constrained BN. We illustrate this capability for the
sensitivity value defined in [91, 93] and for constrained BN BC6

X6
, which is similar to BC1

X1
but

has probability table for node Cheating Method as shown in Figure 3.15.
The sensitivity value describes the change in the posterior output of the hypothesis for

small variations in the likelihood of the evidence under study. The larger the sensitivity value,
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Cheating Method

Is cheating Is not cheating
None 0 1
IB tamper only x 0
Surrogate source only 0.6666− x 0
IB tamper & surrogate source 0.3334 0

Fig. 3.15 Probability table for constrained BN BC6
X6

where C6 contains {0 < x < 0.6666,0+
x+(0.6666− x)+0.3334 = 1.0}, Xx = {x}, Xmp = {mpt f }, X6 = Xx ∪Xmp, and where the
BN graph is that of the BN from Figure 3.9. All symbolic probability tables for BC6

X6
are as in

Figure 3.9, except for node Cheating Method, whose symbolic probability table is depicted
here

the less robust the posterior output of the hypothesis. In other words, a likelihood value with
a large sensitivity value is prone to generate an inaccurate posterior output. If the sensitivity
value is less than 1, then a small change in the likelihood value has a minimal effect on the
result of the posterior output of the hypothesis.

A modeller may be uncertain about the sensitivity of event Will tamper be found? =
Yes to the authentication of IBs if probabilities in node Authentication Capability of the
IB were to change. Our tool can compute such a sensitivity value s symbolically for the
sensitivity of event Will tamper be found? = Yes to small perturbations in probabilities of
node Authentication Capability.

The sensitivity value [91, 93] is defined in this instance as

s =
∣∣∣∣ PO∗ (1−POx)∗Px
(PO∗PxO+(1−POx)∗Px)2

∣∣∣∣ (3.38)

where terms PO,Px,POx and PxO are defined as

PO = p(Authentication Capability = Low) (3.39)

Px = p(Finding a tamper in IB = Yes)

POx = p(Authentication Capability = Low | Finding a tamper in IB = Yes)

PxO = p(Finding a tamper in IB = Yes | Authentication Capability = Low)

Note how all three marginals of node Authentication Capability are considered using just
two functions POx and 1−POx. Our use of p(Authentication Capability = Low) as PO is
a modelling choice that combines the states of Medium and High into one state (1−POx).
Expression 1−POx then accounts for situations where an inspector is relatively good at
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s = abs(250.0*(0.000333567254313619*x + 0.171472799414097)*
(0.000400681386562896*x + 0.205973332629545)**2*
(0.000400681386562899*x + 0.205973332629545)*
(0.00133627242418726*x + 0.686921064319534)/
((0.19713762029366*x + 0.0638269490499437)*
(4.01363933844916e-6*x**2 + 0.00412648402564936*x + 1.06062534386303)**2))

Fig. 3.16 Symbolic sensitivity value s in constrained BN BC6
X6

for node Will tamper be found?
in IB with respect to event Authentication Capability, as a function of sole variable x in Xx

Fig. 3.17 Sensitivity value s of Figure 3.16 and (3.38) as a function of x

authentication, with POx representing situations where he or she is less capable. Other
modelling choices would lead to a marginally small difference in s.

Our tool can compute an explicit function of s in variable x, as defined in (3.38). This
symbolic expression for s is depicted in Figure 3.16. We visualise s as a function of x in
Figure 3.17. This intuitively shows that, as the value of x increases, and thus the probability
of “IB tamper only” seen in Figure 3.15 decreases, the marginal of interest for node Will
tamper be found? = Yes becomes less sensitive to changes in the probabilities of the node
Authentication Capability of IB.

We can now determine the worst-case sensitivity value by computing the interval
Sup⋆(ts,0.00000001,BC6

X6
) as [3.5838265468,3.5838265475] where ts is the term in the right-

hand side of the equation in Figure 3.16 that describes s as a function of x. Thus we learn
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that this sensitivity cannot be larger than 3.5838265475 for all concretisations of constrained
BN BC6

X6
. As is evident from the graph, there are no valid values of x where the sensitivity

value drops below 1.0 – the aforementioned bound at which a sensitivity score, and therefore
its corresponding marginal probability, is deemed to be robust.

The output [1.17313380051,1.17313380116] of Inf⋆(s,0.00000001,BC6
X6
) confirms this,

and shows that s is always above 1.17313380051 for all concretisations of constrained BN
BC6

X6
. Knowing this may indicate to a decision-maker that potential deviations in real life from

the model of node Authentication Capability will require close attention, irrespective of the
value of x and thus of the perceived Cheating Method’s states’ marginal probabilities.

3.3 Implementation and Evaluation

3.3.1 Software Engineering and Open Access Research Data

The numerical results reported in previous sections were reported by a prototype implemen-
tation of the approach developed in this Chapter. This implementation uses Python to capture
a data model for Bayesian Networks and constraints, to formulate marginals of interest, and
to interface with the SMT solver Z3 [8, 60]. The latter we use as a decision procedure for
logic Q that also returns witness information for all variables. The computation of symbolic
meaning of marginals relies on the Junction Tree Algorithm (see Chapter 6 in [7] for example)
and is achieved through software from an open-source Python package provided by eBay
[108].

Since Python also supports a lightweight and open-source library for symbolic compu-
tation, sympy [97], it is relatively straightforward to run eBay’s Junction Tree Algorithm
implementation fully symbolically. Once these symbolic expressions are generated, we
use sympy’s method for simplifying these symbolic expressions before we generate the
constraints that are added to the SMT solver for analysis. Given that the computation of
these symbolic expressions – be they simplified or not – is the perceived bottleneck in our
prototype implementation, we store these simplified symbolic expressions so that we may
reuse them for new analyses of interest.

Our implementation of the optimisation functions given in pseudo-code in Section 3.1
closely follows the logic of that pseudo-code. The use of an SMT solver, however, allows us
to dynamically add and remove constraints in a stack discipline. For one, this ensures that
clauses learned by the SMT solver in a specific iteration of an optimisation loop won’t be
enforced in subsequent iterations. For another, it facilitates incremental solving as SMT has
and keeps internal state.
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Since the graphs of composed constrained BNs may overlap, reflecting common mod-
elling aspects, our tool ensures uniqueness of nodes across models with a simple suffix
naming convention. Our prototype implementation and research data are available under
open access: the code for all parts of our tool are available in this thesis’ online repository.
Running this tool will require Python 2.7, an installation of the SMT solver Z3, and the
aforementioned JTA package from eBay.

3.3.2 Linear regression of marginals’ meaning

The symbolic marginals computed in the analyses in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 are very large
and complex, giving rise to equations of around 25MB in length of string text. We try
to simplify these equations as much as possible prior to using them in our optimisation
algorithms. The simplify() function from the sympy package is an overarching function
that calls and implements polynomial and rational factorisations, collecting and cancelling
terms as well as trigonometric simplification where necessary. After calling this function, the
above symbolic marginals were greatly reduced to the order of 40KB. But the makeup of
these functions retained many very small exponential functions and high-order powers of
variables in Xx. The SMT solver Z3 was still unwilling to process such formulas however,
which contained some terms to the order of e−1200.

We instead evaluated these symbolic meanings in a discrete input grid of length 0.01, a
parameter our tool can adjust, to linearly interpolate this meaning with a shorter term that
still closely approximates the precise meaning. Figure 3.18 illustrates this for the result of
Section 3.2.3. For the one from Section 3.2.2, the exact meaning is a geometric line, and
for the one from Section 3.2.3, the exact meaning is a plane. We can therefore compute
these exact meanings – using trigonometry – or alternatively linearly regress it. Having used
both methods (regression to ensure the result is a plane, and trigonometry to determine the
equation of that plane to get the exact equation under that shape assumption), we can confirm
we reach the same results, as indicated by Figure 3.18.

We tested the validity of these approximations by sampling both representations at input
points and by comparing the closeness of their outputs. Testing 10 random points, we
can confirm that the approximation matches the numerically derived equation to over 10
decimal places – which exceeds the accuracy of δ = 0.000000001 we used in our testing in
Section 3.2.

For clarity, this additional set was not required for any examples other than those in
Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.
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Fig. 3.18 Exact symbolic meaning of diff (blue) of Figure 3.14 is approximated using linear
regression. The resulting equation of the regression is that of a plane. We then hypothesise
that the exact symbolic meaning is a plane, sample that exact meaning at three points, and
use that to compute the algebraic equation of that plane. The latter is shown in brown and is
visible only at the edges of the blue surface due to the exact match of this approximation.

3.3.3 Additional Evaluation

For validation testing of our approach and findings reported in Section 3.2, we have proven
that the formula in (3.18) and similar ones claimed to be valid are indeed valid, by checking
with the SMT solver Z3 that their logical negation is not satisfiable.

We also evaluated the performance on the symbolic interpretation of the JTA as imple-
mented in [108] on randomly generated constrained BNs. It should be kept in mind that this
does not evaluate our approach per se, since this is merely a working implementation without
any understanding of how best to optimise symbolic computation within the JTA.

We refer to our open-source code repository for information on how these models were
generated: key parameters are the number of nodes |N |, the number of variables |Xx |, and a
random choice of the number of states for each node (between 1 and 10 uniformly at random).
Terms in probability tables have form c, x or 1− x for constants c or x in Xx. These models
were generated through automated test suites run on an institutional server with 64 Intel Xeon
E5/Core i7 processors, running Ubuntu 14.04. Once generated, a random node is picked to
determine hard evidence – its first state having probability 1. The JTA is then run for that
hard evidence, and the time to complete it is recorded.

Many of these tests terminated very quickly. Though, as the number of nodes per graph
and the number of states per node increase, the computational complexity does increase on
some but not on all tests. The size of Xx would appear to have a limited effect, possibly
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Fig. 3.19 Plots for the compute time the symbolic Junction Tree Algorithm takes to run (in
seconds) against properties of various randomly generated BNs. We assess (from left-to-right,
top-to-bottom) the effect on the computation time by the number of nodes, the number of
variables in Xx, the number of states (a summation of the number of states in each of the
nodes) and the average length of the text string in the resulting marginal computation. In this
last graph, we embed the closeup of the datapoint in the larger graph.

indicating that the additional overhead of our approach to running the JTA implementation
of [108] symbolically in Python is not huge.

Figure 3.19 shows plots for the computation times (in seconds) of 1000 such test cases
against the number of nodes, the size of Xx, the number of node states in total (a summation
from all nodes) and the average length over all nodes of the outputted marginal text string in
characters.

For this randomised test suite, there is a small trend for the computational complexity to
increase with the size of the DAG. But the computations are quicker for many of the BNs of
larger size compared to smaller ones. The size of Xx appears to have little to no impact on the
computation time, nor any strong correlation between the length of the computed symbolic
marginal. This suggests that use of symbolic probabilities may not in and of itself increase
such empirical complexity.
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A manual inspection of these random models (and a hypothesis of ours) indicates that
the computational complexity may be in part informed by the relative position of nodes
containing symbolic probabilities, the nodes containing hard evidence, and the marginals to
be computed. An analytical understanding of this may lead to better algorithms for symbolic
belief update.

We additionally submitted some of these random models to the SMT solver Z3. As was
the case in Section 3.2 for models of our case study, the majority of marginal equations are
happily accepted by Z3 – at times even without having to invoke simplify(). Occasionally,
we had to fall back to our regression technique in order to simplify the symbolic equation
with a high-quality approximation. Once equations were successfully accepted by Z3, they
were solved in a matter of seconds – a negligible overhead compared to the computation time
of the symbolic JTA.

These results suggest that there may be benefits gained from research on algorithms that
are bespoke for symbolic belief update in constrained BNs.

3.4 Discussion

The approach taken in this Chapter advocates the use of constrained Bayesian Networks as a
means of gaining confidence into Bayesian Network modelling and inference in the face of
little or no data. A modeller may thus start with a BN, turn it into several constrained BNs
and subject them to analysis, and perhaps modify the BN as a result thereof. Note that our
approach needs BNs only as a user-facing representation. Internally, a constrained BN is
captured as a set of constraints that include the meaning of marginals of interest. Witness
information computed in analyses could, therefore, be fed back into a BN modelling tool so
that users can see a concrete BN that would, for example, explain how a marginal of interest
can attain a certain value in a constrained BN.

The ability to represent witness information as a concrete BN is also a means of testing
whether the computation of symbolic meaning of marginals is free of errors. We have
indeed conducted such tests, taking a conventional BN modelling tool and confirmed that its
computations for certain concretisations matched the witness output of our tool. In doing so,
we gained confidence into the correctness of our tool and the packages that it depends upon.
Note also that errors in the symbolic meaning of marginals are likely to create numerical
inconsistencies, so our analyses would flag up such an inconsistent, constrained BN.

The algorithms that we devised for non-linear optimisation made no assumptions about
the internal workings of the used decision procedure and its witness information apart from
that such replies would be semantically correct. Knowledge of such internal details could,
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however, be exploited to speed up computation. For example, a so called naive method is
used in the SMT solver Z3 to optimise linear objective functions. One could therefore run
different methods in parallel or even let them share information in between search iterations.

Our tool prototype uses a symbolic version of the JTA implementation provided in [108],
which defines meanings of marginal variables through terms that contain divisions. Of course,
we could translate away all division operators without changing meaning – to match this
with the formal setting of Section 3.1. We did not do this since our foundations apply equally
to Q extended with division, since such translations would increase the size of these terms,
and since the SMT solver we used, Z3, was able to process and reason with such or suitably
simplified terms.

3.5 Related Work

In [58], it is shown how probabilistic inference in Bayesian Networks can be represented
through the evaluation and formal differentiation of a “network polynomial”. The size of the
polynomial can be reduced by its representation in an arithmetic circuit, in which evaluation
and differentiation are more efficient. It would be of interest to determine whether this work
can be extended to make the computation of symbolic marginals generated in our approach
more efficient.

For Bayesian Networks there are methods for learning the structure of a DAG and for
learning the probabilities within nodes of such a graph (see e.g. [56, 75]) – based on existing
empirical data. We assumed in this paper that little or no data are available, ruling out the
effective use of such learning methods. But our approach is consistent with settings in which
plenty of data are available.

Bayesian Networks have tool support such as the software JavaBayes [52], which is
able to perform robustness analysis. But this software can neither cope with the Knightian
uncertainty of our approach, nor fuse networks of different structures together with non-trivial
constraints.

Our work in [11] reported early attempts of developing the approach presented in this
paper: in [11], a much simpler Bayesian Network of a nuclear inspection process is presented
and some analyses with preliminary versions of our tool are discussed; but that work offered
neither formal foundations nor greater technical details for the methods it used. The more
detailed Bayesian Network we studied in Section 3.2 was discussed in [13], along with a
non-technical summary of our general approach and some of its analysis findings.
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Credal networks – see e.g. [53] – refer to the theory and practice of associating a convex
set of probability measures with directed, acyclic graphs. Credal networks are also referred
to as the Theory of Imprecise Probabilities [139] or as the Quasi-Bayesian Theory [69].

The generalisation of probability measures to sets of such measures can accommodate a
formal notion of probabilistic independence, rooted in axioms of preferences as developed
in [53]. The approach is based on constraints for such convex sets of probability measures.
Inference algorithms and their approximations are bespoke for an interpretation of constraints;
an interpretation is called an “extension” in [53]. In [4], Credal networks are used to model
aspects of a military decision-support system, in a similar domain to our own.

To compare this to our approach, we follow Good’s black box model in that our semantics
and optimisations reflect Bayesian inference – even though this is done symbolically. Another
difference is that a constrained Bayesian Network may have nodes with non-convex sets of
probability measures as meaning, for example when logical constraints on variables rule out
certain points in intervals. Our approach is also more practical in outlook, since we rely on
reductions to known and tried techniques, such as satisfiability checking for the existential
theory of the reals. In contrast, theoretical results for Credal Networks range from different
evidence propagation and inference methods (see e.g. [50, 51]) to deep relationships to logic
programming and its semantics [49].

In [28], a methodology is developed for assessing sensitivity of lower and upper probabil-
ities in Credal networks. It is shown that for some classes of parameters in Bayesian networks
one may replace the Credal sets of probability measures associated with such parameters
with a sole such measure. It would be of interest to determine whether these or similar results
are attainable for suitable classes of constrained Bayesian Networks.

Constraint Networks [59] are graphical representations that are meant to guide solution
strategies for constraint satisfaction problems. In our tool prototype, we decoupled the choice
of graph structure for a constrained Bayesian Network from the use of strategies for solving
satisfiability problems over the existential theory of the reals. It may be beneficial to couple
graph structure and satisfiability checking in tool support of our approach that relies on
constraint satisfaction solvers.

Parsons and Wellman both offer discussions on using qualitative methods to reason
under uncertainty [118, 143]. Wellman introduces the concept of a ‘qualitative probabilis-
tic network’ [143] that could be viewed as a constraint network that supports evidence
propagation.
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3.6 Chapter Summary

This work was motivated by the fact that the problem domain of nuclear arms control
and verification has little to no data that one could use to learn the structure of a causal
network or the probabilities for nodes within that structure. This led us to consider suitable
generalisations of Bayesian Networks. Ideally, we wanted a formalism that those who already
use Bayesian Networks for modelling and analysis would find easy to adopt. In particular,
we sought to preserve – as much as possible – the manner in which probabilistic inference is
done in Bayesian Networks. Crucially, we wanted a set of methods whose use could help us
to build sufficient confidence into the quality, suitability or robustness of models expressed
in such a formalisms in the face of little or no empirical data.

We proposed constrained Bayesian Networks as such a formalism. We think that the
derivation of the concept is a contribution in and of itself. That derivation used standard tools
such as first-order logic and its semantics as well as syntactic criteria for well formedness.
We also developed meta-properties of this semantics, including checks for the consistency of
a constrained Bayesian Network. These properties were needed to prove the correctness of
optimisation algorithms we developed, which can compute suprema or infima of bounded
arithmetic terms that have meaning in relation to a constrained BN, up to a specific accuracy.
These optimisation algorithms are non-standard in that they rely on a decision procedure
for the theory of reals and in that the optimisation problems are generally non-linear and
non-convex.

We illustrated some pertinent types of analyses of a constrained Bayesian Network that
our approach can accommodate: a range analysis that computes infima and suprema for a
term of interest to determine their robustness, the comparison of two or more constrained
Bayesian Networks to assess modelling impact, the ability to determine ranges of threshold
values that would render equivalent decision support, and the symbolic computation of
a sensitivity measure for a given node – with the ability to optimise this to understand
worst-case sensitivities.

Another noteworthy aspect of this approach is that marginals in a constrained Bayesian
Network are computed symbolically, but computed in the same manner as the marginals for a
Bayesian Network – a concretisation of that constrained Bayesian Network. This is appealing
as it allows reuse of known and trusted methods such as the Junction Tree Algorithm. But it
also creates a potential computational bottleneck, since marginals of interest are required
to have defined symbolic meaning within the constraint set of the constrained Bayesian
Network in question. We therefore think that an interesting line of future work will be the
investigation of effective means of computing such symbolic meaning, and of understanding
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how such meanings can be approximated so that the resulting inference approximates, say,
the set of posterior distributions over all concretisations.

We implemented our approach in a prototype tool, which benefitted from the significant
advances in symbolic computation – also known as “Computer Algebra Systems” – and in
the implementation of theorem provers such as SMT solvers. We evaluated this prototype
through stress tests and a detailed application of the tool to a relevant model in the arms
control domain.

The approach we presented and developed here was phrased in terms of formulas from
the theory of reals. But the definitions and most results of this Chapter can be transferred to
more complex logics, for example, to support variables that are binary or integral in addition
to real-valued ones. In that case, we would trade off guaranteed decidability with the use of
heuristics such as those used in state-of-the-art SMT solvers.

In the next Chapter, we progress on to considering a different mathematical model of
arms control and seek to leverage satisfiability checking over the theory of the reals in a
similar manner to elicit insights from dynamical systems that model a possible dynamics of
arms verification and inspection between two nations.



Chapter 4

Treaty compliant inspection regimes

In this Chapter, we introduce a dynamical system that describes the key features of a model
for the bilateral nuclear arms control regime of Section 1.3.2. Recall that this problem
focussed on providing decision support on how to best plan an entire inspection regime, and
how to ration out a perhaps limited number of unscheduled inspections, in order to optimise
a metric of interest in the model - for instance, how to choose an inspection regime where
both nations had the smallest arsenal by the end of the treaty model.

The evolution of each party’s beliefs and declarations under the regime are represented
(R4,C2), and the effects of inspection processes are captured. Bounded analysis of this
illustrative model allows us to explore – within a finite horizon – the consequences of changes
(R5,C4) to bounded scope invariants for variables of interest, and dynamics for initial states
containing strict uncertainty. Such analyses would potentially enable a decision-support
system to consider cases of interest irrespective of some unknowns (C1).

We realise such abilities by building a Python package that draws on the capabilities of
an SMT solver to explore particular scenarios and to optimise measures of interest – such as
the belief of one nation in the statements made by another, or the timing of an unscheduled
inspection such that it has maximum value. We evaluate the potential of this particular
approach by exploring a set of representative and relevant test scenarios with realistic finite
horizon of interest (of eighteen time steps) and report results for various queries of potential
interest. We report that a High Performance Computing machine (HPC) running our models
can handle up to twenty-seven time steps of our binary decision problem: over 134 million
pathways. We can additionally support such analysis for abstract initial states, which allows
us to analyse future horizons beyond, say, twenty-seven steps within a ‘cone of initial
uncertainty’.

Unlike in our BN work, our formalisation here is slightly more specific to the inspection
regimes case study as detailed in Section 1.3.2, as we detail the logic of how we integrate
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decisions of when to hold inspections. We hope that a reader can still see the benefits of
this approach in a less specialised setting, where decisions to hold inspections could be
generalised to other cases.

Outline of Chapter Constrained dynamical systems, their mathematical foundations, and
supporting computational methods are the subject of Section 4.1. These foundations are
evaluated on our arms verification problem of interest in Section 4.2. We discuss some
methodological points and evaluate the developed approach in Section 4.3 and summarise
related work in Section 4.4. A summary of the Chapter is presented in Section 4.5.

4.1 Constrained Dynamical Systems: Foundations

We begin the formalisation of our dynamical system in Figure 4.1, following conventional
dynamical systems setups and notations (e.g. [122]). The set of variables used to define the
state and dynamics of the system is referred to as a set DVar. These are disjoint with a set of
variables Var, with which we will express strict uncertainty in our computations. Variables in
this latter set will not be indexed by time. The dynamics are discrete time steps and bounded
in horizon by a natural number k, producing a discrete set of time points, TVar. Specific to
our models of interest, we will need a decision procedure to explain what sorts of inspections
(if any) are being held at a specific time step. These will be limited to none, scheduled
inspections, or unscheduled inspections and are encoded as elements of set Dec, but with
the relevant decision stored in an element inspect in DVar. For example, inspect[2] = none
denotes that there is no inspection at time step 2.

We define languages on which can be built constraints and queries needed for our
dynamical system. This can be seen in Figure 4.2. The terms defined in the clause for time
provide basic arithmetic for referring to time points within a dynamical system. The terms
defined in the clause for t, allow us to build arithmetic terms with which we can analyse a
dynamical system. In our arithmetic terms, t, we use c to refer to any constant real number.
Elements x ∈ DVar at specific time points are referred to as x[time], which is equivalent to
the normal mathematical notation for dynamical systems of xtime. Elements y ∈ Var will
denote the strict uncertainty that can be expressed in equations, whereas e refers to the
mathematical constant. In Chapter 3 for BNs, we called the ϕ clause ‘constraints’. Here, we
reuse this concept with a few notable additions. Constraints not only include comparisons of
real-valued arithmetic terms, but also comparisons of time points. Constraints of the form
inspect[time] = d limit the value of inspect[time] to one of the inspection decision outcomes
from Dec.
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k ≥ 0 is the horizon, so time points in a dynamical system with horizon k are elements
of [0 . . .k] = {i ∈ N0 | 0 ≤ i ≤ k}

DVar set of unary functions of time points
TVar set of variables that denote time points, elements of N0
Var set of variables that don’t have state, their values are constant over time in a

dynamical system
Dec {none, scheduled, unscheduled} is a set whose elements are inspecting

decisions.
inspect An element of DVar whose meaning at each state is an element in Dec.

Fig. 4.1 The building blocks of our dynamical system. The variables of interest are: DVar,
indexed by time; Var variables not indexed by time; and TVar the time points. We also
include the decision options Dec for holding inspections: none, an scheduled inspection, or
an unscheduled one, which, for each time point are stored in a variable inspect[time] ∈ DVar
for time in TVar.

time ::= i | τ | time − time | time + time
t ::= c | x[time] | y | t + t | t ∗ t | et | if ϕ {t} else {t}
ϕ ::= true | t ≤ t | t < t | time ≤ time | time < time | inspect[time] = d | ¬ϕ |

ϕ ∧ϕ

Fig. 4.2 A term language for time points, time, where i is in N0 and τ is in TVar, and a term
language for arithmetic, t, where c ranges over constant reals, x over DVar, y over Var, e is
exp(1). ϕ , as defined by the grammar denotes the available queries and constraints, and d
ranges over Dec.
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φ ::= ϕ | ¬φ | φ ∧φ | ∃time : φ

Fig. 4.3 A grammar for logic QX where ϕ in QX , defined by the equations of Figure 4.2.

Note that the grammars for terms t and queries ϕ are mutually recursive. We write X
interchangeably by abuse of notation for the tuple (DVar,TVar,Var) and the disjoint union

X = DVar∪TVar∪Var

The logic QX is then defined by the grammar seen in Figure 4.3. As in Chapter 3, we will
use derived shorthands to denote equality =, logical implication →, universal quantification
∀τ , and so forth.

Example 7 For τ ∈ TVar;x,m ∈ DVar:

• inspect[2] = none is in QX and says that there is no inspection at time point 2.

• ∀τ : m[τ]< 4.53 is in QX and says that state variable m is strictly below 4.53 at all
time points

When accessing the information about variables DVar at different time steps, and using
such information in further computations, we will use the term language time, which is
limited to accessing only discrete time points, and previously defined terms (for instance,
for our sample system in Figure 2.5, we could not update a variable m at the third time
step, m3 using n from the fourth time step, n4). This is expressed in terms of a constraint
set, C, where variables x ∈ DVar update using terms from the term language t. To avoid
cyclic arguments, definitions of the form x[time] = RHS may not include RHS expressions
of the form y[time′] where y may equal x and where time ≤ time′ is satisfiable. time may
contain variables τ though. Furthermore, we allow C constraints through which we can set
limitations on inspections - their numbers, positions - or on our variables of interest. We
formalise this notion in our definition of a constrained dynamical system.

Definition 12 Let X = DVar∪TVar∪Var be given. A constrained dynamical system of type
X and time horizon k ≥ 0 is a finite subset C of the logic QX such that

• For all τ in TVar and φ in C either τ does not occur in φ or all occurrences of τ in φ

are in scope of ∃τ or ∀τ; i.e. there are no free τ variables.
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• For all x in DVar other than ‘inspect’ and for all i in [0 . . .k] there is exactly one
equation in C that defines the meaning of x[i]. That equation is either of the form

x[i] = t (4.1)

or of form
x[i]∗ t ′ = t (4.2)

for terms t and t ′, such that all sub terms of t and t ′ are of form y[time] where y is in
DVar and are such that time is a constant in [0 . . . i−1].

We consider an introductory example of a constrained dynamical system with finite horizon
next.

Example 8 Consider the setup:

DVar = {m,n, p}, TVar = {τ}, Var = {w}

Recall that X is the union X = DVar ∪ TVar ∪Var. We assume there are no scheduled
inspections for simplicity - effectively reducing our model to a binary decision between

‘unscheduled’ or ‘no’ inspection. Our updating equations, x[i] are as defined in Figure 2.5.
We say - for example - that our initial values are

m[0] = 1.0, n[0] = w, p[0] = 2.0

where w ∈Var is a symbolic variable of interest, say constrained by 0 ≤ w ≤ 3.0.
The set of constraints C is thus the union of sets that define the initial values and the

dynamics of the system, seen in Figure 4.4.
We write this constrained dynamical system with horizon k = 3 and in Figure 4.5 we

unfold the definitions of m,n and p to emphasise their dependencies on strict uncertainty w.

Example 8 defines a constrained dynamical system, which we will introduce formally as
DC

X [3] in Definition 14, since for m,n, p and for all i in [0 . . .3] there is exactly one defining
equation. The equations in Example 8 are all of the form seen in Equation 4.1, and such
that no sub terms of form y[time] occur in t. We can add further constraints to the system to
mirror how we may expect a treaty to dictate when certain inspections can occur.

Example 9 Consider the constraint set

C′ =C∪{∀τ : (¬(τ = 2)→ inspect[τ] = none)∧ (inspect[2] = unscheduled)}
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C = {
∀τ : ¬(inspect[τ] = scheduled),
m[0] = 1,
n[0] = w,
p[0] = 2,
0 ≤ w,
w ≤ 3.0

}∪{
m[t +1] = m[t]2 +n[t],
n[t +1] = n[t]+3,
p[t +1] = if (dec = unscheduled){m[t]+n[t]} else {m[t]+ p[t]}

0 ≤ t,
t ≤ 3,

}

Fig. 4.4 The set of constraints C is the union of two sets. The first set defines the initial values,
m[0],n[0] and p[0] and constrain w. The second set defines the dynamics of the system and
constrains t.

m[0] = 1
n[0] = w
p[0] = 2

m[1] = 1+w
n[1] = w+3
p[1] = if (dec = unscheduled){1+w} else {3}

m[2] = (1+w)2 +w+3
n[2] = w+6
p[2] = if (dec = unscheduled){(1+w)2 +2w+9} else {p[1]+ (1+w)2 +w+3}

m[3] = ((1+w)2 +w+3)2 +w+6
n[3] = w+9
p[3] = if (dec = unscheduled){((1+w)2 +w+3)2 +2w+12}

else {p[2]+ ((1+w)2 +w+3)2 +w+3}

Fig. 4.5 Unfolded definitions of m,n and p over time horizon k = 3, included to emphasise
the dependencies on strict uncertainty w.
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where C is as defined in Figure 4.4. This adds an additional constraint that the only inspection
is at time point 2. By revisiting our unfolded equations, we know that for system DC′

X [3], the
only possible value of p[3] is (1+w)2 +2w+9+((1+w)2 +w+3)2 +w+3.

In general, we want to decouple the additions of constraints from ‘changing’ the expres-
sions of our system dynamics: in Example 9 our updated p[3] was trivially determined, but in
practice we will rely on the logical constraints to limit the model without explicitly ‘updating’
the equations. It is worth noting also that there may be multiple ways of constraining a
system to meet the same ends. There may also be situations where the constraints on the
system lead to an empty set of results. The automated reasoning approach we employ will
detect the addition of constraints whenever needed in an analysis, and inconsistencies will be
caught by our definition of consistent constrained dynamical systems.

4.1.1 Consistent Constrained Dynamical Systems

Similar to our work in Chapter 3, we require the concept of an assignment α in order to
formalise our approach.

Definition 13 An assignment for X and a finite time horizon k ≥ 0 is a function α of type

α : (DVar\{inspect}→ R)∪ (Var → R)∪ (TVar → [0 . . .k])∪ ([0 . . .k]→ Dec)

where the intuition is that α(x) for x ̸= inspect ∈ DVar specifies x[0], α(y) for y ∈ Var
specifies the meaning of y, α(τ) for τ ∈ TVar is a time point - a natural number in [0 . . .k] -
and α(i) is meaning of inspect[i] for i in [0 . . .k].

Definition 14 Let α be an assignment for X = (DVar,TVar,Var) and there be a horizon
k ≥ 0. Let DC

X [k] be a constrained dynamical system for horizon k. For all terms t and ϕ of
QX we define α(t) and α |= ϕ as in Figure 4.6.

Now we are in a position to define the concretisations of DC
X [k].

Definition 15 Let DC
X [k] be a constrained dynamical system of horizon k.

1. An assignment α for X and horizon k satisfies DC
X [k] iff

α |=
∧

C (4.3)

holds and where the evaluation of this judgment never encountered f ailure in compu-
tations for α(•) and α |= • in the satisfaction relation of (4.3).
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α(c) = c constants denote themselves

α(x[time]) =


α(t) if α(time) = i and x[i] = t is in C
α(t)
α(t ′) if α(time) = i and x[i]∗ t ′ = t is in C

and α(t ′) ̸= 0
f ailure otherwise

α(y) = α(y) overloading of notation

α(et) = eα(t)

α(t1 + t2) = α(t1)+α(t2)
α(t1 ∗ t2) = α(t1)∗α(t2)

α((if ϕ{t1} else {t2})) =

{
α(t1) if α |= ϕ

α(t2) otherwise

α |= true holds
α |= t1 ≤ t2 iff α(t1)≤ α(t2)
α |= t1 < t2 iff α(t1)< α(t2)

α |= time1 ≤ time2 iff α(time1)≤ α(time2)

α |= time1 < time2 iff α(time1)< α(time2)

α |= inspect[time] = d is


true if idef

=α(time) is in [0 . . .k] and α(i) = d
false if idef

=α(time) is in [0 . . .k] and α(i) ̸= d
f ailure otherwise

α |= ¬ϕ iff (not α |= ϕ)

α |= ϕ1 ∧ϕ2 iff (α |= ϕ1 and α |= ϕ2)

α |= ∃τ : φ iff α[τ 7→ i] |= φ for some constant i ∈ [0 . . .k]
α |= ¬φ iff (not α |= φ)

α |= φ1 ∧φ2 iff (α |= φ1 and α |= φ2)

Fig. 4.6 The meaning of terms for an assignment α , where we identify constants with their
meaning, and use the same symbol + for syntax and semantics, and similarly for ∗. This is
the followed by the semantics of judgment α |= φ for an assignment α : X → R and φ from
QX . This uses the meaning α(t) from Figure 3.3 and uses ≤ both as syntax and semantics,
similarly for <. We assume that f ailure is strict for both terms and formulas. For example,
f ailure∗ t = f ailure and ¬( f ailure) is f ailure.
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2. DC
X [k] is consistent iff it has such a satisfying assignment α

3. Let α be a satisfying assignment for DC
X [k]. Then the corresponding concretisation

DC[α]
X [k] is defined by:

C[α]
def
= C ∪ {x[0] = α(x) | x ∈ DVar\{inspect}}

∪ {y = α(y) | y ∈Var}
∪ {τ = α(τ) | τ ∈ TVar}
∪ {inspect(i) = α(i) | i ∈ [0 . . .k]} (4.4)

C[α] simply adds constraints to C that force the dynamical system to be without strict
uncertainty. All initial states are defined as constraints, all time variables are defined as
the time points, all time points have an inspection decision and all y ∈ Var have constant
meaning defined.

Our formalisation has lead us to a situation comparable to that of our BN work in Chapter
3. Similar to BNs where we had objects of interest - often marginals, mp - that we wished to
optimise for, or logical statements we wished to check, we now have an interest in doing this
for variables within DVar of Var. One difference to Chapter 3 is that here inspect takes on a
value from set Dec, the inspection decision, and a change to inspect[τ] for any time τ may
change the values of other DVar variables in a particular concretisation. We can think of this
as the effect of considering a specific inspection routine ‘path’ and its impact on the model.

When optimising objects of interest, we will be interested to optimise not only over any
uncertainty in initial values and terms, but also the inspection routine itself. We can think of
all the different possible inspection routines for DC

X [k] as a combinatorial problem, where at
each time point there is a decision on whether to hold an inspection or not. This can be thought
of as a tree diagram, as seen in Figure 4.7. In practice, how our formalisation works is more
similar to that of a ‘path’ (also in Figure 4.7), where the decisions Dec are encoded in the
variable inspect at each time step. We note that constraint {inspect(i) = α(i) | i ∈ [0 . . .k]}
from Equation 4.4 is what determines a ‘path’ in a concretisation.

Definition 16 {| t |} is the set of all α(t) where α ranges over all DC[α]
X [k].

In practice, as long as we calculate paths of all possible combinations of the inspection
regime, the computability of an optimum for an object of interest over strict uncertainty
and an uncertain inspection regime is handled seamlessly by our logical constraints, whose
satisfiability we check using SMT. We are able to encode our model such that a binary search
algorithm Sup{| t |} based on satisfiability witnesses α similar to that seen for BNs in Figure
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Fig. 4.7 Graphical aide to help consider the inspection decision process and all the different
combinations that must be considered. We display the inspection decision options in Dec
for the case where there is a scheduled inspection at time step 2, inspect[2] = scheduled,
and where either an unscheduled inspection or none occurs for the other time steps. This
is shown firstly as a ‘graph’, in a tree-like diagram that shows the combinatorial view of
all paths, and then second as a (straight line) ‘path’. The latter is more similar to how our
approach is formalised, where a particular value from Dec, the inspection decision leads to a
concrete inspection regime.
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3.5 is able to search for a maximum term t over all decision choices Dec stored in all time
points inspect and any strict uncertainty in the model simultaneously. Such an algorithm
will return a concretisation, with explicit inspect values at all time points, and any strict
uncertainty instantiated. Relatedly, since the value of a term t in general will depend on
inspect, the choice of t output from such a search algorithm will report the inspection path
as part of the witness.

Many of the formalisations for optimisation, e.g. Sup{| t |}, found in the BN work of
Chapter 3 now apply in an equivalent way to the dynamical systems presented here.

Theorem 8 Let δ > 0 and 0 < sup{| t |} < ∞. Then a search Algorithm Sup(t,δ ,DC
X [k])

that seeks to approximate sup{| t |} from a constrained dynamical system, DC
X [k], terminates,

and sup{| t |} is in the returned closed interval [l,h] of length ≤ δ .

Proof of Theorem 8: Is proved in the same formal manner in which we proved Theorem 4.
QED

Our function, Sup(t,δ ,DC
X [k]), seen in Figure 4.8, applied to a term of interest t, with

a δ value of acceptable accuracy and the constrained dynamical system under consider-
ation, DC

X [k], generates a concretisation at which the term t is maximal within δ over all
concretisations.

The definition and correctness of functions Sup⋆, (seen in Figure 3.7), Inf (seen in Figure
4.9) and Inf⋆ (seen in Figure 3.8) follow immediately from previous work and are available
for us to apply to dynamical systems of interest.

4.1.2 Constrained Union Operator

We want the ability to compare two or more constrained dynamical systems or to discover
relationships between them. This requires a notion of composition of constrained dynamical
systems that works similarly to composed BNs. Consider two constrained dynamical systems
DC1

X1
[k] and DC2

X2
[k]. Our intuition for composition is for the dynamical systems to not naturally

interact, or conflict in anyway, but for each one of them to keep its own dynamics, captured
as a tree or paths, but then additional constraints can express relationships between these
systems and their dynamics.

Each time step and inspection decision in this unionised graph still has its symbolic
equations, inspection routine and any other constraints as before, but now we have more
paths; uniquely defined by either their inspection regime and from which dynamical system
they originated. Constraints that involve paths from both original dynamical systems reside in
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Sup(t,δ ,DC
X [k]) {

let α : X → R make (t > 0)∧
∧

C true;
cache = α(t);
while ((t ≥ 2∗ cache)∧

∧
C satisfiable) {

let α ′ : X → R make (t ≥ 2∗ cache)∧
∧

C true;
cache = α ′(t);

}
low = cache; high = 2∗ cache;
assert (((t ≥ low)∧

∧
C satisfiable)&&((t ≥ high)∧

∧
C unsatisfiable));

while (| high− low | > δ ) {
if ((t ≥ low+ | high− low | /2)∧

∧
C) satisfiable) {

low = low+ | high− low | /2;
assert (((t ≥ low)∧

∧
C satisfiable)&&((t ≥ high)∧

∧
C unsatisfiable));

} else {
high = low+ | high− low | /2;
assert (((t ≥ low)∧

∧
C satisfiable)&&(t ≥ high)∧

∧
C unsatisfiable));

}
}
return [low,high];
}

Fig. 4.8 Method for approximating sup{| t |} up to δ > 0 for a term t consistent with
constraint set C with variables in X from DC

X [k] when 0 < sup{| t |} < ∞. The returned
closed interval [low,high] has length ≤ δ and contains sup{| t |}. Key invariants are given as
asserts. SMT allows us to access the witness information from the satis f iable calls, which
we can extract to gain more information about the model than just [low,high].
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Inf(t,δ ,DC
X [k]) {

let α : X → R make (t > 0)∧
∧

C true;
cache = α(t);
while ((t ≤ 0.5∗ cache)∧

∧
C satisfiable) {

let α ′ : X → R make (t ≥ 2∗ cache)∧
∧

C true;
cache = α ′(t);

}
low = 0.5∗ cache; high = cache;
assert (((t ≤ low)∧

∧
C unsatisfiable)&&((t ≤ high)∧

∧
C satisfiable));

while (| high− low | > δ ) {
if ((t ≤ low+ | high− low | /2)∧

∧
C) satisfiable) {

high = low+ | high− low | /2;
assert (((t ≤ low)∧

∧
C unsatisfiable)&&((t ≤ high)∧

∧
C satisfiable));

} else {
low = low+ | high− low | /2;
assert (((t ≤ low)∧

∧
C unsatisfiable)&&(t ≤ high)∧

∧
C satisfiable));

}
}
return [low,high];
}

Fig. 4.9 Method for approximating inf{| t |} up to δ > 0 for a term t consistent with constraint
set C with variables in X from DC

X [k] when 0 < inf{| t |}< ∞. The returned closed interval
[low,high] has length ≤ δ and contains inf{| t |}. Key invariants are given as asserts. SMT
allows us to access the witness information from the satis f iable calls, which we can extract
to gain more information about the model than just [low,high].
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C̄ =C1 ∪C2 ∪Cnew, where Cnew involves any additional constraints added to this new system
but not seen in the dynamical systems individually. We introduce X̄ as being any additional
variables not found in X1 or X2 but required for analysis. It is clear that we want to keep C1

and C2, and that there will be some new constraints expressed in Cnew. We also require that X1

and X2 are disjoint. The paths can have different initial conditions and inspection constraints,
though there should be some similarities to give context and value to the comparison between
the two.

The resulting operator
(C̄,X̄)
∪ defines the composition

DC1
X1
[k]

(C̄,X̄)
∪ DC2

X2
[k] (4.5)

as the constrained dynamical systems with graphs and initial conditions obtained by juxtapo-
sition of the graphs and symbolic initial conditions of DC1

X1
[k] and DC2

X2
[k], together with the

constraints in Cnew.

Example 10 Alongside the aforementioned dynamical system DC
X [3] from Example 8, which

we now re-label as DC1
X1
[3] we have an identically structured dynamical system DC2

X2
[3], where

X2 replaces w with y, and the initial conditions in C2 are

m[0] = 2.0, n[0] = y2, p[0] = 2.0

and y ∈ Var is a symbolic variable of interest, say constrained by 0 ≤ y ≤ 2.0. We are
interested to know how much m from each model differs by time step 3. We define a new
variable, in X̄ as DIFF, with

DIFF =| m1[3]−m2[3] |

where we use superscripts 1 and 2 to denote variables from our original model and this

second model respectively. Altogether, this defines a composition DC1
X1
[k]

(C̄,X̄)
∪ DC2

X2
[k].

In this instance, the value DIFF will not vary according to different inspection regimes,
as m3 depends only on its initial conditions. For the first model, m1[3] = ((1+w)2 +w+

3)2 +w+6 for 0 ≤ w ≤ 3 and for the second model m2[3] = ((4+ y2)2 + y2 +3)2 + y2 +6
for 0 ≤ y ≤ 2.0 as (in the second model):
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m0 = 2
n0 = y2

m1 = 4+ y2

n1 = y2 +3
m2 = (4+ y2)2 + y2 +3
n2 = y2 +6
m3 = ((4+ y2)2 + y2 +3)2 + y2 +6
n3 = y2 +9

DIFF will then vary as w and y vary, with

DIFF =| ((1+w)2 +w+3)2 +w− ((4+ y2)2 + y2 +3)2 + y2 |

.

We now progress on to considering a case study example from the nuclear arms control
domain and analysing the capabilities of our approach.

4.2 An Inspection Scheduling Model

One possible goal of an arms control process, such as that of Section 1.3.2, might be to
promote transparency between two rival parties and so reduce the risk of a miscalculation
that might result in an arms race. We elect to model a transparency agreement in this Chapter.

A similar problem was presented at the ESGI107 workshop in Manchester [121], where
it was studied by a group of mathematicians that included the author. The work resulted in a
dynamical system similar to that shown in Figure 4.10, which simulates the problem as an
unconstrained, discrete, non-linear, and iterative process. The models are not the same due
to differences in the exact problem being addressed. Although methods exist for analysing
dynamical systems – including the one in [121] – in terms of attractors, for example, our
case study is expressly concerned with understanding the consequences of constraining
these dynamics (e.g. occurrence patterns of inspection regimes) and of under-specifying
(through strict uncertainty) selected aspects of the system, e.g. the level of fear felt by one
nation towards another in a bounded horizon, rather than understanding the quality of its
unconstrained dynamics. Again, we are also interested in engineering a methodology for
solving a symbolic mathematical problem.

Noting our formalism, a reader will see that we have system variables DVar and non-time
indexed variables Var:
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Fig. 4.10 Dynamical system constraints that model the arms control process from the per-
spective of nation i, based on work done at ESGI107, but modified to accommodate the
case study that will now follow. W i

τ is the number of weapons nation i holds at time step τ .
Variable Bi j

τ models nation i’s belief about th number of weapons nation j holds, whereas
Ii j
τ is the expected number of weapons identified by an inspection. E i

τ models how many
weapons i declares at time τ . A reader will note that this system specification is expressible
in our formalisation of a constrained dynamical system.
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DVar = {W i,Bi j, Ii j,E i,θ i, f oundi}
Var = {Fi,γ

i,α i
a,β

i
a, pi

a,P
i
a,Q

i
a,Ω,Ai

a, Penalty } (4.6)

where i, j denote the two nations involved in this treaty, and a is a substitution for multiple
indices. We now explain our (unconstrained) mathematical model in more detail, focussing
on variables for nation i, those of nation j have symmetric meaning.

Variable W i
τ denotes the actual number of weapons nation i has at discrete time τ . This

value updates to W i
τ+1 in Figure 4.10 as a function of the number of weapons at time τ , less

the number of weapons destroyed (γ i denoting the rate of destruction) and the number of
weapons built.

This proportionate downward pressure on the number of weapons held, W i
τ

(
1− γ i),

represents natural attrition from a stockpile over time. In contrast the term Fi

(
Bi j

τ −W i
τ

)
,

represents the number of weapons built. It is driven by a nation’s desire - the strength of
which is represented by a ‘fear factor’ F i - to avoid an excessive perceived advantage for the
other nation in stockpile numbers, and is calculated by assessing the difference between the
believed arsenal size of the other party nation j, and nation i’s own stockpile. It would be
straightforward to alter this mathematical model to more closely represent a particular case, if
required, but this simple representation is sufficient to allow evaluation of our methodology.

If there is an inspection, i’s Belief, Bi j
τ , is updated based on a function that compares

nation i’s inspection results to the declaration made by nation j. This updated value is
modelled as a weighted sum of nation i’s beliefs prior to the inspection, the results of the
inspection, and the declaration by nation j. Varying the weights in this sum allows a user to
model that nation i might place more or less value on each of these data points in updating
its belief about the number of weapons that j possesses in reality. For example, if one chose
to model the situation where nation i immediately discounts nation j’s declaration when it
is challenged by inspection results, one would set the relevant weighting parameter α i

E to
zero; a non-zero value here might reflect a desire to model anchoring biases on the part of
nation i, or a recognition that inspections are not perfect and that a mistake may have been
made. When inspection results are consistent with the declaration, a different set of weights
is used to the case where inspection results are not consistent with the declaration. This
switch between the two cases is managed by the discrete Heaviside step function, which is a
useful mathematical way of making a binary decision, based on a defined condition. It also
gives us good opportunity to showcase our tool’s ability to make such decisions under strict
uncertainty (which we refer to later as ‘symbolic decision making’). If no inspection occurs,
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the belief of nation i about nation j’s arsenal is modelled as a linear extrapolation of the
previous two such belief values. In practice the evolution of belief is much more complicated
than this, but there is no reason in principle why the methodology demonstrated here could
not be extended to encompass a more nuanced model of belief revision.

In this model, an inspection Ii j
τ is an imperfect snapshot taken by nation i of the status of

nation j at time τ; it can be thought of as the outcome of a set of activities that result in an
assessed value of nation j’s weapon stockpile. Our modelling of false negatives (p j

f−) and

false positives (p j
f+) simplifies this somewhat: the former is used as an error rate that dictates

the likelihood that a weapon will be incorrectly judged a non-weapon; the latter is a more
complex term that attempts to represent the likelihood that non-weapons will be judged to
be weapons as well as capturing anchoring biases introduced into nation i’s calculations by
nation j’s declaration.

The expression P( f oundi
τ) models nation i’s perception of the probability that it could be

found cheating in an inspection. A cumulative Binomial formulation with a sigmoidal prop-
erty models that probability for false declarations. This reflects that small mis-declarations
may be considered easier to get away with by the nations, but that the perceived risk increases
quickly for larger discrepancies. The parameters vary according to whether a scheduled (θ )
or unscheduled (Ω) inspection occurs: as noted above, unscheduled inspections increase the
probability of detecting cheating; the perceived probability of being detected therefore also
increases. This probability informs the declaration E i

τ+1 made by nation i in the next time
step, capturing that nations may “game” the system dynamics.

As a nation might employ a variety of tactics, a mixture of different values contribute
to its weapons declaration, Et+1

i . Parameters Ai
1, Ai

2 and Ai
3 flexibly control the relative

importance of consistency with previous declarations, reflecting the true number of weapons,
and matching declarations with the other nation respectively, in a linear sum for the sake
of simplicity. To this nation-specific combination, the model adds a penalty cost multiplied
by the probability of being found cheating; this addition is a simple action to deter under-
declaring. We represent the event of a scheduled inspection from nation i of nation j
occurring at time τ by θ i

τ = 1. At all other times, θ i
τ equals 0. To represent that these

scheduled inspections happen with an agreed period of n time steps, we update θ i
τ+1 to equal

1 after the n preceding values of θ i
m (for m ∈ (τ − n,τ)) all equal zero. An unscheduled

inspection, Ωi
τ can happen at any time a scheduled inspection does not, subject to any other

extra constraints inherent in the agreement. One such constraint might typically be a limit on
the number of unscheduled inspections that each party is allowed to use in any given time
period. This results in a scenario where at each time step, we may either have no inspections,
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or at most one inspection – be it a scheduled or unscheduled one. Our approach allows for
and then enforces such extra constraints.

The initial values we choose for the dynamics of this model, potential error rates we
sample from throughout that dynamics, and the dynamical system itself are subject to change
and critique. But we re-iterate that in this Chapter, we are more concerned with getting
usable analysis methods for such models than with creating a more realistic model for this
particular case study. Any of the initial values for this dynamics can be symbolic (reflecting
we do not know the concrete value), except for the period and initial placing of scheduled
inspections. We propose a separate solution for the period and initial placing of scheduled
inspections variables in Chapter 6.

Importantly, our approach allows us to compute, for a given number of iterations, lower
and upper bounds on variables of interest for the finite time horizon the model is run over.
Such intervals then serve as interpretative scales when computing values for such variables
in specific scenarios. Our approach can either sample error rates modelled in the dynamical
system or use fixed estimates to switch between either a probabilistic or deterministic model.
The results reported in this Chapter have used estimated constants so that the results could be
verified by third parties.

The system presented for this case study is a simplification at best; though the practical
uses of the methodologies - when applied to different precise models - are very powerful.
The re-usability of the methodologies against other iterative systems is as easy as replacing
the mathematical equations - the DVar, Var and C - coded in the software that we wrote to
represent and analyse such systems.

We explore the dynamics of this system up to a specified finite time horizon of k = 18.
We will refer to this constrained dynamical system, as described so far, as DC

X [18], where X is
defined by the DVar and Var variables in sets (4.6), and C are the dynamics in Figure 4.10. We
illustrate the methods provided in our case study and tool via the following four queries that
explore different combinations of planned (scheduled) and surprise (unscheduled) inspections,
and include different examples of “strict” uncertainties in initial modelling values.

These bounded scenarios have been chosen from a selection set of interest to real world
arms control problems, and showcase an array of features and different problems that decision
support has to provide or address. In our approach, we model uncertainty in a number of
ways: strict uncertainty over convex infinite intervals, correlating variables, and decision
choices of one component from a finite set. In the context of such constraints, the queries ask
to maximise both distinct results, and differences in results that could have real impact on
exploiting the design space of treaty terms.
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These analyses and their interpretation depend on initial declarations of nations and their
initial number of weapons. We assume here that nations have a similar number of weapons
but offer a mixture of truthful and false declarations – with initial starting conditions required
for C detailed in full in Appendix A.1, except where overwritten by our specific scenarios,
below. The results and compute times for our explicit scenarios below refer to experiments
on the aforementioned Ubuntu 14.04 server environment.

The computation times reported are for running the specific scenario question, and are
in addition to the 200 minutes it takes on average for Python and Z3 to run the symbolic
computations. Building the model takes significantly less time if there is no strict uncertainty
(around 4 minutes).

4.2.1 Finding an inspection schedule

Suppose there are no scheduled inspections and up to 5 unscheduled ones. What inspection
schedule minimises nation i’s weapon arsenal on average, when nation j’s initial declaration
E j

0 is uncertain, modelled as x being in {900,1000,1100}?
In order to answer this query, we will need additional variables and thus constraints

adding to our dynamical system. We create DC1
X1
[18], where X1 and C1 are reported in Figure

4.11. X1 is X enhanced with any additional variables we declare here (that will become part
of Var), and where C1 is C from Figure 4.10, unioned with additional constraints set out here.
Our tool will automatically be able to report back the optimum time steps to place inspections
(i.e. inspect[time] = scheduled or inspect[time] = unscheduled or inspect[time] = none for
each time) as part of a model witness. When asking the solver to minimise the number of
weapons declared on average, the witness returned will then contain the inspection routine
encoded in the optimum path in DC1

X1
[18] and its corresponding variables from DVar.

Note that for a finite time period (k = 18), minimising the number of weapons declared on
average is the same as minimising the number of weapons declared in total (just without the
unnecessary division of a constant). We create a new variable TOTAL, in Var, that models
the cumulative total of the arsenal over all time steps, and minimise this as our object of
interest.

Secondly, we are interested in limiting the number of inspections a nation can conduct.
In order to do this, we need a ‘counter’ of the number of inspections undertaken, which is
offered by the term φ̄time in Equation 4.7.

φ̄time
def
= i f (inspect[time] = scheduled){1} else {

i f (inspect[time] = unscheduled){1} else {0}} (4.7)
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X1 = X ∪{TOTAL,LIMIT}

C1 = C∪{TOTAL =
k

∑
τ=0

W i
τ ,LIMIT =

k

∑
τ=0

φ̄τ ,LIMIT ≤ 5,

(x = 900)∨ (x = 1000)∨ (x = 1100),E j
0 = x}

Fig. 4.11 Definitions for X1 and C1, capturing the additional constraints on the dynamical
system for Section 4.2.1 and focusses on how to find an inspection schedule. We create two
new variables in Var: TOTAL to record the summation of weapon stockpiles over time, and
LIMIT to place a constraint on the number of inspections held.

X1 and C1 are therefore defined by the sets listed in Figure 4.11. These will allow us to
enforce a maximum number of inspections and to have an object of interest to optimise.

We can then use Inf⋆(TOTAL,0.0000001,DC1
X1
[18]) to find a minimum. The minimal

value of the total number of weapons declared over 18 time steps, depends on the initial
values of x, as discussed, and we can force our model to either consider (x = 900)∨ (x =
1000)∨ (x = 1100) or a specific value of x by adding additional constraints to those in C1 .
The tool also reports a witness for this minimal value (a solution for all constraints) and for
specific x, the minima are:

[l900,h900] = Inf⋆(TOTAL,0.00000001,DC1∪(x=900)
X1

[18])
= [5025.61034841,5025.61034848]

[l1000,h1000] = Inf⋆(TOTAL,0.00000001,DC1∪(x=1000)
X1

[18])
= [5061.45431647,5061.45431655]

[l1100,h1100] = Inf⋆(TOTAL,0.00000001,DC1∪(x=1100)
X1

[18])
= [4968.66173762,4968.6617377]

For x = 900 and x = 1000 (in total, over 18 time steps) the minima are obtained when
no inspections are run in the model. Changing x to 1100, however, the minimal result
occurs when unscheduled inspections are held in the second, fourth to sixth and ninth time
steps. The reason for this change can be attributed to E j

0 = 1100 being greater than the
number of actual weapons, W j

0 we attribute to nation j in our test data. For varying x, i.e.
(x = 900)∨ (x = 1000)∨ (x = 1100), we then know that:

[l,h] = Inf⋆(TOTAL,0.00000001,DC1
X1
[18]) = [4968.66173762,4968.6617377]

and these values relate to x = 1100. This can be thought of as the ‘minimum infimum’ for all
x.
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X2 = X ∪{LIMIT}

C2 = C∪{LIMIT =
k

∑
τ=0

φ̄τ ,LIMIT ≤ (3+3),τ = 1 → inspect[τ] = scheduled,

τ = 7 → inspect[τ] = scheduled,τ = 13 → inspect[τ] = scheduled,

∀ τ : (¬(τ = 0)→ (φ̄τ + φ̄τ−1 < 2,W j
0 = x,1000 < x,x < 1050))}

Fig. 4.12 Definitions for X2 and C2, capturing the additional constraints on the dynamical
system for Section 4.2.2 and our scenario for optimising a variable of interest.

Note though, that the ‘maximum infimum’ of 5061 is attributable to case x = 1000, and
not the extremal x value of x = 900. This reflects that our model is not necessarily linear in x,
and demonstrates how ‘hidden’ variables in the modelling process can - as in reality - change
the optimum decision. The value of x is relevant to making an optimum inspection regime
decision, which could be particularly useful to a decision maker to know. Each run of the Inf
algorithm is reported by our tool within an average of 300 seconds.

4.2.2 Optimising for variables of interest

In the next query scenario, there are at most 3 unscheduled inspections, and no inspection
can happen at adjacent time steps. Scheduled inspections occur every 6 time steps and start
at τ = 1. Nation i’s initial number of weapons is uncertain, constrained by l <W i

0 < u. What
is the maximum of B ji

k , the number of weapons nation j believes that i owns at τ = k, and
what inspection schedule realises this?

To constrain our model such that two inspections may not occur in adjacent time steps, we
simply check the sum of consecutive decision variables that control the model’s positioning
of inspections recursively. To do this we refer back to the definition of term φ̄time from (4.7).

φ = ∀ τ : (¬(τ = 0)→ (φ̄τ + φ̄τ−1 < 2))

This ensures at most one consecutive time step can model an inspection.
In this scenario, we seek pathways that give the maximum number of weapons that

nation j believes that nation i owns. But let us also compute the minimum for that variable,
to illustrate how to compute an interpretative scale over a finite time horizon. We chose
l = 1000 and u = 1050 and so the uncertainty 1000 <W j

0 < 1050 is added in constraint set
C2 to our model. Formally we are interested in DC2

X2
[18], where X2 and C2 are defined as in

Figure 4.12.
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Variable LIMIT is 6 as there will be 3 scheduled inspections, and up to 3 unscheduled in-
spections. We can then use Sup⋆(B ji

18,0.0000001,DC2
X2
[18]) and Inf⋆(B ji

18,0.0000001,DC2
X2
[18])

to find a maximum and minimum bounds:

[lB ji
18,hB ji

18] = Sup⋆(B ji
18,0.00000001,DC2

X2
[18]) = [756.228917605,756.228917675]

[lB ji
18,hB ji

18] = Inf⋆(B ji
18,0.00000001,DC2

X2
[18]) = [740.229693874,740.229693961]

The maximum of 756.2289 was attained when W j
0 = 1050 and on a pathway with

scheduled inspections at time steps τ = 1,7,13 and a further unscheduled inspection at
time steps τ = 3,5 and 9. The minimum of 740.2297 was attained at W j

0 = 1000, and had
unscheduled inspections at time steps τ = 11 and 15.

This would appear to reflect that the model “believes” lower arsenal counts can be
returned for inspections at certain time points. These results were computed in under 100
seconds. It is also worth noting that the values of parameters γ i,F i etc control the ‘intensity’
of change through the dynamical model; and are available for fine tuning based on expert
knowledge of the domain. Our sample values allow for a noticeable but perhaps unrealistic
movement in the variables over time.

4.2.3 Decision support for calling inspections

In the next scenario, scheduled inspections occur every three time steps, starting at τ = 3. The
number of weapons j owns is always below a tolerance tol (a constant real) over the length
of the treaty, modelled as constraints W j

τ < tol for all 1 ≤ τ ≤ k. When does an additional
unscheduled inspection maximise the final belief Bi j

k ?

Formally we are interested in DC3
X3
[18] and DC′

3
X3
[18], where C3 and C′

3 will have to contain

the constraints from Figure 4.13. DC3
X3
[18] and DC′

3
X3
[18] have the same scheduled inspection

regime but one model has no unscheduled inspection whereas the other one has exactly one
(at any possible time step). For C3, LIMIT = 6 as there will be 6 scheduled inspections,
and no unscheduled inspections. C′

3 has identical constraints to C3, except LIMIT = 6 is
replaced with LIMIT = 7, ensuring one unscheduled inspection. As we are interested in a
value DIFF , declared in X̄ , that represents the difference between two different instantiations
of our model. Constraint C̄, defines the meaning of DIFF , and is seen in Figure 4.13.
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X3 = X ∪{LIMIT}

C′ = C∪{LIMIT =
k

∑
τ=0

φ̄time,τ = 3 → inspect[τ] = scheduled

τ = 6 → inspect[τ] = scheduled,τ = 9 → inspect[τ] = scheduled
τ = 12 → inspect[τ] = scheduled,τ = 15 → inspect[τ] = scheduled

τ = 18 → inspect[τ] = scheduled,∀ τ : W j
τ < tol, tol = 1020.0}

C3 = C′∪{LIMIT = 6}
C′

3 = C′∪{LIMIT = 7}
X̄ = {DIFF}
C̄ = {DIFF = |Bi j

18 −B′i j
18|} (4.8)

Fig. 4.13 Definitions for X3, C3, C′
3, X̄ and C̄, capturing the additional constraints on the

dynamical system for Section 4.2.3 that discusses decision support for calling inspections.

Following the definition of a constrained union of dynamical systems, seen in Section
4.1.2, the model we are then interested in is:

DC3
X3
[18]

(C̄,X̄)
∪ DC′

3
X3

Our SMT solver too will represent both models DC3
X3
[18] and DC′

3
X3
[18], and will declare

the variables in X̄ and add the constraint C̄ seen in line (4.8). Once that is done, SMT can use

the algorithm Sup⋆(DIFF,0.0000001,DC3
X3
[18]

(C̄,X̄)
∪ DC′

3
X3
[18]) on that representation to find a

maximum.

The maximum computed for this difference is 26334429905/500000000 = 52.7 and was
obtained in 98 seconds. This maximum is achieved when both inspection regimes have
scheduled inspections at τ = 3,6,9,12,15,18 but where DC′

3
X3

has an unscheduled one at
τ = 1.

The witness reported by the SMT solver ensures that values of W j
τ are all within a set

tolerance tol = 1020.0. This means that the number of weapons never increased much - if at
all - and gives our modeller the confidence to reuse the model for uncertainty in W j in the
future, up to tol without having to restart the model. This is useful for instances in which we
may wish to assess the constrained dynamical system for more time steps: we could apply
the same process again at a putative future state as a new initial state.
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X4 = X ∪{LIMIT}

C4 = C∪{LIMIT =
k

∑
τ=0

φ̄τ ,LIMIT ≤ 6,

τ = 1 → inspect[τ] = scheduled,τ = 7 → inspect[τ] = scheduled,

τ = 13 → inspect[τ] = scheduled,∀τ : W j
τ < tol,

DIFF = |Bi j
18 −W j

18|,A
i
1 = 0.5 · x,Ai

2 = 1−2 · x,Ai
3 = 1.5 · x,

(x = 0.15)∨ (x = 0.2)∨ (x = 0.25)∨ (x = 0.3),1000.0 ≤ y,y ≤ 1010.0,
tol = 2500.0,E i

0y,1000.0 < y,y < 1010.0}

Fig. 4.14 Definitions for X4 and C4, capturing the additional constraints on the dynamical
system for Section 4.2.4, which considers a scenario where we have multiple uncertain
parameters.

4.2.4 Under-specifying multiple parameters

In the final scenario we consider, scheduled inspections occur every 6 time steps starting at
τ = 1 and there are at most 3 unscheduled inspections. The number of weapons nation j
owns is always below a tolerance tol (a constant real) over the length of the treaty, modelled
as constraint W j

τ < tol for each 1 ≤ τ ≤ k. The value of initial declaration E i
0 is uncertain,

and the relationship between Ai
1, Ai

2 and Ai
3 is uncertain but these variables are related by

Ai
1 = 0.5 · x, Ai

2 = 1− 2 · x, Ai
3 = 1.5 · x for x in {0.15,0.2,0.25,0.3}. Is there an optimal

value of x that both parties would find agreeable?

We use y to denote the uncertainty in the infinite convex interval [1000.0,1010.0] about
what value nation i should set for its initial declaration E i

0 . What unscheduled inspection
regime minimises the difference between Bi j

k and W j
k overall, i.e. between the number of

weapons of nation j and the number of weapons that nation i believes that nation j holds,
and what are these possible values based on varying y and x?

Formally we are interested in DC4
X4
[18] where C4 is defined in Figure 4.14. To minimise

the difference between what one nation believes about the arsenal of the other nation, and
what that other nation actually has, we redefine DIFF , as seen in Figure 4.14. We minimise
the absolute difference between Bi j

k and W j
k in that model, with a tolerance tol = 2500.0 for

the constraint W j
τ < tol.

The results of the minimum DIFF between Bi j
k and W j

k and its associated unscheduled
inspection regime are recorded in Table 4.1. For ease of display, we report only the lower
end of the interval from our Inf⋆(DIFF,0.0000001,DC4

X4
[18]) computation.
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x DC4
X4

minimal DIFF Bi j
k W j

k
Optimal unscheduled

inspection regime

0.15 DC4∪(x=0.15)
X4

7.4 317.1 324.5 3rd

0.2 DC4∪(x=0.2)
X4

155.6 784.6 629.0 3rd, 5th and 6th

0.25 DC4∪(x=0.25)
X4

1129.7 2579.8 1450.1 3rd, 4th and 6th

0.3 DC4∪(x=0.3)
X4

- - - Infeasible

Table 4.1 Minimal difference in beliefs and actual weapon numbers in Section 4.2.4 resulting
from function call Inf⋆(DIFF,0.0000001,DC4

X4
[18]). Over uncertainty y, which models initial

declarations, the minimal difference always stemmed from when y is at its lower end point
of the infinite convex interval, y = 1000.0. For each value of x, we show the regimes for
unscheduled inspections (in addition to the scheduled inspections at τ = 1,7,13) that realise
these minimal differences.

We see that the difference between the values Bi j
k and W j

k decreases as x decreases
suggesting that x = 0.2 is the best parameter to use in this model. For x = 0.3 our model is
infeasible as it was unable to satisfy the W j

τ < tol constraint. This illustrates an additional
useful feature of constraint solvers in this context: the ability to highlight when our constraints
will be violated. We see that variance in DIFF is due to both the changing beliefs of nation i,
but also nation j’s arsenal changes as it responds to the changes in declaration affected by x.

4.3 Implementation and Evaluation

Representation and analysis of these scenarios is not easily handled by conventional tech-
niques, and so we now explain the detail behind our approach. In our tool, the sampling of
error probabilities and complicated calculations from statistical distributions is left to the
statistical environment R [123]. Symbolic decision making is delegated to the SMT solver
Z3, along with witness finding for the different example queries. Python handles all of the
mathematical computations and acts as an interface between Z3 and R.

An alternative, and potentially much cheaper solution than the approach detailed here,
would be to represent the scheduling dynamics purely symbolically. Such a symbolic
pathway would then capture the entire dynamics implicitly and could be subject to automated
reasoning using SMT. But the limited ability of SMT solvers to cope with complicated
mathematical operations (division, exponentiation, distributions and such) ruled out this
approach for more than a handful of time steps. We need a more robust method to cope with
any potential real-valued operations, and in order to achieve a large number of time steps.
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Case A ≤ B B < A Result of lte

1 sat unsat valid, i.e. true
2 unsat sat unsatisfiable, i.e. false
3 r1 r2 raise exception

Table 4.2 Python function lte decides the validity of A ≤ B by determining the satisfiability,
for a dynamical system DC

X of C∧(A≤B) and C∧(B<A). This raises an exception when the
first two cases do not occur – where ri is either sat, unsat or unknown. We never encountered
unknown, but for ranges (l,h) where the statement isn’t vacuously true, we will not be able
to make a decision.

Dependency analysis done on variables of the dynamical system shows that no variable can
be eliminated without compromising the dynamics, even if we are interested in only one such
variable. This makes effective model reduction, e.g. through abstraction, difficult to attain.

Our implementation has been generating all possible paths for our system DC
X [k], and

then our optimisation functions (with the help of additional variables that we have sometimes
had to introduce) have then been searching over this space. When dealing with symbolic
computations (as in, DVar variables expressed as algebraic terms due to the strict uncertainty
in some initial values), the updating of DVar and Var can become increasingly complex as
time increases. This leads to longer and longer symbolic equations for x[time] ∈ DVar.

Our constraint solver, Z3, does not cope well with complicated mathematical expressions,
such as those used to define variables in DVar, and so we have passed off all computation
work to Python, which when invoked with its sympy symbolic computation package is able
to handle such work. Building the dynamical system sometimes involves checking inequality
constraints such as C∧(A ≤ B). In our model in Figure 4.10, P(foundi

τ) for instance involves
checking E i

τ < W i
τ , which is done in SMT in conjunction with all the system’s dynamics,

C∧ (E i
τ < W i

τ). For this we pass back to Z3 (using a function lte - referring to ‘less than
or equal to’) and require it to be vacuously true whenever all constraints in C are true for a
constrained dynamical system DC

X [k]. Table 4.2 shows how that is done.

The size of the problem may also raise issues: we calculate that an upper bound limit of
the number of pathways we need to consider is

2k−⌊ k−s
n ⌋

for time horizon k, with scheduled inspections of period n and scheduled inspection point
shift to time step s. This is the worst case scenario and removes branches of the tree for all
scheduled inspections – though other constraints on the regimes may lower the true number
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Algorithm Result Time (seconds) Bisections

1 55.3715447042 28.6338 42
2 55.3715447043 20.8816 26
3 55.3715447043 22.9719 26
4 55.3715447042 29.1197 42

Table 4.3 Table of run times for Sup in Section 4.2.3. Alg. 1 is the original non-multiprocessed
version, Alg. 2 is the multiprocessed version. Alg. 3 is the multiprocessed bisection with the
original doubling method, and Alg. 4 is vice versa.

of possible pathways down from this bound. We alleviate the potentially large computational
burden of calculating all of these pathways through multiprocessing (parallelisation) of our
code. We have parallelised the generation of paths given they are independent from each
other, and in testing, the k = 18 time step system for our model builds three times faster
under multiprocessing on four cores, compared to when run with no parallelisation.

We also increase computation speed through pre-emptive calculations in our Sup⋆ and
Inf⋆ algorithms, as described below. The search algorithm Sup of Figure 4.8 can also benefit
from multiprocessing (for complex searches) in two ways:

(1) Initial doubling procedure of 2∗cache is replaced by one that does 2∗cache, 4∗cache,
8∗ cache and 16∗ cache all at once, on different cores.

(2) On bisection, we test ((t ≥ low+ | high− low | /2)∧
∧

C) satisfiable) and the next
two possible cases, the bisections between low and | high− low | /2, and secondly,
between | high− low | /2 and high all at once.

The increased performance is witnessed in computation times, where searches - for
example in Section 4.2.3 reduced from 28 seconds down to circa 20 seconds. The increase
in performance is witnessed in the computation times, as seen in Table 4.3, where the four
Algorithms are:

1. The original Sup algorithm, as reported in Figure 4.8

2. Sup algorithm except with improvements (1) and (2)

3. Sup algorithm with improvement (2)

4. Sup algorithm with improvement (1)

We were able to assess the scalability of our approach for time step values k for which
we could complete full analyses with our existing system resources. As can be seen in Figure
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Fig. 4.15 Plots of time taken to compute all pathways of dynamical system DC5
X using

C5 = C∪{E j
0 = x,1000 < x,x < 1010.0}. The first graph displays the average time taken

to compute a system as the number of steps, k, increases. Given the number of pathways
is at worst double as the number of steps increases by one, we see that the computations
perform much better than this on average. The second plot varies C5 by insisting on scheduled
inspections. The graph splits out the time to compute by varying period (top axis - a period of
2, 3, 4 or 5 time steps) of scheduled inspection and the shift of the first scheduled inspection
(bottom axis - a shift by 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4 time steps). An increased period and increased
shift means that there is more opportunity for unscheduled inspections, and thus more
potential pathways need to be generated per system. This is harder work, and the increased
computation time for both axes reflect this, though more reliably for the period than the shift.

4.15, the time taken to compute a sample of models run under different parameters (range
of uncertainty x, period of scheduled inspections, scheduled inspection shift and number of
time steps) is recorded. The increased complexity with time steps is reasonable, considering
the increased number of the computations required.

The main limiting factor to the approach would instead be the systems’ ability to cope
with strict uncertainty over large ranges for many time steps. These ‘decisions’ are of the
type detailed in Table 4.2 surrounding the vacuity of statements A < B for variables A and
B. We refer to the rate of entering into Case 3 of Table 4.2 - where we are unable to make a
decision - as the undecided rate. Entering Case 3 often occurs because both A ≤ B and B < A
return as satisfiable, meaning that there exists different values of uncertainty variables over
which either case A ≤ B and B < A can be true. To test this, we have tried to generate all the
pathways for two systems DC6

X using C6 =C∪{E j
0 = x}, and DC7

X using C7 =C∪{Bi j
0 = x}

allowing constraints on x ∈ [l, l + h] to vary for l and h with l = {500,1500,2000} and
h = {0.1,1,10,50,100}. If any pathway is undecided, the decidability of the whole model
(for chosen l and h) is deemed undecidable, and contributes to the undecided rate.
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Fig. 4.16 A plot of the undecided rate for the systems DC6
X and DC7

X plus varying constraints
on x (i.e. varying initial value of x and bound width h), and the number of steps in the model.
For low numbers of steps, the vast majority of models can be solved over a wide range of
uncertainty x ∈ [l, l + h] - tested at widths of h = {0.1,1,10,50,100} for different values
of l = {500,1500,2000}. Uncertainty bounds were thus 500 ≤ x ≤ 500+ h, 1500 ≤ x ≤
1500+h and 2000 ≤ x ≤ 2000+h. As h increases and the number of steps increases, the
undecided rate increases.

As can be seen in Figure 4.16 the undecided rate (normalised for all possible combinations
of l and h) increases for uncertainty range x ∈ [l, l +h] where h is large. The undecided rate
of computations for h small is reasonably low for large numbers of time steps, though the
usefulness of such computations is questionable. The ‘undecidability’ is not to say that the
inspection regime would necessarily change if the range h increased, just that the validity of
A < B could not be confirmed.

In instances where the maximum decidable width h is still too small to be useful for
decision-support, multiple models for x ∈ [l, l + h], x ∈ [l + h, l + 2h], could be computed.
This could then be used to increase the overall range of uncertainty to some multiple of h∗m,
such that decision-support was available for x ∈ [l, l +m∗h].

In Figure 4.17 we detail the undecided rate by lower value for the uncertainty of x: this
indicates that not only the value of h but also just l have an effect on the validity of a symbolic
inequality, and thus the success of a calculation.

Through use of the Imperial College London High Performance Computing supercom-
puter, we managed to build models that have k = 27 time steps, which is a decision making
process over 134 million pathways using 2 nodes with 20 CPUs in each node and 60 GB
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Fig. 4.17 The first table displays the numerical undecided rate for data displayed in Figure
4.16; the second splits the results by the ranges of x used, i.e., starting value l, which shows
that the range has an effect on the undecided rate, with 2000 ≤ x ≤ 2000+h having greater
success than 500 ≤ x ≤ 500+h.

memory for each node. This ran in 42 hours on a model with identical constraints to DC2
X2

in
Section 4.2.2, except with k = 27. The models reported in this Chapter used a time horizon of
k = 18 and could all be run on a a Ubuntu 14.04 server environment, with a 3.16.0-38-generic
x86 64 kernel and quad core Intel Core i5-2400 CPU. We do not report the results from the
supercomputer here in order to only include content that is more easily reproducible.

It would be of interest to automate all post-processing of SMT results for our tool,
including explicit inspection instructions and predicted outputs. Similarly, it would be good
to get support for independently certifying the SMT results directly on our constrained
dynamical system of inspection regimes. Turning SAT evidence of an SMT solver into
evidence for the system whose semantics was expressed in SMT is possible in principle. In
[80] this was done for a policy-based language. It will be harder to provide certification for
the optimality of such schedules as this involves also the need to explain an unsatisfiability.
It is worth noting that Z3 can provide proofs of unsatisfiability, and there has been work on
independently certifying such proofs in interactive theorem provers [27].

Orthogonal to the discrete time steps (which count inspections) for our dynamical system,
we could also encode durations between time steps as variables, and use SMT to split the
time steps of the dynamical system unequally, but according to some other rules inferred
from the treaty context. Although not discussed here, we implemented this and it allows us
to model time fluidly and ensure that trust in an opponent can be guaranteed (or rejected)
throughout the specified lifetime of a possible treaty.

The Python code for the queries and models of this Chapter, and raw SMT analysis results
are reported in this thesis’ online repository. The description of a complete system – for
which the Python code has computed the numerical results for a problem with k = 2 – can be
seen in Appendix A.2.
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4.4 Related Work

As discussed in Section 2, probabilistic symbolic execution [67] and probabilistic model
checkers [92, 117] are used to reason about the probabilities of pathsets, but our case study
is concerned with the existence of particular pathways of interest, where such interest may
be expressed through non-trivial constraints and non-linear optimisation. In [77], Herd uses
statistical model checking to assess large-scale multi agent systems that our problem could
be likened to: however, the focus of their work is less on strict uncertainty and more on
correctness properties of pathsets.

Probabilistic Model Checkers (PMCs) such as PRISM [117] address C2 and C3 together,
but fail at C1 in the strict uncertainty sense. The Markov Chain (MC) and Markov Decision
Processes (MDP) these applications are built for (where the probability affects the finite
transition state) differ from the infinite non-determinism of the sampled error probabilities
and the infinite undetermined initial condition possibilities that can be expressed symbolically,
which we are interested in (for instance, uncertainty in the other nation signatory’s initial
arsenal). PMCs cannot handle such infinite symbolic cases, or, it would seem, be leveraged
to work with them efficiently.

Temporal calculations for C2 work well with any basic mathematically minded language,
such as Python, but such languages struggle to make symbolic decisions under non-linear
uncertainty, as needed in C1. Symbolic model checkers, such as nuXmv [39], use temporal
logics such as CTL and LTL to express analyses. In LTL, e.g., we could reproduce aspects
of scheduling inspections in our modelling process such as constraining inspection orders.
But our tests (seen in Appendix A.3) suggest that models written in a model-checker cannot
cope with the unbounded real number computations for the mathematics of the dynamical
system. There is also a question over whether we could fully reproduce all constraints on
the inspection routine that we may wish to impose (some of which may appear in CTL*, for
instance).

SMT solvers are naturally sufficient on their own for handling requirements C1 and C4
and can be leveraged to do C5 as demonstrated in [80], but fail to succinctly compute the
iterative steps as discussed and as required by C2.

We conclude that none of these approaches fully support what our case study requires.
Instead, we need to judiciously combine different methods in our tool – each specialised in
different areas and techniques – to realise capabilities C1 - C5.

We view our approach advocated in this case study as complementary to other approaches
in this problem domain – be they based on game theory, economic considerations of trust
cultures, policy and reputation based formalisms, dynamical systems, sequential testing and
so forth. For example, we considered predicates asking whether the output of a bounded
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analysis for a dynamical system can be above some threshold; and such predicates may
inform rules within policy-based languages that evaluate trust – e.g. in the language Peal and
its tool PEALT [80]. Our tool could also be repurposed and encode other models from the
problem domain, such as those presented in [125].

When the dynamical system involves non-linear equations as seen here, and strict un-
certainty, variables of interest turn into non-linear functions that we wish to optimise. It
is therefore of interest to see whether algorithmic approaches to MINLP could assist us
in answering queries of the form max(Bi j

tk ) where there is a strict uncertainty in an initial
condition that Bi j

τ depends on. Richer constraints may be at odds with encoding our problem
in, say, MINLP [32, 33] directly, however. For example, it is know that one may encode
formulas of propositional logic within MILP and so within MINLP as well, using binary
decision variables; but this requires the formula to be in CNF, and atomic propositions cannot
express logical dependencies that our scenarios seem to require.

4.5 Chapter Summary

In this Chapter, we developed the notion of a constrained dynamical system, a term and
formula language for such systems, and algorithms for computing optimal values of terms in
such systems and their constrained dynamics. We then considered a constrained dynamical
system that models the possible dynamics between two nations in an arms inspection and
reduction regime. For these dynamics, we wanted to optimise variables of interest in strict
uncertainty scenarios that also capture policies of an agreement or treaty as constraints, and
wanted to compute the “most desirable’ inspection schedule - building confidence between
nations - for an optimal objective of interest.

Our focus here was not on understanding the usual aspects of dynamical systems (e.g.
attractors), rather, we wanted to enrich and constrain the dynamics to explore scenarios of
interest. This was achieved by adding constraints to the model, for example ones that capture
putative rules or regulations of a treaty, and by under-specifying measures of interest to
model non-deterministic (i.e. strict) uncertainty in the sense of robust optimisation [16]. We
then described a tool that judiciously combines the computational resources of Python, R,
and an SMT solver Z3 to get the ability for answering questions about such scenarios.

One advantage of our approach is that it is malleable: it is easy to change constraints
and then rerun the analysis, where we may exploit the ability of SMT solvers to solve
incrementally, for example by changing a constraint 500 ≤ x ≤ 1000 to 500 ≤ x ≤ 2000.
Related to that, we can easily support “What if . . . ?” type questions that may be triggered by
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results from our tool: e.g. “What if we change the constraints or some constants in a certain
way, how will this affect the value of Bi j

τ ?”
We evaluated our approach and the capabilities of our tool for assessing trust in the other

nation’s behaviour, as suggested by the model. We accomplished this by exploring four
scenarios and pertinent questions about them, demonstrating that we can provide answers
within reasonable compute times for time lines of up to 18 time steps, based on use of a
standard desktop machine. We have also provided optimisations to the code that enable us to
scale this up to larger sizes (e.g. k = 27) by using powerful supercomputing. Finally, our
ability to include strict uncertainty for initial states makes it feasible to do horizon scanning:
exploring the dynamics from a putative region of future states onwards. We believe that
our approach developed in this Chapter is transferable to other problem domains in which
non-linear dynamics is constrained and where an understanding of bounded behaviour is of
interest.

The goal of enabling the modelling process of dynamical systems that are additionally
constrained and enriched with strict uncertainty has certainly been achieved. It is easy to see
how this tool could be re-used in other domains for different systems.

In Chapter 6, we work on an approach that can be used to extend our previous Chapter’s
work on constrained Bayesian Networks into the dynamical system presented here. This
is then used to improve the modelling of the inspection process - along with other things -
from within this dynamical systems model, and allows for improved analysis. In the next
Chapter however, we adapt our robust analysis approach to modelling in a final class of
mathematical models important to the arms control world: game theory. We will again
provide a formalisation for expressing uncertainty in game models, before working to
leverage satisfiability solvers to gain insights from such models.



Chapter 5

Negotiation of inspection regimes

Game-theoretic frameworks were heavily developed for general arms control, and have been
employed in the past to analyse aspects of the nuclear problem space (e.g. [125, 129, 131]).
Game-theoretic models’ main limitation is that conventionally, a modeller must attach pay-off
values to events, which in practice can be difficult to justify and validate.

In this Chapter, we consider the use of game theory in our arms inspection planning sce-
nario. Existing game-theoretic techniques struggle to justify pay-off values to use for certain
events, leading to uncertainty in trusting solutions. We therefore develop a methodology
for introducing strict uncertainty into the game-theoretic models. We use symbolic terms
to denote payoffs, and this allows us to model strict uncertainty, subject to constraints that
are external to a payoff matrix. This approach is similar to the one taken in Chapter 3 for
Bayesian Networks, but its technical development will have to be methodologically different.
The methodology we offer in this Chapter will satisfy requirement R5 and meet challenge
C4, whilst working towards aims A1, A2 and A6.

Our extension allows a user to under-specify pay-offs in games by turning them into sym-
bolic expressions that are suitably constrained, and to check for how such strict uncertainties
affect the solution concept of a game. We first will formally define such games, and adapt the
solution concept of Nash equilibria to such games. We analyse the Nash equilibria and the
mixed strategy sets that would lead to such equilibria. By relying on the Nash equilibrium
solution of a game to maximise expected pay-offs, we can optimise the use of individual
pure strategies over the complete set of strict uncertainties. Through this approach, we gain
an insight into how - irrespective of uncertainty - we can still compute with game-theoretic
models.

In game theory, games are conventionally deterministic in that payoffs are constant, real
values that cannot vary when solving a game. Our games are non-deterministic, due to the
strict uncertainty in symbolic payoffs but we do not assume a probability distribution over
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the set of strict uncertainty, and so the approach we take here is closely related to Robust
Optimisation as indicated in Section 2.1.

In the scenario considered in this Chapter, we have two parties that are negotiating the
length of a treaty and the number of inspections that will be held. Game theory is a very
suitable framework for this, since the two parties will have conflicting aims and have to
agree on a way forward that offers enough reassurance to both parties. We focus on how to
best choose an apt maximum number of inspections allowed for a treaty of an undetermined
length. Too few inspections lead to increased risks of treaty collapse through insufficient
deterrent to cheating or insufficient confidence that the other party is complying with its
obligations; too many inspections and the cost of verification becomes too much to bear.
We thus model the “number of inspections:treaty length” ratio in a game-theoretic manner.
The pay-offs for the games will be based on those used in an inspection game introduced
by Dresher [64], an ‘extensive’ game introduced in Section 5.4, that addresses the issue of
how many inspections to run in a fixed length treaty. This exact mathematical definition is
generally not amenable to algorithmic solutions, and so we develop automated techniques
for computing approximations of such symbolic Nash equilibria.

Outline of Chapter We review classical game theory and introduce our notation in Sec-
tion 5.1. Constrained symbolic games, their mathematical foundations are the subject of
Section 5.2, and we explore our supporting computational methods in Section 5.3. These
methods are evaluated on our arms verification problem of interest in Section 5.4. We
discuss some methodological points and evaluate the developed approach in Section 5.5 and
summarise related work in Section 5.6. A summary of the Chapter is presented in Section 5.7.

5.1 A Review of Classical Game Theory

Game theory - the ‘study of mathematical models of conflict and cooperation between
intelligent, rational decision-makers’ [102] - has an established history of applications in
defence and military planning. Cold war manoeuvres in game-theoretic form stick in the
public’s conscience; famously, with the prospect of ‘mutually assured destruction’ (MAD).
Many more logistically useful models were however formed, and helped develop weapon
inspection regimes to provide decision support to military leaders and politicians (e.g. [38]).

In an arms control context, an ‘inspecting’ organisation (a foreign nation, international
group, etc.) seeks data through which a nation’s compliance to an agreement (or other
set of rules) can be assessed. Irrespective of MAD rationality, there are often ulterior
national interests leading to misaligned objectives between the inspecting authority and the
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nation required to comply. From this assessment, it is natural that mathematical models
of inspections can support some aspects of non-cooperative games with two players with
differing vested interests. One such non-cooperative game is the ‘Dresher game’ [5, 6] seen
in Section 5.4.

Games are generally characterised by whether they have zero-sum or non-zero-sum
pay-offs to players, and whether they are non-cooperative or cooperative (in the latter case,
coalitions of players - that coordinate their plays against others - may form). Games are
often given in ‘normal form’: as an array of matrices (representing an N-dimensional matrix)
storing the pay-offs to players for the ’pure’ strategies of each of the m-players (as in Figure
5.1). ’Extensive form’ games represent the sequence of players’ moves and decisions in a
tree-like graph (as in Figure 2.6).

In reality, the players will more often than not have to choose ‘mixed strategies’ - proba-
bilistic combinations of their pure strategies - to achieve optimum results. This probability
distribution on the set of pure strategies for a player therefore becomes for us a focus of
interest as we seek the (possibly multiple) equilibrium solutions to games. Other variables of
interest might include the expected pay-offs for each player, and the stability or otherwise of
the equilibria to changes in the strict uncertainty of the game. The expected pay-off can be
derived for the equilibrium of interest, whilst the sensitivity to strict uncertainty will need to
be calculated separately in the model.

We recall key concepts of game theory informally:

Pure strategy A complete description of the move made in a game (played once, or played
many times) and represents a distinct strategy.

Mixed strategy A probabilistic mixture between multiple pure strategies, in the ratio of
which these are executed at random when the game is played repeatedly (for example,
there may be a 0.5 chance of using one of two pure strategies).

Normal Form games written in a pay-off matrix, with the pure strategies of each player de-
noted along the rows, columns (or in cases of more than 2 players, other N dimensions
of the matrix). See Figure 5.1.

Extensive Form A game specification that shows the decisions available to players based
on other players’ moves, or moves at random, and their associated pay-offs. See Figure
2.6.

Pay-off value The expected reward to the player depending on the strategies followed by all
players. This will be the statistical expectation in the case of mixed strategies that are
followed according to chance.
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Nash equilibrium The ‘solution’ of a game in which no rational player can achieve a
higher pay-off value by changing their strategy while other player strategies remain
unchanged, and therefore no player has a rational incentive to change strategy.

Our key notion of interest in this Chapter will be the Nash equilibrium as the central
solution concept in game theory. Many similarities can be drawn between our approach here
and our work with BNs in Chapter 3: for both mathematical techniques, we are creating
a ‘family’ of solutions, with possibly infinitely many possible concretisations. In the BN
case, these were our probability tables with symbolic terms, and, here the pay-off tables. The
symbolic marginal probabilities extracted from BN models were of interest to us in Chapter
3, which we then were able to analyse using Robust Optimisation; here, the symbolic Nash
equilibria are our analogous objects of interest.

5.1.1 Formalisation of Games

We begin by defining the pure strategies of a classical game, and how we compute the pay-off
to each player on the basis of multiple players’ strategy choices. We denote a non-specific
pure strategy of player i as an element γi, where Γi denotes the set of pure strategies at the
disposal of player i. Notationally, we use superscripts to denote a specific strategy j belonging
to player i as γ

j
i . Players will always be denoted using subscript; strategies belonging to

those players will be denoted using superscript.

Definition 17 Let A = ((Γi)
m
i=1,( fi)

m
i=1) be an m player classical game with pure strategy set

Γi for each player i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and pay-off function fi that computes the pay-off for player i
for pure strategies from strategy sets Γ1 ×Γ2 ×·· ·×Γm used by their respective players:

fi : Γ1 ×Γ2 ×·· ·×Γm → R (5.1)

The number of pure strategies γi ∈ Γi available to player i is | Γi |= ni.

This would then mean that for all strategies γk ∈ Γk there is a defined payoff to player i
given by fi(γ1,γ2, . . . ,γm). Also note that the intent of Equation 5.1 is that each player prefers
larger payoffs over smaller ones, so players want to maximise their payoffs.

Next, we define distributions π that allow us to speak of picking pure strategies for use in
a game with a particular probability accomplished through the use of ‘weights’.

Definition 18 For non-empty set S, Dist(S) is the set of all functions π : S → R+
0 such that

the sum of all π(s) with s ∈ S is 1. Elements of Dist(S) are called probability distributions
over set S.
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This can then be used to enhance our concept of strategies:

Definition 19 We ‘lift’ the definition of our pay-off function fi to distributions of players’
strategies, Dist(Γi):

fi : Dist(Γ1)×Dist(Γ2)×·· ·×Dist(Γm)→ R

The pay-off function fi respects the weights π j in which all players use their pure
strategies, γ j ∈ Γ j, and creates mixed strategies - elements of Dist(Γ j). These are formed by:

fi(π1, . . . ,πm) = ∑
(γ1,...,γm)∈Γ

(
m

∏
j=1

π j(γ j)

)
· fi(γ1, . . . ,γm) (5.2)

Equation 5.2 involves taking the sum over all tuples of the possible Cartesian products
Γ = Γ1 ×·· ·×Γm for the pure strategy set payoff fi to player i, multiplied by the overall
probability of the pure strategies required occurring.

The number of summands in that definition is ∏
m
i=1 ni ∈ N . Where we are interested in a

specific strategy γ i
j, expression π j(γ

i
j) is shortened to π i

j subsequently.
The definitions of fi in Equations 5.1 and 5.2 overload meaning when all arguments are

pure strategies, but both interpretations of fi will compute the same payoff. In the case of a
pure strategy, it can be seen that this is the same as mapping π j = 1 for the strategy γ j in use
and π j = 0 otherwise. In such a case there will then only be one non-zero contributing part
to the summation that forms fi in Equation 5.2.

Our key notion of interest in this Chapter will be the Nash equilibria, as the central
solution concept of game theory.

Definition 20 A Nash equilibrium is a solution to a game A, in which no player can gain
a better pay-off by a unilateral change of strategy if the strategies of the others remain
unchanged. That is, a Nash equilibrium is an element (π1, . . .πm)∈Dist(Γ1)×·· ·×Dist(Γm)

such that ∀i,1 ≤ i ≤ m : ∀π ′
i ̸= πi ∈ Dist(Γi):

fi(. . . ,π
′
i , . . .)≤ fi(. . . ,πi, . . .)

We denote the set of Nash equilibrium of game A as NE(A).

For each game A with finitely many players and finitely many pure strategies, the well
defined set NE(A) of Nash equilibria will always be non-empty (by Nash - see [105]). The
equilibria are not guaranteed to exist for pure strategies, however, and in general, Nash
equilibria in NE(A) will be mixed strategies. Section 2.6 reasoned how Nash equilibria
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E =

 (1,1) (2,0) (−2,1)

(0,2) (1,1) (2,1)

(1,−2) (1,2) (1,1)


Fig. 5.1 Pay-off matrix E, which expresses a two-player non-zero sum game. E =
((Γ1,Γ2),( f1, f2)) evaluates the pay-offs for each strategy as shown in the matrix. Γ1 denotes
the three strategies available to player 1, (rows) and Γ2 denotes the three strategies available
to player 2, (columns). E has entries Ei, j which are pairs ( f1(i, j), f2(i, j)). The pay-off to
player 1, f1 when player 1 uses strategy 1, and player 2 strategy 2 is f1(γ

1
1 ,γ

2
2 ) and is the first

element in E1,2, 2. The pay-off to player 2, f2, in the same scenario is f2(γ
1
1 ,γ

2
2 ) = 0. These

appear as a pair (2,0) in the first row and second column of the matrix.

solutions could be found through ‘argument’ for pure strategy solutions. In Example 11 we
demonstrate one possible method of finding a mixed Nash equilibrium.

Example 11 For a two player game, we note that we can write the output from the pure
payoff functions as pairs ( f1(γ1,γ2), f2(γ1,γ2)) where (γ1,γ2) ranges over Γ1 ×Γ2. This is
naturally represented in matrix form where row γ1 and column γ2 show this pair of pay-offs.
This is the ‘normal form’ of a game.

We explore equational arithemetic reasoning for finding mixed strategy Nash equilibria
for the normal form game E = ((Γ1,Γ2),( f1, f2)) seen in Figure 5.1. Our aim is to make
the expected outcome the same for all strategies, by finding the probabilities in which pure
strategies are used to form a mixed strategy set. In doing so, we compute the probabilities of
using each strategy to form a Nash equilibrium.

The first player (with strategy set Γ1, playing rows as their strategies) can choose from
three rows, which we will say they play with probabilities m,n and 1−m−n. The second
player, with strategy set Γ2, can choose three columns, which we will say they play with
probabilities p,q and 1− p−q.

We need to find p,q such that the first player would gain no benefit from changing the
strategy played. In this example, this occurs when p,q and 1− p−q are such that

p+2q−2(1− p−q) = q+2(1− p−q) (5.3)

q+2(1− p−q) = p+q+1− p−q (5.4)

where (5.3) is the expectation for strategy 1 of player 1 equal to the expectation for strategy
2 of player 1 (computed by considering the pay-offs multiplied by the probability of play),
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and (5.4) is the same for strategies 2 and 3. From (5.4), we get that q = 1− 2p, and by
rearranging (5.3):

p+q−4(1− p−q) = 0

5p+5q−4 = 0

5p+5−10p−4 = 0

p = 1
5

q = 3
5

1− p−q = 1
5

Similarly for player 2:

m+2n−2(1−m−n) = n+2(1−m−n) (5.5)

n+2(1−m−n) = m+n+1−m−n (5.6)

where (5.5) is the expectation for strategies 1 and 2, and (5.6) for 2 and 3 (but this time for
player 1’s choice of strategies Γ2). Noticing the similarities between (5.3) and (5.5), and
(5.4) and (5.6), we can immediately say:

m =
1
5

n =
3
5

1−m−n =
1
5

These are the probabilities in which each player should use their strategies to form a
Nash equilibrium:

((π1
1 ,π

2
1 ,π

3
1 ),(π

1
2 ,π

2
2 ,π

3
2 )) = ((m,n,1−m−n),(p,q,1− p−q))

=

((
1
5
,
3
5
,
1
5

)
,

(
1
5
,
3
5
,
1
5

))
∈ NE(E)

As alluded to, multiple Nash equilibria can exist, and in this instance there is one other,
which happens to be a pure strategy Nash equilibrium (and can be argued to be a solution
in a manner similar to that seen in Section 2.6). The weights with which strategies must be
played to achieve this Equilibrium are:

((1,0,0) ,(1,0,0)) ∈ NE(E)
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5.2 Symbolic Games

In order to discuss symbolic extensions to models, we need a term language. A term language
T [X ] is constructed by a grammar that defines arithmetic terms extended with a control flow
operation - an if-statement - seen in Figure 5.2.

t ::= c | x | t + t | t ∗ t | t/t | if ϕ {t} else {t}
ϕ ::= true | t ≤ t | t < t | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ϕ

φ ::= ϕ | ∃x : φ | ¬φ | φ ∧φ

Fig. 5.2 Term language for the pay-offs of a game AX . Clause c ranges over constants of type
Real, and clause x introduces variables from a variable set X .

This term language is then used to generalise the concepts of classical game theory to
symbolic games.

Definition 21 We define the key features of a symbolic game:

• An m player symbolic game is a pair AX = ((Γi)
m
i=1,( fi)

m
i=1) with pure strategy set

Γi for each player i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and pay-off function fi that computes the pay-off
for player i for pure strategies from strategy sets Γ1 ×Γ2 × ·· · ×Γm used by their
respective players.

fi : Γ1 ×Γ2 ×·· ·×Γm → T [X ] (5.7)

• A symbolic mixed strategy in AX for one player i is a tuple of the form

(t1, t2, . . . , tni) ∈ T [X ]ni

which describes the pure strategy probabilities used via symbolic terms, where ni is
the number of strategies for player i.

• An assignment α is a function α : X → R, following the definitions seen in Figure 5.3,
that maps terms to the Reals, α : T [X ]→ R

• An assignment α determines a classical m player game for the symbolic game AX =

((Γi)
m
i=1,( fi)

m
i=1):

AX [α] = ((Γi)
m
i=1,( fi[α])m

i=1)

where fi[α] = λe : α( fi(e)).
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α(c) = c constants denote themselves

α(x) =


α(t) if x = t defined as in Figure 5.2
α(t)
α(t ′) if x = t

t ′ defined as in Figure 5.2

and α(t ′) ̸= 0
f ailure otherwise

α(t1 + t2) = α(t1)+α(t2)
α(t1 ∗ t2) = α(t1)∗α(t2)

α((if ϕ{t1} else {t2})) =

{
α(t1) if α |= ϕ

α(t2) otherwise

α |= true holds
α |= t1 ≤ t2 iff α(t1)≤ α(t2)
α |= t1 < t2 iff α(t1)< α(t2)

α |= ¬ϕ iff (not α |= ϕ)

α |= ϕ1 ∧ϕ2 iff (α |= ϕ1 and α |= ϕ2)

α |= ¬φ iff (not α |= φ)

α |= φ1 ∧φ2 iff (α |= φ1 and α |= φ2)

Fig. 5.3 The meaning of terms for an assignment α , where we identify constants with their
meaning, and use the same symbol + for syntax and semantics, and similarly for ∗. This is
the followed by the semantics of judgment α |= φ for an assignment α : X → R and φ from
QX . This uses the meaning α(t) from Figure 5.2 and uses ≤ both as syntax and semantics,
similarly for <.
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In the case where fi(e) contains if-statements from the term language, this needs to
evaluate those conditionals with Boolean guard ϕ , with respect to α . If that evaluation is
true, the meaning of i f ϕ t ′ else t ′′ is the meaning of t ′ according to α; otherwise it is the
meaning of t ′′ according to α .

Definition 22 Let (AX ,C) be a constrained symbolic game where AX is a symbolic game
and C is a constraint set that places constraints on variables from set X = {x1, . . . ,xn}.

• An assignment α for X satisfies (AX ,C) iff

α |=
∧

C (5.8)

holds and where the evaluation of this judgment never encountered f ailure in compu-
tations for α(•) and α |= • in Equation 5.8.

• (AX ,C) is consistent iff it has such a satisfying assignment α

• Let α be a satisfying assignment for AX , then we call the classical game AX [α] a
concretisation of the symbolic game AX .

One issue with our current definition of payoff function fi, is that a symbolic mixed
strategy is a syntactic object that can have infinitely many meanings, whereas the mixed
strategies in classical games have only one meaning. We denote the set of these symbolic
mixed strategies for player i in symbolic game AX as:

Dist(Γi,AX) = {(t1, . . . , tni) | t j ∈ T [X ] ∀ j : 1 ≤ j ≤ ni}

We differentiate terms t using superscripts, t j. The infinite nature of this set and its
elements makes the computation of symbolic Nash equilibria, a notion we formalise below,
difficult. This motivates our approach of sampling concretisations developed in Section 5.3.

Writing
τi = (τi(γ

1
i ), . . . ,τi(γ

ni
i )) = (τ1

i , . . . ,τ
ni
i ) (5.9)

for each player i, where the τi(γ
j

i ) expression refers to a term t ∈T [X ]. τi(γ
j

i ) is with respect
to a specific strategy γ

j
i and can be shortened to τ

j
i . The pay-off function fi uses the term

expressions that are part of the symbolic mixed strategy to evaluate the pay-off value:

fi(τ1, . . . ,τm) = ∑
(γ1,...,γm)∈Γ

(
m

∏
k=1

τk(γk)

)
· fi(γ1, . . . ,γm)
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The product τk(γk) ranges over all pure strategies (γ1, . . . ,γm) ∈ Γ, so we do not denote a
superscript. To obtain a formal semantics for this symbolic pay-off value, we therefore need
semantics of these terms t, which we can obtain through assignments α as discussed above.
We therefore define fi(τ1, . . . ,τm)[α] as:

fi(τ1, . . . ,τm)[α] = ∑
(γ1,...,γm)∈Γ

(
m

∏
k=1

τk(γk)[α]

)
· fi(γ1, . . . ,γm)

The equation for fi(τ1, . . . ,τm)[α] now defines a real number, which is also an element of
T [X ], but a constant.

5.2.1 Constrained (symbolic) Games

We introduce a constraint set C′ that places constraints on variables from set X = {x1, . . . ,xn}.
Each formula in C′ is a ϕ from the formal logic QX of Figure 5.2. For example:

C′ = {a1 ≤ x1,x1 ≤ b1, . . . ,an ≤ xn,xn ≤ bn}

where each xi is in X and all ai and bi are real constants.

Definition 23 A constrained symbolic game is a pair (AX ,C), where AX is a symbolic game
over variable set X and where C is a finite set of the logic QX as defined in Figure 5.3.

To differentiate between a constrained symbolic game, and any game that is an instan-
tiation of such a symbolic game in the Reals, we define the set of concretisations of a
game.

Definition 24 The set of concretisations of constrained symbolic game (AX ,C) is a set of
concrete games with the same set of players and their pure strategy sets, defined as follows:

[| (AX ,C) |] = {AX [α] | α : X → R,α |=
∧

ϕ ′∈C

ϕ
′}

Definition 25 Let (AX ,C) be a constrained symbolic game. We say that (AX ,C) is consistent
iff its set of concretisations [| (AX ,C) |] is non-empty.

We are clearly only interested in consistent constrained symbolic games.
As our key notion of interest in this Chapter is the Nash equilibrium - which we illustrated

in Example 11 for classical games - we must formalise this solution concept for symbolic
games.
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For each AX [α] in [| (AX ,C) |] we have a well defined set NE(AX [α]) of Nash equilibria
for that game. When we allow games to contain symbolic rather than numeric information
it is not immediately clear how the notion of a Nash equilibrium (NE) generalises, can be
defined or can indeed be computed over the infinite pay-off range seen in Definition 21. For
instance, over symbolic mixed strategies τi would we require the condition that

fi(. . . ,τ
′
i , . . .)≤ fi(. . . ,τi, . . .)

holds true always or just sometimes ? We have taken the approach that it must always be true.
The reason is that we view each player i as playing a game not just against all other players i′

with i ̸= i′, but also against a player called Uncertainty, who is free to pick any concretisation
in which player i and all other players may need to play and win. Since all players i face this
player Uncertainty, we define a symbolic Nash equilibrium as one that guarantees a Nash
equilibrium for all concretisations. We now formally define this notion:

Definition 26 Let (AX ,C) by a constrained symbolic game. A symbolic Nash equilibrium
for (AX ,C) is an m-tuple (τ1, . . . ,τm) of symbolic mixed strategies τi for each player i such
that for all concretisations AX [α] of constrained symbolic games (AX ,C) we have:

(τ1[α], . . . ,τm[α]) ∈ NE(AX [α])

where τi[α] = (α(t1), . . . ,α(tni)), for each τi = (t1, . . . , tni).

A symbolic Nash equilibrium may have arbitrary terms as weights, but the case when all
such weights are terms that do not use if-statements is of particular interest:

Definition 27 We call a symbolic Nash equilibrium, (τ1, . . . ,τm) for consistent constrained
game (AX ,C) simple if all terms t i ∈ T [X ] used in the tuple (τ1, . . . ,τm) of symbolic mixed
strategies are free of if-statements allowed by the term language T [X ].

We now give an example of a simple Nash equilibrium in a consistent constrained
symbolic game:

Example 12 We introduce an x into the payoff matrix E from Example 11 to form EX for
X = {x}.

EX =


(x,1) (2,0) (−2,1)

(0,2) (1,1) (2,1)

(1,−2) (1,2) (1,1)
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We are now interested in the constrained symbolic game (EX ,C), where C constrains the
value of x, C = {x < 1} and X = {x}.

Noticing that this change from E to (EX ,C) only requires us to update equation (5.3) in
computing a Nash equilibrium, we re-write equation (5.3) as (5.10) and substitute in (5.4) as
before to recalculate p and q. In general,

xp+2q−2(1− p−q) = q+2(1− p−q) (5.10)

xp+q−4(1− p−q) = 0

(4+ x)p+5(1−2p)−4 = 0

p =
1

6− x

q =
4− x
6− x

1− p− x =
1

6− x

Following our methodology of Example 11 blindly, we state that the probabilities in
which each player should use their strategies to form a Nash equilibrium to therefore be:

((τ1
1 ,τ

2
1 ,τ

3
1 ),(τ

1
2 ,τ

2
2 ,τ

3
2 )) =

((
1
5
,
3
5
,
1
5

)
,

(
1

6− x
,
4− x
6− x

,
1

6− x

))
(5.11)

∈ NE(EX ,C)

We can confirm contains that these symbolic mixed strategies concretise to valid mixed
strategies for C = {x < 1}. This is certainly true for

(1
5 ,

3
5 ,

1
5

)
as this is already a constant

mixed strategy, as for
( 1

6−x ,
4−x
6−x ,

1
6−x

)
these formal weights are such that they are in [0,1] and

add up to 1 whenever x meets the constraints in C.
Recall that as x is a pay-off, it is not limited to [0,1]. The weights with which strategies

are played are however probabilities, limited to [0,1]. The use of −∞ < x < 1 in C does not
impinge on this however, and the respective symbolic weights continue to add to 1.

But what of other constraint sets? For example, we may replace the term 1
6−x with 2

12−2x
to get another symbolic Nash equilibrium. We see that there can be infinitely many symbolic
Nash equilibria whose meaning is intuitively the same. Therefore, we define an equivalence
relation over symbolic Nash equilibria and use the cardinality of the resulting quotient space
as a measure of the descriptive complexity of the constrained symbolic game.

Definition 28 Let (AX ,C) be a constrained symbolic game.
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(1) Two tuples of mixed symbolic strategies (τ1, . . . ,τm) and (τ ′1, . . . ,τ
′
m) are equivalent

if-and-only-if for all concretisations AX [α] of (AX ,C) we have that τi[α] = τ ′i[α] for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ m.

(2) Let NE(AX ,C) be the set of symbolic Nash equilibria of constrained symbolic game
(AX ,C). The characteristic of (AX ,C) is defined as the cardinal of the set of equivalence
classes of NE(AX ,C) with respect to the equivalence relation defined in item (1).

The characteristic is an invariant of a constrained symbolic game: it is non-zero if there
exists at least one symbolic Nash equilibrium. It would be of interest to obtain results on the
characteristic of constrained symbolic games, but this is out of the scope of this thesis and its
problem domain.

We now consider different constraint sets. Should constraint set C in Example 12
change, our first tuple of symbolic mixed strategies that form a symbolic Nash equilibrium in
Example 12 will not necessarily still be a symbolic Nash equilibrium. For instance, should
C be {0 ≤ x,x < 6} then for x = 4.5, q is not a valid probability. We thus require that our
solutions should always be well defined:

Definition 29 Let (AX ,C) be a constrained symbolic game. A mixed symbolic strategy tuple
τ is well defined when for all concretisations AX [α] of (AX ,C) the corresponding vector τ[α]

is a tuple of well formed mixed strategies.

Formally, we get well definedness by insisting that, for each player i, given a mixed
symbolic strategy, we add constraints:

0 ≤ τ
j

i ≤ 1
τ1

i + · · ·+ τ
ni
i = 1

for all 1 ≤ j ≤ ni for the symbolic weights, for all symbolic mixed strategies τi.
A symbolic Nash equilibrium is therefore a set of mixed symbolic strategies for each

player such that, for all concretisations, the strategies are well defined as a tuple of symbolic
mixed strategies and a Nash equilibrium in that concretisation. This interpretation means we
do not need to be concerned with adding constraints to ensure symbolic Nash equilibria’s
strategy weights give rise to probability distributions: this is guaranteed by requiring that this
be an element of NE(AX [α]) in Definition 26, since the symbolic equations when concretised
form a classical Nash equilibrium.

In general, our games will not be simple constrained games, and we will need terms
that contain if-statements to determine the correct choice of Nash equilibria over the strict
uncertainty present. Also, as was noted previously, often multiple Nash equilibria exist for
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α : x → 0 =⇒
((

1
5
,
3
5
,
1
5

)
,

(
1
6
,
2
3
,
1
6

))
∈ NE(EX [α])

α : x → 1 =⇒
((

1
5
,
3
5
,
1
5

)
,

(
1
5
,
3
5
,
1
5

))
,((1,0,0) ,(1,0,0)) ∈ NE(EX [α])

α : x → 2 =⇒
((

1
5
,
3
5
,
1
5

)
,

(
1
4
,
1
2
,
1
4

))
,

(
(1,0,0) ,

(
3
4
,0,

1
4

))
,

((1,0,0) ,(1,0,0)) ∈ NE(EX [α])

α : x → 3 =⇒
((

1
5
,
3
5
,
1
5

)
,

(
1
3
,
1
3
,
1
3

))
,

(
(1,0,0) ,

(
3
5
,0,

2
5

))
,

((1,0,0) ,(1,0,0)) ∈ NE(EX [α])

α : x → 4 =⇒
((

1
5
,
3
5
,
1
5

)
,

(
1
2
,0,

1
2

))
,

(
(1,0,0) ,

(
1
2
,0,

1
2

))
,

((1,0,0) ,(1,0,0)) ∈ NE(EX [α])

α : x → 5 =⇒
(
(1,0,0) ,

(
4
9
,0,

5
9

))
,((1,0,0) ,(1,0,0)) ∈ NE(EX [α])

α : x → 6 =⇒
(
(1,0,0) ,

(
2
5
,0,

3
5

))
,((1,0,0) ,(1,0,0)) ∈ NE(EX [α])

Fig. 5.4 Nash equilibria at each integer instantiation of α(x) x for 0 ≤ x ≤ 6

some concretisations but for other concretisations the number of equilibria may change. For
the sake of discussion, we detail the Nash equilibria present for each concretisation of game
(EX ,C) from Example 12 in Figure 5.4, except where now C = {0 ≤ x,x ≤ 6} and α(x) is
an integer.

When not limiting ourselves to integer α(x) concretisations, we can report that the
symbolic Nash equilibria for (EX ,C) where C = {0 ≤ x,x ≤ 6} in full are:

for 0 ≤ x ≤ 4 :
((

1
5
,
3
5
,
1
5

)
,

(
1

6− x
,
4− x
6− x

,
1

6− x

))
(5.12)

for 1 ≤ x ≤ 6 : ((1,0,0),(1,0,0)) (5.13)

for 1 ≤ x ≤ 4 :
(
(1,0,0),

(
3

2+ x
,0,

x−1
2+ x

))
(5.14)

for 4 ≤ x ≤ 6 :
(
(1,0,0),

(
4

4+ x
,0,

x
4+ x

))
(5.15)
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Fig. 5.5 Symbolic Nash equilibria for (EX ,C) where C = {0 ≤ x,x ≤ 6}

From a further inspection, we calculate the symbolic Nash equilibria for (EX ,C) where
C = {} and so the strict uncertainty in x is not constrained at all. We display the results in
Figure 5.5.

Definition 30 A constrained symbolic game (AX ,C) is simple if all equivalence classes of
symbolic Nash equilibria for this game have a representative that is simple.

Example 13 The constrained game (EX ,C) for C = {x < 1} is simple. So is (EX ,C) for
C = {1 ≤ x,x ≤ 4} and (EX ,C) for C = {4 < x}. Constrained game (EX ,C) for C = {} is
not simple however. This can be seen intuitively, by counter example, since there are no one
symbolic Nash equilibrium in common at concretisations where α(x) =−2 and α(x) = 6,
and thus no single symbolic Nash equilibrium could work for both these two concretisations.

So far, our Examples have detailed a commonly used technique for identifying Nash
equilibria in classical games, and have developed and defined this concept for constrained
symbolic games (for Equation (5.12)). Other common techniques for finding more entries
for the set NE(A) in a normal m player game A (for example, the simplex method) generally
involve taking the maxima and minima of rows and columns, which for us working with
constrained games (AX ,C) - with symbolic variables - will not always be possible unless
constraints C logically imply that a payoff of interest is the maximum or minimum.

If we are interested in potentially any Nash equilibrium solution, we therefore cannot
rely solely on the ‘by inspection’ approach that generated Equation (5.12) for us. We view
interpolation as a more promising technique - which, in itself, is a simple implementation of
regression. We will pursue a regression implementation in our work due to its seemingly good
fit for approximating symbolic equations from numerical data, supporting generalisability
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and automatability within our tool. Furthermore, the example we detailed here was relatively
simple, with a single variable for expressing strict uncertainty; in general there may be
more payoffs and more sources of strict uncertainty. In order to compute approximations of
equilibria, symbolically, in general, we will need:

• A method for sampling randomly over constraint set C and computing (for uniformly
distributed α) many concrete games AX [α] for a symbolic game (AX ,C).

• A method for selecting a particular concrete Nash equilibrium from the set of concrete
Nash equilibria that arises from a concretisation AX [α].

• A method for reasoning about how such sampled concrete points above can be used to
inform an approximation of a symbolic Nash equilibrium over the strict uncertainty
inherent in (AX ,C).

• A test to express our confidence in this computed approximation and a method to
improve the accuracy and confidence, should we not be satisfied with our current
confidence about the approximation.

In other words, rather than cataloging where Nash equilibria exist at discrete points along
(AX ,C), we seek equations that explain how Nash equilibria may evolve as a function of
concretisations, i.e. as a function of their corresponding assignments α . This will allow us
to obtain approximations of symbolic Nash equilibria such that we can control and validate
the quality of that approximation. We will see that we can identify regions within which
such functional dependency is continuous and so we can capture symbolic Nash equilibria
precisely for such regions.

With this program of research in mind, we are interested in a number of questions.

Q1 Does every consistent, constrained symbolic game (AX ,C) have a simple symbolic
Nash equilibrium?

Q2 For all consistent, constrained symbolic games (AX ,C) and all concretisations AX [α] of
(AX ,C) with (π1, . . . ,πm) ∈ NE(AX [α]), is there a simple symbolic Nash equilibrium
(τ1, . . . ,τm) ∈ NE(AX ,C) such that ∀α,1 ≤ i ≤ m,τi[α] = πi?

Q3 Does every consistent, constrained symbolic game (AX ,C) have a symbolic Nash
equilibrium?
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Q4 For all consistent, constrained symbolic games (AX ,C) and all concretisations AX [α]

of (AX ,C) with (π1, . . . ,πm) ∈ NE(AX [α]), is there a symbolic Nash equilibrium
(τ1, . . . ,τm) ∈ NE(AX ,C) such that ∀α,1 ≤ i ≤ m,τi[α] = πi?

The answers for Q1 and Q2 are ‘no’ by Example 13, games cannot always be simple:

Example 14 A counter example to the affirmative of questions Q1 and Q2: (EX ,C) for
C = {} is not simple. As highlighted in Example 13, i f -clauses are required in order to
properly represent a symbolic Nash equilibrium over the full range of x ∈ X as constrained
by C.

We develop our answer to Q3 and Q4 in the next section, where we show that it is
possible to develop a technique that computes approximations of such symbolic Nash
equilibria. Versions of this question that replace a symbolic Nash equilibrium with a concept
of approximation have affirmative answers.

5.3 Approximating symbolic Nash equilibria

The definition of NE(AX ,C) cannot be turned directly into a method for computing a symbolic
Nash equilibrium or the set of all such symbolic Nash equilibria for a symbolic constrained
game (AX ,C). One reason is that a symbolic Nash equilibrium is defined as giving rise to
Nash equilibria of all concretisations of (AX ,C), and there are generally infinitely many such
concretisations.

We found the equilibria in Equations (5.14) and (5.15) as analytical descriptions (of the
infinitely many concretisations) by inspection of their (integer) numerical instantiations in
Figure 5.4, and used these results to form symbolic equations. We then checked these results
against multiple other (non-integer x valued) equilibria to confirm their correctness. It is
impossible, however, for us to check the infinitely many values of x in the convex interval
[1,4]. As an alternative, (without the ability to argue ‘by sight’ as we did in our examples
above), we mean to sample finitely many concretisations and then use those samples to
approximate symbolic Nash equilibria - which may also render exact approximations in some
cases. Finitely many samples are composed to an approximation through an interpolation
method such as regression.

Our approach is the formation of a mixed symbolic strategy that, when concretised by
α , offers (an approximation of) a Nash equilibria NE(AX [α]). Using a similar approach
to our work with BNs and dynamical systems, we will then be able to perform symbolic
optimisations on the approximation functions, to consider optimal scenarios and queries of
interest. This will use a satisfiability checker for the logic QX .
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We extend the notation from Section 5.2 to enable our discussion here. Recall that
a tuple of symbolic weights τ = (τ1, . . . ,τm) is a nested symbolic expression of terms
τi ∈ Dist(Γi,AX),1 ≤ i ≤ m and thus a representation of a symbolic distribution (which is
a function from pure strategies to terms). Recall also that τi = (τ1

i , . . . ,τ
ni
i ), as stated in

Equation 5.9, for each pure strategy γ
j

i of player i, τ
j

i ∈ T [X ] denotes the symbolic weight
player i gives to γ

j
i in τi, and where ni is the number of pure strategies at the disposal of

player i in game AX . The tuple τ is thus an element of the real vector space T [X ]k where

k = ∑
m
i=1 ni

We refer to the set of such symbolic tuples (τ1, . . . ,τm) explicitly as the set of all symbolic
mixed strategy tuples, SMST (AX ,C):

SMST (AX ,C) = {(τ1, . . . ,τm) ∈ T [X ]k | τi ∈ Dist(Γi,AX),1 ≤ i ≤ m} (5.16)

This means that each symbolic Nash equilibrium we are interested in (but cannot de-
termine directly), is an element of that set, i.e. NE(AX ,C) is a subset of SMST (AX ,C).
Concretisations (τ1[α], . . . ,τm[α]) of the symbolic weights are Real numbered vectors. We
use similar notation to concretise the set SMST (AX ,C):

SMST (AX ,C)[α] = {(τ1[α], . . . ,τm[α]) ∈ Rk | τi ∈ Dist(Γi,AX),1 ≤ i ≤ m} (5.17)

This contains the concrete versions of all symbolic mixed strategy tuples for a given
concretisation α . All Nash equilibria of the concrete game AX [α] are such elements, i.e., we
have that:

NE(AX [α])⊆ SMST (AX ,C)[α]

In general, NE(AX ,C) and SMST (AX ,C) will be infinite and thus not explicitly com-
putable. We are interested in computing all Nash equilibria of concrete games AX [α], and so
we need reassurance that this set is finite. Theorem 9 applies to concrete games AX [α] and
satisfies this.

Theorem 9 Apart from certain degenerate cases, finite player, finite pure-strategy concrete
games have only finitely many Nash equilibria.

Proof of Theorem 9: This is a direct consequence of Wilson’s Oddness Theorem [72, 145].
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Our approach to approximating a symbolic Nash equilibrium is to consider l concretisa-
tions of sets of Nash equilibria, NE(AX [αI]), 1 ≤ I ≤ l. Then, for a given l > 1, we define a
choice function

cut : {1,2, ..., l}→
l⋃

I=1

NE(AX [αI]) (5.18)

such that cut[I] ∈ NE(AX [αI]) for all 1 ≤ I ≤ l. In other words, cut is a function that
associates with each sample point I, a concretisation αI and chooses a Nash equilibrium
for that concretisation. Note that, by Theorem 9, at each concretisation αI there may be a
varying (but finite) number of Nash equilibria NE(AX [αI]) from which to choose just one
Nash equilibrium, cut[I].

We mean to compute an element in SMST (AX ,C) that approximates an element in
NE(AX ,C) by passing regression tests for sampled concrete games A[•I] and their chosen
Nash equilibria, cut[I].

There are two stages to our approach:

• Computing a function cut as defined in Equation (5.18), that selects a Nash equilibrium
for each of the l > 1 concretisations.

• Performing the regression on data points from cut to form equations that symbolically
define the weights (τ1, . . . ,τm) and that approximately describe a symbolic Nash
equilibria in NE(AX ,C).

In Section 5.3.1 we discuss our methodology and reasoning for how to choose a suitable
Nash equilibrium for each sample concretisation, including our rationale for what is desirable
here. In Section 5.3.2 we run our regression, relying on the results of Section 5.3.1, and
discuss how we create a sufficiently accurate approximation to a symbolic Nash equilibrium
NE(AX ,C).

5.3.1 Computation of a desired cut of concrete Nash equilibria

Given multiple Nash equilibria may exist at each concretisation of symbolic Nash equilibria,
we need to determine which Nash equilibria in the concretisations we need to consider to
build our regression model of a specific symbolic Nash equilibrium, and hopefully use those
selected Nash equilibria to recover an analytical representation, or at least an approximation
to that analytical representation.
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We assume that the Nash equilibria at each concretisation we should be considering are
as ‘similar’ as possible, where we define similarity based on the position and number of
non-zero weights of pure strategies across all mixed strategies within these Nash equilibria
we mean to compare. This notion of similarity is arrived at by assuming - where possible -
weights that make up symbolic Nash equilibria change smoothly over the strict uncertainty.
This is more credible in cases where the non-zero strategy weights that make up a Nash
equilibrium occur for the same pure strategies.

Definition 31 Let a vector v = (vi)
k
i=1 ∈ Rk be a k-tuple of real numbers.

• The support of v, denoted by sp(v), is a function that maps v to the set

sp(v) = {t | 1 ≤ t ≤ k,vt ̸= 0}

of coordinates at which v is non-zero.

• For vectors v,v′ ∈ Rk, the ‘similarity’ between v and v′ is the size of the common
support csp(v,v′) between two supports sp(v) and sp(v′):

csp(v,v′) =| sp(v)∩ sp(v′) |

Example 15 For vectors v = [0.0,0.1,0.4,0.0,0.5],v′ = [0.2,0.0,0.4,0.3,0.1], we have that:

sp(v) = {2,3,5}
sp(v′) = {1,3,4,5}
csp(v,v′) =| {2,3,5}∩{1,3,4,5} |

=| {3,5} |
= 2

Given a vector v′ ∈ Rk chosen from the set of Nash equilibria NE(AX [α
′]) of concrete

game AX [α
′], we can now choose a vector v from NE(AX [α]) that is ‘most similar’ to v′

using csp(v,v′).

Our aim for all concretisations αI is to choose a Nash equilibrium cut[I] from NE(AX [αI]),
that is most similar to the previous Equilibrium to have been chosen, cut[I−1]. Such choices
will be used as our sample points in our regression of the analytical weight functions.
There will need to be an initial arbitrary decision made that considers which concrete Nash
equilibrium (if there is a choice of more than one for the initial concretisation) will be the
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Equilibrium cut[1]. Subsequent concretisations cut[I] are measured against as being similar
to the preceding cut, cut[I −1].

We sample l > 1 games, using l different concretisations, αI for 1≤ I ≤ l and we compute
their set of Nash equilibria, NE(AX [αI]). We note that the size of set NE(AX [αI]) may vary
for different concretisations αI .

Function cut(AX ,C) seen in Figure 5.6 sketches one possible way of computing a choice
function cut as specified in Equation (5.18). We say that the output from this function is an
array, cut, where elements cut[I] represent the weights for each players’ strategies required
to form a Nash equilibrium. Entries cut[I] have been selected from the array of arrays of
Nash equilibria for each concretisation, denoted in our computation as NE, and have been
chosen for being ‘similar’ to the preceding cut[I −1]. Where multiple equilibria are equally
‘similar’, cut(AX ,C) resorts to using the Euclidean norm || v ||, for vectors v ∈ Rk, and its
Euclidean metric d induced in the usual way d(v,v′) =|| v− v′ || to determine which Nash
equilibrium is most similar.

It is worth reflecting that changes to the ordering of the concretisations may change the
array cut generated. In practical terms, we find this does not happen and our cut(AX ,C)

template function in Figure 5.6, given an initial specific Nash equilibrium concretisation,
cut[1], consistently selects the same cut array.

5.3.2 Sampled concrete Nash equilibria approximate Symbolic Nash
equilibrium

Recall each element of τ = (τ1, . . . ,τm) is a symbolic formula that describes the weight τ
j

i

to use for each pure-strategy γ
j

i ∈ Γi for all players i. We saw in the previous Section that
cut[I] is a single mixed strategy set chosen from a concretisation τ[αI] = (τ1[αI], . . . ,τm[αI]).
We now have a choice function cut for selecting concrete Nash equilibria - output array
cut - from the set of all Nash equilibria at sampled concretisations, NE. We can incorporate
this choice function into a function that approximates a symbolic Nash equilibrium in set
NE(AX ,C), thus creating a symbolic vector (τ1, . . . ,τm) as detailed in Section 5.2, that
represents a vector of symbolic mixed strategies for all players. We will achieve this by
generating a piecewise regression that achieves the desired approximations of τ

j
i ∈ T [X ]

needed to form a symbolic Nash equilibrium.

Example 16 For a 2-player game (m = 2), where each player has two pure strategies
(ni = 2, i ∈ {1,2}), and where we sample l = 3 games in order to establish the symbolic form
of the Nash equilibrium, ∀1 ≤ I ≤ l, the vector cut[I] holds the concretised probabilistic
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cut(NE,cut[1]){
// PRE-CONDITION: NE[I] = NE(AX [αI]) for all 1 ≤ I ≤ l
for 2 ≤ I ≤ l do

S = {v ∈ NE[I] | sp(v) = sp(cut[I −1])}
if S non-empty then

cut[I] = argminv{d(v,cut[I −1]) | v ∈ S}

end
else

m = argmaxv{csp(v,cut[I −1]) | v ∈ NE[I]}
C = {v ∈ NE[I] | csp(v,cut[I −1]) = m}
v = argminv{d(v,cut[I −1]) | v ∈C}
cut[I] = v

end
end
// POST-CONDITION: Each cut[I] is an array representing an element in NE(AX [αI])

return cut

}

Fig. 5.6 Our algorithm for a ‘cut’ function, selecting a concrete Nash equilibrium cut[I] from
the set of all Nash equilibria NE(AX [αI]), captured in array NE[I] at sampled concretisations
αI . We choose an arbitrary starting point cut[1]. We compare subsequent concretisations’
equilibria from NE[I] to the equilibrium cut[I −1] chosen most recently and find the closest
matching such equilibrium - determined by function call csp(v,cut[I −1]) - to be included
in the ‘chosen’ set as representative for that concretisation. The parameter l is implicit in this
algorithm. If this choice function were to be implemented in any other way, the function in
Equation (5.18) is all that needs to be achieved, and the PRE and POST conditions would
need to remain the same.
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weights of the 4 pure strategies between the players:
τ1

1 [αI]

τ2
1 [αI]

τ1
2 [αI]

τ2
2 [αI]



Each of these vectors forms one ‘cell’ cut[I] of the array ‘cut’, cut.

cut=




τ1
1 [α1]

τ2
1 [α1]

τ1
2 [α1]

τ2
2 [α1]

 ,


τ1
1 [α2]

τ2
1 [α2]

τ1
2 [α2]

τ2
2 [α2]

 ,


τ1
1 [α3]

τ2
1 [α3]

τ1
2 [α3]

τ2
2 [α3]




Taking a numerical example, with X = {x}, where we assume x is sampled from C =

{0 ≤ x,x ≤ 0.5}, this would lead to a collection of vectors cut similar to below (x sampled
at {0,0.25,0.5}):

cut=




0.5
0.5
1.0
0.0

 ,


0.75
0.25
0.875
0.125

 ,


1.0
0.0
0.75
0.25


 (5.19)

Our aim is then to convert the information in array cut into a vector of symbolic mixed
strategies for each player, but using a form of interpolation. The resulting τ = (τ1,τ2) can
be represented as:

τ =


τ1

1

τ2
1

τ1
2

τ2
2


From the representation in (5.19) we can, for each player, abstract these sets of mixed

strategies into a sole symbolic one. This is seen for this particular example in Equation
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(5.20), where the first coordinate is a term describing the weight for the first pure strategy of
the first player, and so forth:

τ =


0.5+ x
0.5− x

1−0.5× x
0.5× x

 (5.20)

There may be complications that make a linear regression line as a choice of interpolation
a bad fit, scuppering our approximation. Consider, for instance Example 12 where in the
case x < 4: term 4−x

6−x is not approximated well by a straight line. Instead, it will need to be
approximated by multiple interpolation straight lines, in a piecewise manner. To progress,
we need an important assumption.

Assumption 3 We assume that, for constrained games (AX ,C) the set of constraints C equals
{ax ≤ x,x ≤ bx | x ∈ X} for some real constants ax,bx with x ∈ X.

This assumption is not unreasonable as variables are typically bounded anyway, and also
guarantees that we sample points that give rise to substitutions α that satisfy all constraints
in C, that is, that all samples give rise to concretisations. If we allowed additional constraints
(such as x = z) then, as long as C was still consistent, it would affect how we sample concreti-
sations, (we would repeatedly sample until we found a concretisation), but the algorithms
we present here, and their correctness, would essentially stay unchanged. Furthermore, by
Assumption 3, we may identify a constraint set C with a convex polytope of vectors that
satisfy C. In fact, each point in that polytope corresponds to a concretisation.

Our aim is to have a function that, given a constrained game (AX ,C), returns a symbolic
representation for an approximation to a symbolic Nash equilibrium for any concretisation
AX [α] of that constrained game. We consider the symbolic weight for each pure strategy of
each player τ

j
i in turn and try to fit a linear regression τ

j
i ∼ X + c to each strategy in turn

using the relevant concretised weights in cut as predictor data.
One quantification of the ‘fit’ of the regression is the R2 statistic, which is a measure of

how much variance in the model can be explained by the variables of the regression. We refer
to the weights of strategy γ

j
i used in a concretised Nash equilibrium NE(AX [α]) as π

j
i [α],

and denote predicted points by τ
j

i [α]. Over l sample points 1 ≤ I ≤ l, the statistic R2 is:

R2 = 1− ∑
l
I=1(π

j
i [αI]− τ

j
i [αI])

2

∑
l
I=1(π

j
i [αI]− π̄

j
i )

2
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where π̄
j

i = 1
l ∑

l
I=1 π

j
i [αI] and R2 reflects how much better the model is at predicting than a

model that would simply take an average of all the sample points. An R2 value of very close
to 1 indicates a very close fit. Adjusted R2, denoted R̄2, adjusts for the number of explanatory
terms used in the model, and is often seen as a fairer statistic to apply. It takes into account
the sample size l and number of explanatory variables used, p:

R̄2 = R2 − (1−R2)
p

l − p−1

For l large and p small, (the hallmarks of a simple model), R̄2 close to 1.0 indicates a
model with the variance well explained by the model, which is why we choose R̄2 > th as a
criterion for sufficient model fit. In practice we choose th = 0.98 and use th implicitly in our
algorithms, and p = | X |+1 as we do not include any interaction terms in our model, just
the variables and an intercept.

Where the quality of the regression is deemed unsatisfactory - judged by the R̄2 metric,
and indicating a straight line is not an appropriate fit for the data - we allow our function
to split the constraint set C into finitely many disjoint regions, ‘partitioning’ C, where we
resample l concretisations for each refinement. We do this recursively until we can achieve
a piecewise linear regression with each component linear regression deemed a satisfactory
fit. The piecewise regression that achieves the desired fit gives a symbolic representation of
τ

j
i ∈ T [X ]. The terms will make active use of i f/else statements from our term language in

order to differentiate local needs for interpolation.

The recursion depth required for different τ
j

i may vary (e.g., a redundant strategy with
constant weight 0 would be immediately modelled by our regression technique, whereas
a more complex strategy may have a curved distribution). This is our justification for
considering each τ

j
i separately in our algorithm seen in Figure 5.7, always starting with the

same initial cut: it is more efficient than computing a global set of sample points that would
be a fit for all coordinates.

The function symNE(AX ,C), as seen in Figure 5.7, takes as its argument the symbolic
game (AX ,C) and returns an element τ = (τ1, . . . ,τm) in SMST (AX ,C) that is meant to be a
good approximation to some element of NE(AX ,C). It achieves this by randomly sampling
l concretisations αI , 1 ≤ I ≤ l, and computing the set of Nash equilibria NE(AX [αI]) for
each one. The way in which we sample would be the only place at which we would have to
modify our algorithms should C contain additional constraints such as x = z. Depending on
the nature of these additional constraints, we may choose random values for some variables,
and then use a constraint solver to determine values for remaining variables if feasible; and
we would repeat that for a fixed number of times till this either gets us a sample point that is
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symNE((AX ,C)){
// PRE-CONDITION: NE(AX ,C) is a consistent, constrained symbolic game
Sample concretisations αI of (AX ,C) for each 1 ≤ I ≤ l
for 1 ≤ I ≤ l do

NE[I] = NE(AX [αI])
// Compute Nash equilibria for all concretisations and save in array

end
cut= cut(NE,rand(v ∈ NE(AX [α1])))
// rand(v ∈ NE(AX [α1])) selects a NE
for All players i do

for All pure strategies γ j in Γi do
τi(γ j) = regression(cut,C, i, j,0)

end
end
// POST-CONDITION: τ is a SMST that passes a regression test of being a good fit
return τ

}

Fig. 5.7 Our algorithm for a function that, for each pure strategy j for all players i, tries to
fit a linear regression model to the points, by calling recursive regression function detailed
in Figure 5.8. symNE takes as arguments the pay-off matrices AX as well as the constraints
C (i.e., the building blocks of our problem). It returns our vector of interest, τ , a symbolic
mixed strategy set that (approximately) contributes to a Nash equilibrium.

a concretisation or until the fixed number did not find any concretisation - in which case the
algorithm stops with no approximation as output. Output sets are stored as an array NE.

In order to provide the cut function with an initial starting point, one Nash equilibrium
from NE[1] is arbitrarily chosen as the starting point for our computation - cut[1]. This is the
only source of non-determinism for function symNE - apart from the random sampling of
concretisations. All other equilibrium choices will derive from cut[1], as seen in Figure 5.6,
and determine which symbolic Nash equilibria τ = (τ1, . . . ,τm) is approximated. For each
pure strategy j of each player i, we then call our regression(cut,C, i, j,d) function, seen in
Figure 5.8, which is able to construct the piecewise linear regression approximation for that
strategy, γ

j
i , and thus, by the end of the loop, τ .

Function regression(cut,C, i, j,d) runs recursively where necessary on one pure strategy
weight τ

j
i at a time. Note then that, although variables cut and C may share names with

variables in symNE(AX ,C), the input arguments are call-by-value and become local variables
inside the function, and may differ from the variables in symNE(AX ,C) when run recursively.
The arguments include an array cut of the chosen Nash equilibria, cut and sampled over a
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constraint set C, a constraint set C itself and information on i and j to identify the player
and pure strategy for τ

j
i . This function also takes argument d to denote the recursion depth,

which is increased if recursion occurs. The function returns the symbolic weight term for
strategy j of player i, τ

j
i and the constraint set C. Set C is passed to ensure the join function

(detailed later, and seen in Figure 5.15) knows for which concretisations the weight function
τ

j
i applies to.

If a linear regression, τ
j

i ∼ X + c, formed by a call to linearRegression function seen
in Figure 5.9 over the constraint set C given has a R̄2 value that is deemed acceptable over
a threshold th, which is an implicit parameter in Figure 5.8, we simply accept this result
and return the term, τ

j
i . If R̄2 < th however, we try to recursively apply the regression to

a refinement of C, forming a piecewise linear regression overall for C. By Assumption 3
we can bisect such constraint set C along each constrained variable in X , forming a total of
z = 2|X | disjoint refinements of C. We note that each of these refined constraint sets also
satisfies Assumption 3, and so we may recursively continue this bisection and always sample
concretisations. Without having to rely on satisfiability checks, all sample points will be
concretisations.

We sample l new concretisations for each refinement 1 ≤ p ≤ z, and invoke cut to form
new arrays of cuts, referred to as cutp, for 1 ≤ p ≤ z, and choose the initial Nash equilibrium
in each as most ‘similar’ to cut[1]. This will ensure that in this new sample the computation
remains focussed on creating the same symbolic Nash equilibrium as in symNE. The results
from these z regressions, are joined together to form τ

j
i using i f/else statements in order to

differentiate local needs for interpolation.

The Boolean guard (the invariant) for this recursion is ‘whilst not all regions of the
partition of C fit the regression’ we will continue to partition the constraint set, and produce
more sample points to make up our overall piecewise linear regression function.

Overall, symNE is a decomposition technique that returns an element of SMST (AX ,C)

that serves as an approximation of a vector of symbolic mixed strategies - that would represent
a symbolic Nash equilibrium. There may be many disjoint partitions for each strategy, but
there is a regression test for each of these partitions which would meet a threshold R̄2 > th,
and given any concretisation, τ

j
i [α] approximates the weight with which to use strategy

γ
j

i ∈ Γi in forming a Nash equilibrium NE(AX [α]).

5.3.3 Validation of output

We are interested in assessing how well the outputs of our function symNE approximate
symbolic Nash equilibria. We intend on achieving this by checking that:
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regression(cut,C, i, j,d){
[τ j

i , R̄
2] = linearRegression(cut, i, j) // τ

j
i ∼ X + c

if R̄ > th then
return τ

j
i // Accept the regression as a good approximation

end
else

// Reject the regression (a straight line is not a good fit for the data)
if d < maxRecursionDepth then

// If recursion depth acceptable
Bisect the domain of each and every symbolic variable, forming z = 2|X | new Cp domains,
1 ≤ p ≤ z that refine C
for 1 ≤ p ≤ z do

Sample concretisations α
p
I of (AX ,Cp) for each 1 ≤ I ≤ l

for 1 ≤ I ≤ l do
NEp[I] = NE(AX [α

p
I ]) // Compute NE for concretisations

end
cutp = cut(NEp,argminw(d(w,cut[1]),w ∈ NE(AX [α

p
1 ])))

end
τ

j
i = join({[regression(cut1,C1, i, j,d +1),C1], . . . ,
[regression(cutz,Cz, i, j,d +1),Cz]})
return τ

j
i

end
else

// Recursion depth unacceptable
return failure

end
end
}

Fig. 5.8 Our algorithm for a regression function that takes the sampled ‘cut’ concretisations
for a pure strategy, tries to fit a linear regression model to the points, forming a symbolic
weight τ

j
i over C. By Assumption 3, we may identify a constraint set C with a convex

polytope of vectors that satisfy C. By ‘domain’, we mean the set of assignments that make
up such concretisations. The algorithm is recursive in that it bisects the domain where the
linear regression does not approximate the change in the use of the weight of a pure strategy
well enough (as decided by our threshold test on the R̄2 metric from the regression) and calls
itself again. This function also takes argument d to denote the recursion depth.
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linearRegression(cut, i, j){
model = lm(τ

j
i ∼ X + c)

// Using software package R and data points from cut

R̄2 = summary(model)[R̄2]
return [model, R̄2]
}

Fig. 5.9 Interaction with software package R for calculating the linear model for the given
data points, and extracting the adjusted R2, denoted R̄2, from the model properties’ summary.

• The weights of the symbolic mixed strategy tuple, τ , which is the output of symNE,
always form a probability distribution

• A metric comprising R̄2 from each regression conforms to an acceptable threshold

• A metric comprising the error between our concretised approximation of a Nash
equilibrium τ[α ′] and the closest Nash equilibrium formed from the concretised game
NE(AX ,C)[α ′] conforms to an acceptable threshold for new, additional randomly
sampled concretisations, AX [α

′].

Together, these three tests allow us to build confidence in our approach. We cannot
test our approach directly by comparing to symbolic Nash equilibria, since we are unable
to compute such elements accurately. The first check confirms that the approximations
form a genuine distribution in SMST (AX ,C); a necessity for any strategy set. Next, we
implement an overall R̄2 metric target to counter any cumulative error effect - from the use
of multiple regressions - in our approximation. Lastly, considering our original sample set
of concretisations as ‘training’ data for our regressions, and then generating further ‘test’
data we can assess the error independently of our original concretisations. This is a standard
validation method in machine learning where we randomly test new data points that did not
contribute to the approximation but for which we are claiming that they are still approximated
by our solution.

We begin by checking that (following the rules of probability), all probability terms τ
j

i in
the distribution of symbolic mixed strategies that form our approximation always - over C -
are 0 ≤ τ

j
i ≤ 1. We test this by asking if Equations 5.21 or 5.22 are satisfiable in logic QX .
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(∨
i, j

τ
j

i < 0

)
∧
∧

C (5.21)(∨
i, j

τ
j

i > 1

)
∧
∧

C (5.22)

If unsatisfiable, we can be confident that so far the approximations are starting to look
like probability distributions. The last constraint is that the probability distribution sums to
1 over all pure strategies. We test this by asking if Equations 5.23 or 5.24 are satisfiable in
logic QX .

∨
i

(
ni

∑
j=1

τ
j

i > 1

)
∧
∧

C (5.23)

∨
i

(
ni

∑
j=1

τ
j

i < 1

)
∧
∧

C (5.24)

Again, in order to validate the quality of the computed approximation, we would hope
that these would be unsatisfiable. We use the SMT solver Z3 to answer these questions. In
doing so, due to rounding errors, these equations are sometimes satisfiable, forming witnesses
such as [ ∑

ni
j τ

j
i = 1.00000001 . . . ]. In order to complete this test (to a reasonable degree of

accuracy), we relax the conditions by introducing the concept of the Supremum and Infimum
values of terms t in an equivalent manner to our BN work.

Definition 32 Let t be a term in T [X ] for a constrained game (AX ,C). Then {| t |} ⊆ R is
defined as set {α(t) | α : X → R,α |=C}.

Theorem 10 Let δ > 0 and 0 < sup{| t |} < ∞. Then Sup(t,δ ,C) defined in Figure 5.10
terminates, and sup{| t |} is in the returned closed interval [l,h] of length ≤ δ .

Proof of Theorem 10: This follows from identical reasoning to Theorem 4.
QED

Our function, Sup(t,0.000000001,C), if it is feasible, returns a concretisation for low
at which the term t is within δ of the maximal over all concretisations. A similar result
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Sup(t,δ ,C) {
let α : X → R make (t > 0)∧

∧
C true;

cache = α(t);
while ((t ≥ 2∗ cache)∧

∧
C satisfiable) {

let α ′ : X → R make (t ≥ 2∗ cache)∧
∧

C true;
cache = α ′(t);

}
low = cache; high = 2∗ cache;
assert (((t ≥ low)∧

∧
C satisfiable)&&((t ≥ high)∧

∧
C unsatisfiable));

while (| high− low | > δ ) {
if ((t ≥ low+ | high− low | /2)∧

∧
C) satisfiable) {

low = low+ | high− low | /2;
assert (((t ≥ low)∧

∧
C satisfiable)&&((t ≥ high)∧

∧
C unsatisfiable));

} else {
high = low+ | high− low | /2;
assert (((t ≥ low)∧

∧
C satisfiable)&&(t ≥ high)∧

∧
C unsatisfiable));

}
}
return [low,high];
}

Fig. 5.10 Method for approximating sup{| t |} up to δ > 0 for a term t consistent with
constraint set C with variables in X when 0 < sup{| t |}< ∞. The returned closed interval
[low,high] has length ≤ δ and contains sup{| t |}. Key invariants are given as asserts. We
do not show that this also returns witness information for the satisfiability of the returned
value low.
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Inf(t,δ ,C) {
let α : X → R make (t > 0)∧

∧
C true;

cache = α(t);
while ((t ≤ 0.5∗ cache)∧

∧
C satisfiable) {

let α ′ : X → R make (t ≤ 0.5∗ cache)∧
∧

C true;
cache = α ′(t);

}
low = 0.5∗ cache; high = cache;
assert (((t ≤ high)∧

∧
C satisfiable)&&((t ≤ low)∧

∧
C unsatisfiable));

while (| high− low | > δ ) {
if ((t ≤ low+ | high− low | /2)∧

∧
C) satisfiable) {

high = low+ | high− low | /2;
assert (((t ≤ high)∧

∧
C satisfiable)&&((t ≤ low)∧

∧
C unsatisfiable));

} else {
low = low+ | high− low | /2;
assert (((t ≤ high)∧

∧
C satisfiable)&&(t ≤ low)∧

∧
C unsatisfiable));

}
}
return [low,high];

}

Fig. 5.11 Method for approximating inf{| t |} up to δ > 0 for a term t consistent with
constraint set C with variables in X when 0 < inf{| t |}< ∞. The returned closed interval
[low,high] has length ≤ δ and contains inf{| t |}. Key invariants are given as asserts. We do
not show that this also returns witness information for the satisfiability of the returned value
low.
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holds for Inf(t,0.000000001,C) defined in Figure 5.11. We relax Equations 5.23 or 5.24 to
computing:

[l,h] = Sup

(
ni

∑
j

τ
j

i ,δ ,C

)

[l∗,h∗] = Inf

(
ni

∑
j

τ
j

i ,δ ,C

)

and claim that if l ≤ 1.0 ≤ h and l∗ ≤ 1.0 ≤ h∗ for all players i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, then this is
sufficient to confirm our approximations form a distribution, where sufficiency here is a
function of the δ , and the smaller the δ the more sufficient this is. This is a good test because
it validates the accuracy of our approximation, without causing our tool to crash from f ailure
in requiring the probability sum must be exactly 1.0.

We note that more generally, a typical use for Sup(t,0.000000001,C) is that the first
argument is a symbolic weight, τ

j
i . Then, if that weight is part of an (approximation of a)

symbolic Nash equilibrium, then this call will find a maximum value of that weight that is
consistent with the symbolic Nash equilibrium. This is because a witness will satisfy all
constraints in C, and so we can compute τ[α] for that witness α if we so wished.

Next we consider the implications of using the R̄2 statistic as a metric to test against a
threshold th in each regression. At each concretisation, the correctness of our result relies on
the k = ∑ni regressions for weights of strategies for all players. Any error introduced from
these separate k regressions may be cumulative however. For small models this cumulative
effect will be relatively insignificant, but we wish to ensure that for models with a large
number of strategies in particular (i.e. k large) that the total error is not overwhelming.

We re-use the R̄2 threshold concept, referring to R̄2 in each of the k regressions as R̄2
p,

1 ≤ p ≤ k, and insisting that an overall threshold, th∗, is also attained:

1−
k

∑
p=1

(1− R̄2
p)> th∗

where we set th∗ = 0.9. For all examples in this Chapter, we have checked that the overall
threshold th∗ has been maintained in all models.

Lastly, we are interested in testing our regression model on concretisations not sampled
during the computation of the approximation, to ascertain he quality of the approximation
of the output computed by symNE. This testing method is somewhat akin to our initial l
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concretisations (plus additional resampling as necessary to fit the piecewise regression) being
treated as ‘training data’, and subsequent concretisations acting as ‘test data’.

We sample n additional concretisations, and for each such concretisation, α ′, identify the
‘closest’ concretised Nash equilibrium v ∈ NE(AX [α

′]) to our concretised Nash equilibrium,
τ[α ′], by minimising:

argmin
v

{d(v,τ[α ′]) | v ∈ NE(AX [α
′])}

We then calculate the mean squared error (MSE) between each approximated weight
τ

j
i [α

′] to the actual strategy weight found in closest Nash equilibrium of the concretised
game, π

j
i [α

′]:

MSE =
1

n× k

n

∑
I=1

m

∑
i=1

ni

∑
j=1

(τ
j

i [α
′
I]−π

j
i [α

′
I])

2

The closer the value of MSE is to zero, the better fit our approximation is for this test
data of n concretisations. We require that MSE < th∗∗ where th∗∗ = 0.05 and m = l in order
for us to accept our regression approximation. Again, for all examples in this Chapter, we
have checked that the MSE is less than the threshold th∗∗.

After our model has passed each of these three checks, we then have a symbolic (piece-
wise) linear regression approximation where:

• any individual regression line (no matter how small or large a part of potentially
partitioned C it covers) is based on l uniformly distributed random sample points.
As previously mentioned, uniformity of sampling depends on the independence of
variables, which is assumed in our work,

• we have checked over all C that our τ produces a SMST (AX ,C), meaning that for each
player there is a true probability distribution of use of strategies,

• the error for an individual regression (for each i, j, in τ
j

i ) satisfies a threshold th,

• the error for all regressions collectively (over all i, j, ∑i ∑ j err(τ j
i )) satisfies a threshold

th∗ for error err,

• the error for a sample of new random test cases α ′ satisfies a threshold th∗∗.

Once we have symbolic equations for the probability weights of the strategies, we can
begin to explore their properties. As seen in previous Chapters, we will be interested in
optimising the symbolic equations that make up τ , the output of the overall algorithm. This
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τ is an element of T [X ]k and by construction, is an approximation of weights forming a
symbolic Nash equilibrium. Optimising τ

j
i consistent with C returns the concretisation of our

approximation for a Nash equilibrium with the optimal value of τ
j

i under all concretisations.
Our function Sup(t,δ ,C) returns a witness for the concretisation t = low it generates, and
conversely, Inf(t,δ ,C) returns a witness for the concretisation t = high that it generates. We
can then use these concretisations to extract more information about the model than just
[low,high]: we learn witnesses for variables in X and can reconstruct the weights of all other
strategies for said witnesses.

We now illustrate these tests by means of an example.

Example 17 Following on from Example 16, we conduct all aforementioned tests to ensure
our model sufficiently approximates a symbolic Nash equilibrium for this game. Recall τ is:

τ =


τ1

1

τ2
1

τ1
2

τ2
2

=


0.5+ x
0.5− x

1−0.5∗ x
0.5∗ x


It is trivial to confirm that for 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.5 we have τ

j
i ≥ 0 and τ

j
i ≤ 1, assuring conditions

set out in Equations (5.21) and (5.22). In this instance, Equations (5.23) and (5.24) are
unsatisfiable, as 0.5+ x+0.5− x = 1 and 1−0.5∗ x+0.5∗ x = 1 exactly.

The R̄2 statistics for each τ
j

i regression is a perfect 1, with all variance explained by our
model’s fit, satisfying th. Similarly, the cumulative constraint satisfies 0 < th∗. Our final
test for a sample of new test cases, α ′ meeting a threshold th∗∗ is checked taking x sampled
at {0.1,0.2,0.4}. Each value of x determines a concretisation, and so this samples three
additional concretisations:

cut=




0.6
0.4

0.95
0.05

 ,


0.7
0.3
0.9
0.1

 ,


0.9
0.1
0.8
0.2


= NE(AX [α

′])

As this is another perfect fit, MSE = 0 for these samples, and thus MSE < th∗∗.
To demonstrate optimisation, the function Sup(τ1

1 ,0.000000001,C) here would maximise
the use of γ1

1 ∈ Γ1, and thus the value of the weight τ1
1 . This occurs when x = 0.5, where

α |=C holds when α(x) = 0.5:

τ
1
1 = 1 τ

2
1 = 0 τ

1
2 = 0.75 τ

2
2 = 0.25 x = 0.5
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We progress on to applying this methodology to the Dresher model detailed in Figure
2.6. The remainder of the formalisations for optimisations follow straight from our work
in Chapters 3and 4. The capabilities that we developed for our approach are captured in a
Python package that can handle m-player games (AX ,C) with any finite number of strategies
for each player, over an uncertainty set X . Our tool has the ability to compute all Nash
equilibria of a game (or some, if only some are required), the ability to compute (mixed)
strategies that realise such equilibria, the expected pay-offs to players, the ability to determine
how strict uncertainty impacts the sensitivity of a game’s solutions, and the ability to optimise
all of these.

5.4 A Negotiations Model

Game theory has an established history of applications in defence and military planning. In
an arms control context, an ‘inspecting’ organisation (a foreign nation, international group,
etc.) seeks data through which a nation’s compliance to an agreement (or other set of rules)
can be assessed. It is natural that mathematical models of inspections seem to have aspects
that are somewhat similar to non-cooperative games with two players.

We illustrate our approach by revisiting the classical work on Dresher Inspection Games,
as discussed in the 1962 RAND memorandum [5, 6] and seen in Figure 2.6. These are
extensive 2-player games played between an Inspector and an Inspectee. Both players play
simultaneously in up to n rounds in which the Inspector can either inspect or not inspect, and
the Inspectee can choose to either do nothing or cheat. The setting might be “an agreement
to prohibit weapons of mass destruction in space to be verified by inspecting a fraction of
all space launchings” [5]. We recall from Chapter 2 that this is an alternative model for
unscheduled inspection planning based on the utility of holding such an inspection. The
Inspector can only inspect at up to m rounds and will detect any cheating during inspections.
The Inspectee can cheat at any round but the detection of cheating will end the game (no
more rounds).

One can compute the expected utility for each player in such a game for fixed values
of m and n. We want to understand the design space of such games when 1 ≤ m ≤ 8 and
2 ≤ n ≤ 8. We do this by studying a constrained symbolic game (AX ,C) with X = {x,z},
two players, Γ1 = {n = 2, . . . ,n = 8}, Γ2 = {m = 1, . . . ,m = 8}, and payoff functions f1 and
f2 represented as matrices as described in Figure 5.12.

Player 2, the Inspector, chooses how many inspections happen, whereas player 1, the
Inspectee, chooses the number of times an inspection could happen, by varying the treaty
length. For choices with m ≤ n, the payoffs are the expected utilities of the corresponding
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A∗
X =



31
50

41
50 −x −2x −3x −4x −5x −6x

229
500

329
500

419
500 −x −2x −3x −4x −5x

1561
5000

2561
5000

3461
5000

4271
5000 −x −2x −3x −4x

9049
50000

19049
50000

28049
50000

36149
50000

43439
50000 −x −2x −3x

31441
500000

131441
500000

221441
500000

302441
500000

375341
500000

440951
500000 −x −2x

−217031
5000000

782969
5000000

1682969
5000000

2492969
5000000

3221969
5000000

3878069
5000000

4468559
5000000 −x

−6953279
50000000

3046721
50000000

12046721
50000000

20146721
50000000

27436721
50000000

33997721
50000000

39902621
50000000

45217031
50000000


Fig. 5.12 Payoff function f1 as matrix A∗

X : entry in row n−1 and column m shows (a) for
m ≤ n, the expected utility of the extensive-form Dresher game for pure strategies n and
m, and (b) for m > n a multiple of −x for the player who chooses the value of n – where
we have 0.0 ≤ x ≤ 0.05. A representation of payoff function f2 is obtained from matrix A∗

X
by replacing all occurrences of x with −z with 0.0 ≤ z ≤ 0.05, and then negating the entire
matrix.

Dresher game. When m > n, player 1 receives a multiple of −x with 0.0 ≤ x ≤ 0.05 as
a penalty for offering too few inspection opportunities. This penalty increases the more
inspections the Inspector would like to have made. The resulting payoff matrix A∗

X in
Figure 5.12 represents f1. We obtain a representation of f2 by replacing in A∗

X all occurrences
of −x with a positive payoff z and then negating the matrix. So player 2 is punished if he
chooses more inspections than there are inspectable events, which would prevent agreement
on an inspection treaty. Together, these two matrices form a constrained non-zero-sum game
(AX ,C) seen in Figure 5.13, with X = {x,z}. In particular, there will be concretisations that
are non-zero sum games. As constraint set, we have C = {0.0≤ x,x≤ 0.05,0.0≤ z,z≤ 0.05}.
The values 0.0 and 0.05 were chosen as they lead to a non-trivial symbolic Nash equilibrium.

Strategies for Γ1 and Γ2 are distinct from the nations party to the treaty: the players of
the game are the inspectors and the inspectee; the purpose of finding a Nash equilibrium is to
identify optimal treaty parameters that both nations will be happy with (given both will have
the roles of inspector and host during the duration of the treaty). Each player has pay-off
matrices as described above with constraints on x and z respectively, and it is in the best
interests of both nations that players 1 and 2 are satisfied with the result of the game (and
achieve a Nash equilibrium). For the sake of argument, we fix the ‘treaty length’ time unit
that strategies from Γ1 depend on as one year.

We ran function approximateSymbolicNE and found there was only one unique ap-
proximation of a symbolic Nash equilibrium, which we will refer to as a symbolic Nash
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τ
1
1 =

3798
10000

+
3999z
10000

τ
2
1 =

1001
10000

+
4584z
10000

τ
3
1 =

7530
10000

+
4985z
10000

τ
4
1 =

5763
100000

+
5300z
10000

τ
5
1 =

4477
100000

+
5583z
10000

τ
6
1 =

3520
100000

+
5863z
10000

τ
7
1 =

3071
10000

− 3031z
1000

τ
1
2 =

4445
10000

+
1387x
1000

τ
2
2 = 0.0

τ
3
2 =

8532
100000

− 3128x
10000

τ
4
2 =

8997
100000

− 3047x
10000

τ
5
2 =

9329
100000

− 2775x
10000

τ
6
2 =

9528
100000

− 2318x
10000

τ
7
2 =

9603
100000

− 1690x
10000

τ
8
2 =

9563
100000

− 9109x
100000

Fig. 5.14 Coordinates of a symbolic Nash equilibrium τ = (τ1,τ2) where τ
j

1 is weight for
pure strategy/action j+1 of player 1 (recalling that n ranges from {n = 2, . . . ,n = 8} in Γ1),
and τm

2 is weight for pure strategy/action m of player 2. For example, actions n = 3 and
m = 1 contribute in this symbolic mixed strategy as τ2

1 and τ1
2 respectively.

equilibrium henceforth. The synthesis of this symbolic Nash equilibrium could be done
without the use of conditionals. The weights of this symbolic Nash equilibrium are shown in
Figure 5.14. We confirm that the symbolic Nash equilibrium meets the criteria for th, th∗ and
th∗∗ tests we put in place to ensure good approximations of NE(AX ,C).

We use our optimisation algorithm to analyse this game and its design space in more
detail. We will often aim to optimise an objective function in terms of symbolic weights for
the symbolic Nash equilibrium. Note that the strategies for player 1 depend on the value of
z and the strategies for player 2 on the value of x, with no inter-dependence. Many of our
example queries will take the form ‘optimise the use of strategy γ

j
i for player Γi’. This is

equivalent to using our previously detailed Sup function to maximise the value weight τ
j

i

can take (bounded as a probability, 0 to 1). The concretisation from Sup will fix all variables
in X , meaning that the weights of all other pure strategies for all other players are then also
fixed, by virtue of them being terms in T [X ].

5.4.1 Use of one inspection only

In the constrained symbolic game (AX ,C), how large can the weight for the pure strategy that
represents ’one inspection only’ be in a symbolic Nash equilibrium for this game? In other
words, we want to maximise the value of τ1

2 for the symbolic Nash equilibrium of Figure 5.14
to determine the maximal (average) use of 1 inspection only, against the strict uncertainty ex-
pressed in C. Function Sup(τ1

2 ,0.0000001,C) outputs [0.513849984169,0.513850037098],
suggesting that this pure strategy (m = 1) should be used about 51.4%. The assignment α1
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computed in that call says that this maximum occurs when x = 0.05. The value of z has no
effect on this result, and the other weights for player 2’s strategies are

τ
1
2 [α1] = 0.5138 τ

2
2 [α1] = 0 τ

3
2 [α1] = 0.0697 τ

4
2 [α1] = 0.0747

τ
5
2 [α1] = 0.0794 τ

6
2 [α1] = 0.0837 τ

7
2 [α1] = 0.0876 τ

8
2 [α1] = 0.0910

The above assignment α1 could be used to design a treaty that minimises inspection
costs and intrusive actions. This sort of analysis could be useful to a decision maker if, for
instance, players 1 and 2 have some control over x and z, and are able to determine their
values (perhaps they model ‘costs’ that are incurred, or requirements or commitments to other
arms negotiations they can use to trade off against intrusive/expensive inspections). Knowing
how different such value ranges change the structure of the Nash equilibrium formed would
give the nations something to negotiate towards in any potential treaty.

5.4.2 Extending treaty engagement

In this section we ask two questions relating to a specific optimum, where the second depends
on the answer to the first. For which values of x and z would player 1 wish to engage in the
treaty for longest, with highest probability? And how much can x and z vary to remain being
within 0.05 of this highest probability?

We know from inspection however that only variable z impacts player 1’s strategy weights.
We wish to maximise the use of strategy n = 8. Then we want to ask by how much we can
vary z so that the weight for n = 8 changes by at most 0.05 from that maximal weight. For
τ7

1 from Figure 5.14, the maximum with accuracy δ = 0.0000001, Sup(τ7
1 ,0.0000001,C)

occurs at z = 0.0 and is in [0.307099983692,0.307100056887]. In the Nash equilibrium
τ[α2] both players would end of agreeing on a treaty with n = 8 about 30.7% of the time,
and the assignment α2 for that maximum reports as non-zero weights of τ1[α2] as

τ
1
1 [α2] = 0.3798 τ

2
1 [α2] = 0.1001 τ

3
1 [α2] = 0.075 τ

4
1 [α2] = 0.0576

τ
5
1 [α2] = 0.0448 τ

6
1 [α2] = 0.0352 τ

7
1 [α2] = 0.3071

The other large contributor strategy in this equilibrium is to run the treaty for 2 years (τ1
1 ).

In this concretisation, they would agree on a treaty for 2 years a minimum of 37.9% of the
time.

For the second part of this analysis, we view 0.3071 as the maximal value and so
we wonder for which values of z we have that 0.3071− 0.05 = 0.2571 ≤ τ7

1 . We thus
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add this inequality to C, and Inf(τ7
1 ,0.0000001,C) returns 0.2571, with a witness for z of

0.01649620587.
Knowing a range of “acceptable” strict uncertainties for x and z could help negotiators

with working towards a treaty between the two nations that is acceptable to both for carrying
out the roles of players 1 and 2. Although not modelled here, x and z could refer to other
‘sweeteners’ in the treaty that could be used to build confidence in each other in the absence
of an available inspection.

5.4.3 Checking for redundancy

Identify which pure strategies are redundant in a constrained game (AX ,C). We want to
learn which pure strategies of any player have symbolic weights that can never be larger than
0, up to some accuracy δ . That is, we would like to compute the set

Red = {(i, j) | Sup(τ j
i ,0.0000001,C)≤ δ} (5.25)

For (i, j) in Red, we then know that γ
j

i never has a weight larger than δ in any concretisation,
and may therefore be considered to be redundant. In this case, we compute that Red equals
{(2,2)}, which we understand to mean a treaty that allows m = 2 inspections is redundant as
its action is never used (by player 2) in the symbolic Nash equilibrium we found.

The small set Red seems to reflect that Nash equilibrium solutions can exist irrespective
of whether there is a desire for many or few inspections, though the exact weights in which
these strategies are used to form a Nash equilibrium will change.

5.4.4 Maximising utility

Which mixed strategies maximise the utility to player 1? For a symbolic Nash equilibrium
τ =(τ1,τ2), we can ask about the maximal utility for a player, assuming that this player would
be in control of resolving the strict uncertainty in the game. We treat each τi as a symbolic de-
scription of an element in Dist(Γi,AX) and generate thus a term tu = f1(τ1,τ2) that expresses
the utility for each player in this symbolic Nash equilibrium. Then Sup(tu,0.0000001,C)

computes the maximal utility possible within the strict uncertainty in C.
The symbolic Nash equilibrium τ at which this value for the corresponding term tu is

highest has α3(x) = 0.05,α3(z) = 0.03125, maximal utility 0.2475, and non-zero weight

τ
1
1 [α2] = 0.3923 τ

2
1 [α2] = 0.1144 τ

3
1 [α2] = 0.0909 τ

4
1 [α2] = 0.0741

τ
5
1 [α2] = 0.0622 τ

6
1 [α2] = 0.0535 τ

7
1 [α2] = 0.2124 τ

1
2 [α1] = 0.5138
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τ
3
2 [α1] = 0.0697 τ

4
2 [α1] = 0.0747 τ

5
2 [α1] = 0.0794 τ

6
2 [α1] = 0.0837

τ
7
2 [α1] = 0.0876 τ

8
2 [α1] = 0.0911

Similarly, Inf(tu,0.0000001,C) computes the minimal utility possible within the strict
uncertainty in C. The concretised symbolic Nash equilibrium τ[α4] at which the value for
the corresponding term tu is minimal occurs at α4(x) = 0.0,α4(z) = 0.05 and has minimal
utility 0.2393.

The parties that design an inspection regime thus have the ability to model the utility of
strategies in (AX ,C) explicitly. Maximising the utility for a player over all symbolic Nash
equilibria helps a decision maker choose which concrete Nash equilibrium to strive for in a
treaty negotiation, but also gives insight into how x and z affect the utility of the inspection
regime.

The nations - with the ability to model the utility of strategies in (AX ,C) explicitly - will
be able to ‘choose’ which is the most important role for them (inspecting or being inspected)
and vary strategies accordingly to reflect a better pay-off for the player role they deem more
important. Such a decision may be based on whether they trust the other nation going into
the treaty, and this analysis can then influence the confidence they may have in entering such
a treaty.

5.4.5 Finding sensitive solutions

Finding an optimum usage of a distinct pure strategy, or maximising an expected pay-off
may not be the only focus of interest for a modeller. In the above or other analyses, we may
also want to learn how sensitive computed results are to small changes in the values of x and
z, particularly in analyses whose semantics quantify x and z universally.

The sensitivity of a symbolic weight τ
j

i to such changes may be thought of as the size of
the change between τ

j
i [α] and τ

j
i [α

′] where

α(x) = s α ′(x) = s+ εx

α(z) = t α ′(z) = t + εz

Variables x and z take on values s and t respectively, and εx,εz > 0 are small constants.
We assess this change using the regression coefficients a,b and c from our model, τ

j
i =

a j
i ∗ x+b j

i ∗ z+ c j
i ∗ x∗ z+d j

i returned by linearRegression seen in Figure 5.9. We define a
sensitivity function

S(τ j
i ) =| a j

i |+ | b j
i |+ | c j

i |
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The larger the absolute values of coefficients a,b and c the more sensitive the solution will
be to perturbations in x and z. In instances where τ

j
i contains if-conditionals, then S(τ j

i ) will
change as variables in X vary over C. We can compute

∀i, j Sup(S(τ j
i ),0.0000001,C) = [l(i, j),h(i, j))

Running these analyses, we learn that γ7
1 is the most sensitive strategy, with S(τ7

1 ) = 3.031,
affected by perturbations in z, and that γ8

2 is the least sensitive at S(τ8
2 ) = 0.09109, affected

by perturbations in x. The largest sensitivity function output for changes in x occurs for
S(τ1

2 ) = 1.387.

Sensitivity to variations in x and z highlights the most risky of strategies to a decision
maker. Knowing such maximal sensitivities is useful to a decision maker as it highlights
circumstances where the use of certain pure strategies may be problematic. Our results
show that - at worst - the sensitivity of strategy weights in this symbolic Nash equilibrium
are affected more than twice as much by perturbations in z than by perturbations in x. Our
analysis could be useful if players 1 and 2 were in a position to fix either of the parameters x
or z, and it would suggest that fixing z would be of greatest benefit.

The high sensitivity of a strategy weight might, in some instances, mean that players
decide certain strategies should be avoided. Unfortunately, in our example, this is the only
symbolic Nash equilibrium, but in general where there are multiple symbolic Nash equilibria,
it may be possible for a decision-maker to choose a different symbolic Nash equilibrium, less
affected by perturbations in uncertainty.

5.5 Implementation and Evaluation

To implement our tool for this Chapter, we have taken a similar approach as previously seen
in this thesis of integrating various software packages.

We automate the ‘symbolic solving’ part of this work by computing Nash equilibrium
results numerically in function symNE(AX ,C), seen in Figure 5.7, using the Gambit package.
We then use the computed solutions to come up with a (regression) formula that faithfully
represents the numerical results in a symbolic manner in functions regression(cut,C, i, j,d),
seen in Figure 5.8 and linearRegression(cut, i, j), seen in Figure 5.9. We utilise Gambit’s
Python API to interact with the N-player Nash equilibrium solver engine. The rest of
our code (functions cut(AX ,C) seen in Figure 5.6, and join({[τ j

i ,C1], . . . , [τ
j

i ,Cz]}) seen in
Figure 5.15) is in pure Python, utilising the Z3 API to handle symbolic decision making an
optimisation as seen in Figure 5.10, and as in previous Chapters.
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join({[τ j
i ,C1], . . . , [τ

j
i ,Cz]}){

declare θ ,ω of types SMT code/string
for Each [τ

j
i ,Cp] do

θ = θ+“i f (α |=Cp){τ
j

i } else {”
// Loop through all refinements adding SMT clauses such
// that we have SMT code for all C
ω = ω+“}”

end
θ = θ+ “fail” ω

return θ

}

Fig. 5.15 Function that builds the necessary i f/else terms that will determine the correct
symbolic equation to use for τ

j
i at concretisation α by checking if α |=Cp. Variable θ stores

the nested terms, whilst ω collects the nesting brackets to be adjoined to the clause to complete
the nesting. This will return a statement of the form i f (a ≤ x,x ≤ b){τ

j
i } else {i f (a′ ≤ x,x ≤

b′){τ ′ j
i } else { “fail” }}

Function join({[τ j
i ,C1], . . . , [τ

j
i ,Cz]}), seen in Figure 5.15, exists to build the necessary

i f/else terms should any symbolic term τ
j

i be based on a piecewise regression that needs
joining in our SMT code.

For an example of how the bisection of our linear regressions would improve the accuracy
of our solution - done in Figure 5.8, in the regression function, and detailed in our approach
in Section 5.3.2 - we consider the example curve of Figure 5.16.

We are assured due to the properties of the (finite) games that our recursion will eventually
fit a ‘piecewise regression’ function, with (potentially) many different regressions for different
parts of the strict uncertainty specified within Cp in Section 5.3.2. If |X |= 1, the terms will
interact linearly. For |X | > 1, or for pay-offs that are powers of terms in X , there may be
a curve: however, multiple straight lines can be used to approximate this curve by linear
approximation proofs. In practice, for our case X = {x,z}, we fit a y ∼ x+ z linear model
often without the need for an interaction term x∗ z.

Using Reimann sum logic [134], we are assured that approximations of functions by
multiple straight lines become more accurate as the number of points taken increases (i.e.
smaller intervals between sampling points), as seen in Figure 5.16. Our termination parameter
for our recursion, seen in Figure 5.8, is that all sections Cp have a regression fitted to them;
and our condition for a regression being ‘successfully fitted’ is that the R̄2 calculation of
the regression fit is better than a threshold. In some trials, where we used many symbolic
terms of higher-order polynomials, we observed that our approach was unable to find an
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Fig. 5.16 In Figure 5.8, our regression function, we are given an equation to approximate
using linear regression. The left hand diagram is a plot of one such possible equation. We
start with a single linear regression, as seen using the the red line in the centre diagram. This
is deemed to not model the equation sufficiently well. After bisecting the constraints, and
re-sampling, the regression function will be applied to the two separate parts of the equation,
the green and pink lines. These are deemed to approximate the true equation sufficiently
well, and so are accepted and joined using the join function of Figure 5.15

acceptable solution within a reasonable recursion depth however. One way that we could
circumvent this problem would be to add extra constraints to C that limited the variations of
symbolic terms in X . After inspecting a smaller problem, we could then think of a ‘moving
lens’ where we change our constraints to consider other segments of C, eventually building
up an analysis valid over all C.

The Python and SMT code for the queries and models of this paper and raw SMT
analysis results are reported in this thesis’ online repository. Unlike previous Chapters that
focussed on exact methods, we re-emphasise that our approach taken here leads to a symbolic
approximation of a solution concept - the symbolic Nash equilibrium - that can be formalised,
but cannot be computed or validated to be such elements, in general.

In order to ensure we have an optimum trade off between speed of computation and
accuracy, we have considered the effects of adjusting the threshold of the R̄2 at which we
accept a regression, and the number of sampling points taken into account in a regression.
As can be seen in Figure 5.17, there is no obvious benefit (and in fact a likely statistical
impropriety) by requiring an R̄2 value of 0.99. That the R̄2 value is so high is a positive
reflection of how there is often (in our examples) a simple relationship between uncertainty
values and the weights with which strategies can be used. More complicated pay-off matrices
(with higher ordered terms) would change this though and require more features in the
regression.

There is a noticeable difference in Figure 5.17 in the accuracy of the approximations after
taking only 10 sample concretisation points for the regression, and 10000 sample points. In
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order to be able to run our algorithms on many of these games, 1000 would appear to give
sufficiently accurate approximations for τ . For 1000 sample points, these approximations
NE(AX ,C)[α] are accurate to the closest Nash equilibrium of a game instantiated at said
concretisation, NE(AX [α]), at least 4 decimal places 90% of the time, with accuracy of at
least 5 decimal places up to 32% of the time.

The degree of the polynomial terms seen in our examples did not exceed 1 (i.e. x1). Our
methodology supports higher order terms, however, and we have tested our approach on
a more complicated pay-off matrix to confirm our tool still computes a result as expected.
Replacing the matrix of Figure 5.12 with that in Figure 5.18, and reforming our pay-off
tables, we find that there are 15 distinct symbolic Nash equilibria, 6 of which had pure
strategy solutions, and 9 of which had mixed strategy solutions, the weights of which the
pure strategy support changed as x and z varied. Of these 9 variables solutions, our Figure
5.8 had to be recursed in 4 of the cases (but only once) in order to achieve an acceptable
piecewise linear regression, 5 of the symbolic Nash equilibria were found as good enough
approximations without recursion. For one of the symbolic Nash equilibria that was recursed
over, we include the resulting join in Figure 5.19 to detail the i f -clause structure of variable
weights for player 2’s third strategy, τ3

2 .

5.6 Related Work

The most closely related approaches in the literature to our work are Bayesian games (also
known as ‘incomplete information games’) [17, 94] and robust game theory, [2]. We detail
these methodologies, and the similarities and differences between these approaches and ours
below. We then assess more general related game theory work.

5.6.1 Bayesian Games

Bayesian games are games without complete information - in a similar vein to our work -
except that the random variables used to represent uncertain or missing information have
probability distributions attributed to them. Similar to our work, Bayesian Nash equilibrium
solutions are expected to dominate other pay-offs over the full range of strict uncertainty. For
Bayesian games this uncertainty is probabilistic and not non-deterministic, i.e. strict. This is
already a big difference to our work reported here.

If a distribution is given for the uncertainty, a utility based approach can be used to
find the ‘optimum’ Bayesian Nash equilibrium solution based on maximum pay-off. Our
work does not make any assumptions about the prior values or likely values attached to the
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Fig. 5.17 Evaluative plots for fine tuning our approach on (AX ,C). We look at the spread
of the results for the regression in the case of sampling 1000 points and whilst varying the
threshold at which we accept R̄2 value of the regression. We sample 10, 100, 1000 and 10000
points and compare the variation in the results (two graphs). And we compare the accuracy
of our symbolic Nash equilibria evaluated at αk with the closest Nash equilibrium of a game
instantiated at αk. We say closest as there are many NE, and we are only interested in making
a comparison with the one our cut algorithm has selected and we then approximate. We can
say that with 90% confidence the first 4 decimal places of a result will be correct, with some
matching up to 7 decimal places.
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A′
X =



31
50

41
50 1− x 2− x 3− x 4− x3 5− x 6− x2

229
500

329
500

419
500 4− x3 + x2 −x 2− x2 −x x3 − x

1561
5000

2561
5000

3461
5000

4271
5000 −x −x 2− x3 1− x

9049
50000

19049
50000

28049
50000

36149
50000

43439
50000 1− x 2− x 3− x

31441
500000

131441
500000

221441
500000

302441
500000

375341
500000

440951
500000 1− x x2 − x

−217031
5000000

782969
5000000

1682969
5000000

2492969
5000000

3221969
5000000

3878069
5000000

4468559
5000000 −x

−6953279
50000000

3046721
50000000

12046721
50000000

20146721
50000000

27436721
50000000

33997721
50000000

39902621
50000000

45217031
50000000


Fig. 5.18 A new pay-off matrix that was used as pay-offs to test higher degree polynomial
terms as pay-offs in our tool.

τ3
2 (x,z){

return if
∧
(0.5 ≤ x,x < 0.7,0.5 ≤ z,z < 0.7 then

5.835e−1 −1.014e−1 ∗ x+4.330e−15 ∗ z−6.723e−15 ∗ z∗ x
end
else

if
∧
(0.7 ≤ x,x < 0.9,0.5 ≤ z,z < 0.7 then
5.527e−1 −5.764e−2 ∗ x−1.437e−14 ∗ z+1.716e−14 ∗ z∗ x

end
else

if
∧
(0.5 ≤ x,x < 0.7,0.7 ≤ z,z < 0.9 then
5.835e−1 −1.014e−1 ∗ x+4.014e−15 ∗ z−6.202e−15 ∗ z∗ x

end
else

if
∧
(0.7 ≤ x,x < 0.9,0.7 ≤ z,z < 0.9 then
5.527e−1 −5.764e−2 ∗ x−1.581e−14 ∗ z+1.896e−14 ∗ z∗ x

end
else

0
end

end
end

end
}

Fig. 5.19 Example output of the join function that represents the weights to use for player
2’s third strategy, τ3

2 in one of the Nash equilibria computed from Figure 5.18. The example
is meant to demonstrate the working bisection and join methods that occur in our approach.
We use i f -else syntax here: although this has been written stylistically slightly differently
using brackets { } in our formalisation, the meaning is identical.
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uncertain variables: in our work we are much more interested in the robustness of the results
than seeking a utility based solution. We do however (as seen in Example 5.4.4) have the
capacity to make utility based arguments if we so wish. An extension to Bayesian games is
that of Bayesian games without distributions. Solutions of such games are to seek the ex post
Nash equilibrium, which may not always exist.

Instead of modelling the pay-offs with uncertainty, Bayesian games often model different
‘types’ of the game, and associate different pay-off tables with said types. They then model
with uncertainty which type players find themselves in. This is a different way to how we
model the pay-offs themselves as changing over uncertainty. Our methodology is able to
equivalently encode the uncertainty used in Bayesian games (as seen in Example 18), but
also has the capacity to more naturally encode non-linear changes and interactions between
uncertain pay-offs (than fitting strange or difficult probability distributions as would be
required in Bayesian games). Fundamentally, we are modelling uncertainty about the pay-
offs; Bayesian games assume correct knowledge of the pay-offs but incomplete knowledge
of where out of multiple possible types in a game the player is.

The Bayesian games computations seen in the literature are by reasoned arguments,
though this is highly inefficient even for simple games. Our (approximate) symbolic Nash
equilibrium approach scales much better.

Example 18 A game G from [149] with incomplete information is posed in Figure 5.20. A
player does not know whether the pay-offs will be taken from G1 or G2. The Bayesian game
solution treats the problem as a probabilistic choice, with the chance the pay-offs in G1 are
used denoted p, and the chance G2 pay-offs are used 1− p. The optimum solution (using our
notation) is that for 0.0 ≤ p < 0.5 to use τ = (0,1.0,0.0,1.0) and for 0.5 ≤ p ≤ 1.0 to use
τ = (1.0,0,1.0,0). The distribution on p would then affect the Nash equilibrium chosen

Our solution to this problem involves encoding the game as G∗ using uncertainty x (which
we scale to being a probability for ease). We would similarly compute that the symbolic
Nash equilibrium changes as x varies from 0 ≤ x < 0.5 as τ = (0,1.0,0.0,1.0); and for
0.5 < x ≤ 1, as τ = (1.0,0,1.0,0). Our approach finds four Nash equilibria for x = 0.5: the
four equilibria at x = 0.5 being any combination of the pure strategies. This replicates the
results of the Bayesian game solution, including accessing otherwise unreported solutions
for p = x = 0.5, given the Bayesian game solution only followed the distribution.

Finally, analysis in Bayesian games is concerned with whether probabilities are known
to players (common prior assumptions) and thus can be solved as utility games. We do not
model like this: we are using our approach to explore a ‘design space’ and assume that
players know which concretisations they could be in, and they know which ones they are in
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G1 =

[
(4,4) (0,6)

(6,0) (2,2)

]

G2 =

[
(6,6) (2,4)

(4,2) (0,0)

]

G∗ =

[
(4+2x,4+2x) (2x,6−2x)

(6−2x,2x) (2−2x,2−2x)

]

Fig. 5.20 Pay-off matrices G1 and G2 for a game under incomplete information, where player
1 does not know whether or not player 2 will be playing ‘selfishly’ (G1) or ‘nicely’ (G2), thus
affecting the pay-offs in the game. This is an example of the Prisoner’s Dilemma game taken
from [149]. Our approach is to encode the game as G∗.

when given a particular α . Our approach will compute symbolic Nash equilibria, do some
optimisations to explore that space, and then perhaps suggest concretisations to use in an
ideal model design. These suggestions can however be based on a wider range of metrics
than just the ‘largest pay-off’ metric that dominates usage of Bayesian games.

5.6.2 Robust Game Theory

Although we seek a ‘robust optimisation’ approach to solving uncertainty in our games, there
are still distinctions between our approach and that of robust game theory [2].

Robust game theory - as in our approach - does not assume a distribution over the
uncertainty in a game. Robust game theory is however solely concerned with the Nash
equilibria that optimises for the best worst-case performance, where the worst case is taken
with respect to a set of possible values for the uncertain parameters, across all concretisations.
Unlike in extended Bayesian games, working with the ex post Nash equilibrium, these
equilibria do always exist, though the ex post Nash equilibrium coincides with the Robust
Equilibrium when it does exist. In order to calculate this Equilibrium, players select the set
of infimum pay-off strategies over the uncertainty, and then maximise the return for that
game from that set (i.e., they produce Nash equilibria from the games with lowest pay-offs).
Their calculation to find the equilibrium is an iterative Newton method, and so, like our work,
also relies on an approximation algorithm.

Our overall approach is different however, and we solve each concretisation (conceptually
- in practice, we sample), and then synthesise a symbolic summary of these solutions for
optimising over a larger array of possible metrics (such as maximum use of a strategy,
redundancy of strategies and subsets of the uncertainty range that meet certain thresholds
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H =

[
(1− x,1− x) (1− x,1)

(1,1− x) (0,0)

]

Fig. 5.21 Pay-off matrix H for a game under incomplete information where x is constrained
to be 0.25 ≤ x ≤ 0.625. This is an example taken from [2].

for metrics around expected pay-offs, or similar). We are fundamentally asking different
questions: in robust games, modellers seek a specific result, whilst we are interested in the
family of symbolic Nash equilibria (on which we then can do computations that lead to
specific results). One specific concretisation of our symbolic Nash equilibrium will always
coincide with the robust games solution though.

In Section 4 of [2], the authors make a more formal conceptualisation of what we would
refer to as a constrained symbolic Nash equilibrium that concurs with our approach. Again,
like in Bayesian games, robust games allow for private information of players, whereas
our setup assumes full knowledge and is for use in the ‘design space’. More similar to our
approach though, robust games model the uncertainty in the pay-off functions instead of
using the ‘types’ of Bayesian games. As our constrained symbolic games can have additional
logical rules added to them, we view our approach as more adaptable still. For instance, we
can constrain multiple uncertainty variables together in subtle or dynamic ways.

We demonstrate two examples, Example 19 and Example 20, of our approach in compar-
ison to that of [2], using examples from their work.

Example 19 A game H from [2] with incomplete information is posed in Figure 5.21. The
iterative Newton method used in that article finds 3 concretised Nash equilibria which make
up the robust best worst-case performance Nash equilibria. These three Nash equilibria
are τ = (1,0,0,1), τ = (0.375,0.625,0.375,0.625) and τ = (0,1,0,1), which occur at x =
0.625. The authors acknowledge that following a theorem seen in the paper, a ‘symbolic Nash
equilibrium’ will exist at τ = (1− x,x,1− x,x) (from where τ = (0.375,0.625,0.375,0.625)
arises), which is a symbolic solution that our approach finds by default.

Example 20 A game U from [2] with three pieces of incomplete information is posed
in Figure 5.22. The iterative Newton method used in that article finds one concretised
Nash equilibrium which makes up the best worst-case performance Nash equilibria as
τ = (0.4,0.6,0.8,0.2). Our approach finds a symbolic Nash equilibrium that will exist at
τ = (0.0666h,1−0.0666h,0.0666g,1−0.0666g) (from where τ = (0.4,0.6,0.8,0.2) arises
when h = 6,g = 12).
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U =

[
(0,−h) (w,−w)

(w−g,v−w−h) (w−g,v−w)

]

Fig. 5.22 Pay-off matrix U for a game under incomplete information where the system
constraints are w = 15; 8 ≤ g ≤ 12; 16 ≤ v ≤ 24 and 4 ≤ h ≤ 6. This is an example taken
from [2].

Since the best worst-case performance equilibrium happens to be some concretisation
along the symbolic Nash equilibrium, our methodology is able to find the solutions witnessed
using either robust games or Bayesian games, as well as more information, as in Examples
18, 19 and 20.

We conclude that whilst there is definitely overlap between our work here, and Bayesian
games and robust games, we offer a more generalised approach and an algorithm for resolving
the (approximate) symbolic Nash equilibria over all uncertainty in an uncertain game. The
array of metrics we can then apply to such a symbolic Nash equilibrium encompasses the
robust optimum pay-offs we have focussed on in this Chapters analyses. Additionally, our
formalisation could be made to follow an assumed distribution of the uncertainty (Bayesian
games), or could calculate best worst-case performing equilibria (robust games), but we
stress that we do not have to unlike in Bayesian or robust games, respectively. Instead, we
can optimise for things such as the use of an optimal use of particular strategy, or checking
for redundancy in strategies.

Instead, Bayesian and robust games focus more on the effect of ‘private information’ that
our approach disregards.

5.6.3 Other related work areas

Some authors have written extensively about the use of games in security domains, (e.g.
[131]). The main focus of other works has not, however, been on the uncertainty that limits
previous approaches. Empirical game theory is an example of one such approach (e.g. [140]),
where the researchers employ simulation to enhance the predictive power of the models, but
retain a stochastic rather than robust approach to modelling uncertainty.

There are currently two widely used game theory software tools, The Gambit Project
(known as Gambit) [96] and Sage [126]. Gambit is designed for N player non-cooperative
games, and cannot handle cooperative games, or symbolic games. It can calculate Nash
equilibria, and the strategies required to build those equilibria. Sage implements Gambit
for 2-player games only (and uses this to power its non-cooperative normal form games’
solutions). It additionally includes characteristic form games and implements code to find
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the solution of these when cooperative games are presented in characteristic function form.
Sage provides no means to go from cooperative normal form to characteristic function form.
Neither tools support symbolic games.

Some aspects of game theory can also be captured in the probabilistic model checker
PRISM and some of its extensions [117]. Methodologies for modelling symbolic games in
PRISM appear to have been implemented, but not ones that truly understand what it is ‘they
are representing’ (it can represent a game, but cannot do any of the game related calculations
- equilibrium, etc, PRISM manipulates the pay-off matrices to give results about convergence
of strategies after multiple games).

As mentioned, solving a game by hand can be done for numerical and symbolic games -
though symbolic games rely on solving for individual cases, and is highly inefficient even for
simple games. When solving such a game (often called a ‘parametric game’) it would not
normally be for a bounded x, with l ≤ x ≤ u, but for any x. The benefits of our method are
for large games, given solving by hand quickly becomes intractable for many players (or)
with many strategies (or) with many strict uncertainties. Complex arms control models that
we have seen and tested often have these properties.

We could explore alternative methods of implementing our linear regression approach
(or, indeed replace it completely with an alternative method of capturing the symbolic nature
of the computed Nash equilibria). For instance, bisecting the problem may not be the optimal
way of achieving a termination condition in the acceptable regression fitting computation. It
may turn out that ‘splitting’ the regressions at points other than the bisection points between
constraints (and then taking regressions as we do currently) is less computationally intensive.
Such potential needs exploring, as well as the identification of ideal points.

Alternative approaches to formulating the symbolic NE approximations have been at-
tempted by Krawczk & Townsend [88]. These researchers’ work has similarities, yet different
implementation: they apply the Nikaido-Isoda function [109] to iterate improvements on a
‘best guess’ function to describe symbolic equilibria. They note that their implementation
is also largely an approximation. Other computations of the Nash equilibrium require the
minima and maxima of pay-offs to be computed, and it is very hard to verify that such
optimal payoffs are indeed optimal. In [140] the authors propose ‘empirical game theory’:
a methodology for approximating the Nash equilibrium for games of many players and
strategies that could be used as a basis for extending our approach to work efficiently for
large games if necessary.

There are also solution concepts of games that do not rely on Nash equilibria, and their
study may be advantageous here. The concept of ‘secure equilibriums’ [44], ‘Pandora’s rule’
[142] or any other solution concept may change our approach. For example, secure equilibria
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are such that neither player has any incentive to choose a different Nash equilibrium. This
property, which would be common knowledge among players, could add trust between two
parties in this domain. Encoding these (which is not immediately available in Gambit) would
be possible in the same way we currently extract Gambit data for our SMT purposes: or, if
totally unsupported would require us to encode the methodology of computing the solution in
Python, as opposed to utilising a package such as Gambit to manage the computation for us.
We are also interested in exploring alternative approaches to uncertainty in game-theoretic
models; particularly epistemic game theory [113] and hide-and-seek games [42], where there
appears to be some overlap in aims to the ones we pursued in this Chapter, although that
theory considers wholly different approaches to resolving unknowns in models.

5.7 Chapter Summary

In this Chapter, we have explored the analysis of inspection regime models in a game-
theoretic setting to determine its potential uses in supporting decision making. The simple
pure strategy structure of game-theoretic models ensures we satisfy requirement R3 - and
can easily determine which aspects contribute towards a model result; as a historically used
technique they also are well understood by those in the field (R1).

Our contributions have been the notion of a constrained symbolic game, the notion of a
symbolic Nash equilibrium, and then algorithms that allow us to compute approximations of
such symbolic Nash equilibria.

This has resulted in a methodology for dealing with strict uncertainty in pay-offs assigned
to players in non-cooperative, normal form, game-theoretic models. We generated symbolic
results for expected pay-off’s and mixed strategy profiles required to generate Nash equilibria
that can be reasoned with using a satisfiability checker for the logic QX , for which we
used the SMT solver Z3. Our algorithms have required us to form regressions of the mixed
strategies that contribute towards Nash equilibria. The result is a tool that could allow a
decision maker to ask pertinent questions of a game-theoretic model under strict uncertainty
with some of the data in the model.

Overall, we have shown how we can generalise models of historic importance in the
study of nuclear arms dynamics, whilst relieving the modelling concerns of selecting ‘correct’
pay-off values, and running analysis for a range of possible values. This allows us to model
confidence and support decision making in particular in our scenario of interest.

We can now provide answers to questions such as Given uncertainty in what would
happen when an inspecting nation wished to hold more inspections than they were permitted
by the host, how long would a nation being inspected wish to engage in the treaty for longest,
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with highest probability?, and can identify which pure strategies are redundant for all cases
even under strict uncertainty. We can also assess which pure strategies are the most sensitive
to changes in such under-specifications, providing support to a decision maker on potential
strategies to avoid (and potentially computing our degree of belief about a prospect). We
believe that analysis of this type was not previously possible within an integrated approach
and tool. The capabilities of our tool are useful for scenarios such as those discussed here
as a case study, in supporting decision making, but also more broadly - in gambling, choice
games or strategy optimising.

Now we have addressed three different models for arms control - in Chapter 3, Bayesian
Networks; Chapter 4, dynamical systems; and here, game theory - we next consider how
these approaches can assist each other, overcome each others limitations and provide an
overall more accurate model of an arms control scenario.



Chapter 6

A finer-grained model

The analyses from the three areas of mathematical modelling covered so far, in Chapters 3,
4 and 5, have shown the approaches to be useful for assessing different facets of the arms
verification problem domain. BNs modelled the likelihood of events in an arms inspection -
held at a given time - well; dynamical systems provided a more general framework to assess
the evolution of an inspection regime system, and game theoretic models calculated strategies
for optimising the utility of holding inspections.

Our BNs are of no use to modelling temporal aspects though, and game theory does not
represent the evolution of beliefs and declarations from different sources of information well,
or reason over likelihoods of events. Whilst dynamical systems can be used to combine
information - modelling both the inspection process, and a regime temporally - we have
not been able to fully under-specify the approach with regards to the length of the regime,
or the period and shift in initial placing of scheduled inspections, as explained in Section
4.2. Similarly, our dynamical system used a single equation to describe the outcome from
inspections, which is not at the same level of granularity as we managed to support in the BN
work.

These limitations make us question the value of running a dynamical system with a
highly abstracted model of inspection assurance when we believe we can attain better results
using BNs. Additionally, our current inspection scheduling approach is limited because some
parameters we would like to represent with uncertainty, need to be fixed in order for the
dynamical systems model to run. We would like to relax these constraints. We reason that by
integrating our different approaches together, we can achieve an ‘overarching model’ that
does allow the finer-grained detail of modelling we have achieved in each area separately,
whilst also circumventing the limitations we have seen - particularly, that of not being able to
model strict uncertainty in the period and shi f t parameters in our dynamical systems work.
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Here we revisit our symbolic game theory approach, but consider a new game theoretic
model, in which strategies will denote changes in parameters of the dynamical system, and
pay-offs will be determined by optimising our previously seen dynamical systems under
such parameters. The players of the game will be the number of parameters we wish to vary
(here, two - those of shi f t and period), and nations i and j from our dynamical systems
work will have their pay-offs related to the players of the game as if they each had control
over the strategy choices for the game. We will again solve the games symbolically, and the
approximations of symbolic Nash Equilibrium that we will compute will inform decision
makers as to the best inspection regimes to use. The key differences will be the ability to
vary the previously fixed parameters of shi f t, and period of scheduled inspections, whilst
also utilising a BN model of an inspection assurance procedure as a part of the inspection
scheduling model and its overall dynamics.

In building an overarching tool for model construction that supports decision making in
the arms control domain, we are working towards our final aim, A7, for this thesis.

Outline of Chapter We develop a theory for integrating dynamics, Bayesian uncertainty,
and games in Section 6.1, before considering an application of this work to our arms control
verification case study in Section 6.2. We discuss some methodological points and evaluate
the developed approach in Section 6.3 and summarise related work in Section 6.4. A summary
of the Chapter is presented in Section 6.5.

6.1 A theory for integrating dynamics, Bayesian uncertainty,
and games

We need a representation to describe how each of the three approaches seen in Chapters
3, 4 and 5 ‘communicate’ with or even ‘dictates’ the use of the others. We re-use familiar
definitions and show how the construction of our new symbolic game, made up from pay-
offs attributed to optimisations from our dynamical systems work (which may incorporate
Bayesian Networks), fits with work from the preceding three Chapters.

6.1.1 Dynamical Systems in Games

Recall that in Section 5.1.1 of our game theory work, we denote a constrained, symbolic game
by the tuple (AX ,C), where AX = ((Γi)

m
i=1,( fi)

m
i=1), for pure strategy sets Γi and pay-offs fi

for each player i, and where the strict uncertainty over variable set X is constrained using set
C.
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Now, we think of the m = 2 players having the ability to control the values of the
previously fixed variables of shift and period of the scheduled inspections, from the dynamical
systems work. We therefore identify player 1 with shi f t and player 2 with period, giving
each a strategy set Γi:

Γ = Γ1 ×Γ2

If, for instance we wished to consider constrained dynamical system models where the
shi f t was either non-existent, or only shifted by one time step, we would have a strategy
set Γ1 = {γ0

1 ,γ
1
1}. Similarly if we wished to consider constrained dynamical system models

where the period of inspections was either every time step, or every other time step, we
would have a strategy set Γ2 = {γ1

2 ,γ
2
2}. Recall notation γ

j
i denotes strategy j for player i,

and for ease of comprehension, in this Chapter we ensure label j matches the meaning of the
time step value of shi f t and period respectively (i.e., strategy γ

j
1 will relate to a shift of j

time steps, etc).

The set of variables used to define the dynamical system at a specific time is referred to
in Section 4.1 as a set DVar. These variables are disjoint with a set of variables Var, which,
unlike the variables in set DVar, will not be indexed by time. Some of the variables in Var
will be the ones with which we will express strict uncertainty in our computations. Recalling
our definitions in Chapter 4, the support of the dynamical system is introduced as a set of
variables:

X = DVar∪Var∪TVar (6.1)

Recall that TVar is the set of variables that denote time points, elements of N0. The
objects of optimisation in the dynamical system, DVar and Var are all members of the reals,
or real-valued terms, using variables from X , which means, using the language of games, that
they are in term language T [X ]. We can therefore use any of these to populate the pay-offs
of our game-theoretic model, thereby integrating the dynamical systems and symbolic games
work.

The constraint set C from our dynamical system work contains all the relevant information
for computing the symbolic Nash Equilibria of interest to us, namely, limitations on variables’
scope. Pay-offs fi are determined by a mapping

fi : Γ1 ×Γ2 → T [X ]

for X as defined in Equation 6.1, and may be the result of an optimisation.
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C∗ = C∪{τ = γ1 → inspect[τ] = scheduled, . . . ,
τ = (γ1 + γ2 ∗n)→ inspect[τ] = scheduled, . . .}

Fig. 6.1 Definitions for C∗ capturing the additional constraints on the dynamical system
that the triple (DC

X [k],γ1,γ2) places on a constrained dynamical system, such that DC∗
X [k] =

(DC
X [k],γ1,γ2). Variable n is all integers such that γ1 + γ2 ∗n ≤ k.

Recall that our optimisation function, Sup⋆(t,0.0000001,DC
X [k]), as described in Chapter

4, Figure 4.8, takes as arguments the term t we would like to find the maximum of, a δ

precision we are willing to accept, and the notation for the underlying dynamical system
DC

X [k] we are working with (including all necessary constraints). This function returns an
interval [l,h] and witness information pertaining to the interval endpoint that is satisfiable, l.

Now that we are interested in varying the parameters of shi f t and period in DC
X [k], we

adjust our notation of our dynamical system to

(DC
X [k],γ1,γ2)

where the γ1,γ2 parameters inform DC
X [k] by updating the constraints for the shi f t and period

parameters respectively as seen in Figure 6.1 to form DC∗
X [k].

The witness that supports the numerical result of Sup⋆(t,0.0000001,(DC
X [k],γ1,γ2))

(which is the equivalent of Sup⋆(t,0.0000001,DC∗
X [k]) from our Chapter 4 work), will also

generate a witness for all other terms T [X ] in the model. A function term calculates which
syntactic term is responsible for a particular witness. It takes as argument the optimisation
function and the term t ′ we would like the syntactic representation for.

We can then use term to inform our pay-offs by defining fi:

fi(γ1,γ2) = term(Sup⋆(t,0.0000001,(DC
X [k],γ1,γ2)), t ′) (6.2)

for instance. term extracts the symbolic representation for term t ′ that is associated with the
witness generated as part of the optimisation of term t at l for Sup interval [l,h]. Example 21
illustrates this procedure.

Notational Convention 1 Note there is a slight notational clash between our work in Chap-
ter 4, where we use τ to denote time points, and Chapter 5, where τ = (τ1, · · · ,τn) represents
the set of mixed strategies for all players. Throughout this Chapter, we use ρ to denote time
points in the dynamical systems sense, and will use τ as we did in our game theory notation.
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Example 21 For a constrained dynamical system DC
X [k] with dynamic variables DVar =

{W,B} indexed over time ρ and Var = {x, period,shi f t}, we define DC
X [k] as:

W [ρ +1] =W [ρ]−B[ρ]∗ shi f t

B[ρ +1] =

W [ρ]∗B[ρ]∗ period, if inspection

B[ρ]∗ period, if no inspection

with additional constraints in C relating to the initial conditions: {0 ≤ x,x ≤ 2,W [0] =
x,B[0] = 1}. If period is in {1,2} and shi f t is in {0,1}, we note that an optimisation of the
value of B at time step 2, f1(γ1,γ2) = term(Sup⋆(B[2],0.0000001,(DC

X [2],γ1,γ2)),B[2]) will
be dependent on x, period and shi f t. We compute the case (DC

X [2],γ
0
1 ,γ

1
2 ), where there is a

shi f t of 0 and period of 1, in full:

W [0] = x
B[0] = 1
W [1] = x

B[1] =

x, if inspection at time step 1

1, if no inspection at time step 1

B[2] =


x2, if inspection at both time steps

x, if inspection at one time step

1, if no inspection

Sup⋆(B[2],0.0000001,(DC
X [2],γ

0
1 ,γ

1
2 )) = [4,4.0000001] and occurs on the inspection

regime with inspections at both time points, where term for B[2] is x2

term(Sup⋆(B[2],0.0000001,(DC
X [2],γ

0
1 ,γ

1
2 )),B[2]) = term(4,B[2])

= x2

We will fix the parameters of the constrained dynamical system according to some values
dictated by our game’s strategy sets, Γ. We will optimise a term t in the dynamical system
(DC

X [k],γ1,γ2), using [l,h] = Sup⋆(t,0.0000001,(DC
X [k],γ

0
1 ,γ

1
2 )) and then extract witness in-

formation about l (in the case of Sup, and respectively h in Inf) from the interval of this
optimisation [l,h]. We can then ascertain the term that generated witness l, and all of the
other terms in the model consistent with generating witness l. Specifically, we record the
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symbolic representation of a term t ′ from the model, and use this as our pay-off for these
γ1,γ2, by defining fi as in Equation (6.2).

Once we have calculated the pay-offs for all strategy combinations of γ1 ∈ Γ1 and γ2 ∈ Γ2,
we can solve the generated symbolic game to find an approximate symbolic Nash Equilibrium,
as in our work of Chapter 5.

Our notation for a game does not explicitly detail the object of optimisation from the
dynamical system, nor the value used as a pay-off in the game model. We say

C′ =C∪C̄

for short, where C contains constraints for the dynamical system DC
X [k], and C̄ includes any

additional constraints on the game itself. The resulting game is (AX ,C′) where

AX = (Γ1 ×Γ2, fi : Γ1 ×Γ2 → T [X ])

In Example 22 we show this process in action.

Example 22 Following from Example 21, we know now that:

f1(γ
0
1 ,γ

1
2 ) = term(Sup⋆(B[2],0.0000001,(DC

X [2],γ
0
1 ,γ

1
2 )),B[2])

= term(4,B[2])

= x2

Our pay-off f1(γ
0
1 ,γ

1
2 ) is thus x2 and can be recorded in our table of pay-offs for the game.

We repeat this process for other values of the period and shi f t parameters; and form the
matrix of pay-offs, where we denote changes in period across columns, period = {1,2} and
changes in the shift of scheduled inspections as rows, shi f t = {0,1}.

γ1
2 γ2

2

γ0
1 x2 4x2

γ1
1 x 4x

We think of this as a zero sum game (AX ,C′) for now (to simplify the example), which
following work from Chapter 5 could be solved to find a symbolic Nash Equilibrium, which
would be an element from the set of all symbolic Nash Equilibria, NE(AX ,C′), where
0 ≤ x ≤ 2.

We now have a symbolic constrained game. This was obtained by solving for global
maxima for measures of interest defined over a constrained dynamical system, and in the
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case of Example 22, this was for the B value over time. It is an artefact of the above example
that the object of interest to the optimisation in the dynamical system, t, is the same as the
payoff in the game, t ′. Any variable can be taken from the dynamical system and used as
the pay-offs to the system, but we need to be very careful in describing what such a game
solution would represent.

6.1.2 BNs in Dynamical Systems

The marginal probabilities of a BN are fundamentally just equations. The Junction Tree
Algorithm (JTA) is deterministic: this algorithm can be used to produce exact symbolic
marginal probabilities from symbolic probabilities. The objects of interest in our BN work
are often marginal probability equations mp, or some terms built from marginals. These terms
could operate as variables inside updated equations for our dynamical system in Chapter 4.

Example 23 In Chapter 4, Section 4.2, p j
f− and p j

f+ were modelled as constants. We may
now wish to model them as marginal probabilities from a Bayesian Network; for instance:

p j
f− = p(First IB Result = Red | Is Item Under Test A Weapon = Yes)

p j
f+ = p(First IB Result = Green | Is Item Under Test A Weapon = No)

A Bayesian Network, BC1
X1

can therefore be subsumed into a dynamical system DC2
X2
[k] in a

way that should, following all previous definitions, be at its most verbose written as DC1∪C2
X1∪X2

[k].
As DC1∪C2

X1∪X2
[k] is still technically a dynamical system, it could be referred to as DC̄

X̄ [k] where
X̄ = X1 ∪X2 and C̄ = C1 ∪C2. The key difference would be in changes to DVar,Var and
associated constraints C2 from the system described in Chapter 4.

From our work in Chapter 4, we know that DVar would remain the time indexed set of
variables; but new variables denoting the marginals of interest, mpi, at each time step would
be necessary, as well as any variables for computing metrics, metricsi, between marginals
in the BN (i.e., DIFF and such). Var would need to retain the uncertainty variables used in
BC1

X1
, which are labelled X1.
Many of the variables remain the same from when they were first introduced in Figure

4.1 and detailed in Section 4.2. To summarise this discussion, our new variable set would be

DVar = {W i,Bi j, Ii j,E i,θ i, f oundi,mpi,metricsi}
Var = {Fi,γ

i,α i
a,β

i
a,P

i
a,Q

i
a,Ω,Ai

a, Penalty ,X1}

The equations for the marginals mp are symbolic equations that can be treated in the
same way as equations that constrain other variables in DVar. Noting that the dynamics
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mp j
f− = p(First IB Result = Red | Is Item Under Test A Weapon = Yes)

mp j
f+ = p(First IB Result = Green | Is Item Under Test A Weapon = No)

Ii j
ρ =


W j

ρ

(
1−mp j

f−

)
+

((
E j

ρ+Bi j
ρ

2

)
−W j

ρ

)
mp j

f+, if E j
ρ ≥W j

ρ

W j
ρ (1−mp j

f−), if E j
ρ <W j

ρ

Ii j
ρ−1, if no inspection

Fig. 6.2 An updated definition of Ii j
ρ for C̄ that now includes constraints that are defined by

marginal probabilities from our Bayesian Network.

of our system are captured in C, it is sufficient that we rework C from Chapter 4 into C̄ to
replace Ii j

t to use constraints that are defined by marginal probabilities, as seen in Figure 6.2.
Instead of using the term t, we use ρ as introduced earlier in this Chapter.

Effectively, the BN defines additional constraints that are added to C to make C̄; these
need not always work exactly as in Figure 6.2, with some flexibility as to how they are
incorporated into C̄. In our dynamical systems work of Chapter 4 we did not dwell on the
representational or real-word meaning of the constraints, and just checked that they complied
with our term language mathematically: the definition of a BN in Chapter 3 was more
structured though, and the BN aspects of our model must still satisfy the definition of a BN.
Whilst our new ‘enhanced’ dynamical system, DC̄

X̄ [k], adheres to our original definition of a
dynamical system, we are interested in asserting variable types, and syntactic and semantic
assumptions that should be adhered to.

We use the assumptions below to ensure that variable types between models are not
misrepresented or misused as they are seen in other components of the overall model. The
integrity of the model types relies on consistent use of meaning, and it would be meaningless
in the real-world to use probabilities, binary operators etc for anything other than their
intended purpose.

Assumption 4 We assume:

• Marginal probabilities from BC1
X1

must be probabilities in DC̄
X̄ [k], i.e.:

– Probabilities from BC1
X1

may be used in DVar of DC̄
X̄ [k]

– Probabilities from BC1
X1

may be used to make decisions between cases that define
the meaning of variables in DVar in DC̄

X̄ [k]
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– Probabilities from BC1
X1

should not be used as anything other than probabilities in
DC̄

X̄ [k]

• The term language of DC̄
X̄ [k]

– All terms t for marginal probabilities in BC1
X1

already appear in the term language
for DC̄

X̄ [k]

• Hard evidence can be passed to BC1
X1

– Evidence can be passed from constraints on the system DC̄
X̄ [k] via choosing from

varying marginal probability values using equations in C̄

• Probabilities in BC1
X1

can be updated from DC̄
X̄ [k]

– Symbolic variables in BC1
X1

can be instantiated in the computation. Their value
can be fed from information from DC̄

X̄ [k] and this value can change through time
steps if required.

– The node tables should always contain values that are probabilities, or if symbolic,
are probabilities when concretised.

6.1.3 Combining BNs, dynamical systems and game theory

The ability to combine all three models now follows relatively simply. Instead of forming
our game (AX ,C′) from the dynamical system DC

X [k], as seen in Section 6.1.1, we now
use DC̄

X̄ [k], formed in Section 6.1.2, and create a game (AX̄ ,C̄
′). This produces a symbolic

constrained game with pay-offs from a constrained dynamical system that incorporates a
Bayesian Network. We can then find symbolic Nash Equilibria for (AX̄ ,C̄

′) as in Chapter 5.
Sections 6.2.2 and 6.2.3 contain examples of this.

6.2 A case study of inspection assurance and scheduling

We will now revisit the case study from Chapter 4 and use the approaches of this Chapter
to illustrate how the case study can be enriched to integrate all three approaches. Our
implementation of the fine-grained model of inspection assurance and scheduling in a game
theoretic framework takes variations of the initial scheduled inspection shift, and the period
of scheduled inspections as the two players’ pure strategies. In a similar way to Chapter
5, both nations need to be satisfied with the outcome for the ‘players’ of the game, as they
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represent the optimum balance between the two variables, and thus a Nash Equilibrium is a
relevant solution concept.

Instead of the pay-offs for this game arising from the Dresher model, we now use
symbolic results from the dynamical system of Chapter 4. We optimise a variable of interest
from that system (dependent on the question) whilst varying the scheduled inspection shift
and period parameters (similar to Examples 21 and 22), and record the inspection routine
that generated it. For instance, in Section 6.2.2, we will seek an inspection regime where the
number of declarations a nation makes is the global maxima, for different shi f t and period.
The output from an optimisation on the dynamical system DC

X [k] - under a given shi f t and
period parameter - determines the pay-off function value. This is all detailed graphically in
Figure 6.3.

We are guaranteed by our work in Chapter 4 that the witness found in our optimisation
will be the global optimal result. As explained, we use the term information that generated
the witness as the pay-off because we wish to inspect how our chosen inspection routine (that
gives way to the global optimum result for a certain concrete value of the strict uncertainty)
performs compared to other game strategies, all whilst still subject to strict uncertainty. This
is an important modelling feature to be aware of, and we must be careful to describe the exact
meaning of our results, as seen in Example 24.

Example 24 Following from Examples 21 and 22, recall that we set pay-off f1(γ
0
1 ,γ

1
2 ) = x2.

We use x2 because it happens to be the term that creates the global maximum, for C = {0 ≤
x,x ≤ 2}. Note though that B2 = 1 irrespective of x in the case of no inspection, and so
B2 = 1 is actually a local maximum for 1 ≤ x ≤ 2, not B2 = x2. We continue to use B2 = x2

as our pay-off function because it leads to the global maximum for the system DC
X [2], and

that is what we have chosen to model in our game theoretic model.

The equivalent term to the one being optimised (i.e., B ji for term Bi j) can be used as the
pay-off to the other ‘player’ to give assurances to the nations involved that both players in the
model benefit from the strategies chosen (and the game is not solved as simply a zero-sum
game).

Pay-offs to player 1 denote the pay-offs to nation i, and player 2 to nation j from our
Chapter 4 work. Strategies for player 1 relate to the shift in the initial scheduled inspection,
with strategies for player 2 affecting the period of scheduled inspections.

We now have a symbolic normal form game, with strategies for ‘players’ that determine
the optimum scheduled inspection shift and period. Two of our examples - in Sections 6.2.2
and 6.2.3 - will include a modified form of the system from Chapter 4. These will take the
Bayesian Network from Chapter 3 and use it to inform the inspection result. Our example in
Section 6.2.1 will be simpler, and not use the Bayesian Network.
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Fig. 6.3 We run multiple instances of our dynamical system under different conditions for the
period and shift of scheduled inspections, generating all valid pathways and optimising over
all of these pathways for each instance. Each pathway, in every instance of the dynamical
system, will call upon our BN model (via the refined equations for mp j

f−,mp j
f+ and Ii j

ρ )
to offer a finer-grained look at the outcome of an inspection. The most promising of the
dynamical system’s paths (as determined by some metric of interest optimised, say, using
Sup) in each instance are used as the pay-offs in a symbolic game by extracting the term
information from the dynamical system’s optimisation witness. The approximations to a
symbolic Nash Equilibrium can be computed for such games, and then further optimised
over the strict uncertainty to find an optimum set of approximate Nash Equilibria strategies
for playing the symbolic game. This will be equivalent to then knowing the optimum
inspection schedule routine (gained from the dynamical system and embedded BN) for
optimum configuration of period and shift of scheduled inspections parameters (gained from
the symbolic game).
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X1 = X ∪{LIMIT,TOTALi,x}

C1 = C∪{LIMIT =
10

∑
ρ=0

φ̄ρ ,LIMIT ≤ 5,TOTALi =
10

∑
ρ=0

E i
ρ ,

1300 ≤ x,x ≤ 1400,W i
0 = x}

Fig. 6.4 Sets X1 and C1 that capture the additional constraints necessary to add to our
dynamical system for this scenario where X and C are as defined for DC

X [k] from Figure 4.10.

6.2.1 An example of using games to circumvent shi f t and period limi-
tations

In this first example, we use games and dynamical systems together (but no Bayesian
Networks) to showcase how game theory strategies can be used to assess the differences in
changes to the period and shift in scheduled inspections parameters on the dynamical system
model.

We take the dynamical system DC
X [k] from Figure 4.10 and add to that constraints that

there is strict uncertainty in the number of weapons a country has initially, and call this strict
uncertainty x. We constrain x using {1300 ≤ x,x ≤ 1400}. We now want to use the tools and
model integration we developed.

Consider an optimisation of our dynamical systems model where we minimise how many
weapons we want to declare over the length of the treaty. For such a witness, we extract
the term corresponding to the final declaration made (in the final time step), and want to
know - by varying the shift and period of unscheduled inspections - how we can maximise
and minimise the final declaration at the end of the treaty and for such maxima and minima,
delay the start of the inspections as long as possible.

To achieve this, we optimise our dynamical system to find the inspection routine that
supports the minimal number of declarations over the length of the treaty by introducing
a variable TOTALi. We limit our scenario to a maximum of 5 inspections (scheduled or
otherwise - using φ̄ from Equation 4.7) and allow parameters of shift 0, 1, 2 and period 2,
3, 4, over k = 10 time steps. The complete description of the dynamical system of interest,
DC1

X1
[10] uses sets X1 and C1 as seen in Figure 6.4.

The pay-off computation we are interested in, with the final declaration, E i
10, as the term

of interest for us to extract symbolically, is thus:
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A1
X =(0.1045318∗ x+285.1565) (0.1138129∗ x+251.5217) (0.1145905∗ x+256.2072)

(0.135372∗ x+220.0437) (0.1088555∗ x+258.1318) (0.1117144∗ x+250.6935)

(0.1088555∗ x+258.1318) (0.1045318∗ x+264.5912) (0.1145905∗ x+246.364)


A2

X =
(0.0946100∗ x+302.7167) (0.0976697∗ x+272.3993) (0.1036732∗ x+271.9615)

(0.0976697∗ x+296.2984) (0.0946100∗ x+276.707) (0.1036732∗ x+259.6312)

(0.0946100∗ x+276.707) (0.0946100∗ x+276.707) (0.1036732∗ x+259.6312)


Fig. 6.5 Truncated pay-off matrices, split apart for the two players: A1

X displaying pay-offs
for player 1, A2

X displaying pay-offs for player 2, for the two-player non-zero sum game.
Pay-offs to player 1 denote the pay-offs to nation i, and player 2 to j; strategies for player
1 relate to the shift in the initial scheduled inspection (rows), with strategies for player 2
affecting the period of scheduled inspections (columns). The pay-offs are derived from
fi(γ1,γ2) = term(Inf⋆(TOTALi,0.00000001,(DC1

X1
[10],γ1,γ2)),E i

10)

fi(γ1,γ2) = term(Inf⋆(TOTALi,0.00000001,(DC1
X1
[10],γ1,γ2)),E i

10)

The symbolic equations that relate to the optimum path of interest are used as the pay-off
values in the game. These pay-offs then form a game where we can find the approximate
symbolic Nash Equilibrium and reason over the strategies to use to maximise the final
declaration. We consider how to minimise the final declaration afterwards.

Example 25 For shi f t = 0, period = 2, TOTALi = ∑
10
ρ=0 E i

ρ , the minimal result possi-
ble Inf⋆(TOTALi,0.00000001,(DC1

X1
[10],0,2)) is realised on a path with a term TOTALi

that simplifies to (0.1045318 ∗ x+ 285.1565) in the dynamical system DC1
X1
[10]. Similarly,

for TOTAL j = ∑
10
ρ=0 E j

t , the minimum path with a term of TOTAL j = (0.0946100 ∗ x+
302.7167).

We report the pay-off matrices created, as seen in Figure 6.5 where the pay-off matrices
are split apart for the two players: A1

X displaying pay-offs for player 1, A2
X displaying pay-offs

for player 2, for the two-player non-zero-sum game.
Pay-off matrices A1

X and A2
X together form a game (AX ,C′

1), with constraints {1300 ≤
x,x ≤ 1400} forming part of C′

1. On this constrained symbolic game, we use our approach
of computing approximations of symbolic Nash Equilibria, NE(AX ,C′

1). A symbolic Nash
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Equilibria will represent the maximum the final declaration, as required by the question. All
that is left is to delay the start of the inspections as long as possible. This is achieved by
maximising the use of the strategy where scheduled inspections do not start until the second
time step, τ2

1 , and is identical to our optimisations on use of strategies in Chapter 5.

[l,h] = Sup⋆(τ2
1 ,0.00000001,C′

1) = [0.99999999,1.00000000]

This is then a reflection on x that we can achieve always using the strategy of delaying
scheduled inspections until the second time step (τ2

1 ), whilst in a Nash Equilibrium (that
maximises the final declaration) as long as the period of scheduled inspections uses a period
of 2 (τ2

2 ) with probability 0.04513 and a period of 3 (τ3
2 ) with probability 0.95487.

The other weights of strategies related to this are:

τ
2
1 = 0.999999999

τ
2
2 = 451299999999946271/10000000000000000000

τ
3
2 = 477434999999976353/500000000000000000

x = 1300

We are able here to find a symbolic Nash Equilibrium and optimise for starting scheduled
inspections as late as possible (shifted by 2 time steps, strategy γ2

1 ). Negating the matrices’
pay-offs to find the minimal final declaration, there is only one (different) symbolic Nash
Equilibrium with no variability over x (and that equilibrium is ([0.0,0.0,1.0], [0.0,0.0,1.0]) -
meaning a strategy of shi f t of 2, γ2

1 is used all of the time, and period of 4, γ4
2 is used all of

the time).

Overall, this shows that it is possible to have approximations of symbolic Nash Equilibria
that support the maximal and minimal number of declarations at the end of the treaty, and
that for Equilibria, this can be made to employ the strategy of shifting scheduled inspections
by two time steps.

For the case of maximising the number of declarations at the end of the treaty this holds
true at x = 1300 only, and for a probabilistic mix between having a scheduled inspection
routine period of 2 or 3 time steps; for minimising the number of declarations, the equilibrium
exists over the entire uncertainty range of x and holds when the scheduled inspection routine
period of 4 time steps is used.
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Cheating Method

Is cheating Is not cheating
None 0 1
IB tamper only x 0
Surrogate source only y 0
IB tamper & surrogate source 1− x− y 0

Fig. 6.6 Probability table for node Cheating Method in constrained BN where {0 < x,y <
1.0,x+ y+(1− x− y) = 1.0}, and the BN graph and all other probability tables for BC1

X1
are

as for the BN in Figure 3.9

mp j
f− =

(0.0183791848629686∗ x+0.0178161702846334∗ y)
(0.000000000813793379905725∗ x−0.00144177787274297∗ y+0.0940468195452019)

mp j
f+ =

(0.0176170184814958∗ x+0.0170773515536188∗ y)
(0.000293005501663269∗ x−0.00115774887732197∗ y+0.0940468195452019)

Fig. 6.7 The computed marginals for mp j
f− and mp j

f+ , under the strict uncertainty displayed
in the probability tables of Figure 6.6.

6.2.2 Using a BN to achieve finer-grained modelling

We rely on a BN model of our inspection regime to provide inspection assurance in our
inspection scheduling dynamical system. Our BN model contains a simplified statement of
uncertainty over the Cheating Method employed - as seen in probability tables of Figure 6.6.

Hard evidence will be on whether the Item Under Test Is A Weapon, and the result we
are interested in will be the Result on the IB (and the likelihood of it being Green).

mp j
f− = p(First IB Result = Red | Is Item Under Test Is A Weapon = Yes)

mp j
f+ = p(First IB Result = Green | Is Item Under Test Is A Weapon = No)

The resulting computed marginals are displayed in Figure 6.7. We start with x,y = 0.3.
If there is an inspection and the model detects that the Weapons count is going down, we
increase x by 0.05 and reduce y by 0.05. This will affect the result of IB green. This is a very
simplistic model, but it demonstrates the power of being able to combine all three approaches
of Chapters 3, 4 and 5 and the information flow between them.
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X̄2 = X ∪X1 ∪{LIMIT,TOTALi,z}

C̄2 = C∪C1 ∪{LIMIT =
10

∑
ρ=0

φ̄ρ ,LIMIT ≤ 5,TOTALi =
10

∑
ρ=0

E i
ρ ,

1400 ≤ z,z ≤ 1400,W i
0 = z}

Fig. 6.8 Sets X̄2 and C̄2 that capture the additional constraints necessary to add to our
dynamical system for this scenario. X1 and C1 are the variables and constraints from BN BC1

X1

To all this, we add strict uncertainty into the dynamical system itself, with z representing
the initial number of Weapons for nation i, W i

0 as uncertain, and 1400 ≤ z ≤ 1410.
This model then has

• Probabilities from BN updating the equations of the dynamical system

• Logic from the dynamical system updating symbolic values of probabilities in BN
marginals

• Extra strict uncertainty z in W i
0 propagating through the model

We limit our scenario to a maximum of 5 inspections (scheduled or otherwise) and
allow parameters of shift 0, 1, 2 and period 2, 3, 4, over k = 10 time steps. The overall
dynamical system of interest to us is DC̄2

X̄2
, where X̄2 and C̄2 are defined in Figure 6.8 and

follow the notation of Section 6.1.2 for combining dynamical systems and BNs. For each
dynamical system, we choose the inspection regime that maximises the total number of
weapons declared by nation i.

fi(γ1,γ2) = term(Sup⋆(TOTALi,0.00000001,(DC̄2
X̄2
[10],γ1,γ2)),TOTALi)

We report the payoffs of the newly created game matrix in Figure 6.9. Pay-off matrices
A1

X̄ and A2
X̄ together form a game (AX̄ ,C̄

′
2), (following the notation of Section 6.1.3) with

constraints C̄′
2 = C̄2 ∪{1400 ≤ z,z ≤ 1410}. We decide to optimise for the minimum use

of an inspection regime with period 4, strategy of τ4
2 , which occurs for z = 1400 and is

3187499999993/19531250000000:

[l,h] = Inf⋆(τ4
2 ,0.00000001,C̄′

2) = [0.16319999999,0.1632000000]

The other weights of strategies related to this are:
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A1
X̄ =(0.045706∗ z+72.6338) (−0.133868∗ z+306.389) (0.050266∗ z+87.9227)

(0.028611∗ z+69.4299) (0.108848∗ z+31.5553) (−0.214235∗ z+471.903)

(0.101050∗ z−9.88786) (0.073764∗ z+78.5543) (−0.202543∗ z+466.379)


A2

X̄ =
(0.062095∗ z+107.867) (0.089613∗ z+106.485) (0.070744∗ z+129.422)

(0.066973∗ z+110.388) (0.071626∗ z+129.951) (0.087611∗ z+103.243)

(0.067009∗ z+133.860) (0.041314∗ z+158.260) (0.126399∗ z+43.6400)


Fig. 6.9 Truncated pay-off matrices, split apart for the two players: A1

X̄ displaying pay-
offs for player 1, A2

X̄ displaying pay-offs for player 2, for the two-player non-zero sum
game. Pay-offs to player 1 denote the pay-offs to nation i, and player 2 to j; strategies for
player 1 relate to the shift in the initial scheduled inspection, with strategies for player 2
affecting the period of scheduled inspections. The pay-offs are derived from fi(γ1,γ2) =

term(Sup⋆(TOTALi,0.00000001,(DC̄2
X̄2
[10],γ1,γ2)),TOTALi)

τ
1
1 = 127649999999363/250000000000000

τ
2
1 = 3823437500021/7812500000000

τ
3
2 = 2092000000001169/2500000000000000

τ
4
2 = 3187499999993/19531250000000

With overall strategy profile:

τ = ((0,0.5106,0.4894),(0,0.8368,0.1632))

For this concretised variable Nash Equilibrium, we also assess its sensitivity to change
in an identical manner to that of Chapter 5 (where we define the Sens function) via the
co-efficient of the regression. The results of this analysis can be seen in Figure 6.10.

We can see that the sensitivity of player 1’s strategies is approximately twice that of
player 2, but neither is particularly sensitive.

This analysis, similar to that of Section 6.2.1, demonstrates what is now possible with our
approach. We are using high level models to choose parameters for treaties, fed and powered
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Sens(τ1
1 ) = 0.00523899999

Sens(τ2
1 ) = 0.00523899999

Sens(τ3
2 ) = 0.00204299999

Sens(τ4
2 ) = 0.00204299999

Fig. 6.10 The sensitivity of our results for Section 6.2.2 .The sensitivity of a weight τ
j

i to
changes in strict uncertainty can be computed using the regression coefficients from our
approximation function; the larger the absolute value of these are, the more sensitive the
solution will be to perturbations.

by the results of detailed models on the workings under such parameters. In this instance we
are interested in the inspection regime that maximises the total number of weapons declared
by each nation, and having maximised these under strict uncertainty z - representing the
initial number of Weapons for nation i, W i

0 as uncertain, 1400 ≤ z ≤ 1410 - and under strict
uncertainty in the potential method of cheating (captured in a BN within the model), are able
to pick the optimum scheduled inspection period and shift parameters to maximise the total
number of weapons declared by each nation objective.

6.2.3 Changing the uncertainty in the dynamical system

We offer a third example, with all three BN, dynamical system and game theoretical models
composed identically to the previous scenario in Section 6.2.2, except that now the strict
uncertainty, z, in the dynamical system now lies in the initial value of belief about the number
of weapons nation i thinks nation j has. This means that Bi j

0 = z, and X3 = X2 with C̄3 the
same as C̄2 except instead of W i

0 = z, now Bi j
0 = z.

In this dynamical system, we are interested in choosing the inspection regime that
maximises the number of weapons nation i believes nation j has by the end of the model.
We limit our scenario to a maximum of 5 inspections (scheduled or otherwise) and allow
parameters of shift 0, 1, 2 and period 2, 3, 4, over k = 10 time steps for our dynamical system
DC̄3

X̄3
[10]. We report the payoffs of the newly created game matrix in Figure 6.11.
Pay-off matrices A1

X̄ and A2
X̄ together form a game (AX̄ ,C̄

′
3), with constraints C̄′

3 =

C̄3 ∪{1600 ≤ z,z ≤ 1610}. For all 1600 ≤ z ≤ 1610 a symbolic Nash Equilibrium with
non-constant weights could not be found, and the only (approximation of a symbolic) Nash
Equilibrium NE(AX̄ ,C̄

′
3), over all strict uncertainty C̄′

3 is:

τ = ((0.0,1.0,0.0),(0.0,1.0,0.0))
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A1
X̄ = (0.096851∗ z+62.0536) (0.008033∗ z+117.923) (0.020029∗ z+104.818)

(0.935467∗ z−428.593) (0.046113∗ z+76.9722) (0.088952∗ z+67.9619)

(−0.020020∗ z+125.488) (−0.016032∗ z+142.126) (0.010953∗ z+108.917)


A2

X̄ =
(0.078319∗ z+111.990) (−0.001091∗ z+178.224) (0.015594∗ z+155.034)

(−0.019182∗ z+163.354) (−0.001091∗ z+178.224) (0.004452∗ z+159.860)

(−0.054052∗ z+191.689) (−0.041165∗ z+216.259) (−0.002188∗ z+162.257)


Fig. 6.11 Truncated pay-off matrices, split apart for the two players: A1

X̄ displaying pay-
offs for player 1, A2

X̄ displaying pay-offs for player 2, for the two-player non-zero sum
game. Pay-offs to player 1 denote the pay-offs to nation i, and player 2 to j; strategies for
player 1 relate to the shift in the initial scheduled inspection, with strategies for player 2
affecting the period of scheduled inspections. The pay-offs are derived from fi(γ1,γ2) =

term(Sup⋆(TOTALi,0.00000001,(DC̄3
X̄3
[10],γ1,γ2)),TOTALi)

This is still an interesting result: we now know that over strict uncertainty 1600 ≤ z ≤
1610 there is no change in the optimum shift and period of inspections; it should always be
shi f t = 1 and period = 3.

This result is powerful in informing a treaty negotiation: it demonstrates a potentially
easier treaty negotiation situation in which the optimum strategy for both ‘players’ and
thus both nations involved in a treaty negotiation is unquestionable. The exact unscheduled
inspection regime that fits within the scheduled inspection parameters of a shift of 1 time
step and an inspection period of 3 time steps, that was deemed optimum and used as the
payoff to achieve the equilibrium could then be used by the nation modelling this scenario as
its optimum inspection regime to follow.

6.3 Implementation and Evaluation

As seen in previous Chapters, we have been using our custom tools and code with other
software to conduct the analyses described in this Chapter. BNs were run using our code from
Chapter 3, with the Junction Tree Algorithm implementation still via the package provided in
[108]. Dynamical systems required nothing more than our own Python code, Z3 [61] and R
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[123], as in Chapter 4, and the symbolic game models were run using our code from Chapter
5, R and the Gambit [96] software package.

There have had to be a few new features and changes made to our code in order to run
BNs, dynamical systems and game theory models together.

Firstly, our implementation of BNs cannot really be reloaded: the nodes are defined
as python functions (which can not easily be redefined - but can be reused). There is also
no value in frequently rebuilding the BN - as it will never change (the values instantiating
the strict uncertainty in the BN may, but not the DAG shape of the BN). We therefore
pre-calculate the equations needed for the BN once - using our tools from Chapter 3 - and
then store the equations of the marginals. The marginal probability equations are extracted
and placed into the dynamical system code in place of other mathematical equations that
were previously there (as detailed above), and run as in Chapter 4.

As we are interested in using the dynamical systems results (for a metric of our choice) as
the payoffs in the game theory application, we need to recover the symbolic (non-instantiated)
version of the concrete pathway that witnesses an optimal value of the metric within δ .

When the SMT solver outputs a witness, it is instantiated and we do not know the original
equation for which the symbolic values were replaced with real values. We recover the
required formula through a new function that takes the inspection routine identified and maps
it back on to the correct pathway we require. We then revert back to a step in the computation
of the model and extract (from Python) the symbolic equation that was asserted to SMT for
the pathway of interest. At the end of this process, the symbolic python equation is saved to
a PostgreSQL database as our symbolic pay-off.

Once this process is complete for all combinations of shi f t and period, another new
function pulls the computed pay-off values into the required matrix for the game theory
payoffs. This is then run in our SMT game theory tool of Chapter 5. The Python and SMT
code for the queries and models of this paper and raw SMT analysis results are reported in
this thesis’ online repository.

As we have evaluated BNs, dynamical systems and game theory independently in previous
Chapters, here we focus on comparing the three techniques; identifying how each compares
in terms of computational overhead, complexity and any scope for optimising the process of
working with this new all-encompassing model.

There are 4 key factors that affect the computation and wall times of our modelling and
analysis:

• Computation time of the BN
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• (Average) Computation time of the modified dynamical system containing relevant
marginal probabilities from pre-computed BN.

• Number of parameters we are exploring (dictating how many times the dynamical
system model must be run)

• Computation time of the approximation to the Nash Equilibria using the pay-offs
generated in previous steps in our game theory approach

The symbolic BN that we use in Examples 6.2.2 and 6.2.3 of this Chapter is computed in
1005 seconds on one core of the machine our tool runs on. This is a similar time as taken
in Chapter 3 work, adjusting for the fact that in this instance we require to compute two
marginals under different hard evidence, whereas previously we were only really interested
in one set of hard evidence.

The minimum number of cores our code runs on is 4 cores, but we use 20 as our default
number of cores for running this code. All times reported are during use of 20 cores. The
example dynamical systems we use in this Chapter are 10 time steps long, and similar to the
results for 10 time steps reported in Chapter 4, take on average 29 seconds to be computed
(the average in Chapter 4 for 10 time steps was 25 seconds, using a multiprocessing pool of
20 cores; this model is slightly more complicated and involves extra calls to SMT). If we had
taken more time steps, this would no doubt take longer to compute (along the lines of Figure
4.15).

Taking the average time for one run of our dynamical systems model, we can calculate
approximately how much wall time we will need to continue with our approach. The
dynamical systems model (with its parameters changing to model different strategies) will
need to be computed n times, where, for an m player game, with each player i having ni

strategies, n is the product of the number of strategies for each player, n = ∏
m
i=1 ni. The wall

time for this computation may be quite large, but the actual time may be reduced through
complete parallelisation. No runs of different paths in the dynamical system are contingent
on any other, and thus work completely independently; the limitation for the exploitation of
parallelisation being the specifications of the machine.

It takes only 6 seconds, running on 1 core for our tool to compute the required Nash
Equilibria, regress and optimise for a solution in Z3. The example we considered had only
3×3 pure strategies to consider, making this a relatively small game. What was new about
our implementation of symbolic Nash Equilibria here, was that the complexity of the pay-off
values was increased from our work in Chapter 5 (in terms of more strict uncertainty in
each pay-off). Yet, our regression approach still took a reasonably short time to effectively
approximate the Nash Equilibria of interest.
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In Table 6.1 we record the wall time and computation times of each factor in full. The
inclusion of a BN model for n = 9 games almost doubles the computation time of our overall
model. This additional 1005 second overhead for dynamical systems models over 10 time
steps, or games with more pure strategies (i.e. higher n) would reduce the impact of the
inclusion of the BN model however. Similarly, for the number of pure strategies in the game,
most impact will come from generating the pay-offs via the dynamical systems model to
populate the game theory pay-offs. The addition of more pure strategies has minimal time
impact on the solution to the game theory parts of the model itself.

6.4 Related Work

Spivak [128] and Broy [30] are undoubtedly two sources of very formal, closely linked
work in this area, where ‘operads’ and their algebras are used to describe joins between
models. Their interest lies in the formalisations between networks and the intricacies that
‘feedback’ from one model can pass to others in a network of models. Their compositional
formalisations are category-theory based, the proofs of which we do not show nor require
here. Instead, we rely on the natural embeddings that BNs, represented as sets of constraints
(including equations that define meaning of marginals) offer in equation-based dynamical
systems, and ‘symbolic results’ dynamical systems offer as potential pay-offs to our game
theoretic model. Work by Spivak and Broy [30, 128] does not necessarily join models so
easily and thus their need for greater formalisation.

6.5 Chapter Summary

We noted in our examples that both variable and non-variable Nash Equilibria are interesting
results to report here: non-variable results would mean the approximation of a symbolic
NE contains only constant weights. In particular, there is then never any doubt over which
parameters (irrespective of strict uncertainty) should be used in a treaty. Variable results
would mean the approximation of a symbolic NE contains some non-constant weights. In
particular, there may then be value in changing strategies as any strict uncertainty varies.

We have demonstrated that this approach can be used to extend our previous work on
constrained Bayesian Belief Networks (BN) into the dynamical system, in place of (or in
addition to) equations. The BNs allow for a much greater level of detail in modelling the
inspection routine itself, as was seen in detail in Chapter 3. Strict uncertainty may co-exist
between the mathematical equations and the BN either as local or global unknowns. There
are no real restrictions on how the BN can be moulded to fit with the dynamical system: as an
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example, we could have used variables from the dynamical system to control ‘hard evidence’
passing in the BN, as well as individual probability values. Overall, output from the BN has
contributed to the dynamical system’s Ii j

ρ variable in instances of an inspection taking place.
In this Chapter, we developed an integration of our work from the three core Chapters of

this thesis, Chapters 3, 4 and 5, and used the tool that supports the analyses of such integrated
models to test the scalability of our approaches. The pay-offs generated by the dynamical
system are considerably more complex than the case-study Dresher pay-offs generated in
Chapter 5. We report that the increased complexity adds no noticeable load or difficulties for
our approach.

The principal contribution of this Chapter is therefore a more detailed model that can be
used to run a much more comprehensive analysis to support decision making in the arms
control domain: this tool could be used to model the optimum treaty parameters desired to
nations (game theory), based on automated logic-based reasoning for optimal inspection
regimes (dynamical systems), which themselves use detailed models of inspections (BNs).



Chapter 7

Evaluation

We consolidate our evaluation of this thesis work through a discussion of its achievements,
capabilities and shortcomings; before progressing to a discussion over possible future work.
We conclude by reviewing our initial aims and objectives.

7.1 Discussion

We discuss how for each of the three core pieces of work on BNs, dynamical systems and
game theory we have been true to addressing the requirements of the work, and to what
extent we have overcome the challenges. We refer back to the requirements and challenges
posed in Chapter 1 of this thesis.

Individually, each core piece of work and its case study has allowed us to compute
answers to questions without full data and has required us to represent and analyse dynamic,
symbolic scenarios (C1). The engineering approaches needed to express the non-linear
arguments and complex calculations under strict uncertainty in formal methods are new, and
this challenge has been fully overcome for our case study models, but was not without its
difficulties.

For all case studies we performed non-linear optimisation for measures of interest and
their trade-offs (C4). This could then be used - for instance - by a modeller to confirm the best
or worst case scenarios for any metric of choice they could wish to consider. Alternatively we
have shown through the case studies that we can analyse what is “never possible”, or “always
true”. For each arms control verification scenario, we ensured that the questions were set out
formally and clearly such that non-technical users could understand these representations
and their results (R1).

Overall, this has encouraged a more sophisticated approach to analysis under strict
uncertainty and created a holistic yet methodical approach to decision support in the arms
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control domain. Furthermore, whilst the case studies are based in arms control, the code and
most formalisms can be reapplied elsewhere.

One difficulty we have come across in justifying this work is: ‘how do we evaluate the
correctness of the models’? Our response to this has been varied: firstly, the models are sub-
jected to sanity checks. We undertake code reviews to ensure the efficacy of the tools we have
built. The tools are tested, and the numerical results reported can be tested (i.e. the existence
of solutions for optimisations can be checked through implementation of that instantiation
numerically). Furthermore, the models themselves are built and informed by domain-experts,
and even where multiple experts may disagree on modelling, our system inherently supports
comparison between multiple models, where it can check for any agreement, or disagreement
on any metric as defined.

7.1.1 Bayesian Networks

For most, but not all BNs, we have been able to represent, analyse (C1, R3) and perform
optimisations for measures of interest and their trade-offs (C4, R5) exactly. For some cases
we defer to regression and approximate analyses of our models.

The nature of BNs has meant that we could use them to represent both subjective (e.g.
expert opinion) and objective data (R2). The introduction of strict - also known as Knightian
- uncertainty (through symbolic terms and constraints) allowed us to show the effect of
different subjective modelling decisions on our results (R3).

On the technical side, for satisfiability checks of the various logics considered in this
thesis, we used the SMT solver Z3. Z3 on its own could not handle a BN with more than
3 nodes, passing hard evidence. Through experimental engineering and testing we have
understood how we integrate Z3 with other software packages to ‘off-load’ algorithmic tasks
of the Junction Tree Algorithm, leaving the satisfiability checker to assess satisfiability only,
and to play no role in computations themselves.

We have been able to formally prove (C5, R6) that analysis outputs are correct through
our formalisation work and aforementioned code review.

Bayesian Networks have specifically met requirements R1, R2, R3, R5 and R6, and
challenges C1, C4 and C5.

7.1.2 Dynamical Systems

In the case of dynamical systems, we have been able to represent and analyse (C1, R3)
dynamic, time-dependent scenarios (R4, C2) and to perform optimisation for measures of
interest and their trade-offs (C4, R5) exactly.
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Whilst BNs and game theory are naturally probabilistic models, our dynamical systems
work also successfully used probabilistic sampling (C3). Our approach allowed for this to be
‘switched on’ to sample events and probabilities in the model randomly; though for the sake
of reproducibility we used fixed constants in the values reported throughout this thesis.

One caveat to our formalisations being applicable to scenarios outside of arms control
verification is that domain-specific aspects (inspections, etc) appear in our formalisation for
dynamical systems. A generalisation, removing inspections from the term language, is trivial
from what we have provided however, and alternative uses of this work could include any
area, from scenario and policy planning (where aspects of a scenario are unknown), to market
analysis (where customers’ needs are uncertain) to security (where - similar to this work -
reliability of equipment is not certain).

Z3 on its own could not handle 2 time steps of a dynamical system, though thanks to
Python and R we have been able to ‘off-load’ algorithmic tasks similar to as done in BNs.
Again, as in BNs, we have been able to formally prove (C5, R6) that analysis outputs are
correct through our formalisation work.

Dynamical Systems have specifically met requirements R3, R4, R5 and R6, and chal-
lenges C1, C2, C3, C4 and C5.

7.1.3 Game Theory

For game theoretic models, our symbolic representations were approximations, computed by
regressions. We handed the work of Nash Equilibria calculations and regressions to specialist
game theory and statistical packages, Gambit and R respectively, rather than re-implementing
those capabilities. We have however still been able to perform optimisation for measures of
interest and their trade-offs (C4, R5) on these close approximation results. As with all other
techniques, we have been able to formally prove (C5, R6) that analysis outputs are correct
through our formalisation work.

Game Theory has specifically met requirements R5 and R6, and challenges C4 and C5.

Between these three areas of modelling, we have met all requirements R1 - R6 and addressed
all challenges C1 - C5.

7.2 Future Work

As alluded to in our introductory Chapter 2, there is a wealth of related work in mathematical
modelling, but little in the utilisation of formal methods for detailed mathematical modelling
in the manner seen in this thesis. Throughout this thesis we have address related work areas
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as we developed our contributions. Here we discuss future work to be done in each of the
three core areas that we have identified.

7.2.1 Bayesian Networks

In the future, we think there is scope to take our evaluation of Bayesian Networks further. We
pursued a random exploration of how many nodes, how much hard evidence and uncertainty
we could introduce to our models, with inconclusive results about the effect any particular
factor plays on the computation time or computability of results using our methodology.
For our purposes, our approach has been entirely sufficient; and indeed larger BN models
have somewhat questionable factors in other respects: how to confirm that such a model
is correct and how to guarantee that such a large model can be understood by non-experts.
Nevertheless, from a perspective of computational complexity, the possibility to test how
complex a network could be solved using our tool and approach would be of interest.

The possibility for computational speed and memory improvements on solving the
Junction Tree Algorithm symbolically, (and without having to resort to regression when
memory limitations make a problem too complicated) would be the most important future
work. This could perhaps be achieved by using a language such as C in which one could
fully control memory management.

7.2.2 Dynamical Systems

In a similar way to the BN work, we would be interested to approach the dynamical systems
work in C for increased speed, but also precision to our calculations. We add that our Python
approach was used because of its plentiful APIs, the need to experiment with our code,
and thus quickly re-focus or change code - which would be more difficult when dealing
with memory allocation as well. Our solution is a good prototype that implements the
formalisations and theory, but we acknowledge the limitations of Python as a language when
it comes to optimisation of code. Through increased speed, we would hope to extend our
dynamical systems beyond the 27 time step barrier (i.e. 227 pathways) we have managed
on the Imperial College HPC, even though 27 time steps was an achievement identified as
realistically useable by the arms control community. It would be preferable to also increase
precision of our results, though this would more than likely have a detrimental effect on the
speed of computation.

On the mathematical modelling side, it would be useful for this work’s application if the
system could be extended to model more than two parties to a treaty, and to model more
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facets of the domain than the four key areas of Belief, Weapon Numbers, Inspections and
Declarations we focussed on in our case study.

In order to benchmark our approach further, future work could test its efficacy against
numerical solutions - such as through MATLAB. Such an approach is neither naturally suited
to the Knightian uncertainty we deal with, nor to the scheduling optimisation task, but works
well with the dynamics of the system and could be engineered to address its shortcomings in
a similar manner to how we use Python to support Z3.

There are similarities between our case of interest and cases in other uncertainty domains.
Solutions to higher order ODEs (e.g Black-Scholes problems [24]) have a distinct sense of
‘uncertainty’ and further work to see how formal methods could be used to good effect in
these scenarios would benefit on and draw from our dynamical systems work.

7.2.3 Game Theory

A limitation of our game theory work, which we already discussed in Chapter 5, is that it
is an approximation rather than an exact solution. A tool that could analytically solve the
(infinite) equations without approximation would be desirable. All of the computational
symbolic approaches in techniques we have reviewed, are approximations that are decided
iteratively. Ours is the first regression based technique that we are aware of.

7.2.4 Further development

For the BN work, we developed a graphical tool that automated code generation for us, and
would additionally enhance our approach such that non-technical users could understand
these representations and their results more easily (R1). This was in addition to the command-
line based interfaces we developed for all three areas of BNs, dynamical systems and game
theory. A graphical front end for dynamical systems and game theory would enhance their
usability by non-technical users.

On the formalisation side, the next stages for developing our formalisations would be to
build a theory of how to abstract formally between abstraction layers - to ensure consistency
etc. This would then be able to take our models - through our formalisation work in Chapter
6 - and compare them as a whole between different modellers, different scenarios, and be
able to prove questions of interest around these.

We did not fully pursue certification (C5, R6) in a similar vein to work such as PEAL
as identified in Chapter 2, though this is another possible extension to our current approach.
The scope of certifying results may be limited by the complexity of joining multiple tools
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together. As discussed in Section 7.1, we instead rely on our formalisation and pursuing code
review to check the efficacy of our prototype tools.

We are aware of work by the US DoE where formal methods are being used in the arms
control domain for their more traditional purpose of hardware verification. Additional work
is ongoing relating to covert channels that exist in generic IB hardware, for instance, through
temperature changes or pauses and timings of communications that could covertly leak
information. The use of formal methods in these areas, albeit probably for model abstraction,
could conceivably tie in with the models presented in this thesis.

Technically, there is scope for more use of developing tools built into Z3 itself: future
work could explore multi-objective optimisations using ‘Pareto fronts’ instead of the maximin
and minimax optimisations we have focussed on. Parameters that control the Pareto fronts
could then be viewed as variables of interest. Other optimisation work involved in solving
optimisation problems in a parallelised way (in a similar sense to the approach taken by
researchers in the MINLP field) could be utilised to enhance our computations, such as
through increased computation speed. Work in this area already exists for Z3 and could
seemingly integrate reasonably well with our approach [33].

7.3 Summary

Building on the firm foundations of classical mathematical models, and by leveraging the
power of satisfiability checkers for logics over the reals, we have been able to formally
extend computational approaches to decision making under uncertainty, and have offered
a formal theory to justify and capture the power of these new structures. In addition, the
implementations of these approaches have then been applied to case studies and the results
have shown that the power of analyses that are now possible in these case studies is greater
than those obtained through numerical instantiations of these models that estimate parameters
only.

Addressing the original aims of this project, we have faithfully encoded mathematical
models relating to arms control (A1) in calculations (normally in Python) which have been
converted for analysis in formal methods languages where necessary. The accuracy of these
encodings has been confirmed by code review and testing, as discussed. New insights from
models that would not normally be available by other methodologies (A2) have included
areas of agreement and disagreement between different Bayesian Network models of the
same scenario; the vacuously optimum inspection regime to follow over strict uncertainty
for some factors of the model; and the sensitivity to changes in pay-offs via our new metric
in game theory. For all aspects of our work, we have built prototype tools to automate the
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model queries (A3). In some cases (for instance BNs) we have also automated the creation of
models - taking input from other software tools, or a GUI - and through using a standardised
nomenclature for built in queries have been able to combine these tools and formalise the
analysis that they achieve (A4). Our approach to BNs and game theory - where our tool
will support any model given to it, arms control related or otherwise - inherently allows for
analysis at different levels of abstraction (A5) by replacing the models with any of particular
interest. Furthermore, the tools support the semantic glue necessary to compare different
Bayesian Network and dynamical systems models in one instantiation of the constraint solver.
For both BNs and game theory we have used pre-existing and refined metrics for sensitivities
of models in order to include this extra information (A6) alongside our metrics of Confidence,
Degrees of Belief, or Trust. And finally, we have demonstrated that it is possible to capture the
realisation of all prior aims in an overarching tool (A7) for model construction that supports
decision making in the arms control domain, and allows a finer-grained consideration of its
constituent parts.

Our underlying hypothesis of this thesis is that it is possible to think of mathematical
concepts under strict uncertainty as constraints, and as demonstrated, solve these constraints
in a manner akin to that of Robust Optimisation. To do so enables the required analysis
needed in the nuclear arms control domain - where high stakes means that we are more
interested in events that are ‘possible’ rather than necessarily ‘probable’. Satisfiability
checkers - in our tool we used SMT solvers - and our formalisations of the mathematical
concepts have enabled this, in a formal, accurate, and verifiable manner.
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Appendix A

Dynamical systems

A.1 Initial modelling conditions for inspection regimes

The following initial modelling conditions are used in Scenarios for this Chapter unless
stated otherwise in the Chapter.

N = 30

Penaltyi = 10.0

γ
i = 0.7

Ai = 0.4

Bi = 0.5

Ci = 0.1

F i = 0.0005

W i
0 = 1050

Bi
0 = 950

Di
0 = 1000

p j
f− = 0.05

p j
f+ = 0.05

Penalty j = 10.0

γ
j = 0.7

A j = 0.4

B j = 0.5

C j = 0.1

F j = 0.0005

W j
0 = 1010

B j
0 = 800

D j
0 = 1000

pi
f− = 0.01

pi
f+ = 0.01

ω = 0.5
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A.2 Two-Step SMT Code Example

Referenced in Section 4.3: For each of the 4 possible inspection routines, the dynamical
system’s equations have been solved for the 4 key variables of interest, W i, Ii, Di and Bi, for
both time steps. Figure A.1 displays the full SMT code that is generated (apart from variable
declarations, to save space). Note that only nation i’s variables are included in the figure as
indicative of the movement in the system, and as nation j’s are similar (but not the same due
to differences in nation specific parameters). Variables for time step 1 in inspection routines
1 and 2 and, similarly, routines 3 and 4. This is because there is no difference in inspection
routine at these points between these two pairs. By the end of the second time step however,
at least one variable differs between all four inspection routine results.
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(assert (= Wi_1_1 1.6))
(assert (= Ii_1_1 5.0))
(assert (= Di_1_1 2.7))
(assert (= Bi_1_1 1.0))
(assert (= Wi_2_1 1.28))
(assert (= Ii_2_1 5.0))
(assert (= Di_2_1 2.74))
(assert (= Bi_2_1 1.0))

(assert (= Wi_1_2 1.6))
(assert (= Ii_1_2 5.0))
(assert (= Di_1_2 2.7))
(assert (= Bi_1_2 1.0))
(assert (= Wi_2_2 1.28))
(assert (= Ii_2_2 2.627))
(assert (= Di_2_2 2.74))
(assert (= Bi_2_2 1.43756769256898))

(assert (= Wi_1_3 1.6))
(assert (= Ii_1_3 0.99))
(assert (= Di_1_3 2.7))
(assert (= Bi_1_3 0.995000000000000))
(assert (= Wi_2_3 1.27280000000000))
(assert (= Ii_2_3 0.99))
(assert (= Di_2_3 2.74))
(assert (= Bi_2_3 0.990000000000000))

(assert (= Wi_1_4 1.6))
(assert (= Ii_1_4 0.99))
(assert (= Di_1_4 2.7))
(assert (= Bi_1_4 0.995000000000000))
(assert (= Wi_2_4 1.27280000000000))
(assert (= Ii_2_4 2.627))
(assert (= Di_2_4 2.74))
(assert (= Bi_2_4 1.43391239967583))

(assert (= Wi_1 (ite (= 1 DIt_1) Wi_1_1 Wi_1_3)))
(assert (= Ii_1 (ite (= 1 DIt_1) Ii_1_1 Ii_1_3)))
(assert (= Di_1 (ite (= 1 DIt_1) Di_1_1 Di_1_3)))
(assert (= Bi_1 (ite (= 1 DIt_1) Bi_1_1 Bi_1_3)))

(assert (= Wi_2 (ite (= 1 DIt_1) (ite (= 1 DIt_2) Wi_2_1 Wi_2_2) (ite (= 1 DIt_2) Wi_2_3 Wi_2_4))))
(assert (= Ii_2 (ite (= 1 DIt_1) (ite (= 1 DIt_2) Ii_2_1 Ii_2_2) (ite (= 1 DIt_2) Ii_2_3 Ii_2_4))))
(assert (= Di_2 (ite (= 1 DIt_1) (ite (= 1 DIt_2) Di_2_1 Di_2_2) (ite (= 1 DIt_2) Di_2_3 Di_2_4))))
(assert (= Bi_2 (ite (= 1 DIt_1) (ite (= 1 DIt_2) Bi_2_1 Bi_2_2) (ite (= 1 DIt_2) Bi_2_3 Bi_2_4))))

Fig. A.1 The complete finished SMT code for i’s equations for a two-step system. Inspection
routines 1 to 4 are encoded with inspections {[none, none], [none, inspection], [inspection,
none], [inspection, inspection]}. The results are encoded in the tree and the DIt_t variable
switches between the cases. The declarations of all variables are removed as non-important
(all are of type Real). The numerical values come from dummy initial conditions in Section
A.1
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φ ::=⊥ | ⊤ | p | (¬φ) | (φ ∧φ) | (φ ∨φ) | (φ ⇒ φ) | (φ ⇔ φ) |
AXφ | EXφ | AFφ | EFφ | AGφ | EGφ | A[φUφ ] | E[φUφ ]

Fig. A.2 The formal syntax of CTL in Backus Naur form

A.3 Feasibility of using a symbolic model checker

A reader may wonder why the work reported in this thesis did not make us of the tool nuXmv,
the successor to nuSMV - a symbolic model checker. Such symbolic model checkers can
explore state spaces with respect to formulas written in temporal logics CTL and LTL [81].
This would be particularly useful in our modelling and analysis of dynamical systems, as
reported in Chapter 4. Figure A.2 shows the formal syntax of CTL in Backus Naur form.

For our problem we are interested in queries of the form:

EF(pend ∧ob jvar > th)

which describes the existence of inspection routines where the final objective variable is
over a certain threshold (so a maximum search, of sorts), and:

AG(pi ⇒ (X¬pi)∧ (XX¬pi))

which describes the condition of inspections being called implying the next two time
steps can’t involve inspections. We would want to test these together. Thus queries of the
form,

E[F(pend ∧ob jvar > th)∧G(pi ⇒ (X¬pi)∧ (XX¬pi))]

would be of interest to us. This is a syntactic CTL* formula which cannot be expressed
in CTL (there is no CTL formula that is semantically equivalent to the above). CTL will thus
not suffice.

LTL can deal with some of these issues, and we therefore tried to test the feasibility
of LTL model checking in nuXmv [39] for producing capabilities needed and reported in
Chapter 4. We did build a small, very simplified example of our model in LTL, but it leaves
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out many aspects of the model that we would want to capture, and even with such omissions
the model checker cannot reason about this simpler model. The code for the nuXmv model
is included below. It can block inspections due to previous inspections and can do limited
arithmetic over a set of equations. The equations cannot handle real unbounded computations
though, which we would need for describing potential weapons stocks, or beliefs about such
weapons stocks. To combat this, we add in ‘tricks’ to keep the set of finite numbers that we
allow the values to take closed [68]. The set is closed only under addition, subtraction and
multiplication under the additional logical rules and normal rules of arithmetic.

We use the left hand side of an LTL specification command to add in additional logical
constraints, and then check that these hold true.

LTLSPEC G(ins -> X!ins) -> X(!ins)
LTLSPEC G(ins -> X!ins & X(X(!ins))) -> X(!ins) & X(X(!ins))

The first equation states that (for any time step) when an inspection occurs there can’t be
another inspection next time step. The same is true of the second equation, except it is true
for the next two equations. If we were to negating these, the model checker would return
false, and a counter example would be reported.

LTLSPEC G(ins -> X!ins & X(X(!ins))) -> G(W > -2)

We could encode threshold on objects of interest and check that they do not go below a
certain value. The simple case above checks that W never drops below -1, which is trivial
given the construction of W in the model. The full code of the test system is included in

Figure A.3. As mentioned, Real numbers lead to errors due to unboundedness over an infinite
space.

As discussed, in order to obtain even these results we have had to sacrifice more detail and
features that necessary in our SMT modelling. We conclude that our approach is favourable
for the problem of interest due to its better support for Reals, and (albeit with a mixture of
software) support for complex computations.
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MODULE insp(ins)
ASSIGN

next(ins) :=
case

FALSE : {TRUE, FALSE};
TRUE: FALSE;

esac;

MODULE eqs(ins, W, B, D)
ASSIGN

next(W) :=
case

W > 10: 9;
W < 0: 1;
ins=TRUE:W+2;
ins=FALSE:W+(-1);

esac;
next(B) :=

case
B > 10: 8;
B < 0: 0;
ins=TRUE:B+2;
ins=FALSE:B+(-1);

esac;
next(D) :=

case
D > 10: 5;
D < 0: 1;
ins=TRUE:D+1;
ins=FALSE:D+(-2);

esac;

MODULE main
VAR

ins: boolean;
insp: process insp(ins);
W: {-1,-2,-3,-4,0, 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20};
B: {-1,-2,-3,-4,0, 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20};
D: {-1,-2,-3,-4,0, 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20};
eqs: process eqs(ins, W, B, D);

ASSIGN
init(ins):= FALSE;
init(W):= 3;
init(B):= 4;
init(D):= 3;

LTLSPEC G(ins -> X!ins) -> X(!ins)
LTLSPEC G(ins -> X!ins & X(X(!ins))) -> X(!ins) & X(X(!ins))
LTLSPEC G(ins -> X!ins & X(X(!ins))) -> G(W > -2)

Fig. A.3 Example LTL system demonstrating our attempt to use other technologies to achieve
the aims of our project.
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